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We're changing the face of
Saturday morning television.
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2Saturday morning finally grew

It's not kid's stuff. It's "GREAT

WEEKEND"- live via satellite
the program that has everything for active adults to
plan their weekend. Seasoned reporters bring
your viewers a dynamic weekly hour of
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grownups the "GREAT
WEEKEND" they've
been waiting for!
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For details, call 213/477-2101.
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weather, sports, entertainment,
news, money, fashion, people,
arts and leisure, health and
PA science, and how -to's.
Give America's

GREAT WEEKEND
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YOU RIALI1E...

You probably know us by our audio machines that are used in television, radio, and
music recording applications every day, around the world. But it may surprise you to learn that

the same company that builds 32 channel digital audio mastering machines also pioneered
and developed (with E. I. Dupont de Nemours & Co.) the world's only laser- based, high speed
video duplicator. And that we also market video and audio tape loaders, and digital audio disk
systems.
Our customers also tend to take a broad view. They know that quality products,
backed by an engineering support group and a network of regional offices, plus a group of
independent sales representatives and dealers who share our commitment to our customers,
give them value far beyond initial equipment cost.
So consider the real cost-of-ownership in your buy decision. Look for equipment that
is less expensive to operate over time and that is designed to support the goals of your
business. Realize that when you buy Otari equipment you also "buy" Otari,
the company. If you do, we think you'll choose the Technology You Can Trust."

U

Magazine stations now
get timely stories everyday
from PM OVERNIGHT, our
new daily feed.
With forty-eight full -time
production teams, PM is
there as stories develop worldwide. Our stations
bring those stories home
to viewers, blending in

i

The world's first half -hour action /comedy...

and it's loaded with special effects.

My Secret Identity is the story of a typical
teenager whose special powers lead him into
situations that are often hilarious and downright dangerous.
It's written by Brian Levant and Fred Fox, Jr.,
whose credits include Happy Days,
Laverne and Shirley, and Mork and Mindy.
Its stars are Jerry O'Connell, the
sensation of the movie, Stand By Me, and
Derek McGrath of Dallas.
Perfect for kids, teens and young adults...
it's the series that'll make your weekends fly!

Produced by Sunrise Films Ltd. in association with
Scholastic Productions Inc. and the CTV Television
Network Ltd.

Distributed by

MCATV
1988 MCATV All rights reserve
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Following Campaign '88

page 43.

FCC inquires into TV broadcast of R -rated film.. .page 46.

Sorting out year's worth of
THE MAKING OF A PRESIDENT

It is not only
proliferation of news operations focusing on
Campaign '88 that is setting it apart from previous
presidential election years. BROADCASTING'S
coverage of Fifth Estate's election coverage begins
with overview by chief correspondent, Leonard
Zeidenberg on PAGE 43.

47.

peoplemeter...page

schedule for religious programing.

PAGE 79.

o Business of syndicated
television programing heats up during this critical
sales season -between INTV and NATPE
International conventions. PAGE 84.
BETWEEN NOW AND NATPE

Headed by actress -producer,
Shelley Duvall, Think Entertainment is formed to
develop, produce and distribute first -run exclusive
programing for cable. TCI, UA Communications.
United Cable and Newhouse have ownership
interests. PAGE 86.
THINK CABLE

REINSCH REMEMBERS o From FDR to LBJ, J.

Leonard
Reinsch has culled memories of Democratic
national conventions and presidential campaigns
since 1944. His experience as radio and then TV
director of those events-as well as advice to
planners of future conventions -are highlighted in
excerpts from his new book. PAGE 44.

At Los Angeles press tour, PBS
President Bruce Christensen says noncommercial
TV network will join fight to overturn must -carry
decision, accusing FCC of "asinine decision" for not
lobbying for exemption for PBS stations. PAGE 88.
'DUMB' DECISION

FCC informs KZKC -TV
Kansas City, Mo.. that station's broadcast of R -rated
film may have violated federal statute barring
indecency. PAGE 46.
QUESTION OF INDECENCY

MORE PRIME TIME NEWS o CBS

News begins its third
hour of prime time programing with debut of 48
Hours on Jan. 19 at 8 p.m. (NYT), hosted by CBS
Evening News anchor, Dan Rather. PAGE 98.

Association's board meets in Hawaii
this week to plan Washington lobbying strategy and
set priorities for new year. PAGE 48.
NAB IN HAWAII o

Broadcast securities analyst, Rich
MacDonald, has seen his fortunes rise with those of
MARKET MAN o

Radio Network's format
changes include more news offerings and new
MORE FROM UPI RADIO o UPI
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A weekly status report on major issues in the Fifth Estate
Copyright 1988 Broadcasting Publications Inc. May be quoted
with credit

Solid box denotes items that have changed
since last issue.
FCC amended its rules

AM -FM allocations.
last November to allow approximately 800 AM
stations on regional channels and 940 khz
and 1540 khz to operate at night with 500
watts. Earlier, commission had authorized 21
of 41 AM's on foreign clear channel 1540 khz
to operate at night. Actions are part of series
of steps commission is taking to allow nighttime or service near lowest post- sunset power
for 1,600-1,800 of country's 1,900 daytime only AM stations. According to commission,
more actions will follow to clear several hundred more AM's to operate at night. National
Association of Broadcasters filed comments
at FCC in July supporting authorizations, but
saying FCC should authorize new nighttime
service on interim basis until comprehensive
review of AM interference standards in separate proceeding is completed. Others said
FCC should defer action until review is completed and new interference standards are
adopted.
In response to inquiry, NAB told FCC Aug.

1987, not to permit FM stations to use
directional antennas, claiming it would lead to
AM- ization of FM band. However, several FM
broadcasters commenting in proceeding took
opposite position, contending directional antennas would benefit FM radio and public.
31,

O

AM Stereo. FCC last Thursday, (Jan. 14)
rejected recommendation of report released
last August by National Telecommunications
and Information Administration that C -Quam
AM stereo system's pilot tone be protected
from possible interference (see story, "Top of
the Week "). Action from commission came
after pilot tone issue had been taken off agenda of two previous meetings.
Multisystem radios receive signals generated by two incompatible systems battling to be
de facto standard -C -Quam and Kahn Communications' single-sideband. NTIA report
stated that while there is no inherent degradation of sound quality in multisystem compared
to single- system radios, implementation of
multisystem technology is not feasible because of lack of support among radio manufacturers and dominance of C -Quam system

Christian battles a
blizzard...to make peace with
his dying father in Denver. Will
he get there in time? The ending
surprises, as a traveling companion recounts another Easter
journey of regret, turned now
A new

Easter's
Bittersweet
Memories:
`A New'óday

A New

Tomorrow"

to peace. Dr. Oswald Hoffmann,
Lutheran Hour speaker, completes this compelling drama.
Half-hour special.
Available at no service charge.
Use the coupon or call
Vi Knickrehm, (314) 647 -4900.

Please send me "The Lutheran
Hour" Easter radio special.

Name

Title

Station

Frequency

Address
City, State, Zip
Mail to The International

Lutheran Laymen's League

2185 Hampton Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63139 -2983
In Canada: P.O. Box 481
Kitchener, ONT N2G4A2
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in international marketplace.
In filing with FCC in December, Kahn Communications charged that, in 1985, Motorola
improperly blocked Sony from selling multi -

system radios by asserting two AM stereo
patents. Kahn further alleged that patents in
by
improperly obtained
question were
Motorola.
Motorola dismissed Kahn's charges and asserts that standards battle is over and that
new integrated circuits in radios to be released in 1988 will solidify C -Quam and stereo
in general in AM marketplace.
O

Antitrafficking. Broadcasters last year succeeded in beating back congressional efforts
to crack down on perceived trafficking in
broadcast licenses. Industry gained enough
support to sink Senate Commerce Committee
Chairman Ernest Hollings's (D-S.C.) proposal
to impose 4% transfer fee on broadcast licenses transfered within three years of last
sale (BROADCASTING, Dec. 14, 1987). Congressional interest in reinstating FCC's antitrafficking rule has been building, with other legislation offered earlier last year in House and
Senate that would resurrect rules requiring
broadcast stations to be owned three years
before sale.
O

Cable regulation. National Cable Television
Association survey that shows cable rates
rose 6.7% in first six months of 1987. Results
from 598 cable systems found that basic rates
rose, on average, 10.6 %, while pay rates declined 2.5 %.
On Capitol Hill, survey may crop up when
Subcommittee
House Telecommunications
convenes oversight hearings this year (expected to begin in February) on status of
cable industry three years after deregulation- passage of Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984. Subcommittee postponed
hearing scheduled for Oct. 29, 1987, as result
of Wall Street slide and to take time for private
briefings on matter.
As for cable's standing in courts, two federal judges in northern district of California in
decisions issued one week apart in September 1987, ruled that cities' cable franchise
provisions requiring cable operators to provide access channels and universal service
and to build and maintain state -of- the -art cable systems are unconstitutional violation of
First Amendment rights of cable operators.
FCC has received comments in rulemaking
to define more narrowly those television markets where, in accordance with Cable Act,
rates of cable systems cannot be regulated
because systems are subject to effective cornpetition. FCC opened rulemaking in response
to U.S. Court of Appeals, which upheld FCC's
basic ruling that effective competition exists
where three broadcast signals are available,
but it said that definition of "available" was too
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el on Nov 17, 1987. Panel of top executives of

TV industry is upper tier of FCC's Advanced
Television (AN) Services Advisory Committee. Lower tier comprises three subcommittees that are divided into working parties. ATV
committee will produce its first set of recom-

mendations for commission. involving spectrum allocations. on May 17, 1988. Committee
was formed as part of July 16 FCC order that
also included notice of inquiry into HDTV systems. First round of comments received revealed that opinion of broadcast and cable
industries is that some form of advanced TV
standard should be adopted and that system
compatible with NTSC receivers is preferable.
Executive committee of National Association of Broadcasters has approved formation
of Broadcast Technology Center dedicated to
HOW research. Center will be under control of
NAB Technologies Inc.. for -profit subsidiary.

Indecency. FCC gave notice last week that
its get -tough indecency standard applies to
television as well as radio, telling KZKC-TV Kansas City, Mo., that it may have violated standard in airing of "Private Lessons" last May It
gave UHF station 30 days to respond. After
evaluating response, FCC could impose sanction, ranging from warning to launching of
license revocation proceeding.
FCC decided last April to apply broader
definition of indecency than seven dirty words
of 1978 Pacifica Supreme Court decision, giving it far greater latitude in determining what is
indecent. At same time, FCC sent out warning
letters to three radio stations.
At open meeting last November, FCC reaffirmed indecency policy, but, in doing so, created midnight -to-6 a.m. safe harbor during
which indecent programing can be broadcast
because of perceived minimal risk of children
in audience. FCC is examining several other
indecency complaints substantiated by either
tapes or transcripts and may issue more letters of inquiry.
FCC reaffirmation and creation of safe harbor came in response to petition for reconsideration from broadcasters seeking clarification of April policy Unappeased, one or more
of petitioners is expected to challenge policy
in federal appeals court on First Amendment
grounds.
O

International Telecommunications Satellite
Organization. In dramatic end to investigation by U.S. attorney for District of Columbia,
former Intelsat director general, Richard Colino, and business associates in July of 1987
pleaded guilty in U.S district court to criminal
fraud and conspiracy charges growing out of
what prosecutors said was siphoning $4.8
million from Intelsat during construction of addition to its headquarters building. Colino and
Deputy Director General Jose L. Alegrett were
fired by Board of Governors in December
1986 after outside lawyers and auditors submitted report indicating their possible involvement in financial irregularities. And in September, 1987, U.S. District Judge Gerhard A.
Gesell, saying loss to Intelsat had been $4.5
million, sentenced Colino to six years in minimum security prison and ordered him to make
restitution of $865,000. Colino began serving
his sentence on Oct. 31 in Petersburg, Va..
prison camp. One associate was sentenced

to three years and fined $100,000; other was
sentenced to two years. Intelsat in May tiled

civil suit against Colino in U.S.district court in
Maryland, claiming his activities resulted in
damage to organization of $11.5 million
1987). Colino at
(BROADCASTING, May 25,
about same time filed for bankruptcy to protect his assets. Both cases are pending.
O

International telecommunications satellite systems. President Reagan in November
1984 determined that separate U.S. systems

providing international communications satellite service are in public interest, provided
restrictions are imposed to protect economic
health of International Telecommunications
Satellite Organization. Thus far, eight systems
have received conditional authorization from
FCC, but proposal of only one, Pan American
Satellite Corp., which has secured Peru as
foreign correspondent, has been consulted
with Intelsat. Assembly of Parties, acting on
recommendation of Board of Governors, approved consultation at its extraordinary meeting in April 1986. PAS satellite is scheduled for
launch in March 1988 aboard Arianespace
rocket.
However, it is complaining that European
Postal Telephone and Telegraphs are combining to deny PAS access to their markets. Rene
Anselmo, PAS chairman, has written to President Reagan to ask him to seek cooperation of
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in
opening Great Britain to PAS.

Land- mobile. In response to petition from
Association of Maximum Service Telecasters,
National Association of Broadcasters and other broadcast groups, FCC has agreed to delay decision on reallocation of UHF channels
in e:oht markets in land mobile radio until
completion of its study on advanced television
systems (AN) (see High -definition television,
above). FCC wants to ascertain whether UHF
channels in question will be needed for broadcasting AN systems.
In related proceeding, FCC has proposed
minimum mileage separations between new
UHF television stations on channels 14 and 69
and existing mobile radio operations on adjacent channels. If new station cannot meet
spacing requirements, FCC also proposed,
station may try to negotiate settlement with
mobile radio operator.
O

Low -power television. Community Broadcasters Association, which represents budding LPTV industry, has hired Joseph Laughformer general manager of wGN -Tv
lin,
Chicago, to head CBA Programing Cooperative. Under Laughlin's direction, co -op will try
to buy programing that individual stations
could not afford. So far, more than 50 stations
have indicated interest in co -op.
FCC's freeze on LPTV applications and major changes-in effect since 1983-thawed
with opening of tiling window, June 22 -July 2,
1987. Some 1,350 applications were received, far fewer than FCC officials had expected. FCC has proposed granting some
800 applications. It is currently working on first
list of grants-some 483-of which it has
granted about 100 for new stations.
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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Mergers. Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.'s SCI
Holdings, which began to explore divestiture
of its 1.45 million- subscriber cable systems
last summer, will sell its assets to cable consortium of ATC, Comcast and Taft Cable (TeleCommunications Inc. and Bass Group joint
venture) for total consideration of $2.8 billion
(see BROADCASTING. Jan. 4). KKR's Storer Television has also closed on $1.3 billion transfer
of six TV stations to company managed and
Cablevision
55% held by George Gillett Jr.
Systems closed on $473.5 million purchase of
Adams -Russell. General Electric Credit Corp.
will finance deal, Cablevision will invest $40
million in buy and Kidder, Peabody & Co. will
provide $125 million in senior subordinated
notes.
U.S. Cable Television Group. new
limited partnership headed by ML Media principals Martin Pompadur and Elton Rule, has
set $225 million as price for 135,000- subscriber cable systems of Essex Communications
Corp. Amount was down $8 million from initial
offer and is subject to further change at closing in 1988. o Early 1988 close expected for
following deals: Continental Cablevision acquisition of American Cablesystems for
$481.7 million: radio group Summit Communications $200 million purchase of DKM Broadcasting in second largest radio -only sale. and
Adams Communications purchase of Forward
Communications' five TV stations for $126.5
million from Wesray Capital Corp.

Public Broadcasting. With death last
month of legislation that would have provided
estimated $300- million-per -year public broadcasting trust fund, beginning in 1990 (BROADCASTING, Dec. 14, 1987), Corporation for Pub1990
left
with
Broadcasting was
lic
appropriations worked out shortly before
Christmas by House-Senate conferees. Compromise between higher Senate figure and
lower House figure: $232.65 million, up from
$228 million for 1989. Same conferees settled
on 1988 figure of $19.59 million (down from
current $20.5 million) for NTIA- administered
Public Telecommunications Facilities Program, annual equipment grants.
Many public broadcasters feel they suffered another serious blow last year when
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington threw out
FCC's must -carry rules, which require cable
systems to carry local broadcast signals.
Court did not rule out possibility of constitutional must -carry rule. Although National Cable Television Association President Jim Mooney said most cable systems are unlikely to
drop any local broadcast signals they are now
carrying, some members of noncommercial
broadcasters community fear rise in number
of stations dropped.
National Public Radio board last month
adopted unbundling Option II resolution presented in written ballot to member stations for
advisory vote. Ballots are due at NPR Jan. 12.
Final decision rests with board, which plans
adoption of policy in February. Option II would
split NPR programing into morning news,
evening news and performance segments,
creating new distribution and member dues
structures. Board also this month began $32million Fiscal Year 1989 budget proposal deliberations.
Despite host Noah Adam's laryngitis illness,

We've got

the ones
to keep you
on top.

Wheel of Fort
No. lin 188 in
again this season.
1 an unprecedented five consecutive seasons.
The Big Wheel keeps on rolling over the
competition, gaining momentum as it dominates
market after market, season after season.
"Wheel of Fortune" is good news for the
future...unless you try to program against it.
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How do you follow the highest-rated show in
the history of syndication? With "Jeopardy!;'
the second highest -rated show ever.
The latest Cassandras show "Jeopardy!" is still
a dominant No. 2. So if you're planning a winning
schedule in the 90's, you can lock "Jeopardy!"
up now. Or you can be locked out in your market.
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The OprahW
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No. l talk show in syndication.
No. 3 show in syndication overall.
It took less than one season for "The Oprah

Winfrey" show to become the most talked about
talk show onTV. And the most watched talk
show in syndication.
When Oprah talks, its straight from the heart
And people everywhere are listening. That's why
theres never been another show quite like Oprah's.
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speak for themselves.
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THE OPRAH
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Still going strong,

still dominating first-run
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Syndex.

In comments to FCC, cable operators opposed, and broadcasters and program
producers supported, FCC proposal to reimpose rules requiring cable systems to black
out syndicated programing on distant signals
if it appears on local stations. Action is expected within next few months.
Cable industry argued that FCC lacks jurisdiction to reimpose syndex, that absence of
rules over past seven years has not harmed
broadcasters and producers and that rules
would violate cable operators' First Amendment rights.
Most broadcasters and producers contended that rules are needed to protect sanctity of
their exclusive programing contracts. And,
contrary to cable's claim, they say they have
been hurt by cable's importation of duplicative
distant signals into their markets.

launch of Minnesota Public Radio's Prairie
Home Companion replacement, Good Et'etting went off on schedule Jan. 9. More than
150 stations are signed up to carry first six
months of show distributed by American Public Radio.
David J. Brugger, senior vice president at
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Jan. 1
became president of National Association of
Public Television Stations. lobbying arm of
public TV system. Eric Friesen, senior VP, programing, remains acting president of American Public Radio.
Replacement of satellite interconnection
system is major item on agendas at both PBS
and NPR, with current Western Union satellite
space due to expire in 1991. Requests for
proposals and are due Jan. 25.
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...Puts You In Control!
Are you tired of erratic station performance and endless overhead
costs? Then it's time to take control with a program automation
system from Broadcast Electronics. Our advanced automation
systems can boost your ratings and your profits with a sound so
smooth you'll swear it's live!
We offer three models to meet your special needs...

O Control 16x - Full featured and easy to operate. Multi- source
capability and an expanded video display
16x, but without the total
complement of features. An excellent starter system!
O Sat 16 - The ideal system for satellite delivered formats. Virtual
"hands off" operation.

O Econo 16 - Similar to the Control

Call or write for more information today!

David N. Whitcomb', vice president.
Founded 1931 lhwnlru.stiirg- Trterestiug* introduced
in 1946.

'

Television acquired

in 1961.

I

Cebleresliuf

introduced in 1972
Reg U.S Patent Office
Copyright 1988 by Broadcasting Publications Inc

4100

N

217-224-9600

_E BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.
24th ST..
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62305-3606. (217) 224-9600. TELEX 250142

The success is spreading!
Every weeknight, A Current Affair
digs beneath the surface to reach the hearts
of stories and their impact on the people
involved.
A Current Affair has carved out a
prime access niche on WNYW New York,
posting strong gains in household and key
demo shares year-to-year.'
In November, A Current Affair
premiered on three network affiliates
and immediately improved prime
access performances: KSTP

Minneapolis showed a +38% HH share
improvement over October '87 and both
WSLS Roanoke and WDIO Duluth posted
impressive HH share uptrends from the first
week of the Sweep to the last?
A Current Affair's success is due to its
young, affluent and involved audience.
Furthermore, its audience duplicates
both early news and network prime
time better than its access competition, making it the perfect transition from news to prime time.

Albany NY/WTEN
Albuquerque/KOB
Binghamton/WMGC
Bakersfield/KGET
Boston/WFXT
Buffalo/WIVB
Burlington/WVNY
Chicago/WFLD
Dallas/KDAF
Davenport/WHBF
Duluth/WDIO
Grand Rapids/WOTV
Greenville NC/WNCT
Harrisburg/WHTM
Honolulu/KITV
Houston/KRIV
Jacksonville/WJKS
Las Vegas/KLAS
Los Angeles/KTTV
Milwaukee/WISN
Minneapolis/KSTP
New York/WNYW
Norfolk/WTKR
Providence/WINE
Roanoke/WSLS
Rochester/WOKR
San Francisco/KGO
St Louis/KTVI
Washington, D.C./WTTG
A Current Affair is ready to be
your station's next Prime Access franchise!

D
indicates nor listing

This week
Jan. 15- 22- National

Association of Broadcasters

joint board meeting. Mauna Lani Bay hotel, Kohala
Coast, Hawaii.
Jan. 18 -Home Box Office press tour during Television
Critics Association press tour. Sheraton at Redondo
Beach. Redondo Beach., Calif. Information: (212) 5121000.

Jan. 18- 19- Washington State Cable Communications Association annual convention and legislative
conference. Sheraton Tacoma hotel. Tacoma, Washington. Information: Kari Spencer, (206) 851 -6290.

Jan. 19-21- Georgia Radio-Television Institute. sponsored by Georgia Association of Broadcasters. Georgia Center for Continuing Education, Athens, Ga. Information: (404) 993 -2200.

Jan. 20-New York Television Academy drop -in luncheon. Speaker: Robert MacNeil, MacNeil /Lehrer
NewsHour. Copacabana, New York. Information:
(212) 765 -2450.

Jan. 20- Federal Communications Bar Association
luncheon. Speaker: Judge Kenneth Starr. U.S. Court of
Appeals for D.C. Circuit, Marriott, Washington.
Jan. 20- Pennsylvania Cable Television Association
fifth annual winter workshop, "Improving Customer
Service." Marriott Inn, Harrisburg, Pa. Information: Bill
Cologie, (717) 234 -2190.
Jan. 20 -Women in Cable, Chicago chapter. annual
WIC awards. Clubland, Chicago. Information: John
Hartinger, (312) 577 -1818.

Jan. 20-Deadline for entries in Vanguard award.
sponsored by Women in Communications, for "posiwomen and for raising general awareness of factors that enhance the image and status of
Jan. 23-25-Radio Advertising Bureau's
Managing Sales Conference. Hyatt Regency
hotel, Atlanta.
Jan. 29 -30-Society

of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers 22d annual television
conference. Opryland hotel, Nashville. Future
meeting: Feb. 3-4, 1989. St. Francis hotel. San
Francisco.
National Religious BroadJan. 30 -Feb.

3-

casters 44th annual convention. Sheraton
Washington and Omni Shoreham hotels. Washington. Future meetings: Jan. 28-Feb. 1, 1989,
and Jan. 27-31, 1990, both Sheraton Washington and Omni Shoreham, Washington.
Feb. 11 -13-19th annual Country Radio Seminar, sponsored by Country Radio Broadcasters Association. Opryland hotel, Nashville.
Feb. 17-19 -Texas Cable Show, sponsored by
Texas Cable Television Association. Convention Center, San Antonio, Tex.
Feb. 25.29-NATPE International 25th annual convention. George Brown Convention
Center. Houston. Future convention: Houston,
Feb. 24- 26.1989.

March 21 -23- Satellite Broadcasting and
Communication Association trade show Bal lys, Las Vegas. Information: (800) 654 -9276.

April 9-12- National Association of Broad-

casters 66th annual convention. Las Vegas
Convention Center, Las Vegas. Future conventions: Las Vegas, April 29 -May 2, 1989; Atlanta,
March 31 -April 3,1990: Las Vegas, April 13-16,
1991; Las Yogas, April 11 -14, 1992, and Las
Vegas, May 1 -4 (tentative), 1993.

April 10- 12-Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau seventh annual conference. Waldorf -Astoria, New York.

April 10-13-Public television annual membership meeting of Public Broadcasting Service
and National Association of Public Television
Stations. Marriott Crystal Gateway, Arlington,

women." Information: (512) 346 -9875.

Springs Plaza hotel, Palm Springs. Calif.

Jan. 20-March 1 -"The New York %%rid Television
Festival," sponsored by Museum of Broadcasting.
MOB, New York. Information: (212) 752-4690.

Jan. 25-New York Television Academy drop -in dinner, "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous-Al Masini and
Robin Leach." Copacabana, New York. Information:

Jan. 21 -New York Television Academy drop -in
breakfast, "Casting Procedures at Guiding Light.
Speaker: Betty Rae, casting director, Guiding Light.
524 Vest 57th Street, New York. Information: (212) 7652450.
Jan. 21- Illinois Broadcasters Association "Radio
Great Idea Exchange." Peoria, Ill. Information: (217)
753 -2636.
Jan. 21 -Women in Cable, Atlanta chapter, annual
awards banquet. Atlanta City Club. Atlanta. Information: Anna \Yéaver, (404) 239-6622.

22-Nontelevised ACE Awards (Awards

for Cable
Excellence) ceremony, sponsored by National Academy of Cable Programing. Century Plaza hotel, Los
Angeles. Information: (202) 775-3611.

Jan.

Jan. 22- Deadline for entries in Broadcast Designers'
Association 10th annual international design competition. Information: Russell Smith, (415) 788 -2324.
Jan. 22 -23- Colorado Broadcasters Association winter meeting and awards banquet. Hyatt Regency Tech
Center. Denver.

Jan. 23-25--Radio Advertising Bureaus eighth annuHyatt Regency,
al Managing Sales Conference.
Atlanta.

Also in January
Jan. 24-N nth annua. ACE (Awards for Cable Excellence) Awards presentation, sponsored by National
Academy of Cable Programing, on HBO.
California Broadcasters Association raJan.
dio and television management conference. Palm

fM]aD OCTEtl °

°ßfings

Va.

April 17- 20- Broadcast Financial Manage-

ment Association 28th annual meeting. Hyatt
Regency, New Orleans. Future meetings: April
9 -12. 1989, Loews Anatole. Dallas, and April
18-20, 1990. Hyatt Regency, San Francisco.

3-

National Cable Television
Association annual convention. Los Angeles
Convention Center.
April 28 -May 3 -24th annual MIP -TV Marches
des International Programes des Television.
international television program market. Palais
des Festivals, Cannes. France.

April 28-May

26-Academy of Television Arts and Sciences
forum luncheon. Speaker: Jim Mooney, president, National Cable Television Association, on The Cable Hollywood War: Is There Any End to It ?" Sheraton Universal hotel, Los Angeles. Information: (818) 9537575.
Jan.

Jan. 26- "Campaign '88 and the Media," national
conference sponsored by Gannett Center for Media
Studies, Columbia University. Gannett Center, New
York. Information: (212) 280 -8392.

Jan.

28-27- High- definition

television conference, to

"consider policy implications of the new technology on
satellite television," sponsored by Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Association. Pan American
hotel, Miami. Information: (703) 549 -6990.

Jan. 26-28-South Carolina Broadcasters Association winter convention. Columbia Radisson, Columbia. S.C.

Jan. 27 -New York Television Academy drop -in luncheon. Speaker: Fred Cohen, executive vice president. Sunbow Productions. on "Changing Patterns in
Production and Distribution." Copacabana, New York.
Information: (212) 765 -2450.

27- "Chicagos Hispanic Media: Influence and
Opportunity," sponsored by Media Institute. Chicago
Hilton and Towers, Chicago. Information: (202) 2987512.

Jan.

t

t

(212) 765 -2450.

18.21-American Association of Advertising Agencies 70th annual convention.
May

Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W

Va.

May 18-22-National Public Radio annual
public radio conference. Adam's Mark hotel,
St. Louis. Information: (202) 822 -2000.

June 8-11-American Women in Radio and
Television 37th annual convention. Westin William Penn, Pittsburgh.
June 8-12-Broadcast Promotion and Marketing Executives/Broadcast Designers Association 32d annual seminar. Bonaventure, Los
Angeles. Future meeting: June 21 -25, 1989,
Renaissance Center, Detriot.
June 12-15- CBS -TV annual affiliates meeting. Century Plaza, Los Angeles.

June 16- 18- NBC -TV annual affiliates
meeting. Hyatt Regency, Maui.
June 17-23 -16th International Television
Symposium. Montreux, Switzerland.
June 18-21-American Advertising Federation annual convention. Century Plaza, Los
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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Jan. 27- Illinois Broadcasters Association winter
board meeting. Chicago.
Jan. 28- Presentation of 46th annual Alfred I. duPontColumbia University Awards in Broadcast JournalAngeles.

July 31 -Aug. 3 -Cable Television Administration and Marketing Society 15th annual
meeting. Westin Copley Place, Boston.
Sept. 7-9-Eastern Cable Show, sponsored by
Southern Cable Television Association. Merchandise Mart, Atlanta.
Sept. 14-17-Radio '88, sponsored by the National Association of Broadcasters. Washington. Future meetings: Sept. 13-16, 1989. New
Orleans; Sept. 12 -15, 1990, Boston, and Sept.
11 -14 (tentative), 1991, San Francisco.
23.27-International Broadcasting
Sept.
Convention. Metropole conference and exhibition center, Grand hotel and Brighton Center,
Brighton, England.
Oct. 4-6-Atlantic Cable Show. Atlantic City
Convention Center, Atlantic City, N.J. Information: (609) 848 -1000.

Oct. 14-19- Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers 130th technical conference and equipment exhibit. Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center, New York. Future conference: Oct. 22 -27, 1989, Los Angeles Convention Center.

Oct 17-19-Television Bureau of Advertising
annual meeting. Bally's, Las Vegas.

Oct. 23-25-Association of National Advertisers 79th annual convention. Waldorf- Astoria,
New York.
Radio -Television News DiNov. 30 -Dec.
rectors Association annual international conference and exhibition. Convention Center, Las
W gas. Information: (202) 659 -6510.
Dec. 7.9-Western Cable Show, sponsored
by California Cable TV Association. Anaheim
Convention Center, Anaheim, Calif.
Jan. 4-8, 1989-Association of Independent
Television Stations annual convention. Century Plaza, Los Angeles.

3-
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Guess who we caught
watching Cagney & Lacey.

!

Tt.

6 ft.

34% of our audienci
Cagney & Lacey is not for women only. More than a third of
our viewers are men 18 +. What's more, over four years, our ratings
and share have stayed solid from first -run to repeat. That means a
loyal audience of men and women can't wait to watch in syndicatio:
Put Cagney & Lacey in your lineup.
To settle for anything less is a crime.

Source:

MI 71182 -2/87

/

TT.

6 ft. --

?ositively identified as men.

eirlfP,f9ff
©1987 ORION TV PRODUCTIONS. INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

5-

ism, televised by WNET(TV) New York. Master of ceremonies: NBC anchor Tom Brokaw Columbia
University's Low Memorial Library. New York. Informa tion: (212) 280 -5573.

Jan. 29- Deadline for entries in "Best of the Best"
campaign saluting top radio promotions conducted by
National Association of Broadcasters member stations. Information: (202) 429 -5422.

29- Deadline for nominations for Ralph Lowell
Award for outstanding contributions to public radio,
sponsored by Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
Information: (202) 955 -5211.
Jan.

29-Deadline for entries in 20th annual Robert F
Kennedy Journalism Awards for outstanding coverage
of the problems of the disadvantaged. sponsored by
Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Awards Committee.
Information: (202) 333 -1880.
Jan.

Jan. 29.30- Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers 22d annual television conference. Opryland hotel, Nashville. Information: (914) 761 -1100.

30-Deadline

for entries in National Media
Awards sponsored by American Diabetes Association, for excellence in reporting on diabetes. Information: (703) 549 -1500.

Jan.

3-

National Religious Broadcasters
Jan. 30 -Feb.
45th annual convention and exposition. Sheraton

Er>'rre'Re
Due to incorrect press release, wjZ -ry
Baltimore anchor Jerry linter, in Jan.
11 "Fates and Fortunes," was reported
to have died on Jan. 4. Turner died on
Dec. 31, 1987.
Awards, sponsored by Retirement Research Fyn 'Ida
ion, for "accurate, creative media coverage of issues
surrounding aging." Information: (312) 664 -6100.

1- Deadline for entries in UPI Broadcasters of
Florida awards contest. Information: Doris Frank, UPI,
Feb.

(305) 285 -9571.
Feb.

1- Applications deadline for Gannett Center for

Media Studies fellowship. Information: Gannett Center,
(212) 280 -8392.

1-

Deadline for entries in Radio -Television
Feb.
News Directors Association regional awards.

3-

Arizona Cable Television Association anFeb. 2nual meeting. Hyatt Regency, Phoenix, Ariz. Information: (602) 257 -9338.

February

Feb. 3 -New York Television Academy drop -in luncheon. Speaker: Nickolas Davatzes, president and
chief executive officer, Arts ß Entertainment Network,
on "The Growth of a Cable Network." Copacabana,
New York. Information: (212) 765 -2450.

Feb. t -- Deadline for entries in sixth annual JCPenneyUniversity of Missouri Television Awards for Community
Leadership, sponsored by School ofJournalism, Universit y of Missouri -Columbia. Information: (314) 882-

Feb. 3-7- International Radio and Television Society
faculty/industry seminar, "A Message for the Medium:
Programing That Fits." Roosevelt hotel, New York. Information: (212) 867 -6650.

7771.

Feb.

Washington. Information: (201) 428 -5400.

1-

Feb.
Deadline for entries in Silver Gavel Awards,
sponsored by American Bar Association, honoring
American news and entertainment media. Information:
(312) 988 -5000.

Feb.

1- Deadline for

entries in National Media Owl

4-

International Radio and Television Society
newsmaker luncheon. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

4-

Feb
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, New England section, teleconference "recapping 22d SMPTE winter television conference [Jan. 2930]. Information: (617) 655 -1180.

regulatory role, must first find that the licensee has violated FCC rules or has not
acted in the public interest before a chal(Dec.
Memo"
"Monday
EDITOR:: In a recent
lenger has the right to automatically invoke
28, 1987) Attorney Vincent J. Curtis Jr.
the hearing process. Further, the Tauke -Taurenewthe
comparative
point
that
makes the
zin bill sought to limit the amount of a
al process is, in his opinion, working well
settlement to reimburse challengers for legal
systhe
entire
overhauling
that
before
and
fees if they lost. This would act as a powertem, perhaps just a few procedural changes
ful deterrent to those who would bring suits
his
colwith
disagrees
made.
He
be
should
solely for the cynical purpose of earning the
"a
leagues who have labeled the process
exorbitant settlement fee, while it preserves
sham, a shambles and a farce."
the public's legitimate access to broadcast
to
the
limited
were
Mr. Curtis's comments
licenses.
situation where a frequency is vacant and
The comparative renewal process, as it
several applicants are applying for the same
the
franchise. But he totally ignores the point exists today, puts the burden of proof on if
words,
In
other
holder.
licenses
current
with
its
itself,
process
that the comparative
you are a licensee, you are guilty until
costly legal proceedings, acts as a catalyst
proved innocent. The rules favor the chalwhereby groups, whose only motivation is a
lenger and create a climate for extortion
a
long
lucrative settlement, use the threat of
rather than settlement.
and costly hearing to extract incredible sums
Just which constituency is served by the
of money in settlement of their claim.
rules as now constituted? Surely the public
Legitimate broadcasters who already ocdoesn't benefit; the taxpayers foot the bill
cupy the frequencies often have to evaluate
for the costly FCC hearing process and the
which is the cheaper way out: a costly settlelicensee is distracted from the operation of
debilitating
thoroughly
and
ment, or a costly
his business because of the extraordinary
legal fight.
amount of executive time and legal expense
Representatives Tom Tauke and Billy Tau involved in defending the challenge. Yes,
is
imzin recognized the injustice which
the comparative process, is a "sham, a
posed by the hearing process when they
shambles and a farce" for existing licenslast
year
introduced their bill in Congress
ees.-Norman Wain, president, Metroplex
which called for a two -step hearing process.
Communications, Cleveland.
in
its
acting
that
the
FCC,
Their thought was

Comparatively speaking
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Feb.
Deadline for nominations for Edward R. Mur row award for outstanding contributions to public radio. sponsored by Corporation for Public Broadcasting. Information: (202) 955 -5211.

5-

Deadline for entries in 10th annual system
Feb.
ACE Awards, for "achievement in local cable programing in areas such as news and information, sports,
entertainment and children's shows." sponsored by
National Academy of Cable Programing. Information:
(202) 775-3629.

Feb. 5-Deadline for nominations for Vanguard
Awards, sponsored by National Cable Television Association, for "outstanding achievement and leadership." Information: (202) 775 -3622.
Feb. 7 -9-Arkansas Broadcasters Association winter
meeting. Arlington hotel. Hot Springs. Ark.

Feb. 7-12- National Association of Broadcasters 23d
annual management development seminars for broadcast engineers. "Achieving Personal and Professional
Excellence." University of Notre Dame. South Bend.
Ind. Information: (202) 429 -5346.

8-New York Television Academy drop -in din"Black Presence in TV: The New Force and the
Economic Reality of the Black Marketplace." Copacabana, New York. Information: (212) 765 -2450.
Feb.
ner.

Feb. 8-10-Cable Television Public Affairs Association third annual membership meeting, Forum '88.
Ritz-Canton Buckhead, Atlanta. Information: (202)
775 -3629.
Feb. 9-Southern California Cable Association dinner meeting. Pacifica hotel, Los Angeles.
Feb. 10- "Success in Radio and TV Sales," session
sponsored by American Women in Radio and Television, Washington chapter. National Association of
Broadcasters, Washington. Information: (202) 6593494.
lunFeb. 10-New York Television Academy drop -in
cheon. Speaker: Morton Downey Jr., host of Morton
Downey Jr. Show on WWOR -W New York. Copacabana, New York. Information: (212) 765-2450.

Court update
EDrmR: Although you are to be commended
for the comprehensive review offered in
"Cable's Catch -22: Whether to be or not to
be a full First Amendment player ", I must

point out that you incorrectly reported the
United States Supreme Court's action on the
one "indecency" case taken to the court for
review. In Wilkinson v. Jones, et al., the
Supreme Court affirmed (without oral argument) the judgment entered by the United
States Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit
which struck down as unconstitutional a
Utah law restricting the distribution of "indecent" (but not obscene) material on cable
television. See Wilkinson v. Jones, 107 S.
Ct. 1559 (1987).
Your article is correct, however, in noting
that in the Florida "indecency" case-Cruz
v. Ferre, 755 F.2d. 1415 (11th Cir. 1985)
(holding a similar statute to be unconstitutional) -the defendent City of Miami did
not seek review of the Court of Appeals'
decision by the Supreme Court. Harold E.
Akselrad, vice president, chief counsel, litigation, Home Box Office, New York.
Editor's note: BROADCASTING reported the Supreme Court denied review of the lower court's
decision in Wilkinson v. Jones et al., thus letting the
lower court's decision stand.
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THE

TWILIGEIT

New once -a-week episodes available for Fall '88.
94 half-hours available Fall '89.
A CBS Broadcast International Production
in association with London Films and Atlantis Films
Distributed by

oo nv
MGM /UA TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.

c=laymVc-M
A radio unification commentary from William Clark. NAB joint board executive committee

Keeping the spirit of
radio unification alive
Building a consensus in an industry as diverse as radio is a difficult process at best.
With some 10,000 stations on the air, each
with its own technical, programing, sales
and regulatory concerns, problems and
agendas, it is tough to rally the troops
around a single cause. Even when you can
identify common needs, reaching agreement
on the best means of meeting those needs is
another, equally difficult task. Make no mistake about it, however, consensus -building
is essential to the well -being of the radio
industry. Our future will be determined in
William Clark, a member of the National
large part by how successful we are in tranAssociation of Broadcasters joint board
scending individual differences to tap the
executive committee and the radio executive
represents
enormous strength that radio
committee, is president of Shamrock
when we come together.
Broadcasting Inc.'s radio division. He is also a
consensusprocess
of
A major step in the
board member of the Radio Advertising
building occurred when the National Radio
Bureau. His broadcasting career began in
AssociNational
AssociationBroadcasters
1957 as news director at WERI(AM) Westerly, R.I.
ation of Broadcasters unification took place
Since then he has held programing, sales and
the
best
was
to
merge
The
idea
-1986.
in mid
general manager positions at a number of
resources of the two organizations into a
stations. He joined Shamrock in 1981.
single entity that could identify radio's most
to
of
action
critical needs and set up a course
radio board to expand member services in
satisfy them. I believe that a dispassionate
such areas as programing, promotion manthe
course
over
look at what has developed
agement, marketing, research and technolof the past year or so will clearly indicate
ogy. Activities in the last field have prohas
been
success
for
that the foundation
duced major efforts to improve the lot of
built and that radio is definitely better off as
AM broadcasters and protect the integrity of
the
accrue
will
really
we
Moreover,
a result.
the FM band.
benefits of the unification in the months and
The fall radio convention that began as
years ahead provided we are willing to pureffort of the NRBA and NAB prior to
a
joint
too
sue them with diligence and don't get
the unification has grown in size and stature.
impatient with the frustrations inherent in
The 1987 meeting in Anaheim, Calif., was
the process. Here is a brief re -cap of key
the best radio convention ever held. It
developments:
proved that the particular interests of prothe
unificapoints
of
All of the specific
gramers could be satisfied under the umbreltion agreement have been implemented.
la of a general purpose conference.
as
amendas
critical
those
Most, including
NAB radio membership has risen to
ing NAB by -laws to provide for the ability
record levels with over 5,000 stations. Since
of the radio board to act with absolute autonNRBA membership of around 1,000 was
omy, establishing 12 board seats for NRBA
largely composed of stations that also berepresentatives and the creation of the radio
longed to NAB, the unification has done
fully
satisexecutive committee, have been
away with the duplication of services that
fied. Others, such as the utilization of the
separate
funding of two
required
radio
as
a
primary
radio board chairman
organizations.
spokesperson, are still evolving.
The expanded radio board meetings
The Unification and Radio Marketing
have been the scene of vigorous debate over
Task Forces were formed and eventually led
the wide range of issues confronting the
to a liaison with the Radio Advertising Buindustry. Hopes that the so-called "entreprereau that produced the Radio Futures Comneurial spirit" provided by the new members
mittee. Its specific responsibility is creating
from NRBA would embellish board discuspera strategy for enhancing awareness and
sions certainly were realized although other
ception of radio, a vital step toward increaselected and appointed members are equally
revenues,
ing radio's share of advertising
outspoken. As a result, decisions are made
helping our cause in the political arena and
only after full consideration of all sides of
pride.
level
of
industry
raising the
every issue.
Aided by other committees and staff,
Dedicated and effective leaders, no
to
proved
has
committee
the radio executive
through what door they entered the
matter
be a vital force in meeting radio's special
association, are giving radio the vision and
needs and responding to the demands of the
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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direction it needs to grow and prosper. They
are found at all levels -board, officers,
committees and staff.
Representing broadcasters before Congress, the commission and the courts remains one of the basic missions of the NAB
although many, perhaps most, radio members assign higher priorities to other services. The association has racked up a lot of
achievements on the lobbying front but it
has also been the frequent target of strong
criticism. Some have expressed concern that
radio's fortunes in particular suffer because
of the lack of a separate lobby that might rid
radio of the baggage of congressional fear of
television. Actually, NAB is now more than
ever before committed to pursue radio's specific interests and in fact is presently involved in developing strategy for a radio only comparative renewal bill.
The strategy will have to contend with the
reality that some very powerful congressional leaders are dead set against separate
radio legislation and there is no assurance
that even the best lobbying effort will
change that. Admittedly, the best effort has
not yet been forthcoming but much of the
blame for this must be accepted by broadwhom have
casters themselves, too
been unwilling to participate in the process.
Former FCC Chairman Mark Fowler recently said: "To the extent that NAB members
are becoming more politically aware and are
starting to awaken from their long slumber, I
think that NAB is becoming more effective.
I don't think you can say that NAB is where
it could or should be yet and there is room
for improvement. I think that Eddie Fritts
has over all done a very good job but membership has got to wake up and start to work
on topics that it cares about." The success of
our efforts to defeat the proposed transfer
tax last month dramatically illustrates Fowl er's point. Broadcasters everywhere responded to NAB's call to action and got
involved in a fight that, for a change, enjoyed industrywide support.
The NRBA executive committee met last
June to satisfy fiduciary responsibilities
concerning residual funds. After evaluating
the first year of the unification, the committee released a statement commending the
NAB on its progress to that point and urged
it to do even more, particularly in the legislative arena. I concur that radio has been
well served by the unification and the outlook is even brighter for the future. As
NRBA founding father and devoted radio
champion Abe Voron said in an article published just before his death: "By a great
majority, even those American broadcasters
who harbor some reluctance have put aside
their misgivings and are cooperating toward
eventual and inevitable success." If we continue our efforts with resolve, vigor and
good faith, that success will be assured.
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the most innovative format to hit
late night, a half -hour strip shows you
a side of the street nobody's ever seen.

Call to screen the most talked about
pilot in years!
(212) 605 -2786 (818) 777 -5816

The Street

Produced by Quantum Media, Inc.

In

The half -hour strip created with station
people that has stations talking.

Distributed by

MCATV

R.1988 MCATV All Rights Reserved.

Take a look

at us...
'88 Shines Bright with
Something New from LBS!

Powermasters
13 first -run half hours`
They're Earth's last hope against
evil alien forces. ..and they're
ready for actionin this explosive
animated series for kids.

Care Bears and Fiiends at

the Movies
Six 90- minute feature films
A fun -filled package of animated
movies, featuring the box office
smash THE CARE BEARS MOVIE
plus other kids' favorites.

(kit there

in the universe of

television entertainment
something shines a little brighter.
That something is LBS.
For more than a decade,
leading stations and national
advertisers have looked to us for
one innovative program after
another. And this year we're
looking better than ever. With
exciting first -run series and offnetwork favorites. World premiere
movies and prime time specials.
And all sorts of shows to delight
the kids.
It's a colorful galaxy of quality
television you won't want to miss.
So take a look at LBS.
Take a look at us now.

LBS Spectrum
Feature- length films

'
-

BONANZA:THE NEXT
GENERATION, a world premiere,
heads the list of six outstanding._
motion pictures
only major
movie package with no prior
network or theatrical exposure.

-the

The Story of Rock 'n' Rob+
Half hours
Personal profiles of the legends
and their music from the '50s to
the '80s. Available summer '88.

Long Hot Summer
Miniseries
Don Johnson
Shepherd, hotter tiTan hot in this
steamy 4 -hour blockbuster. `: ?
Available June '88.

anbill

1987 LBS COMMUNICATIONS

INC

NEW YORK (212) 418-3000

859-1055
943-0707

LOS ANGELES (213)

CHICAGO (312)

EwMIETC

WIRV.TV

:AM

w1EPWQÓM

XTO%XJYO

XNDLEM
KNwA.FM
wTRCWUW
W)D%WMSI
WSSLAMFM
WKJNFM
WAZM MICR

S

iWLXR

WEU WQUE
ROH AM FM
WJFXAMFM
WXIK AM

AAM
CMOR
AIM TM

KGNLXIDX

MIA
)'XJSM
L AMFM

LEM

IM

RAKES

pWIEM

WIDLTV

::.4.-AM

WDOVWDfD
MANX-FM
KCRNTV
WMTNWAZI
WCNDIM

LM
IX-FM

AM

ILWVRY

MEANWfn

WAX

WPOLTV

LAM

XNTOAM
WEE%W000

DWORD
X.TY

ATV

WWHSM

LAM
:AM

WJCRWIRT
WVOMWRRR
WAAX WORN

WNOX-WMIUC

RAM

iM

NZELM

LSAMM

KTUCAM
W00%FM

D

WNAV WLOM

KIM

)QM
FAM
OM

WPETWRQM
WDURWEIIC

KAEI.M

1.M

WZEW-M

II WI1DD

MARS CERF
NRUAMQMQ

JWXLT
U-FM

NORM

ILM

WMNXM

QM,
I-TV
IX I1IKR

WIWIAM
WRIT M
WOrK AM PM

IOI2LMOR

KWLM

ITN. SWAZI

KIXNAM
KPIL.TV

WUTVTV

CXNDM

M

WLOUWZWZ

NNM

KYOKNILO
WEU WQUE

IGRZ.M

QIAMM

MLIFM

IRK WKIQ

IM NUM
m< WvIY

%DAMM
MD-AM
R-TV

COAMM

wLSt
Q AM
FM
Ilk

MR WAR)

ILM

WCTM AM

WCIRFM
WAAV AM

WIU WILT
WCCLM
WDRVWLVV
WNOTAM
WIRT AM

WMAM
WDRVWLVV
NIELM
MZELM

tINAM

itt AM FM
K LNTKNJY

HLTV
LE' MOM

K

LP WORM

34111X-TV

IDEM
IWAM

MWATV
WALD TRAIL

TM MUT-

1001M

IDE W MSI
ISLA DI. I'm

MALT FM
WTX AM

MIN-IM
STM WfKR

K

lus WAKQ
ICI

OMAAM
WEANWIJe
TOIT FM
WXGtAM

MSELM

WLHQ-M

WATM WSCR

WQRSM

M

MASS
WTG1-M
WRRLTV
WHALWYCQ

NI%IAMM
KIAFAM

CKCIM

1004N-M

WTK.WUW

WRAC AM
WWKZ

M

WIRGAM
WILT FEA

KSONCWCS
WXCMWHIM

W%M-M

WWQQ.M
WILLWNDD

KFTCDAM

CIiDM

WA/IRMA/II

MVYIV

WINE FM
WCLWAM
WNTZAM FM WCLW-M
WAA%WQEN
MYG-M
WHEW AM FM KLLTM
WMLAM
WALT

KAMM

KENT KNIT
WVCGAM

WAIT-FM
WEPMAM

WIAI-M

WRMLM

MSORAM
WCDMAM
WSGMMA

WLCSM
MILQAM

ICILQM

K

KRIM

M

MIDLWSRQ

WPM-AM
WELT MIRE

IIRNWJY

K TT%TV

KORA.AM
ICRRT.M

KMALTV
MAIL'MKAM

KORK-AM

KAMM

NMAAM

KIOLM

KTRX-M
11ESLM

KLEMM

M

WS-EG-IV

MNOPM
WILVAM

WIRPwKM

WDOV WIND
WNAV WIDM
KODE -M

WWCX.FM

WATVM
MSNLM

Wpm

AMM

KSOKKWKS

W11MF.AM

WATDWORD

KAIYTV
WXTLAM

CEIIQAMIM
RIOI.M

WIICVTV
XTOKKILO
WEU WIVE
WON AM FM
WIT%AMFIM
WNIC.AM
KOHL MARX

WXFDCM

WJIRAMIM

WIKT.M

'M

WQIMAMIM

WIM-FM

WOfMAM

WNOX WMMM

MCITM

WIRKMJRZ
WVOKWRIIII
Kama KM,
WROSM

WILSAM

wILLM

WATA.AM

WIUAMM

MTRKM
ISOTNAM

WKRAM

MGTNM
WOILAM

WKALWYCQ
WMALWTCQ
K UUR.AM

WMLM

WRMM.M

M

WREN,

WITR-M

MJAXAMM
MALG

WULF-AM

IMAM

WPTXM

WRUCWAKQ

WSJTTV

WILT AM
WASJ'WQtt

WWNCM

WSSNM
WECT-TV

WDVNM

WOOVWDSD

WMRLAM
NIRQAM

WCYSM
MAZQM
COCM'M

CCIIFM

WCEL.AM

WJRLM

WIlE AM FM WIIRI.AM
WRELM
WINLM
WACOAM
MIZA-M
WEE%W000 CNWM
WIRT AM FM NNZSAM

CMSYM

WINE-FIM

WIOLM
IVIFTV

MVT.IV

RNTLM

KIRQM

WQPDM
WRLTM

WPNNM
WJTLM

TM-TAM

KIRNAM

wITH TV

WOIS-M

WSVAAM

WCFLAM
10111N-TV

K

IUALTV

OHL MOM
MJIM.FM

WMORWMK%
WJRMWJRZ
WVOK.WRKR
WAAXMQEM
MZELFM

MFJZAM
WWII WAIL

WMNX.FM
WITM.ZV
MXGI.AM

MIADKJSM

KFM-AEA

1CNNNFM
11GRLFM

WICDQFM

WHRY'WTUN
WATTWSKR
WQRSFM
wKSSFM
WTGI.FM

WMNXM

KOR-TV
MMTMWAZI

MXRDM

K RIM AM

M

KNW KQMQ

KECTIV
NGHXICIKR
MISLTV
WISH ETA
KFJLAM

WTTCWIIOA
RSOHMWICS

KTOK KJTO
WEU WQUE

WINLM

KPILTV

KNCI.FEA

KGNX KRIM
WDURWT2C

WDJFM

WIIZEAMM

WIM.M

M

CMYDAM
WELX:W000

KILQ AM
NILQFM
WSVAAM

WNNOAMM

MMOX.WNN%

WQPOM

WAVIWOAD

MYORWRNR
WAAX MIEN

WMRLAM

WT%AM

CCRQAM

KOMA-AM

CTULAM
WYOR-M
WNAV MLOM

KSSM

WRIT
K

EVLM

wxaAM
WELT WORE

ROM AM

ICR.LLM
K OHL

M

KIM

KIR

KNWA.FM

MRFOIM

KILN MOM
KCLL.FM
WSMRWMDO

WYOR-M

WGUSAMIM
MMLW-M
WMV.AM
WDTM.AM

WPLTMIQM
WHIR WIC
MACLFM

WZEW-FM
MRICR'KSXF

WSUWALT

KRIM KENO

WQRLFM
WSMLFM
MESQTV

WMMAFM

MOM

WFILTV
MSRN-M

MREOM

KFJZAM
WMTNWAZI
WTMUAM
WFYW.AM

ROLLM

WIVTM
WLYLM

WtTN.TV
W%GLAM

WPRWRQK
WIRE WRMA
WIRE-TV
WISH M

WSMLM

WVCGAM
KRIM AMM

WK

KMCI FM

NIOQM

WRLV WINK
WKLV WIK
CIAD AM FM
WIOU WZWZ

WYRKWKTQ

MDT MIM

MINN-FIN

KNNN-M
WIRKWDTQ

WTADAM
WQCT.M

WNCRMTUN
WPNOWVRT

TRIM-AM

Kin AM-FM MLIMM
KFIDAMrM

WSII.AM
WL-14Q-17A

WFM.L.M
WDRVWLW
KLEMM

IIIELM
KIM AMM
IILNTIIMJY
RTPX.TV
MWARTV

WAILIWKAK

WLMDAM
RCM TV
KCMQAMIM

WKXLAM

WIL%WLXR

KFXDAM

IIOMAAM

WWII MA
TAMIL WANJ

RI]SOM

WELT-AM

WOJFM

WO.W-M

WKIRAM
WISLTV

RTEAM

M%GLAM
TRAM WPCM
WDOVMOSD
WNAV WILM

WIVYM
KZELM

WCDEWSRQ
WISP WQDW
MADE

M

WWMLM

K101-FMI

WIRRAM
WSLT.M

wT%AM

RLLY.M
WLWAM

WWLM

WWTS.M

RNWAM

WRAAM
WS/NM

WJDXWMA

WAZT.M
WEPMAM

MTKWUW
WSSLAMM
WRIT

M

WATMMSICR
WRVEWAKQ

WKTLM
MFYI.M

WTHRAM
REUNAM

KAMM

WEANWPM

MNOLM
WJRRAM'M

WRMY.M

WMDQM
MLR MAMA
KNNN.M
WIRKWMTQ
MMRt'WTUN
WPNCWVRY

WILR:WL%R WDRVAM
WWII AMM WfLSAM
WORVWLW
WANR-WAN)
MJIwM
RZELFM
KOMA-AM
WMIKAM
KICIAMIM
WCKiFM
KLNT KNIT

KTPILT'

WIRR AM FM
KSOKMWKS
'NATOwORJ

W%CMWIIM MODEM

WMLAM

WELT WORE

WHALWYCQ
WMALWTCQ
RUMKAM

KSUxAM
WMF-1141

%ITNTV

WIVI-FM

bOL AM
KWLM

WUHR WULF
MATT TV
WMZE AM FM
WQIK AM FM

WZFM-M

N

C

O

R

Media Brokers
1100 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 331 -9270

333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60601
(312) 346-6460

WMLAMM
WATMWSRR
WRVSWARQ

WW WQDW

MIDEWfRQ

WXMWHIM
WTHU.AM
WELV WORE

MANtAM

WRIW.TV

MNWWAM

WRDTAM

KMT.TV

KOIM

WOTVTV
KTOICKJfO

MVT.TV
WOJFM
WOTVTV

WPM-AM

WIZEAMR
WINLM
WZFM-M

WEE%W000

MULL AMR

WAe1WQlE

WGTMAM
WNQCWIGL
WEEDWIIEV

WOTFM
WCVIM

WNItWRMA

KWLAMM
RWLM
1(110.1

-AM

WXTIAM

na.M

WINLM

TAUS AM

WWQQM

fl

KAMAN

MLW.M

WFADAM
WQCYM
WIRR-AM

WLMQM

WETZMQUE
TOPI AM FM

WIKAM

WKIKAM
KOHLKIDS

RF%DM

WPRAMTM

MYEAM

WSTIAM

WRAAM
WSAIM
WAIT-M

WJFSAMM
WXM

M

WILT FM
MFSD-AM
WCLWAM
WCLWTM

WAVIWO.IO
RLLYM
WWWQWPFM WLLLAM
'NETW TV
WWLM
KIM- TV
WWFtM

RWM

WPDETV

KORAN FM

KMRAMM WYTRAM

WALARWAMJ

KSUN.AM

KMMUM

WMMFAM
WCRZ-M

WSOiM

ICIWOM

WILl AM TM

WEAN WPM

WHEASI
WMALWTCQ
WHALWYCQ

WPDLTV

WFMA.M
KNYOAM

WEPMAM
WIRIMZ'M

WFAR-M

KKYTV

WbRM
MPOI.M

WMWM
CRRG.M
14000-AM

same confidential efficiency that has
been a Blackburn & Company hallmark for four decades.
Since 1947, when broadcasters
want results, they turn to Blackburn
& Company.

Since 1947

9465 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
(213) 274-8151

wSM-M

M

IJ

41 Appraisers

KMWAM

WOK-FIN

WINE-M

KMNAM
WROSM

Bu&cKBuRNEÖMPANy
OR AT ED
I

WTK'WUW

WMO%'MNKK WWV WORD
WMN%
WITSWJKI
WVOKWRICII KOR TV
WMSIWAIT
KAMMKSKF

WILT-AM
WAIIWQTE

MINN-FEA

WLOLWfRQ
WISPwQOW

KIILTV
KAIiTV

WMNLM

WWKX.M

In the vast majority of cases, only
a handful of buyers were approached,
and the deal was dosed with maximum value for the seller. The stations
were not "mass marketed" or overexposed. They were sold with the

WIIIKAM
WRLTV

WRRLTV
WMALMYCQ
MI%IAMTM
KLAPAM
KI1CUM

WKXCAM
WWKZ FM

WTHUAM

RMTLM

KXELM

WIGtM

WRII.AM

WEAN WPM

MOGOAM

FM

WAHR WAN)

WUTVTV
RTORKJTO

IIZELM

KAM-KM
WROSM
WILE AMM

WATV.M

WQRSM
WRSLM

WIVYM

MCEQAMTM

WOOF WWI
WNAV WLOM

KSONTV

KCRRTV
lIdO AM FM

WTXAM

KAMM

WISPWQDW
WIDE TIRO

WPRyM

RPM-M

MALT-TV

WVOKWRRM

WSSVAM

KGHLMIOX

went 'MILT KPJLAM
KIlO AM FM WHIM INTIM
WIJHOAM
NAM WMDI

WROSM
MPILTV

WYJFM

WAID'WMAR
WRVS TAMIL

KMRM

WHIRWFUN

RIOI.M

WRUS'WAKQ

WAR.wQR
WJAXAMIM WRILWRMA

WELT WORE
ROM AMTEA

WARD WILLE

KWALTV

MZM-M

MZETM

WFIX-AM
KOMA-AM

WIGIM
K.WI.M
WIOU WIMI MWKAM

WORM

MAGI-AM
WTI-MA
WIOU METZ WRIERWKM

RMOIM

WNLAM

TIOTMAM

KISLTV

WHOA W100(

KTRK.M
KEJC.M

WGHAMrim

WKPI.M

KM-FM
WMWM
MULATTO
RORNAM

RtKNAM

MMLW.M
WMVAM

WAMWSCR

KIIYM

MOM-FT

WWQQM
Wi11WRDD

TOUSAMM

WKJHM

WMlWM2

WJA%AMTM

WJOX.WMSI

MQIKAMM

KECYTV

WMQLWIGM

WTKWUOA

MOQAMM TORT MTV
MMDTAM
WIVTM

WNPWQOW

MIL-MA

WEU'WQUE

WM-3M

WIDEwfRQ

WMOYAM
WRHT.FM
WDRVAM

MTOMRJYO

RNLI WALT

MOR-TV

KIMTTV

MSOMKWKS
WXCM.WIRM

WTOR.M

MPSDAM:M WAAV-AM
WLMDAM

WYSW.TV

KNDLM

MAZE AMM

WSW-TV

WUFV.TV
CTOKxJYO
WEU WQUE

MAIM

IONOLM
MNWAM
WTK'WUW
WITNTV
WUNNWOPE WIDE WWI
WSSLAMIM
MVTTV

KLMRM

CAR-TV
WXTR.AM
KM) AMMO
1401-M

WOK

WATD WOE)

WISEWRMA
MOOLAM'M

KRMAM
WWI-FM
xPWTV

MIDI MAIM KR'IM

TOOKKWKS

WARJWQT[

xWLM

WDURWFSC

WAIL' MITE

WCYS-FM
RIME AM FM
MIIMDFM

Wm%WMSI
KOHL KAM
WOURWFXC MLSLAMTM
MKJN.FM
WOQFM
KQOI AM FM
KRVLFM
WORK MUM WHMOAM:FN
WUMXWUPE WAVIMDAO

WAA%WIEN WIL%WL%R
COWLAMIM WMMOAMFIK WQIM AM FM

RESULTS!

When these broadcasters wanted
maximum value for their stations,
they turned to Blackburn & Company.
They knew they would get results,
and personal service that is the
standard of the industry.

AM FM

WLEVAM

RIO.FM

WERMWKTQ

KOTE

MDOLM

KMLTV

WWQQM

KDOLAMFIN

KEIL

WROQM

IINNNM

AM FM

MGLLM
lISTA AM FOI
WGTTM
WUEXAMIM MNMNM

WRNY.M

WOKAMIM

WRQEwwM WDwMLVV

KIKI

WANYM
KNNNM
WKDQM

WUMNIWUI WVCGAM

WeRAWXWJ
WUHN.WUK

WFMUAM
WP%WAM
MORSIM
WIVYFM
WLVEFM
WVCOAM

KMNN-M

WMDYAM
WEEDIWRIV
TOUS AM FM WDRVAM

AM:M

w1AxAMM WRITM
WIVI.M
xJIM
WMLAMM

WYOR FM
WMAV WLOM

KOH%RIKt

MOM

WxQE TROU

WJOxWMSI

WORM
WRIZAMFM MTULAM

WEE%IT000 WORM
WRIT AM FM WMVAM
WEUMALT
WINLM
WOOSM
SIGTMAM

ICIOQM

WRDYAM

MIKE Am

WRLAM
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The media and their quarry were in Iowa last week. At top: Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis
surrounded by reporters in Des Moines. Bottom:
GOP hopefuls in Des Moines on Jan. 8 for a debate that was televised by PBS. The process
was repeated with Democrats on Jan. 15.

Following the leaders: Road to public
office is lined with cameras and
microphones as Fifth Estate media
pull out stops to cover candidates
"He can run, but he can't hide."
Joe Louis's prescient comment in advance of
his first fight with Billy Conn, on June 18,
1941, is an oddly appropriate description of
what confronts all of those candidates
major ones, at last count-seeking the presi-

-I3

dency. The coverage to which they are exposed is, in a word, ubiquitous. Cameras are

ever -present, shooting anything that moves.
For a politician, that may not be as great a
boon as it seems. Ask Senator Joseph Biden
(D-Del.), who became a former candidate

after reporters reviewed a videotape that a
C -SPAN crew had made of his appearance at
a Claremont, N.H., coffee
coffee, mind
you
which he had hyped his academic

-a

-at

record beyond recognition. Somehow, CSPAN, which has made itself the Boswell of
the campaign, missed Gary Hart coming out
of his Washington townhouse with Donna
Rice in tow. But it and the rest of the army in
the field seem to miss precious little.
And the army is growing. With the start
of the new year, and the dates for the Iowa
caucuses (Feb. 8) and New Hampshire primaries (Feb. 16) drawing near, the major
networks have opened bureaus in those
states. CNN opened its Des Moines, Iowa,
bureau in October. Stations in Iowa and
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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Boston, as well as New Hampshire's aggressive WMUR-TV Manchester, have been on the
campaign trail as long as the candidates
and that means a year or more.
What's more, stations from the home
states of many of the candidates are contributing to the coverage. So are some stations
that are simply out to make a name for
themselves and their correspondents on the
national scene. WSS -Tv Atlanta has had its
Bill Nigut on the campaign story since last
March; he and cameraman Dan Johnson had
logged more than 80,000 miles by December. C -SPAN has been taping and editing its
pursuit of the candidates and packaging the
result every weekend in its 90- minute Road
to the White House series, which began in

-

I

January 1987.
Nor is that all. News services like Conus
Communications and Group W's Newsfeed
are making it easy for member stations from
around the country to cover the campaigns in
Iowa and New Hampshire. They are providing work and editing space for crews, arranging for uplinks and coordinating satellite time
for relaying material, live or taped, back to
stations. Even correspondents arriving without crews are taken care of; the services
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provide the crews for the stand -ups. Conus,
with 68 affiliates, is also offering full coverage-either generic or custom made-for stations not prepared to send even a correspondent to tramp through the snows of Iowa and
New Hampshire. To augment Conus service,
the members of the cooperative exchange
material. So do the members of Newsfeed;
about a dozen of its 80 affiliates are expected
to send crews or at least correspondents to
Iowa and New Hampshire. Everyone, it

seems, is buying into the story.
Public Broadcasting, too. The MacNeillLehrer NewsHour, which regularly features
newsmakers of the first rank, will focus on
campaign news throughout the year. It will
feature lengthy interviews with the candidates, and air reports, principally by Judy
Woodruff, on the candidates' records as seen
through the eyes of friends and critics. Executive producer Lester Crystal is prepared
to devote entire programs to reviews of

A `radio man' remembers
began, as the author says, in the summer of 1944. President
Franklin Roosevelt, who was preparing to run for his fourth term,
telephoned James M. Cox, the former governor of Ohio who in
1920 had run for President with Roosevelt as his running mate
and who now owned three radio stations. "I want to borrow your
radio man," Roosevelt said. The "radio man " -J. Leonard
Reinsch, who ultimately rose to the position of chairman of Cox
Communications-was more than willing.
So began the accumulation of an institutional memory of
broadcasting's association with Democratic national conventions and presidential campaigns that is probably unmatched.
From Roosevelt to Johnson, Reinsch served as radio and then
television director of those conventions and campaigns. Since
1969, when he resigned from those political asssociations,
Reinsch has maintained a lively interest in broadcasting's relationship to national politics.
Now he has written about it all in "Getting Elected: From Radio
and Roosevelt to Television and Reagan" (328 pp., $18.95),
which is to be published in March by Hippocrene Books Inc. of
New York. It is a book of nostalgia- harking back to FDR and his
masterful use of radio -as well as of practical advice for politicians on the use not only of radio and broadcast television -the
media to which Reinsch devoted a long career -but of cable
television, as well.
For instance, Reinsch recalls what he believes was the genesis of the five -minute program-length commercial. He developed the concept during the 1944 campaign out of his belief, as
a radio executive familiar with the need to offer programing that
would keep audiences tuned in from one program to the next,
that the traditional 30- minute political speech would turn off
listeners. With five-minute political spots positioned between
the popular radio programs of the day-Your Hit Parade and
Dr. I.Q., among others -he felt audiences would stay tuned.
With entertainment programs broadcast live in those days, he
noted, slotting the five-minute spots was no problem.
And he recalls, too, the bitterness that he, as a radio man,
encountered when he served for a time as President Truman's
press secretary. "From the start," he writes, "I encountered
hostility among the press corps. Barely after finished my first
briefing, all three wire services-Associated Press, United
Press and International News Service -endeavored to have me
replaced on the spot...." After one particularly difficult day, he
bumped into an old friend, a print reporter, who told him,
"Leonard, they're really going after you. Nothing personal -but
a radio man cannot be a press secretary, even on a temporary
basis. Watch yourself."
Then there was the emergence of television as a factor in
national politics, and the role it played in shaping national
conventions. "Television," Reinsch writes, "made an unceremonious entry into politics at the Democratic convention" of 1948.
"Only a handful of bulky, cumbersome cameras were allowed
into the convention hall at Philadelphia. They provided limited
coverage for the relative handful of viewers who owned TV sets
and happened to live between Boston and Washington." Although it would be four years before television coverage of
It

political conventions would be a national event, the parties were
aware of the impact it would have on the public. Like the
Republican and Progressive parties, Reinsch writes, "the Democrats settled on Philadelphia because of television-and television alone."
As an indication of television's effect on the political process,
Reinsch recalls that in 1948 "charisma" became a part of the
political reporter's vocabulary.
Reinsch was also a major player in making presidential
debates a part of the nation's political vocabulary, in 1960. Since
1952 he had been eager to match the Democratic candidate
against the Republican. His reason: to assure Democrats "for
the first time" front -page coverage across the country. "We
would receive the kind of exposure that is absolutely essential
to winning modern elections." So when the Democratic nominee in 1960, Senator John F. Kennedy, tossed him a telegram
that NBC President Robert Sarnoff had sent inviting him and his

Reinsch with Lyndon Johnson and John Kennedy

Republican opponent, Vice President Richard Nixon, to make a
joint appearance on the NBC radio and television networks, and
asked his advice, Reinsch says he "almost shouted: 'Accept at
once without any qualifications....We'll work out the details

I

later.'

"

Among the "details" to be worked out was the temporary
suspension of the equal- opportunities law. The Senate had
passed a resolution, first proposed by Frank Stanton, then CBS
president, suspending the equal -time law for joint broadcast
appearances of major-party presidential and vice -presidential
candidates. Once Kennedy accepted the Sarnoff bid, the
Democratic -controlled House quickly followed suit. In time,
Reinsch helped negotiate agreements for four debates (a word
he cannot use without apology; whatever they were, he says,
the joint appearances in which the candidates were quizzed by
panels of reporters were not "debates" in the classic sense).
In the process, Reinsch charges that NBC, in sponsoring the
second debate, held in Washington at its wRC -N sought to help
Nixon. First, Reinsch says, he found the temperature in the
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major primaries. David Gergen, editor of
U.S. News and World Report, and Mark
Shields, a Washington Post columnist, are
already serving as a NewsHour analyst
team. Roger Mudd, the former CBS and
NBC correspondent, will do essays on the
campaign. And Norman Ornstein, a resident
scholar in American politics at the American
Enterprise Institute, will be called on to
offer analyses and explanations (for instance: What, actually, is a caucus?). The
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central theme of the planning," says Crystal,
"is to explain to voters the position and
records of the candidates."
One might think that, with all of that,
candidates would not feel deprived of coverage. But in this day of cheap satellite time
an hour can be purchased for about $600
some candidates feel as Oliver did about
porridge: they want "more." Last spring,
Pierre (Pete) duPont, former Republican
governor of Delaware, and Bruce Babbitt,

--

former Democratic governor of Arizona,
hired Conus Satellite Services (which is
operated separately from Conus Communications) to tape a debate between them in
Iowa and transmit it by Satcom K -2 satellite
to whatever stations wanted to carry it. A
couple of months later, Representatives
Richard Gephardt (D -Mo.) and Jack Kemp
(R -N.Y.) hired the same service to tape two
Continues on page

from Roosevelt to Reagan
studio a frigid 60 degrees. He assumed the aim was to avoid
pictures of Nixon mopping perspiration from his brow, as were
seen in the first debate. Reinsch says he managed after some
difficulty to have the thermostat turned up. But even with the
heat of the studio lights, the temperature was still only 69
degrees by the time the one-hour program ended at 8:30 p.m.
Then, during the debate, Reinsch says, the director, Frank
Slingland, who had produced Meet the Press, was not calling
for the reaction shots Reinsch claims to have been promised.
As Reinsch recalls the incident, Slingland, when confronted,
contended that there was no need for reaction shots. At that
point, Reinsch writes, he threatened to tell the reporters covering the debate that "the Democrats have been framed "-and
reaction shots began appearing on the television screen. "I
finally got the one wanted," Reinsch says -"Nixon mopping his
I

brow"

The NBC News executive responsible for the program re-

Wth Adlai Stevenson

members the incident differently. Julian Goodman, who retired
in 1979 as chairman of the executive committee of NBC but who
was vice president for news at the time, said the studio had not
been "refrigerated" to help Nixon. "We wanted to get an optimum temperature of 70 degrees when we went on the air."
Reinsch coordinated radio and television arrangements for
the Kennedy inaugural. He was also on hand when Kennedy set
the pattern of holding live television news conferences. And, he
had the responsibility, as well, of coordinating arrangements for
radio and television and still cameras over the three -and -a -half
days following the assassination of President Kennedy in Dallas. Reinsch calls that time "commercial television's finest hour."
He says television coverage was "beamed to 23 countries with
a combined population of more than 600 million...The networks'
coverage ranged from 55 to 71 hours. More than 2,100 network
personnel participated, in one way or another, in the coverage
of what may well still stand as the largest shared experience in
the history of the world."
The Democrats' 1968 convention in Chicago presented

Reinsch with his most difficult challenge. There were the antiVietnam war protesters battling the police in the streets in the
presence of network cameras on hand for convention coverage. There was also a telephone strike that prevented the
installation of relay dishes the networks needed to transmit
signals between the convention hall and the convention hotels.
Nor was that all. The police, as a security measure, barred
helicopters from flying over or landing at the convention hall.
Another blow to those seeking fast transmission of pictures. 'To
say that media people were on edge was an understatement,"
writes Reinsch. "I was caught in the middle and helpless."
Another problem Reinsch faced was the concern of Vice
President Hubert Humphrey and other candidates for the nomination that President Johnson, who had withdrawn from contention, would re -enter the contest for the nomination. "I was told,"
Reinsch says, although he does not say by whom, "to plan for a
script In which Johnson would grab worldwide headlines and
massive amounts of prime -time television with a European
summit meeting with Soviet Premier Kosygin. The President
would return in triumph to a Chicago convention that would, by
acclamation, nominate him to run as its candidate....) even
designed contingency plans-just in case the script came
true."
Reinsch draws on his experience to offer some advice to
planners of future conventions. He suggests two- instead of
four -day conventions, for instance. Two days would be adequate for disposing of the necessary businesss: political
speeches not essential to the convention could be handled in
pre- convention seminars. Reinsch believes the shorter convention "would appeal more strongly to television viewers." He
writes that television viewers-even in a day of shrinking television audiences-remain "of vital importance" to the parties. But
he has a word of caution for convention planners: Keep in mind
the purpose of conventions-to sell the candidates and the
party's philosophy to the largest number of viewers possible,
"not to produce a Hollywood spectacular." So don't try to make
a convention "a high -rated entertainment program."
Reinsch, now a partner in a Palm Beach, Fla. -based cable
MSO, National Cable Corp., also has some advice on the use of
cable in political campaigns. Cable's value in campaigns, he
says, is that it is not a mass medium. It is a medium of
"personalized communication." But it requires skill to buy effectively. If a candidate is to enter a major campaign, he says, "a
cable -wise staff must be put in place immediately."
Although it is a long time since radio was the only medium
that concerned him, Reinsch still thinks of it with respect and
affection. He recalls a fall day in the depth of the Depression,
early in his career when he was in Dyche stadium, on the
Northwestern University campus, doing a play -by-play broadcast of a football game between Northwestern and Iowa.
Reinsch, who was working for WLS(AM) Chicago, expresses
pleasure that the sportscaster a couple of booths away who
was doing the play-by -play for WO(AM) Des Moines, Iowa, can
still be heard on radio every Saturday afternoon: Ronald (Dutch)
Reagan.
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FCC tells TV station it may have violated indecency law
First television station is queried
under new enforcement policy; FCC
does not identify specific violations
in film that prompted complaint
The FCC served notice last week that its get -

tough broadcast indecency enforcement
policy applies to television as well as to
radio, informing KZKC -TV Kansas City,
Mo., by letter that its broadcast last spring
of a movie, "Private Lessons," may have
violated the federal statute barring
indecency.
In a Jan. 12 letter to the UHF independent, the FCC said the broadcast of the 1981
Universal release -on May 26, 1987, starting at 8 p.m. -may constitute a prohibited
"airing of indecent programing at a time of
day when there was a reasonable risk that
children may be in the audience." The FCC
gave the station until Feb. 11 to respond.
If, after evaluating the station's response,
the FCC determines that it has, indeed,
violated the statute, the FCC could impose a
$2,000 fine. It could also refer the case to
the Justice Department for criminal action
involving stiffer fines and imprisonment,
but that step is seen as unlikely.
The film, starring Sylvia Kristel and Eric
Brown, is the story of a wealthy 15- year-old
boy who is seduced by his housekeeper as
part of a scheme to bilk the boy's father out
of $10,000. The seduction takes place over
several scenes in which the housekeeper's
bare breasts and buttocks are shown. For
theatrical release, the movie received an "R"
rating, which meant that theater goers under
the age of 17 had to be accompanied by a
parent or guardian.
The FCC's investigation into the broadcast was launched by a complaint and an
accompanying tape of the broadcast from
Treva Burke, of Kansas City, who is a member of Kansas City Federation for Decency.
The FCC has said it will not consider complaints unless supported by detailed transcripts or recordings. For the benefit of
reporters covering the story, the FCC made a

copy of the complainant's tape available for
viewing in its public affairs office.
The version of the film broadcast by
KZKC -TV is somewhat tamer than the home
video version obtained off the shelves of
Erol's, a home video chain in Washington.
At least one scene in the tape showing the
housekeeper completely naked is missing
from the KZKC -TV version.
FCC General Counsel Diane Killory, who
has been the FCC's principal spokeswoman
on the legally complex indecency matters,
said that the letter constitutes "an initial
judgment" that the broadcast may meet the
statutory definition of indecency that was
affirmed by the Supreme Court in Pacifica
in 1978.

The FCC's letter does not indicate which
part or parts of the film are troublesome. It is
"just an inquiry," Killory said. Should the
FCC take action against the station, the FCC
would probably identify what it finds objectionable as it did in three radio cases.
The FCC sent warning letters to three
radio stations-wvsP(FM) Philadelphia,
KPFK -FM Los Angeles and KCSB -FM Santa
Barbara, Calif.-in April 1987 for airing
programing it deemed indecent. In targeting
a television station last week, the FCC, as
Killory put it, made clear that "where we
have [television] programs within the generic definition of indecency, we will pursue
those as well."
The FCC has received other complaints
about allegedly indecent television programs, Killory said. "But this one was
ready, and we have always said we will act
on the worse stuff first," she said.
In addition to the television complaints,
the FCC has several more involving radio
stations. Killory said the FCC is reviewing
the complaints and may take further actions-either sending the station targeted by
the complaint a letter of inquiry as it did
KZKC-TV or a letter saying the complaint had
been dismissed. Killory declined to say
when the next letter would emerge from the
agency.
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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Morton Kent, chairman of Media Central
Inc., the Chatanooga -based group that owns
seven other television stations,
said the film should never have been broadcast. Airing the film was counter to the
station-groups' policy, he said. "We do not
consider ourselves censors, but we do attempt to have family -type viewing at our
KZKC-TV and

stations."
The station management, which has since
been replaced, showed a "lack of good taste ...[and] good sense" in airing the film, he
said. "I have to be perfectly frank with you,
I would not like my grandchildren to be
exposed to that. We don't have HBO and
Showtime on our set because by chance [the
children] might be exposed to something
inappropriate."
Kent said he received a complaint about
the film shortly after the broadcast, got hold
of a copy and promptly took action. "On
June 2, the station got religion," he said.
"Every person who touched film got the
word to be sure that this type of thing did not
occur again. I personally got involved in the
thing."
But Kent was not conceding any legal
ground to the FCC. "Although [the broadcast] violated our standard...it did not violate any law," he said.
Media Central does not need the kind of
trouble the FCC letter potentially represents. The station group filed for protection
from creditors under chapter 11 of the federal bankruptcy code last July.
Kent was optimistic about the company's
financial prospects, predicting that the
group would emerge from chapter 11 within
two months. "We will be the first independent group to emerge ever from chapter 11
that we know of.... We are outperforming
the industry in growth and revenue. We have
continued to operate, decreasing our

expenses."
Steven Bookshester, the National Association of Broadcasters' in -house First
Amendment attorney, said the association
does not take positions on particular FCC

7

indecency action, but it remains concerned
about the "apparent lack of clarity' in the
indecency standard as enforced by the FCC.
The NAB board will vote on whether to join
an industry-wide effort to appeal the standard at its meeting in Hawaii this week. he
said.
J. Laurent Scharff, an attorney representing the Association of Independent Television Stations. suggested that the FCC action
may have already begun to affect programing decisions at stations. "I would suspect
that lawyers all over town are being asked
about particular movies and programs that
have nudity, sexual themes or rough language." Many movies rated R because of
the sexual content are now suspect, he said.
PBS, which has demonstrated a greater
willingness to show nudity than its commercial counterparts, did not have much to say
last week. It is hard to comment on the
effect...until we know what the final decision is," said Nancy Hendry. deputy general
counsel. One of the problems has been
figuring out just what the standard is the
FCC is applying."
The anti- indecency forces around the
country took comfort in the FCC's opening
the television front on indecency. Donald
Wildmon, head of the America Family Association, said he appreciates the FCC going
after a television station for indecency. The
FCC has done something it should have
done years ago," he said.
"That's a good sign," said John Price, of
Decency in Broadcasting, which has an in-

decency

complaint
pending
against
Indianapolis. "Hopefully, they
will do something now about the radio
shock jocks."
In taking action against KZKC -TV, the FCC
is acknowledging the differences between
WFBQ(FM)

broadcast and cable in matters of indecency.
Uncut versions of films like "Private Lessons" are shown all the time by the pay cable
networks with impunity.
"Cable is a little different," Killory said.
"With cable, you have to pay to get it into
your home. and each month affirmatively
subscribe...As a result, the courts have said
that no additional regulation for indecency is
needed. There is only a problem if it rises to
the level of obscenity."
The letter to KZKC-TV was signed by
Edythe Wise, chief, complaints and investigations branch of the Mass Media Bureau.
But she was far from solely responsible for
it. Because indecency is an important and
"obviously sensitive" issue. said Killory,
enforcement actions are for the time being
taken only after review by her office and
with the "informal consensus" of the commissioners. At some point, the bureau will
start doing these on delegated authority in
consultation with the general counsel," she
said.
MCA TV syndicated "Private Lessons" as
part of a package of so- called "exploitable"
films that also included such films as "My
Tutor," "Cheech and Chong's Next Movie"
and " The Bawdy Adventures of Torn
Jones." An "exploitable," in programing
parlance, is a film that makes up in sex,
violence and action what it lacks in star
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power, plot and characterization.
An MCA executive said that under an
agreement with producer, Barry and Enright
Productions, "Private Lessons" was pulled
from the package last November. However,
he said, MCA is honoring pre- existing contacts with 40 or 50 stations.
The executive noted that the film was
available in the theatrical version and in an
"edited- for-television" version. "Most of the
stations took the sanitized version that can
be played at any time and there have been no
problems whatsover," he said. "Unfortunately, KZKC-TV wanted the theatrical version. We provided it. It was telecast at 8
p.m. It was crazy."
Under pressure from antipornography
groups, the FCC last April said it would
enforce the definition of broadcast indecency set forth in Pacifica: programing that
depicts or describes, in terms "patently offensive as measured by contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium.

FCC wants

t

sexual or excretory activities or organs." At
the same time, it sent warning letters to the
three radio stations for airing programing it
deemed indecent at times of day when there
was a risk of children in the audience.

Instead of setting forth guidelines of what
kinds of descriptions and depictions are indecent and what kinds are not, the FCC has
chosen to set the parameters of indecent
programing through its periodic enforcement actions. What it finds indecent in one
case, it will find indecent in subsequent
ones.
On a petition for reconsideration from a
group of broadcast organizations. the FCC
in November affirmed its April policy, although it sajd stations could air indecent
programing after midnight because of the
minimal risk of children in the audience.
The FCC said it could not ban indecent
programing because it is protected by the
Constitution, but it could "channel" it to
protect children.
O

first look at obscenity cases

The FCC, in a demonstration of a stiffening attitude toward allegedly obscene
television programing, reversed a prior ruling last week and said it will assert initial
jurisdiction in such cases. The reversal came in a comparative renewal proceeding
in which Monroe Communications Corp. is challenging Video 44 for its license to
operate WSNS(TV) Chicago. Originally, the commission had said it would never
undertake an administrative determination of an obscenity issue "in the first instance" but would, instead, refer such matters to the Department of Justice for
prosecution under criminal law barring obscene broadcasts.
The commission said its reversal grew out of the conviction it should retain the
flexibility of action an assertion of initial jurisdiction would allow It would be free to
refer complaints to the Justice Department, the commission said, as well as to
exercise one of a number of administrative actions available -among them, the
imposition of forfeitures and, in severe cases, the revocation of licenses. The
decision was unanimous with Commissioner Patricia Dennis concurring.
The commission last week departed from its original ruling-which had reversed
a Review Board decision to add an obscenity issue against Video 44-and held that
case law does not require the use of a "local" community standard in obscenity
cases. The FCC had said that it did and that it would not consider allegations of
obscenity until a licensee had been convicted under the obscenity statute. That
procedure, the FCC had said, would protect its processes from unproductive
litigation and give appropriate deference to the expertise of local prosecutors in
such matters.
Dennis, while agreeing that the FCC should not have said that it would "never"
consider an obscenity case, said she would have deferred such determination until
presented with an extraordinary case. Video 44, she believes, is an inappropriate
case on which to determine whether the commission should consider obscenity
issues in the first instance. As a matter of policy, she prefers referring cases to the
Justice Department, believing it to be the more appropriate agency to examine such
questions in a community context.
The Review Board has been holding the matter in abeyance pending the
commission's decision. It will now review the decision of ALJ Joseph Chachkin, who
held that Video 44 was not entitled to a renewal expectancy based on its past
programing record, and said that Monroe enjoyed decisive advantages over Video
44 for integration of ownership into management and for diversification of media
control. WSNS had been a pay television station during the license period under
review, and the obscenity issue grew out of some of the movies it had broadcast on a
scrambled -and double-pay- basis. They were edited versions of X-rated movies
including "Pandora's Mirror," a copy of which is in the record of the case, "Fast Cars,
Fast Women," and "Erotic Adventures of Zorro." WSNS now employs a Spanish language format. The commission acted on Tuesday in response to a petition
Monroe had filed with the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington in April. The petition
sought an order directing the FCC to conclude the case.
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NAB board's New Year's resolutions in Hawaii
For the National Association of Broadcasters 1988 could prove to be a demanding if
not difficult year. Congressional activity on
broadcast issues is apt to intensify as lawmakers last year exhibited an inclination to
either re- regulate the industry or even tax
broadcasters as a means of raising additional
government revenues.
Beset with those challenges, the association's 62- member joint board of directors
meets this week (Jan 18 -21), at the Mauna
Lani Bay hotel on the Kohala Coast on the
island of Hawaii, to devise a Capitol Hill
strategy to ward off onerous legislation and
achieve NAB's own political wish list.
For the TV board, enactment of a permanent set of mandatory cable carriage rules
(must carry) and reimposition of FCC rules
requiring cable systems to black out syndicated programing on distant signals if it airs
on local stations (syndex) are considered

crucial. Development of high-definition
television is another priority. Radio directors
feel reform of the comparative license renewal process is imperative. NAB's repre-

NAB was able to beat back both initiatives
but anticipates that interest in such proposals
could be revived.
As for the association's standing on Capitol Hill, President Eddie Fritts emphasized
NAB's desire to "maintain good relations."
The transfer tax and fairness, he said, are
not a fight NAB started. But given a choice
between "being loved or being respected,"
he added, "we will take respect."
It is believed NAB's gains on Capitol Hill
have raised the association's prestige with
broadcasters. But some directors worry it
will only encourage the board to fight hard
on all fronts, leaving no room for negotiation. Such a hard line might not prove beneficial in the long -run, they fear.
"What we need to do now is put some of
this new -found energy and enthusiasm into
getting what we want," commented radio
director Bernie Mann of Mann Media, High
Point, N.C. Regardless of fairness, Mann
thinks moving any broadcast measures will
be

difficult.
The prospects for passage

of a radio -only

a freeze on all AM allocations is needed and
endorse an engineering proposal to upgrade
class A FM's.
On the television side, must carry and
cable copyright issues should keep directors
busy. The industry's overall stand on cable is
expected to be re- evaluated given developments on must carry. Some directors may

suggest NAB back repeal of cable's compulsory copyright license as a means of creating

"level playing field."
"We're back to ground zero on must carry," said the TV board chairman, Ben
McKeel of Nationwide Communications.
McKeel referred to the appeals court decia

sion last December declaring the FCC's latest version of must-carry rules unconstitutional. NAB is already eyeing the idea of
going to Congress for help. One possible
legislative solution that is already circulating within the broadcast community would
be to condition cable's compulsory copyright license on must carry. A cable system
would qualify for a copyright license only if
it carries local television signals. Some form

sentation of radio in general may be the
subject of some hallway conversations.

Spectrum allocations in the already crowded
AM and FM bands will be discussed, and
the FCC's decision on indecent programing
has both radio and television concerned.
Equally worrisome is the avowed congressional effort to revive the fairness doctrine
this year. A proposal advocating fairness
codification for television -only is drawing
support within the independent television
community and is likely to trigger board
debate.
"The board has some serious considerations, but I don't see any battle royals,"
said the radio board vice chairman, Bob Fox
of KVEN(AM)- KHAY(FM) Ventura, Calif.
TV director Gary Chapman of Freedom
Newspapers' broadcast division seems to
have second thoughts about the issue. Indeed, he said, "fairness is not a priority
when you talk about where you're going to
be in the future. Fairness won't make or
break you." Chapman believes cable carriage, syndex and HDTV are the kinds of
issues that will "make or break us in the
1990's." If television does not choose its
legislative and regulatory priorities carefully, Chapman fears the medium will "go the
way of AM radio."
"We don't want to make enemies" on
Capitol Hill, said radio director Bill Clark of
Shamrock Broadcasting. "But we happen to
feel strongly on fairness...lt goes to the
heart of what our industry is about," he said,
adding that "there is nothing we are willing
to exchange for fairness."
As Congress continues to hunt for additional revenue to help pay off the federal
deficit, broadcasting could be a target. Last
year both House and Senate committees
with jurisdiction over tax law considered
proposals to reduce or eliminate deductions
for advertising expenses. And there was a
provision in last year's tax package that
would have seriously curtailed broadcasters'
ability to amortize certain intangible costs.

Mauni Lani Bay hotel on island of Hawaii

comparative renewal bill will be discussed
by the directors. They will also hear a status
report on a study under way by the so- called
Radio Futures Committee (a joint -project
between NAB and the Radio Advertising
Bureau) on how to boost radio's image with
the public and advertisers. On the latter,
Mann said he is concerned the study has
gotten off the track and is concentrating
more on radio's visibility with the public
instead of the advertisers. Increasing radio's
share of its image among advertising needs
urgent attention, Mann believes.
Mann says he is also getting calls from
broadcasters around the country who feel
NAB is not working to the "betterment of
radio." He said there seems to be a growing
sense that radio's identity has been "lost"

following the merger of the NAB with the

National Radio Broadcasters Association
two years ago. Where that discussion will
lead is unclear, but it won't sit well with
those directors who feel the NAB -NRBA
union has been a total success (see "Monday
Memo," page 38).
Radio's future will undergo further scrutiny when the board is asked to approve a new
spectrum allocations policy, decide whether
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of syndicated exclusivity rules might also
become part of the package.
"We know we are not going to get any
legislation quickly. We feel like we have to
have an agreement with cable before we go
to the Hill, and that will take time," Fritts
told BROADCASTING. If the association's
must -carry task force recommends that
NAB petition the Supreme Court to review
the lower court's decision on must carry, any
Hill action, Fritts said, would be delayed
until the court acted.
The future of HDTV is another critical
issue for the TV board. A special session on
HDTV is being held following the board
meeting on Friday, Jan. 22. NAB officials
will confer with Japanese, Korean, Mexican
and Canadian broadcasters as well as management and engineering representatives
from NHK (BROADCASTING, Jan. 4).
For television directors, children's television is yet another issue to be reckoned
with. Calls for mandatory children's programing requirements have increased on
Capitol Hill, and NAB may feel a need to
respond to that pressure. The TV board may
examine a proposal endorsed by the independent television camp (BROADCASTING,

1
1

Jan. 11). The Association of Independent
Television Stations says it will seek an antitrust exemption to permit broadcasters to
establish voluntary standards limiting the
commercials in children's programing.
A clearer picture of what Congress might
do was to be offered last weekend (Jan. 1517) prior to official board action when NAB
hosted a legislative forum featuring key
House and Senate members (BROADCASTING, Jan. 8). Also attending were representatives of other broadcast trade organizations and group broadcasting executives.
Besides reviewing the overall government relations agenda, Fritts will fill the
joint board in on his search for a new chief
lobbyist. John Summers, NAB's senior executive vice president for government relations, retired last month and now serves the
association as a consultant. The search for
Summers's successor was interrupted by the
fairness and transfer fee fight late last year,
and Fritts is not believed to be near any
decisions. There has been some speculation
he would not fill the post and would step up
his own duties in that area and turn to
outside lobbyists as needed. But Fritts has
told BROADCASTING he intends to hire
someone at a senior staff level.
NAB's grass-roots lobbying efforts are
slated for discussion too. Even though directors are pleased with the association's successful call to arms last year, they want to
insure equal effectiveness in 1988.
The joint board will be asked to approve a
budget of roughly $14.1 million for the
NAB's 1988 -89 fiscal year.
The executive committee will reveal its
choice of recipient of the 1988 Distinguished Service Award to be presented at
NAB's annual convention in Las Vegas
April 9 -I2. As for general housekeeping
activities, both the radio and television
boards will review the composition of each
board as it relates to the appointed seats for
minorities and women as well as those seats
allocated for major-market group radio and
representatives from independent television
and the Television Operators Caucus.
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3d -place ABC 2nd in demographics
While ABC and CBS continue to battle it
out for second place in the prime time
household race, ABC has solidified its hold
on second place in most of the key demographics. Analysts say the financial impact of
the demographic picture on both networks
probably won't be felt until the upfront market breaks in July, when advertisers have a
year of official peoplemeter numbers behind
them on which to base negotiations.
Both CBS and NBC have complained
loudly about the inaccuracy of Nielsen's
new peoplemeter numbers, although observers note that it is the magnitude of the
erosion the networks have argued about and
not the general trend of continuing network
erosion. The Nielsen numbers indicate the
networks are off in combined rating by
about 10% compared to last year, and about
4% in share.
In the prime time demographic race, ABC
is in second place in both key male demographics-18-49 and 25 -54-as it was a
year ago, and has taken over second place
this season with women 18-49, with an 8.8
rating, compared to CBS's 8.5. CBS retains
second place among women 25 -54, with an
average 9.6, compared to 9.2 for ABC.
NBC continues to lead all four key demographics, although its lead is less than it was
a year ago when it led by at least two full
rating points in each category. The network
still has about a three rating point lead in
both women's demos, but with men, ABC
has come within a rating point in both primary age groups.
The pattern for children viewers in prime
time remains similar to last season, with
NBC leading, followed by ABC and then
CBS. The same pattern also holds true for
teen -age viewers in prime time.
Much has been made of the decline in
children's audiences this season, and the
latest numbers show that combined viewing
among children 2-11 of the networks' Saturday morning schedules is off almost 30cÁ

NBC, which had a two-and -a-half-point
lead over CBS in the daypart a year ago, has
lost almost four full rating points and barely
leads with an average 8 rating. CBS is
second with 7.9 and ABC is third with 5.7.
In daytime, ABC has led in the women
demographics and that trend continues for
all three key age groups, 18 -34, 18-49 and
25 -54. In the evening news race, CBS is on
top again in the household race by almost
two rating points, although in the salable
demographics, it's a dead heat among the
three newscasts for men 18-49 and 25 -54,
almost as tight among the two comparable
women demographics.
In the morning news demographics, NBC
has retained its lead among men viewers but
has lost its lead in women to ABC. CBS
remains far behind in all the key categories.
In late night, NBC continues to lead in the
key men and women demographics.
A look at the estimated revenue and profits for the two networks for 1987 indicate
that CBS will be close to flat in both cases.
Estimates for ABC suggest the network will
be up perhaps 5% in revenues and 50% or
more in profit. NBC executives in report to
employes last week ( "In Brief," page 120),
spoke of "record setting" revenues. and of
sales reaching $3 billion.
But analysts were hard pressed to say just
how much ABC's strength in demographics
this season, and CBS's weakness, has affected the 1987 financial performance. Confusing the issue was the introduction of the
peoplemeter. "Essentially, advertisers shouldered a lot of the risk" in the first season of
the peoplemeter, said Ray Katz, a broadcast
analyst with Mabon, Nugent & Co. With a
year of official peoplemeter numbers under
their belt, said Katz, advertisers will drive
much tougher bargains in the next upfront
negotiations. "They will all be delivering
smaller audiences," Katz said of the networks. For their part, the networks don't
argue with that basic trend.

FCC holds the line on AM stereo
The saga of the marketplace search for a single AM stereo standard
has not ended. But the FCC now apparently believes the end is near.
While voting to do nothing to alter the AM stereo status quo last
week, two of the three commissioners suggested that Motorola's CQuam system is close to being the de facto AM stereo standard.
"We have considerable convergence on a de facto standard,"
said FCC Chairman Dennis Patrick. For broadcasters, the uncertainty over which of the two remaining systems to use has been
"substantially reduced, if not eliminated, by the knowledge that all
receivers [are] C -Quam receivable, or compatible." Commissioner
James Quello cited the figure in the Mass Media Bureau's report that
70% of the AM stations now broadcasting in stereo are using CQuam. "I think the marketplace is moving toward a de facto selection
of a single system," he said. Mass Media Bureau Chief Alex Felker
expanded on Quello's point. The commission actions were based
in part on the fact that "100% of the stereo receivers out there can
receive C -Quam and the majority of the 500 -and -some stations have
elected to go C- Quam," he said.
As expected, the FCC acted on the AM stereo issue at last
Thursdays (Jan. 14) meeting by unanimously rejecting a proposal to

protect the C -Quam system's pilot tone from possible interference
( "Closed Circuit," Jan. 4). The FCC action was in response to a
recommendation made last summer by the National Telecommunication and Information Administration for C -Quam pilot protection,
but not for the competing single -sideband system developed by
Kahn Communications Inc., to stbury, N.Y.
The commission also rejected three petitions for rulemaking, one
calling for the standardization of a single AM stereo transmission
system and the other two requesting that all AM stereo receivers
manufactured be required to be multisystem radios, capable of
receiving both systems. All three were rejected on the grounds that a
rulemaking proceeding would be a long and controversial process
that would inevitably lead to law suits.
"I'm not really worried or concerned about their interpretation of
the marketplace," said Leonard Kahn of Kahn Communications.
Chris Payne, Motorola's AM stereo broadcasting manager, said
that with or without pilot tone protection, broadcasters can be certain
that C -Quam has been chosen by the marketplace. "Its particularly
gratifying to us that they found that probably one of the most
convincing reasons to not involve themselves in a rulemaking."
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It was 20 years ago today...
Television's coverage of the tumultuous events of 1968-the Vietnam war,
civil rights and student protest-was examined by the Museum of Broadcasting last week in a series of five seminars with panelists including
many who participated in the events as well as covered them for the Fifth
Estate. Two are presented herewith; the other three will appear next week.
"The Conventions and Presidential Election" -The intensity of
television's attention to the tumultuous 1968 Democratic convention in
Chicago and the events surrounding it "moved us over from being
observers to being participants in the public's eye. [That] hasn't changed
since," commented CBS's Sander Vanocur (above, second from right) at
the panel on the political conventions and the election of that year.
Also on the dais with Vanocur for the hour-and -a -half discussions were
(l-r) moderators Tom Wicker and Burton Benjamin; former CBS News
President Bill Leonard; CBS's Robert (Shad) Northsfield; ABC's Av Westin;
former Wisconsin Senator Eugene McCarthy, and CBS's Dan Rather, Mike
Wallace, Uanocur and Robert Trout.
"The Counterculture"-1 was struck by what an unmitigated disaster
1968 was. There wasn't one redeeming feature." said Osborne Elliot, a
former editor of Newsweek and former dean of the School of Journalism at
Columbia University, in a discussion on how alternative culture and
politics were portrayed on television. "Everybody reacted to television.
The events fell upon us so fast...it was difficult to do much more than

report them," Elliot said.
Others at the panel (below, l -r): moderators Wicker and Benjamin;
Museum trustee Mark Goodson; Elliot; Todd Gitlin, author and professor
of sociology at the University of California at Berkeley; Jeff Greenfield,

correspondent, ABC News Nightline, and former aide to Senator Robert
Kennedy; Abbie Hoffman, political activitist; Robert Trout, special contributing correspondent, ABC News, and Jack Newfield, columnist, Village
Voice.
Television news producers in 1968, said Gitlin, "heeded" to central
casting techniques by focusing their attention on demonstrators who
were viewed as "freaks." Added Gitlin: "Because the political activitists
were so anti- authoritarian, they didn't believe in their own leadership and
left it up to the evening news cameras to anoint their leaders."
Hoffman argued that he was not a "manipulator" of any television news
coverage. "You can't blame television for what happened in 1968 anymore than you can blame radio in the 1930's for forming unions," he said.
Hoffman observed that police action against "hippies" was no longer
news by 1968. "lt was police beating up newspeople that had more of an
impact on the way protests were being covered," said Hoffman, in an
apparent reference to the protests outside of the Democratic National
Convention in Chicago during summer 1968.
Greenfield said that there was "no sign" of the "counterculture" movement on prime time entertainment television shows from at least 1965
through 1968. "Most of those television shows were fantasy based. There
were no real urban programs," Greenfield said. There were two exceptions where topical humor was presented, according to Greenfield: The
Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour and Laugh -In. "What happens when
prime time television shows portrayed a vastly different universe than the
national news?" asked Greenfield, wondering whether this trend helped
create the "clashes" in 1968.
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1987 was one of the most

turbulent years in the
history of television.
The station
sentative
were among
g
most
severely affected. with
lon term growth and
stability
rty the
their goals
stations and reps alike
initiated more changes
in 1987 than took place
in the last three
decades combined.
As this tumultuous year
drew to a close, one
representative continued
to be the leader...
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DEDICATED TO EXCELLENC

REPRESENTING THE NATION'
WPIX
KTLA
WGN-TV
WPHL-TV
KTVU
WNEV-TV
WKBD-TV
WFAA-TV
WTTG
KHOU-TV
WSB-TV
WCCO-TV
WTVT
KCPQ
WDZL
WPXI
KMOV-TV
KWGN-TV
KXTV
KTVK-TV
WMAR-TV
WVIT
WTTV
XETV
KATU

WFTV
WDAF-TV

NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO
BOSTON
DETROIT
DALLAS -FT WORTH
WASHINGTON, D.C.
HOUSTON
ATLANTA

MINNEAPOLIS -ST PAUL
TAMPA -ST PETERSBURG
SEATTLE- TACOMA
MIAMI
PITTSBURGH
ST LOUIS
DENVER
SACRAMENTO -STOCKTON
PHOENIX
BALTIMORE
HARTFORD -NEW HAVEN
INDIANAPOLIS
SAN DIEGO
PORTLAND
ORLANDO -DAYTONA BEACH
KANSAS CITY

IND
IND
IND
IND
IND

CBS
IND

ABC
IND

CBS
ABC
CBS
CBS
IND
IND

NBC
CBS
IND
CBS
ABC

NBC
NBC
IND
IND

ABC
ABC
NBC

TRIBUNE BROADCASTING
TRIBUNE BROADCASTING
TRIBUNE BROADCASTING
TAFT BROADCASTING COMPANY
COX ENTERPRISES
NEW ENGLAND TELEVISION CORP.
COX ENTERPRISES
A.H. BELO CORP.
FOX TELEVISION STATIONS
A.H. BELO CORP.
COX ENTERPRISES
MIDWEST COMMUNICATIONS
GILLETT BROADCASTING
KELLY TELEVISION CO.
ODYSSEY TELEVISION
COX ENTERPRISES
VIACOM BROADCASTING
TRIBUNE BROADCASTING
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Jebates between them, in Iowa and New
1ampshire, and, again, relay them by the
;ame satellite in the same scattergun fashon. This time, there was a new twist: Folowing each debate, the candidates took
questions from reporters in stations serving
caucus and primary states, a device likely to
increase the audience in those crucial areas.
The bill for each debate, which included
production costs as well as transponder
time, came to about $12,000, split between
the campaigns. Gephardt also hired the ser
vice to follow him on a campaign swing
around Iowa, roll some tape, edit it and feed
it, as a Conus staffer put it, "to the rest of the

paign coverage a bad name.
Just what is a "zone "? "Iowa is a zone,"
says Richard M. Cohen, CBS producer in
charge of political coverage. "We'll have
people in and out of there. We've never
done it before, but it will work...It forces us
to be creative, and that's good." CBS, like
ABC, maintains an editorial, off-air presence with the campaigns, simply to keep in
touch. But they are backed up by the bureaus in Des Moines and Manchester. And
to do major on -air stories, ABC will send in
what Bruno refers to as a "big foot," a
network correspondent -Barry Serafin if it

world."

o
The proliferation of news operations focusing on the campaign is only one factor
setting 1988 apart from the coverage of
previous presidential campaigns. Another is
that it is the first election since 1960 in
which the incumbent is barred by the Constitution from seeking reelection. Then, too,
there was the creation of Super Tuesday
primaries and caucuses in 20 states, most of
them in the South, on March 8. The result
has been not only an abundance of candidates in each party seeking the nomination-seven Democrats and six Republicans-but an incredibly early start for many
of them. Four years ago at this time, only six
candidates had qualified for matching federal funds, all of them Democrats, and for
only $7.7 million. Earlier this month, the
Federal Election Commission said that 12
candidates (exclusive of Hart) had qualified
for $28.7 million. Such factors, along with
budget constraints, have persuaded the networks for the first time to abandon what
they call "man -to-man" coverage for a
"zone." Ed Turner, executive vice president
of CNN, offers a different football formation
as a description of CNN's approach: "the
wishbone option-you go where the story
The news executives running the campaign coverage of the other networks agree
with Turner that "you don't have to be with
every candidate every hour of the day. "In deed, Hal Bruno, political director for ABC
News, recalls the wasted effort during prior
presidential campaigns when man-to -man
coverage was the norm. "It made no sense,"
Bruno said. "Correspondents would not get
on the air every night; maybe once a week."
So, far from complaining about the new
approach, Bruno welcomes it as an opportunity to make the break from past practice he
says ABC has long contemplated. "We
sometimes failed to give people an overview
of what was happening and where the campaign was heading," said Bruno. Providing
that "overview" involves the kind of analysis and in -depth reporting, Bruno and other
network news executives say the zone approach makes possible. There will be, network news executives generally agree,
less-though still some-of the "horse race type" coverage that has given network cam-

zone coverage is uncertain. News executives were talking about a reassessment after
Super Tuesday, by which time it is assumed
there will have been a substantial shakeout
of candidates in both parties. But a switch
back to man -to -man coverage would not
necessarily mean an abandonment of the
more cerebral reporting that zone coverage
is said to make possible. "I hope to continue
doing issue reporting throughout the campaign,' said Angotti. He would not, however, write off "horse race" coverage: "We
can't and shouldn't avoid it."
The effect that zone coverage will have on
candidates' fortunes has yet to be measured.
But initially, at least, it seems to be a boon to
those whose standing in the polls is near the
bottom. In the days of man-to-man coverage, the correspondent unfortunate enough
to be assigned to such a candidate would
have difficulty obtaining a minute of air time
on the evening news during the week to
report on his tiger. But in the era of "issue"
reporting, candidates barely registering in
the polls are getting attention-Babbitt, for
instance. He has become the darling of correspondents -print as well as broadcast
who see in him a candidate of ideas and
fierce independence (he is not afraid to say
the "T" word out loud). "We are not complaining about coverage," said Vada Manager, a Babbitt press aide. "We're pleased
with it, especially on the issues." Similarly,
Representative Jack Kemp (R- N.Y.), who
has been struggling to make an impact on
the consciousness of voters, has been been
that his standing in
the polls might not appear to warrant.
"Aside from profiles," said Kemp's press
secretary, John Buckley, "our coverage is in
the process stories."
For the networks, there is a drawback to
the zone approach, of course -the danger of
not being on hand when a candidate makes
news. A couple of weeks ago, ABC was the
only network with footage of Senator Bob
Dole (R- Kan.), in Salem, N.H. sharply responding to an attack Vice President George
Bush had made on him at the National Press
Club. To deal with that kind of problem, the
networks are depending increasingly on
their affiliates. ABC's Murphy said the network will rely on its bureaus around the
country as well as on major affiliates for
backup. "They are closer to the story and are
more current," he said. The networks are
not only swapping tape with affiliates in
Iowa and Boston and Manchester; they are
depending on affiliates for which a particular candidate is a local story-a Phoenix
station covering Babbitt, for instance. "Local stations are getting more sophisticated
[in their political coverage]," said CBS's
Cohen. "They also have the blocks of time
and the budgets to follow their candidates
and report back." To flesh out the record on
the Dole/Bush exchange: The Dole piece
was shot by a crew from ABC's Manchester
affiliate, WMUR -TV.

-

-

is."
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CBS's Cohen

is a Republican campaign, James Wooten, a

Democratic. CBS's on-air correspondents
are Bruce Morton, who is focusing on the
Democrats, and Bob L. Scheiffer, the Republicans. "We'll dissect each of the parties
and try to make sense out of a complicated
and crowded field," says Cohen.
NBC does not have a reporter tagging
after each campaign. But like the news executives at the other networks, Joseph Angotti, executive producer of NBC's election
coverage, sees zone coverage as an opportunity to do "more in- depth, issue-oriented
stories than in the past." And Angotti is
flooding the zone with the "big feet" to do
them: Ken Bode and Tom Pettit are doing
general political stories while Dennis Murphy is focusing on the Democratic campaigns and Lisa Myers, the Republican. Ann
Rubenstein is concentrating on state political stories in Iowa and New Hampshire.
Other resources, like Chris Wallace, the
network's chief White House correspondent, will also be employed in Iowa and
New Hampshire.
In switching to zone coverage, the networks acknowledge that the costs that would
be involved in dispatching crews to cover
every candidate were a factor in the decision. "We do not have unlimited funds,"
Robert Murphy, ABC's vice president for
news coverage, said in one interview. "We
have to operate within a fairly controlled
budget." Published estimates place the costs
of zone coverage at $25 million, about half
of what man -to-man would cost. Angotti,
however, insists the funds available to him
are about the same as those NBC spent on
political and election coverage in I984"perhaps 3% or 4% less, allowing for inflation." There has been no cutback, he says.
How long the networks will stay with
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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Indeed, the broadcast journalism story being
written about coverage of the 1988 campaign thus far is one largely of local broad-
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casting. ABC, CBS and NBC make the
nationwide impact, with their reach and the
glamour of their stars. They will focus the
attention of the country, if not much of the
free world, on Iowa and New Hampshire
when they broadcast special reports and
originate their regularly scheduled news
programs for a couple of days around the
dates of the caucuses and primaries from
Des Moines and Manchester. But the voters
in Iowa and New Hampshire and any other
state where delegates to the Democratic and
Republican conventions will be chosen are
the center of the candidates' attention. And
solid exposure on a Cedar Rapids station
means more to them than a fleeting picture
on a network program.
Candidates make that point by the extremes to which they sometimes go to gain
access to stations' local news programs.
Several have bought satellite time to make
themselves available for questioning by anchors and political reporters of television
stations in Iowa and Massachusetts and other stations where caucuses and primaries are
scheduled to be held. Bush, for instance,
employed the technique twice, the first time
during the Washington summit, the second
time several weeks later when he took questions on a variety of subjects.
Dole also bought satellite time to talk to
local anchors and reporters: His endorsement of the Intermediate Nuclear Forces
treaty was the lure used to attract journalists'
attention in Iowa and Massachusetts.
(This practice may be giving rise to a new
ethical question: Are

certainly affiliates have worked closely with
their networks. But that does not quite tell
the story. Iowa station news personnel, after
months of meeting and covering presidential
candidates, seem to have become jaded.
They are buried under offers of interviews
with candidates. "The assignment desk,"
says John Alternbern, news director of
KGAN(TV) Cedar Rapids, Iowa, "is peppered
with requests from candidates who want to
appear on news shows." He said the requests "come on a regular basis and become
humdrum after a while." The station checks
each story possibility for newsworthiness,
he said. But, he added, "we could have
wall -to-wall politicians."
John Janes of WHO -TV Des Moines and
Terry Bynum of wot -Tv Ames, Iowa,
seemed to be experiencing similar cases of
burnout. "We're getting more than we
want," said Janes of proposals for interviews with candidates. He cited the case of
Senator Paul Simon's (D-III.) people offering the senator for a live interview on the
Sunday 10 o'clock news. "We'd interviewed him earlier, so we said, 'No
thanks.- Janes said he prefers packaged
pieces to live interviews, in any event. "It
gives us more control." Said Bynum,
"We're being very selective." He noted that
the candidates began campaigning through
the state in earnest in May, and added, "We
don't want viewers worn out by politicians."
For all of the political overload, Bynum
indicated that WOt-TV was concerned about
its reputation. "There are just so many times
a candidate talking to a retirement home or a
union is news," he said. "But we try to give
equal coverage, so no one will have cause to
say we treated him unfairly."
The Boston VHF network affiliates, on
the other hand, appear filled with energy and
drive. They have not been subjected to quite
the public relations battering Iowa media
have taken since the spring.
And they are under what some are calling
"the double whammy": Their governor
Michael Dukakis- is a leading candidate
for the Democratic presidential nomination,
and, to all intents and purposes, the primaries in neighboring New Hampshire are a
local story. WCVB -TV (ABC), WBZ -TV
(NBC) and WNEV-TV (CBS) have been covering the campaigns in Iowa and New
Hampshire for months. Now they are
cranked up and ready to send crews into
those states for the campaigns' final days,
and the voting. They will continue to pursue
the story at least until Super Tuesday; after
that, coverage will depend on whether Dukakis is still a candidate.
In the process, the stations are demonstrating the kind of service that can be provided this side of a network. WCVB -Tv, for
instance, periodically has been devoting
five or six minutes of its 6 p.m. news shows
to discussions of issues. The station, said
news director Philip Balboni, was sensitive
to the charge that the media are concerned
only with the "horse race" aspect of politics.
It has also picked five families from around
the country- California, Iowa, New Hampshire, Colorado, and Louisiana -and is interviewing them, by satellite, from time to
time on their views of the campaign. All

-

three stations are doing extensive polling
WCVB -TV is one of a group of 30 stations that
have contracted with the Gallup organization to do as many as 40 local, regional and
national surveys. WCVB-TV and WBZ -TV will
project the results of the New Hampshire
primaries on the basis of their own exit
polling, beginning at 8 p.m., when most of
the polls in the state close.
And all three will show whose story they
think the primaries are by preempting network programing to do special programs on
the results. WBZ -TV, moreover, lays claim to
one of the major news beats of the campaign -Gary Hart's reentry into the campaign.
The Boston stations, then, are making
good use of the revenues available to majormarket VHF affiliates. But a few miles
north, wtrtuR -TV likes to think of itself as
doing at least as good a job as any organization-including any of the networks
covering politics, and on a budget of
$600,000, less, as the station's news director says, than a Boston anchor earns in a
year. Of course, the focus is narrow: New
Hampshire and the primary campaigns now
under way. But Miles Resnick, the news
director, says, "I do a better job than Boston
in New Hampshire. I have to. That's our
very existence." The station's Arbitron rating for 6 p.m. news indicates Resnick is
doing something right; it has doubled since
1985. The station began broadcasting a
Presidential "Primary Watch" a year in advance of the primaries, and it has been
interviewing candidates as they tour the

-in

-

NBC's Agnotti

their way onto news shows when they pay
for satellite time? Some station newspeople
feel that as long as they control the questioning, their conscience is clear. But a professional poll of television news producers conducted by Medialink- Nielsen Executive
Broadcast Survey indicates that in most
cases, producers would roughly split on the
issue. For those who felt squeamish about
the practice, the Bush campaign accepted
reimbursement from participating stations.)
Whatever effect the campaign is having
on the candidates, it seems to have had a
wearing one on Iowa's television journalists. To say as the network executives do that
the stations have developed sophistication in
their political coverage is no doubt true;
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NBC's Pettit

state. (Resnick evidently has a higher burnout level in that regard than news directors
in Iowa.) Resnick said all of the station's 12
reporteranchors and one part-time reporter-all of them young, all of them eager
are involved in the coverage: "Every candidate has someone watching him. "And on
primary night, the station will have 14 satellite trucks on hand-two of them owned, the
rest borrowed or rented
cover every
candidate. "This is our coming out," Resnick says. "We have to plan and prepare and
budget, because the whole world is

-

-to

watching."
It is not only stations on the scene that are
covering the campaigns. Stations from
Phoenix have traveled to Iowa to do live
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reports on Babbitt's activities. One of them,
KTSP -TV Phoenix, sent a crew to follow the
former governor on a tour of Texas and
Iowa. And stations in Missouri have dispatched crews to Iowa to cover two reasonably local boys running for the Democratic
nomination-Gephardt, who represents
Missouri's third district, and Simon, who as
a congressman had represented a district in
Illinois on the Missouri border. KMOV Tv St..
Louis even broadcast a five -part series on
the two candidates last summer, a series
based largely on material gathered by crews
and correspondents who traveled with the
candidates -one team spent two and a half
days with Gephardt in the South and the
other, three days with Simon in Iowa and
Illinois -after they announced their candidacies. "We're prepared to follow them to
Super Tuesday," says Betsey Bruce, KMOV's
political editor, "assuming they're both still
in the race-and beyond, if they get past
Super Tuesday."
The story, then, is not only for the networks. But neither is it only for the stations
with a natural interest, like those with a
primary to cover or a native son on whom to
report. WsB -TV's Nigut is demonstrating it
can also be for the station with the resources
and drive to cover a national story, and make
it local. But Nigut says there is a kind of
local angle, the role the South is playing in
the campaign: the involvement of 14 Southern and border states in the Super Tuesday
primaries and caucuses and the decision of
the major parties to hold their nominating
conventions in the South -the Democrats in
Atlanta and the Republicans in New Orleans. As a result, he said, Cox Enterprises
Inc., WSB-TV's owner, wants its newspapers,
the Atlanta Constitution and Journal, and
the television station "to be out front in the
coverage." After all, Nigut said, "this is
their corporate home."
So, since March, he and his cameraman
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CNN's Turner

ABC's Murphy

have been attending announcements of
presidential candidacies, following campaigns, attending (selectively) the debates
that for months have been the affliction of
the national political reporter. In the process, he has become as well known as any
network correspondent, if not better known.
Mike Kopp, press aide to Senator Albert
Gore (D- Tenn.), certainly knows him. He
has seen the correspondent on many stops
on the campaign trail. "Whenever we plan
an event or a trip, we call him," Kopp said.
To a degree, at least, Nigut's importance to
campaigns like Gore's involves the fact that
WSB -TV is an ABC affiliate and makes material available to the network. Nigut, Kopp
said, is of "more than regional importance to

us."

How does Nigut see his role in covering
presidential politics? One of providing
"grass roots coverage." Nigut, who will
spend the next few weeks in Iowa and New
Hampshire, said, "When we go to Iowa, we
will follow the candidates and talk to party
functionaries. We will also talk to people

Picking and choosing
Broadcast news executives appear to be divided on whether to make use of the live and
taped material that political candidates are increasingly making available by satellite. A poll
of television news producers and assignment editors conducted by the Medialink -Nielsen
Executive Broadcast Survey indicates that news decision makers at 47% of the 98 stations
polled would accept produced videos on issues.
The poll, whose questions assumed the unrestricted use of the material, also shows that
the executives at 53% of the stations would accept live news conferences while those at
48% of the stations would find background on a candidate's history or family acceptable.
The one category of material that executives at a substantial majority of the stations-72 %would accept was labeled "replies to charges or crisis." The survey was done early in
December.
Another poll, done a week later by Medialink in December, indicates news executives are
generally comfortable with video news releases from members of their congressional
delegations on major national or world issues, such as the summit; executives at 81 of the
stations said they would be interested in receiving such releases.
The pollsters, in a survey done in the first week of January, asked about interest in
presidential candidate Gary Hart's alleged extra -marital affairs, and found that it may be
fading. In response to a question as to whether future campaign stories about Hart should
contain references to his involvement with Donna Rice, the breakdown was as follows: No,
73 %; yes, 18 %; don't know, 8% and declined answer, 1 %.
The Medialink poll is conducted by Nielsen Media Research an A.C. Nielsen -Dun
&Bradstreet company, on behalf of Medialink, which distributes corporate video releases.
Medialink is operated by Video Broadcasting Corp. and has an exclusive contract with
Nielsen to poll television news producers weekly on the uses of corporate video and their
opinions on news issues. Medialink said that Hart is not a client.
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about what's on their mind. So we will be
concerned with issues and what folks are
thinking. Sometimes, there's no rela-

tionship."

o
Not so many years ago, it seemed that the
national radio and television networks,
coming on top of newspapers and national
news magazines, were providing their audiences with about as much information as
they could handle, or even want. No more.
Dispensers of information continue to
emerge, offering ever more detailed and
esoteric data and, always, it seems, finding
a market, a fact increasingly apparent as the
1988 presidential election year begins.
Consider, for instance, CNN. The 24hour-a -day network devoted to news seems
to have no trouble filling its news hole,
particularly in a presidential election year. It
may lack the resources of the other major
networks, but its coverage of the campaigns
is pervasive, and is attracting attention. Its
daily Inside Politics, a 30- minute program
broadcast at 6:30 p.m. that was introduced
in November, is a case in point. It really is
"inside politics." It is designed, says CNN's
Turner, to appeal to candidates and their
staffs, journalists and political and news
junkies generally, but particularly to political types in the power centers of the country,
like Washington and New York. Anyone
else would be well advised to stick with the
softer network or local news. But correspondents are said to use Inside -usually ansource materichored by Bernard Shaw
al.
In the months ahead, CNN will be covering live caucuses and primaries and IO debates, eight of them sponsored by the
League of Women Voters and two by the
Atlanta Journal and Consitution. It will,
Turner says, be trying to create "as complete
a record as possible of the political season,"
which he says began on Dec. 1, 1986, and
will end next November. The reason: "To us,
this is the most interesting national election
since 1968, the last time an incumbent
President did not seek reelection-"and the
most wide open since 1960," the last time a
President was barred by the Constitution
from seeking a third term.
Then, there is C -SPAN, the public service
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ing all state primaries. The networks' four
principal reporters for the primaries are Vic
Ratner, Herbert Kaplow, Jon Bascom and
Richard Davies. They will be joined by Hal
Bruno, ABC News political director, and
Ken Rudin, of ABC News's political unit,

Benson said.
For other presidential campaign events,
ABC plans live gavel -to -gavel coverage of
convention activities over one of its long form satellite channels and special news
"capsules" over its main channel. "There
will be regional feeds on the activities of
different state delegations," said Benson.
"We also expect to be working with about
100 affiliates, helping them distribute customized reporting from the convention

AP's Johnson

site," Benson said.

Benson told BROADCASTING that ABC's
new data system for affiliates was fully
implemented earlier this month. "During the
political conventions, this system will give
affiliates printed updates on all national
news and regional cuts to be transmitted [as
well as printed scripted copy of those cuts]
and any changes in the convention schedule," Benson said. "Stations can put together an entire menu for convention coverage,"
he said.
Bart Tessler, news director for Mutual
Broadcasting, said the network has its programing plans "locked in" for the Iowa
caucus, New Hampshire primary and Super
Thesday. Said Tessler: "The rest of the primaries will be a 'wait- and -see' situation. If
it's a good race, we will have the same kind
of coverage plans."
Those plans call for two- minute hourly
reports the night of each primary and the
next morning during drive -time. Mutual's
one -hour America In The Morning broadcast, according to Tessler, will originate
from the caucus sites of Des Moines, Iowa,
and primary sites in Manchester, N.H., during the early part of those two respective
weeks. The weekday series is anchored by
Mutual correspondent, Jim Bohannon, who
is also one of two principal anchors for
Mutual's primary, convention and election
night coverage. The other principal anchor
is Peter Maer. Mutual's political field correspondents include Al Freeman, Bob Witten
and Joe Walsh.

Tessler noted that for covention and election night coverage the network will offer
two -minute updates, twice an hour, and a
morning and an afternoon drive -time report.
"There will also be a live raw feed of entire
convention activities and selected anchoring
of special events on our supplemental satellite channel," Tessler said.
The NBC Radio Network, which will
share resources with Mutual in its election
'88 coverage (both networks are owned by
Westwood One), will broadcast hourly 90second special reports the evening of the
first three primary days as well as the following morning, said Jim Farley, vice president, news, NBC Radio Networks.
NBC Radio's four principal political correspondents covering the campaigns will be
Alan Walden, John Cameron Swayze Jr.,
Bill Groody and C.D. Jaco. NBC will provide continuous unanchored coverage of all
activities from both conventions and anchored coverage of key long -form events
such as keynote addresses.
"We will have separate anchor staffs
[from Mutual], but we will pool some of our
people and resources together," Farley said.
"We will also have the resources of the NBC
News election unit."
The United Stations Radio Networks'
news department, according to Richard Rieman, the networks' Washington bureau
chief who also serves as executive producer
for United's presidential election coverage,
has set aside nine "key" caucus and primary
nights for coverage, starting with Iowa,
New Hampshire and Super Tuesday. At least
two United Stations correspondents will be
assigned to the single -state primaries, said
Rieman. "We are committing a lot more
resources to cover campaigns on the road,"
Rieman said. United's principal election
campaign correspondents are John Bisney,
Craig Windham, Steve Taylor, and Karen
Carson.
United will have a continuous "podium"
feed from the two conventions over its long form special events channel and short-form
updates over its main channel. Election
night anchors for the network will be Ed
Gullo and Nick Young. Special reports, said
Rieman, will be fed at 25 and 55 minutes
past the hour.
"We find that [music] stations want a lot
of election reports. And they want them
brief and flexible," Rieman said. (The majority of United's affiliates have music -oriented formats.)
The UPI Radio Network will have two minute updates twice an hour on all major
primary nights, according to Mike Freedman, managing editor and director of broadcast operations.
UPI will use four principal political correspondents in the field: Bill Small, Bob Fuss,
Rob Navias, and Ginny Kosola. The team
will be led by UPI veteran political correspondent, Pye Chamberlayne, who will anchor studio coverage of the primaries.
Anchoring UPI's convention night coverage will be Chamberlayne and syndicated
columnist, Jack Anderson, whose investigative reports are heard three times each weekday over UPI Radio. "Certain programs of
the UPI Roundtable series will be devoted
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to presidential politics," Freedman added.
Freedman noted that the network's Campaign Notebook series, which last aired in
1984, returns to the air today (Jan. 18). It is
a 60- second weekday feature, first fed at
6:10 a.m. (NY!). The feature is part of an
overall format revision for UPI (see story,
page 79). UPI Radio Network has one satellite channel for its broadcasts.
The Associated Press Network News has
fed its stations a 13 -part series called Off

And Running. (The series was bulk-fed to
stations on both Jan. 8 and Jan. .) Each of
the 90-second segments profiles a candidate. And beginning the week of Jan. 25,
AP will run a series of 90- second weekday
reports on the presidential race through the
1 1

ABC's Benson

general election titled, The Contenders.
AP's principal political correspondents
are Mark Smith and Bob Moon. "They will
be our convention and election night anchors," said Jan Thomas Johnson, assistant
managing editor/operations for AP Broadcast Services. Other AP correspondents on
the campaign trail include Mark Knoller,
Dick Uliano, Louise Schiavone, and Jerry
Bodlander. The network will offer one hourly special report during the Iowa primary (at
night and the following morning), but two
hourly reports for all succeeding "dominant" primaries.
Johnson said that AP Network News,
which, like UPI Radio, presently uses one
satellite channel for all of its transmissions,
is expected to have a second satellite channel for long -form feeds operational prior to
the Democratic national convention in July.
"We will have a continuous live feed of all
major events during the conventions and on
election night over our second satellite channel," Johnson said.
AP Network News is planning to shortly
switch from Westar Ill to Spacenet III.
At National Public Radio, political correspondents Cokie Roberts and Linda Wertheimer and White House correspondent Jim
Angle will make regular contributions to All
Things Considered, Morning Edition. and
Weekend Edition in the form of candidate
profiles, in -depth reports and campaign trail
interviews with voters, candidates and observers. And on a weekly basis beginning
next month, political analysts Kevin Phil-
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MCI Communications Corporation is proud to be the corporate underwriter of TELEVISION,
an eight -part public television series that spans the first 60 years of the world's most powerful mediu

Watch TELEVISION beginning the week ofJanuary 25.
From WNET /New York and KCET/Los Angeles. Based on the Granada series. TELEVISION.
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lips, editor and publisher of The American
-

Political Report and Business and Public
Affairs Fortnightly, and William Schneider,
contributing editor of The Los Angeles
Times, the National Journal, Public Opinion and The Atlantic Monthly, will join
Morning Edition host Bob Edwards.
NPR's election features will include an
opportunity offered to each candidate to air
his views in a "stump speech" as well as live
coverage of 10 intraparty candidate debates
in January, February and March. NPR covered the first of the 1988 Republican candidate debates two weeks ago, Jan. 8, in Des
Moines, Iowa. The other debates to be aired
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live by NPR include one among Democrats
tonight, Jan. 15, at 8 -10 p.m. (Des Moines);
Republicans, Jan. 16, 3 -5 p.m. (Hanover,
N.H.); Democrats, Jan. 24, 3 -5 p.m. (Durham, N.H.); Democrats, Feb. 13, 5 -6 p.m.
(Manchester, N.H.); Republicans, Feb. 14,
5-6 p.m. (also Manchester); Democrats,
Feb. 27, 3-4:30 p.m. (Atlanta); Republicans, Feb. 28, 3-4:30 p.m. (Atlanta); Republicans, March 5, 5 -6 p.m. (Nashville),
and Democrats, March 6, 5 -6 p.m.
(It is getting crowded out there on the
campaign trail. When NPR got to Manchester, N.H., last month, preparing to cover
primaries and debates in that state, it found

no room at the inns: all the city's motel and
hotel space had been taken. The solution
may have proved precedent- setting. New
Hampshire Public Radio (NHPB) helped
NPR set up shop in an old mill, converted to
more
6,000 square feet of office space
than we could ever use," said Jeff Rosenberg, executive producer of election production. NPR Distribution's truck was parked
outside and, in the meantime, Voice of
America, NHPB and WBUR(FM) Boston
agreed to deals bartering free office space in
the mill for paid satellite time with NPR
Distribution. The ABC Radio Network is
also a prospective partner, said Rosenberg.)

-"far

Bringing it all back home via satellite
Transponders will be humming
with Campaign '88 coverage
Satellite operators expect to sell out time on
their birds during major 1988 presidential
election events-the primaries, particularly
20 -state Super Tuesday, the July and August
conventions and election day. But as of last
week, most still had some capacity available. "Journalists are known procrastinators," one spokesman said about why blocks
of time during the campaign remain unsold.
Consequently, operators, many of which
had sold some primary and convention time,
were unsure about what effect campaign
coverage would have on business for the
year.

But if satellite operators were cautiously
upbeat, other satellite service companies expressed unabashed confidence, describing
the conventions as "watershed" experiences
with projected record -setting transmission
levels. Spokesmen for services that resell
transponder time and that offer various
forms of uplinking said new technological
and market factors in election coverage are
already adding business.
Traditional users, the networks and major
news services, the satellite services said, are
going after the first incumbentless presidential election in 20 years with total abandon- meaning more coverage of more candidates and more transmissions. And, they
said, entrance into the market by a growing
body of station groups and individual stations, each providing some of its own campaign coverage, as well as the addition of
individual campaign organizations themselves, many leasing satellite services directly, will keep services busy from the Iowa
caucuses through election night.
More users Anean more demand, said
James Christe, manager of satellite news
services for Wold Communications and former CNN producer. "Compared with 1984,
the demand is much higher," he said. "The
picture is the story, and it's very important to
a local news director to have pictures of his
or her correspondent on the scene. Local
newscasts will be extended and at times will
cover up the network feed."
For most satellite operators, comparing
the last election with the present proves
more difficult. Many pointed to extreme
interest in any election without an incum-

bent candidate. But the last presidential
election year, they said, also included the
Olympics, which took place in the U.S., a
source of much special-event, occasionaluse business and, therefore, clouding the

satellite newsgathering base for comparison. And from the operator's point of view,
any increase in satellite newsgathering is
always hidden among other types of programing within packages they sell. Most
operators are prepared to sell small blocks of
time nearer to, or on, days -of-air, but otherwise are not normally in touch with exactly
how backhaul time will be used.
In any case, operators are aware of the
newsgathering community's reliance on
their services and so are confident that
newsgathering must come to them sooner or
later. "I don't think any other technology is
as well suited to special event coverage as
satellite technology," said David Rubin, director of satellite services for GTE Spa cenet. "No other technology can get to a
site, set up and transmit pictures to homes
on an ad hoc basis." Only satellite, he said,
could cover breaking news, "like a child
trapped in a well" in a small Texas town,
with its speed or quality.
Western Union's assistant vice president
for satellite services, Fred Knipp, said:
"There are some days, Super Tuesday
among them, for which we are already sold
out." He sees no danger of users or resellers
overbooking: "[They all] book with a margin, but I think it will all be used." And at
Hughes Communications, Galaxy systems
director Bruce Elbert said, "We expect to go
through the roof on Super Tuesday" with
both large block and smaller day -of -air
sales. (Participation in Hughes's Video Timesharing Service, he said, puts a user in
the database and makes day -of-air access
easy and swift.) But as of last week, he said,
Hughes was still assessing capacity available for primary and convention days. Although Hughes's Galaxy I is dedicated to
cable transmission, Galaxy II and part of III
will add up to significant C -band blocks
available.
Harry Mahon, GTE Spacenet broadcast
services area manager, said business picked
up in the fall with the Reagan- Gorbachev
summit, the busiest Washington news period ever for Washington International Teleport and Wold Communications. Prime
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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news time, 4 p.m. to midnight, said Space net's Rubin, is the key time block. Beginning with the Iowa caucuses, business will
kick into an intense level and will likely stay
there through the election. GTE has sold out
all its Ku- band..capacity and, like Western
Union, most C -band capacity for the major
event days in the campaign. Many resale
services that purchased blocks of time from
operators, Rubin said, have probably already sold much of their Ku -band capacity.
AT &T media relations manager, Daisy
Ottman, said most customers "have lined up
their time" by now. AT &T has seen a good
response to recently offered high -use, parttime packages, she said, but news is mixed
into all other types of transmissions within
those packages, and it is therefore difficult
to say just how much of their inventory had
been leased, or was still available, for newsgathering purposes. Because the company
moved all its message services off its domestic satellites last year, AT&T also has
plenty of C -band capacity to lease.
At the middleman level, satellite resale
services, uplink services and, consequently,
local transmission services, expect a healthy
year. New business is attributed to the move
by large numbers of formerly provincial
newsgatherers into national news activity
a move fostered by growing independence
among station groups and independent stations, as well as by technological advances.
The key technological factor is the proliferation of the mobile Ku -band uplink.
Uplinks are relatively inexpensive to rent;
many individual stations own them (or own
microwave trucks, which can transmit to
uplinks), and uplink services such as Bonne-

-

ville Satellite Corp., Wold Communications
and Washington International Teleport also
own and rent them.
Affordability and mobility mean increased access for smaller players. WIT
President Bruce Kirschenbaum said last
week WIT is now seeking partners with
which to buy three or four more Ku -band
trucks as soon as possible. Newsmakers, as
well as newsgatherers, he said, are likely to
line up for services. "This time you're going
to see candidates using satellites," said Kirschenbaum. "There was a little experimentation with it in 1984, but this year, with the
networks going to a [state-by- state] zone
coverage, instead of man -to -man coverage,
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the individual candidates are going to be
worried about being missed" by established
newsgatherers. "If a candidate can rent a
truck for a couple hundred dollars," he said,
"why shouldn't he do that ?"
Because of the desire on the part of both

candidates and smaller news organizations
to see their coverage reach multiple broadcast and cable end -users, Kirschenbaum expects also to see more need for Ku- band -Cband turnaround service business. "If you
have a Robert Dole out there with a Ku -band
truck in Iowa," he said, "how does he get to
C- band" except through services like WIT?
C -band, he estimated, represents approximately 90% coverage of the U.S.; Ku -band
covers only between 40% and 75 %. There
are fewer Ku -band satellites in the sky.
Transmission for the cable industry is also
dominated by C -band, and with cable services CNN and C -SPAN more firmly established than they were four years ago, the
need to get signals from Ku -band trucks
transmitted on both Ku -band and C -band
birds is heightened. Satellite services with
both C-band and Ku -band uplinking capability can perform the band turnaround.
Although investment in the trucks can pay
off immediately, it has its limitations. "The
sky is dry for Ku," said Wold's James
Christe. "Ku -band satellites going up in the
next year will be a very big help." Until
then, Ku users will still often pay for the
extra turnaround service. Said Bruce
Hough, president of Bonneville, which will
focus its efforts on convention coverage in
July and August: "Despite all the talk in the
industry about Ku -band, there isn't much
Ku capacity out there" on the satellites
themselves. The search for it, he said, is
"extraordinarily competitive." At the conventions, Bonneville will use six C -band
paths and possibly two, Ku -band paths. Unlike WIT, Bonneville is not seeking more
trucks. Although Bonneville will not send

I

I

trucks assignment -by- assignment to different locations through the primaries, he said,
local stations will have the trucks along the
campaign trail and will still need satellite
time.
Peter Hartz, IDB Communications vice
president of sales and marketing, said his
company has purchased three Ku -band
trucks and ordered three more, adding to
their fleet of six C -band trucks and one
"Intelsat truck." The trucks can go where
nothing else can, he said, noting a recent
IDB project for a Korean broadcaster that
required flying a truck to the Antarctic.
Deregulation of international satellite business may also have an effect on mobile
uplink services. Hartz said his company
may have a first when its trucks beam signals directly from convention sites to an
Intelsat bird over the Atlantic to European
Broadcasting Union users, bypassing and
cutting out the costs of the usual domestic
first hop.
Unlike IDB, Bonneville has purchased
blocks of transponder time, said Hough.
Bonneville customers for the conventions
will comprise independents and station
groups, many of the latter including network
affiliates. Network affiliation, he said, puts
an even stronger onus on a station "to want
an identity in its own market as a bona fide
news service" with its own convention correspondents and coverage. The cutaway
from a network anchor to a piece by a
hometown reporter will be more common
than in 1984 or 1986. To services like
Bonneville, that means more backhaul
transmissions from more sources to more
individual users. It also means leasing more
and larger blocks of time on satellites than in
the past. Each day during coverage of both
conventions, said Hough, Bonneville will
provide nonstop feeds on all seven or eight
paths from noon to 2 a.m.
Another source of new news business is

the satellite media tour. "It might be William
Hurt plugging his latest movie or Gary Hart
holding a press conference," but it is the
same process, said GTE Spacenet's Mahon.
The campaign, said Mahon, is producing
round -robin interviews, financed by campaign organizations, in which individual
candidates are sitting down for an hour -anda -half or two hours to be interviewed by a
series of individual station correspondents
in succession. When a station news director
cannot get a correspondent to a campaign
site, producers of the tours provide them to
all takers.
Said Peter Ettinger, vice president of
Newslink, which has a production studio in
Washington and is linked to Wold teleport
there: "We hope to work with presidential
candidates and with a number of incumbent
Senators with a need to be in Washington
and a need to address constituents back

home."
And Professional Video Transmission
Services, also in Washington but free to
roam outside the capitol with its Ku -band
fly -away uplink, has a "vision" to provide
media tour services along the campaign
trail, said President Al Levin. The fly aways, compact enough to travel with candidates even more readily that trucks, are
less prevalent in the market. Neither service
could yet report any done deals, but hoped
post- convention business would come.
Candidates are also talking directly with
operators. AT &T, said Ottman, has created
Skynet Video Conferencing to service ad
hoc needs. That service is "working on
proposals directly with the campaigns," she
said.
The local station undertaking its own
campaign coverage, particularly in primary
states, will be more important to candidates
than ever before. And those stations, via
satellite. may this year be more accessible-as
well

.

Political ad spending up in Iowa compared to 1984
But how high up is key question:

some observers see spending slightly
under expectations, but more buys
are expected as Feb. 8 draws near
Spending by the presidential candidates in
Iowa, the initial round in the nation's first
wide -open contest since 1960, appears to be
strong, but not as strong as every local
broadcaster expected, or hoped. The dollars

spent on media buys are up from 1984, there
is no doubt, but not necessarily in proportion to the size of some war chests or the
number of candidates, which has doubled
from four years ago. A survey of sales
managers from television stations and cable
systems in the state reveals double -digit
spending increases over 1984 and, in some
cases, over 1988 projections. But those who
are not seeing all they have anticipated feel

that a flurry of buys could well occur as the
debates heat up and caucus day draws near.
Indeed, the lead time on some buys is down
to one or two days, one sales manager

reported.
Ray Johnson, general sales manager for
wOI -Tv Des Moines, estimated that the three
network affiliates in the market will take in
$300,000 in political spending before the
caucus, 12% to 15% higher than four years

JACK KEMP

If he wins,we all win.

duPont. Kemp and Simon ads examined on C- Span's 'Road to the White House'
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Sharpen your skills and advance your career with these titles from
Broadcasting Book DivisionTELEVISION PRODUCTION HANDBOOK, 4th
Edition by Herbert Zettl

HOW TO PRODUCE EFFECTIVE TV COMMERCIALS, 2nd Edition by Hooper White

This best- selling handbook covers all major

This authoritative and practical handbook outlines the essential steps in producing an effective TV commercial. It describes how the
agency's idea is translated into scripts and
storyboards, as well as how to prepare for the
presentation. Hooper White, who produced
commercials at Leo Burnett for 18 years and is
now retained by Kodak, General Motors, Beatrice Companies, Coors and others, stresses
cost control and preproduction planning. He
covers the entire process from selecting a
production company to final editing, detailing
the responsibilities of director, cameraman,
producer, script clerk -right down to the makeup artist. Anyone who wishes to produce
effective commercials at lower cost should
own HOW TO PRODUCE EFFECTIVE TV
COMMERCIALS.
Illustrations,
sample
forms, index.

elements of modern television production,
from how the camera works to satellite transmissions. Students and professionals alike
will find practical, up- to-date information on:
studio and ENG/EFP cameras, lenses and
mounts; studio and ENG/EFP lighting; audio
production; digital production equipment;
editing and post-production; and much more.
Each chapter is composed of two sections
the first gives basic information about a topic
for introduction or quick review, and the second presents more complex details for advanced applications. Zettl's classic HANDBOOK is used in classrooms and studios
across the U.S. as a teaching aid and reference
source. No one with a serious interest in TV
production should be without it. Includes 6
color plates plus over 900 photographs and
illustrations. Glossary and index.
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1984, hard, 624 pp

BROADCAST AND
Charles Warner

1986, hard, 305pp

W01464-X $49.95
CABLE

SELLING

by

In radio, television and cable selling, competition is fierce. But the payoff can be great if

you have the right methods. Charles Warner,
former vice -president and general manager of
WNBC Radio, gives you strategies and tips
for improving both self-confidence and performance. He offers you a fully integrated and
organized system of selling that covers skills,

index.

1986, hard, 452 pp

index
1985, hard, 529 pp

W03353-9 $39.95

CABLE ADVERTISER'S HANDBOOK. 2nd
Edition by Ronald B. Kaatz

WRITING BROADCAST NEWS:
Sharper, Stronger by Mervin Block

For those involved in planning, buying. selling or developing advertising for the new
media, this book by Ronald Kaatz, Senior
Vice President and Director of Media Concepts, J. Walter Thompson, is must reading.

This is one of the best books ever written for
broadcast newswriters. Mervin Block, formerly an award -winning writer for CBS Evening News and ABC Evening News as well as
WNBC -TV (and now an accomplished teacher), speaks to newswriters in the same way
they're supposed to write -clearly, simply,
directly. His practical tips and rules are backed
up with hundreds of examples from network
and local newscasts. WRITING BROADCAST NEWS gives very specific guidelines
(both do's and and don'ts) for writing news
that captures the viewer's or listener's attention and holds it. Says Charles Kuralt, "Mervin Block is an old pro at television newswriting from whom anyone could learn a lot.
know. I have. His clinic. criticism and instruction offer the writer of news a wonderful
opportunity for improvement." Bibliography
and index.

1985, hard, 262 pp

N3131 -2 524.95

W05328 -9 $39.95

Yes! Please ship me the books

Klein

This second edition of an award -winning work
edited by three accomplished scholars brings
you up- to-date on current programing methods, practices and strategies. BROADCAST /CABLE PROGRAMMING consists of twenty chapters by industry experts, covering in
detail topics such as program and audience
research; network. affiliated- station and independent- station programing; commercial radio
(music, news and talk), public broadcasting,
regulation and more. Each chapter is annotated and includes a bibliography. Altoghether,
this comprehensive guide is the most complete
treatment available of how programing works
and what it does. Glossary. bibliography and

N3033 -2 S29.95

CABLE ADVERTISER'S HANDBOOK
shows you how to develop cable strategies that
will strengthen advertising efforts, how to
integrate cable TV and home video into the
marketing mix, how to target messages more
precisely and how to get more accurate measurements from cable -much more accurately
than many other media. The author explains
how to create and produce commercials without spending a small fortune and shows readers how to create the newest commercial
form -the infomercial. Includes many helpful
charts, tables and other illustrations as well as
a glossary and index.

knowledge, opportunities, attitude, preparation and persistence. And he gives you specific advice on: preparing presentations, using
ratings, targeting customers, negotiating and
closing sales, selling against competing media
and selling sports and political programing.
All these techniques work for large or small
markets, networks, local stations, national
sales rep companies and syndicators. Must
reading for success in sales. Glossary and

BROADCAST /CABLE PROGRAMMING: Strategies and Practices, 2nd Edition edited by
Sustan Tyler Easman, Sydney W Head & Lewis

Shorter,

I

1987, hard, 231 pp

620 -5 S22.95
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ago. After an early January flurry, Johnson
said, the pace of spending has slowed a bit.
He said Bruce Babbitt and Richard Gephardt
have been "pretty heavy" and "fairly active," respectively, among the Democrats,
with Pierre (Pete) duPont and Jack Kemp
"active" among Republicans. The leading
Republican candidates, Robert Dole and
George Bush, have been relatively quiet,
said Johnson. Both have bought only one,
one -week flight on the station, Johnson
said, with Bush adding one Super Bowl
spot.
The tempered reaction to spending thus
far is also true at KCCI -TV Des Moines,
where General Sales Manager Ron Briggs
said spending is "a little less than what we
thought." He said with the Democratic debate last Friday, following the Republican
one the week before, "I would expect it to
pick up." Briggs said the station has seen
buys from Bush, Babbitt, duPont, Gephardt, Michael Dukakis, Paul Simon, Dole,
Kemp and Pat Robertson. Although most of
the money has been Republican, he said the
top spender in 1988 has been Gephardt.
Briggs suspected that the candidates would
do some intensive polling after the debates
and plan media strategies based on those
results. The buys have been spread out
among dayparts, but Wheel of Fortune and
Jeopardy are popular since they are "dominating programing," he said. Even though
the campaign has not been a gold mine,
Briggs said the dollars are "a substantial
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Around the country: Pat Robertson in Seattle...

help in a typically slow period."
Tom Heston, general sales manager at
WHO -Tv Des Moines, was a bit more bullish.
He said he has "seen quite a lot of activity"
Robertson, Dole, Gephardt, DuPont, Babbitt,
Bush, Simon, Kemp and Dukakis. Most of
the buys are in prime time and news adjacencies, said Heston, who speculated that
WHO -TV could see another 20% or 30% by
Feb. 8. Overall, he expects the station to be
up 25% over 1984. "It's over our expectation," he said.
The campaign by independent television
stations to get political dollars seems to have
found its first success story. Ted Stephens,
general sales manager of KDSM -TV in Des
Moines, said "we have seen a reasonable
amount of money," with buys coming from
Dole, Gephardt, Kemp, duPont, Babbitt and
Dukakis. Most of the buys have been in
sports, with the nationally- ranked University of Iowa basketball team a popular choice.
The station expects to see $30,000 in political money by Feb. 8.
In Cedar Rapids-Waterloo, the second
largest ADI in the state after Des Moines,
general sales managers, overall, report
steady spending. Kevin Le Roux, general
sales manager at KCRG -TV Cedar Rapids,
said the spending "has been a little more
aggressive than I expected." He had projected the market would see between $200,000
and $225,000 in political spending in January and February, but he now expects that
total to reach $250,000, of which the station
will see 25% to 26 %. The most striking
feature in 1988, he said, is the short- notice
requests from candidates, with some buys
having only a one day lead time. He is
helped by the Super Bowl, where he says
inventory is now tight, and with news.
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KCRG-TV, unlike other broadcasters, accepts
political commercials in its local newscast,
but outside the hard news section. That has
also helped make the station an attractive
buy. Le Roux said Gephardt, Simon, Bush,
Dole and Robertson have bought time, with
the last expected to purchase some longer
blocks, either five minutes or half-hours.
Ron Johnson, general sales manager of
KWWL -TV Cedar Rapids, reported "spending
has been fairly steady," with nearly all the
candidates making buys. He said the tally is
"somewhat -to- quite -a-bit heavier" than in
1984. "I had anticipated that spending levels
would be fairly good," said Johnson, but
like some of his counterparts in Des Moines,
he expects more money to come, especially
from the bigger war chests, such as the vice
president's.
"We're getting a larger than normal
amount of spending," said Dick Aune, general sales manager of KGAN -TV Cedar Rapids, with Kemp and Babbitt spending the
most in each party over the course of the
campaign. Aune has seen week -to -week
buys from Dole, Dukakis, Simon, Robertson and Gephardt, while Bush, duPont,
Babbit and Kemp have bought through the
caucus. It was Aune's perception that cumulative spending is up, while individual
spending is lower than four years ago.
Cable also seems to be getting a share of
the pie. In addition to regular spots, one
candidate, Michael Dukakis, has made an
hour-long buy on an ad hoc group of cable
systems. The campaign has bought local
origination time on cable systems in Iowa,
Minnesota, Illinois, South Dakota. North
Dakota and Nebraska, plus time on CBS
affiliate KELO -TV Sioux Falls, S.D., in a buy
expected to reach one million homes, most
of them on cable. The one -hour program
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reason for that, he guessed, was that some
of the campaigns were behind in organizing
their media buys. "Being first in the country
may not help," he said.
Robin Rosen, an account executive with

National Cable Advertising, said the national rep has placed some Babbitt and Simon
spots on CNN and ESPN in Iowa, but "it's
not a lot of money." She said the Bostonbased rep was working with the Dukakis,
Dole, Bush and Kemp campaigns for further
spending for the state's 300,000 cable
homes. The entire political year, however, is
what NCA is focusing on, and Rosen said it
has already placed buys for duPont, Robertson and Kemp in New Hampshire, and is
working with Jackson, Dole, Bush and Dukakis for that state. NCA is the exclusive
cable rep for southern New Hampshire
(153,000 cable homes) and with waste inherent in purchasing time on Boston television stations, NCA believes it will see a
healthy amount of cable ad dollars for that
primary. NCA is also looking ahead to Super
Tuesday, and for "targeting specific areas"

for cable buys among 20 states.
Mike Miller, local sales manager for the

and Jesse Jackson in Iowa

will

from l p.m. to

p.m. on Jan.
21, and will focus on issues relating to
senior citizens. Dukakis will speak for approximately IO minutes and take questions
for the rest of the hour from a studio audience and from telephonecallers.
Joe McDonough, a Dukakis media consultant, and former regional advertising
manager for Times Mirror Cable, did not
reveal how much Dukakis was spending on
that buy, but said the campaign "is pleased
with the reasonableness of the costs." The
buy was made because of a "mix of availability costs and politics," said McDonough. Minnesota and South Dakota are early
primary states, and the reach into Illinois
will hit some key congressional races, said
McDonough. The program will be bounced
off Sportschannel's transponder on Satcom
IV. One of the keys to the program's success, however, will be the promotions the
be seen

2

cable systems are expected to undertake to
insure viewership of their local origination
channel.
On the traditional advertising front, cable
is seeing more than a trickle of money. Mike
Woody, advertising sales manager for Heritage Cablevision,
which operates a
125,000-subscriber interconnect throughout
the state, including 72,000 subscribers in
the state's biggest system in Des Moines,
said: "We have seen quite a bit of money."
But all of it to date -between $30,000 and
$50,000 -has been from the Democrats; no
Republican buys have been made. He said
Gephardt, Babbitt and Jesse Jackson have
bought time, while money from Dukakis
was on the way. CNN has been the favorite
buy.

Although the 1988 figures are substantially higher than those from 1984 when Woody
said the interconnect saw less than $5,000.

"we thought we'd get

a

lot more than we

did." What's more,

he believed that "we
have seen all we're going to see." One

Easter
Celebration
in Spanish:
"The Gospel
According
7b St. Mark"

Time: 30 years after the
Resurrection. Place: Rome.
Mark, nearing 50, and Peter,
past 80, detail eyewitness
experiences and events. Result:
Inspired Roman believers tell
the world! Song, meditation,
and customs also included in
half -hour Easter radio "fiesta :
Available at no service charge.
Use the coupon or call
Vi Knickrehm, (314) 647 -4900.

Please send me the "Ayer"
Easter radio special.

Name

Title

Station

Frequency

Address
City, State, Zip
Mail to: The International

Lutheran Laymen's League

2185 Hampton Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63139 -2983
In Canada: P.O. Box 481
Kitchener, ONT N2G4A2
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Cox system in Cedar Rapids, said he has
seen money from Jackson and Babbitt, a
"little" from Simon and a "pretty good order" from Gephardt. The buys have been on
CNN and ESPN, and although the figures
are small, it is an increase from 1984, when
the system's nascent sales force brought in
$200 for two half hours. The system has

D

I

I

35,700 subscribers.
Sam Attolico, general manager of a Post Newsweek system in Sioux City (18,000
subscribers), said the system has seen only a
few thousand dollars to date, from the Jackson and Dole campaigns, mostly in CNN,
ESPN and CBN. Attolico said the system
has taken calls from the Bush and Dukakis
campaigns and he expects some pickup this
week as caucus day approaches.
Many of the presidential campaigns were
keeping their advertising plans and spending
figures close to vest. Cathy Farrell, of Farrell Media, which is handling the media
buys for Bush, would not detail the vice
president's plans. A Kemp spokesman said
the candidate has had ads on since November, mostly television, some radio and no
cable, and will run commercials up to caucus day. A Dole spokesman said the candidate had bought radio and television in
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Iowa, and no cable, with the same being
true for New Hampshire. Alexander Haig is
not running ads in Iowa, concentrating on
New Hampshire, instead.
On the Democratic side, a Simon spokesman said the candidate has bought two, two week flights in Iowa costing $100,000 each.
The spots ran in four or five TV markets,
said press spokesman David Karl, and on
CNN. He said the candidate has bought
some radio and will do so again. Simon has
also made one $150,000 buy for New
Hampshire, and plans others.
Babbitt has also been active in the state,
running a four-commercial, $250,000 campaign last summer, on several Des Moines
and Cedar Rapids television stations (75%)
and some cable systems (25%). The campaigns kicks off another flight today, running through Feb. 8, that includes two com-

mercials in a $65,000 buy. Vada Manager, a
Babbitt press spokesman, said the buy includes "a small percentage on radio."
A Dukakis spokesman said the campaign
has made one $25,000 television buy and
may do some radio, in addition to its cable
plans. A Jackson spokesman said the candidate had no media buys planned, although
several cable operators in the state report
seeing some local Jackson money. The
spokesman said Jackson spending would
depend on the financial ability of the campaign, but that radio and cable were being
looked at as lower-cost alternatives to broadcast television. A Gore spokesman said the
campaign has made no media buys to date
and would keep future plans close to the
vest. It did not appear that there would be
any media spending from the Gary Hart
campaign according to broadcast and cable
observers.

Changing the political advertising equation
This election year sees increased
competition for candidate's dollars
from independent stations and cable
The political advertising landscape will take
on a new dimension in 1988 as independent
TV stations and the cable industry launch
aggressive marketing campaigns for a piece
of the estimated $250 million -$300 million
that politicians are expected to invest in TV
advertising.
While specific estimates vary on just how
much money will be spent this year on
political TV ads, political advisers, media
consultants and industry observers agree
that the total will be up substantially from
the $153,824,000 spent in 1984 when Ronald Reagan beat Walter Mondale. That figure, provided by the Television Bureau of
Advertising, included a breakdown showing
$43,652,500 for the networks and
$110,171,500 for spot ads. Like political
media consultant David Garth, many now
predict that political TV ad spending will
total $250 million to $350 million.
"Money being spent on media is going up
faster than the growth of the economy and
inflation," said political media consultant
Tom Edmonds, president of Edmonds Associates, Alexandria, Va. Multi Media Services Corp., a media placement firm founded by Edmonds, whose clients include
presidential candidate Senator Robert Dole
(R- Kan.), will place $40 million in political
advertising this year, 98% of it in television
and radio.
One key factor affecting political TV ad
spending this year is that for the first time
since 1968 an incumbent president is not
running for reelection. This means that more
money will be spent during the primaries,
likely altering past ratios of money spent for
network versus national spot and local ads.
In addition to the 13 major candidates
vying for the White House, there are 33
Senate seats open, along with 13 governor
races (versus 36 in 1986), all of the House of

Representatives and numerous state and city
offices.
"In this environment, when you have so
many political candidates, there is an abundant need for them to get recognized," William Moll, president of the Television Bu-

reau of Advertising, said of the race for the
White House.
While the bulk of the political TV ad sales
will take place 45 -60 days before the Nov 4
election, the marketing campaigns are getting under way as some money starts to flow
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Political TV ad spending in presidential election years
Network

Year

1972
1976
1980
1984

$6,519,100

$7,906,500
$20,699,700
$43,652,500

Spot

$18,061,000
$42,935,700
$69,870,300
$110,171,500

Figures supplied by Television Bureau of Advertising, New York
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Total

$24,580,100
$50,842,200
$90,570,000
$153,824,000
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in for the Iowa caucus, the New Hampshire
primary and Super Tuesday which involves
21 mostly Southern states. And some political media observers say there may be other
changes in the way money may be spent,
including national advertising by candidates
before the Democratic and Republican
conventions.
The Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau,
in conjunction with the National Cable Television Association, sponsored a political advertising workshop on Capitol Hill last Friday (Jan. 15). At the INTV convention in
Los Angeles a week earlier, a packed session on political advertising ended with a
standing ovation, and the 300 political kits
disappeared in a matter of minutes. Among
others, Katz Independent Television developed a political ad plan for its 26 client
stations, and Petry Television, which represents 90 TV stations, both affiliates and
independents, has scheduled a Jan. 27 seminar for its clients in New York.
"Over all, 1988 will be a stronger year for
spot television than was 1987, in particular
because of the money that will be spent by
political candidates and the Olympics," said
Teddy Reynolds, vice president, director of
research, Petry Television. According to
Petry, the total spent by presidential candidates in spot television "will be determined
by the amount of time it takes for someone
in both parties to emerge as a solid front
runner in the primaries."
Reynolds said, however, that with Olympics occurring in September, political TV ad

buying

where affiliates have already booked available time. The timing of the Olympics, she
added, might also affect the start of the new
fall seasons on other networks, another consideration for political candidates.
As she looks ahead, Reynolds believes
that the "affiliates will receive the lion's
share"-more than 90 %-of political TV
spending this year, even though independents and cable have launched unprecedented marketing campaigns.
"Cable and independent television have
really come into their own in trying to market to political campaigns," said political
consultant Doc Sweitzer, vice president,
The Campaign Group, Philadelphia, which
is buying media nationwide for Senator Albert Gore's (D- Tenn.) presidential campaign. "They are the ones that are very
aggressive."
Ron Inman, vice president, director of
marketing for the I72- member INTV, said
that from the viewpoint of the independent
stations, the biggest difference this year is
the recognition by the industry as a whole
that this category is significant.
"Broadcasters have looked at political ad
dollars as a pain," Inman said, because of
various regulations attached to them along
with other headaches including collection of
the money. "It's a lot of extra work that
broadcasters are not used to going through,"
he said. He also said that from 1976 through
1984 broadcasters "were overflowing with
dollars and didn't have to work as hard."
Now, however, in a more mature industry
that has experienced some problems, he said

1

1

the picture is different.
INTV estimates that independent TV stations get about 25% of all spot television
advertising nationwide. "Yet they get less
than 5% of all political ad dollars spent on
TV largely because political media buyers
haven't been fully exposed to the unique
advertising opportunities on independent
stations," said Cathy Egan, vice president,

director of Katz Independent Marketing.
Egan and others also are keenly aware of
another fact: At least 65% of the political
television ad dollars are placed by political
media buyers operating out of Washington.
"Our goal is to dramatically increase our
share of these political dollars," she said.
The independents aim to double their share
of political spot dollars in 1988 while selling
such points as their access to younger audiences and the value to politicians of using
longer-length commercials. The campaign
also includes a public service effort to register younger voters and encourage them to
vote.

"If we doubled our share we could walk
away with $25 million," Inman said. He
added that an organized, focused effort by
independent stations also means that "we
stand a better chance of having our voice
recognized in the political process."
The cable industry, also significantly
changed since 1984, views 1988 with high
hopes for a piece of the political ad pie.
"A lot has happened in the last four years
that has made cable a lot more viable for
political candidates than it has been in the
past," said Robert Alter, president of the
Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau.
"We're going after those dollars more
aggressively," he said. "They used to go to
traditional broadcast television by default,
but now the candidates are becoming more
sophisticated from a media point of view
and they are beginning to understand that
the formulas of 1980 and 1984 won't work
in 1988."
While declining to predict specific ad
dollar amounts, Alter believes that cable
will get a substantial number of political
dollars at several levels -federal, state and
local elections. Moreover, he said that several cable networks already have budgeted
"substantial expectations" for political ad
revenue.
In addition to offering what it calls the
ability to match election districts to cable
systems and to tailor political messages to
specific constituencies on various cable networks, cable is selling itself as "the growing
force in political communications" with
statistics showing that cable subscribers are
24% more likely to vote than noncable
viewers and 30% more likely to have engaged in political fund -raising activities
than noncable subscribers.
And political observers say that as measurements for peoplemeters improve on the
local level, cable will have an even greater
selling tool.
As one cable industry observer summed it
up: "It's the first time the industry has rolled
up its sleeves and got after this kind of
thing-and it's ready for it."
h
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JCPenney-University
of Missouri
Television Awards
for Community
Leadership

Ifyou've done
something for
your community,
we'd like to do
something for you.
The JCPenney-University of Missouri Television Awards for Community
Leadership honor excellence in community affairs broadcasting. Then
the awards program brings together
the best in community affairs broad-

casting for

a workshop designed to
help stations throughout the United

profit literally as well
uratively from such efforts.
States

*

Contest deadline: Feb.

* Workshop: May

as

fig-

1, 1988

22 -25, 1988

For details, call or write:

Leigh Shallenberger, Coordinator
Penney-Missouri Awards Programs

of Journalism
University of Missouri -Columbia
P.O. Box 838
Columbia, MO 65205
314- 882 -7771
School

Radio
Following the foment over FM's class A's
Proposals

NAB and FCC would

at

double power

of class

A FM's

Regulator> attention to the FM band has
lately been tuned to the desires of class A
stations. When the National Association of
Broadcasters radio board meets this week in
Hawaii, it will consider whether to petition
the FCC to double the power of about 60%
of the country's class A FM stations. Mean-

while, another petition, also proposing a
class A upgrade, but for many more stations, is already before the FCC.
In the FCC rules, FM stations are divided
by maximum powers and heights above adverage terrain (HAAT) into classes A, B and
C and intermediate classes BI, CI and C2.
Class A is restricted to 3 kw and 328 feet
HAAT; B to 50 kw and 492 feet, and C to
100 kw and 1,968 feet. The NAB proposal,
as well as the rival plan submitted by the
New Jersey Class A FM Broadcasters Association, would raise the maximum power for
many class A's from 3 kw to 6 kw, while
retaining the 328 -foot maximum HAAT.
The NAB plan, which will be considered
by the radio board tomorrow (Jan. 19) in
Hawaii, is the product of an NAB special
FM transmission subcommittee formed last
spring. The subcommittee devised a plan to
double class A power when no interference
results with co-channel or adjacent channel
class B's ( "In Brief," Jan. 4). The committee estimated that about 60% of the nation's
class A's would be eligible for the upgrade,
with remaining stations left ineligible due to
short- spacing with class B and C stations.
Many of the class A's that would be left
unable to raise their power would be in the
highly urbanized Northeastern part of the
U.S. where traffic on the FM band is especially heavy.
According to Michael Rau, NAB's acting
vice president for science and technology,
the radio board has four choices: 1) to do
nothing; 2) support the New Jersey propos-

*

al; 3) support the FM subcommittee proposal, or 4) take it back for more analysis and
deliberation. Copies of the New Jersey plan
have been distributed to the members of the
board, he said.
The New Jersey Class A FM Broadcasters
first submitted their idea to the FCC last
September. A supplement to that petition
was sent in December following further
technical study. A revised proposal is contained in the supplement, written by John R.
Furr, technical director, Clear Channel Communications Inc., San Antonio, Tex. Clear
Channel began testing the effects of increasing class A power in 1983. Results of that
testing were detailed in a paper delivered by
Furr at last spring's NAB convention.
Furr writes in the proposal that class A
FM's short spaced by less than 10 kilometers
could easily be allowed to upgrade to 6 kw.
But in cases where increased overlapping
with class B's will occur, he proposes that
class A "upgrades be allowed as long as the
class B station is protected to its 64 dbu
[decibel] contour." But the cases in which
upgrading would not be possible while pro-
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NEW 'Round -The-Clock TALK radio network now delivered via
Satcom I, Westar4 and Galaxy 2. PROVEN TOP RATED PROGRAMS!
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tecting a class B's 64 dbu contour would be
considered individually. Upgrades could be
completed when the class B is judged not to
need the full amount of protection to maintain its current propagation. Furr said that
using this formula, 13 out of the 19 class A's
in New Jersey would be able to upgrade
with a minimal amount of interference
(about 0.4 %) with adjacent and co- channel
class B's resulting. "Given the improvement
in coverage for the upgrading class A-on
the order of 40%-the gains from New
Jersey's proposal clearly outweigh any conceivable losses," Furr wrote.
So far, the FCC has not yet decided
whether to release a notice of inquiry. "The
petition is under consideration. We're looking at it," said Bill Hassinger of the Mass
Media Bureau.
NAB's FM subcommittee reviewed and
rejected the first version of the New Jersey
proposal out of concern for the interference
potential. Rau said that he had seen the
second version and that "it has been circulated to the FM subcommittee and I am waiting
for comment."
The New Jersey Group's first filing outlined the need for upgrades for FM stations
which "throughout the country find themselves increasingly handicapped in their
ability to serve their communities and compete with other higher -powered stations."
Cited are examples of FCC action since
1962 which led to increased propagation for
class B and C stations at the expense of class
A. The New Jersey group also claimed that
class A's are becoming "able to cover less
and less of their service areas with a quality
signal. This is a result not only of urban and
suburban expansion but also increased
building density in core areas."
Related to the class A upgrade issue is the
proceeding currently being studied by the
FCC on allowing commercial FM's of all
classes to operate with directional antennas.
"With the protection afforded by directional
antenna systems," wrote Tom Davidson of
the law firm of Sidley & Austin, Washington, in a paper distributed at last fall's NAB
Radio '87 convention, an FM station "could
permissibly...increase its power and antenna
height if it is currently in a short-short
spaced situation, even though it had previously been prevented from doing so because of its short- spaced status."
However, according to Rau, operation of
directional antennas would still not allow
most Northeastern class A's to increase their
power. NAB filed comments last fall with
the FCC opposing FM directional antennas
saying that they would lead to overcrowding
of the band-"AM- ization of FM radio."
Hassinger said that the FM directional
antenna proceeding is "undergoing staff action" at the FCC would not comment further
on where it currently stands.

measured in tenths of a point. Many national
and regional advertisers now have promotion budgets which equal or exceed their ad
budgets. Rate cards are disappearing...So,
if it's selling radio time, managing a sales
department or meeting budgets in this 'instant gratification' environment, it's a whole
new ball game," he said.
There will be a dinner concert on Monday
evening featuring performances by three
1950's and 60's rock acts: Maurice Williams
and the Zodiacs, the Drifters, and Archie
Bell of the Drells. The dinner is being sponsored by The United Stations, New York.
Chairman of the MSC '88 steering committee is Ralph (Toney) Brooks, president of
a new Denver-based company, Radio One.

Pumping up
sales managers
in modern radio
It's new ball game' in radio
sales, says RAB on eve of
big Atlanta conference
The Radio Advertising Bureau's eighth annual Managing Sales Conference (MSC
'88), scheduled to kick off this Saturday
(Jan. 23) at Atlanta's Hyatt Regency hotel.
is nearly sold out.
That's the word from Wayne Cornils.
RAB senior vice president for radio, who
noted that preregistration levels are fast approaching the 1,500 attendance cap the association has set for the two- and -a- half-day
event. (Pre-registration as of last Wednesday [Jan. 13] stood at 1,327.)
Bill Stakelin, RAB president and chief
executive officer, will open the convention
during a Sunday morning breakfast with an
address entitled, "The Joy of Radio Sel-

New news offerings
from UPI Radio
Headline service, more business
reports. 'American Montage:
change in religious schedule
and 'Correspondent's Notebook'
among format changes at network

ling."
There will be 24 workshops and six forums, many of which will be repeated. The
forums are "Finding, Hiring, Developing.
and Managing Top Producers," conducted
by Herb and Jean Greenberg, co- chairmen
of Caliper Inc., Princeton, N.J.; "What
Sales Managers Must Know About Marketing and Planning Methods," headed by Steven Permut of Yale University; "What Sales
Managers Need To Know About Stress.
Change and Humor," with stress expert C.
W. Metcalf; "Second Nature Selling: The
Natural Sell," with motivational speaker
Jim Newman; "Coping and Dealing with
Difficult People," conducted by demographer Pam Everix, and "Reading and Reacting to Changing Demographics," led by
Roger Blackwell of Ohio State University.
Among the other major speakers addressing the conference are Kelsey Tyson, a management trainer who will address the Sunday luncheon; Gordon Williams, ABC
Radio Network's economic correspondent.
who will speak at the Monday breakfast:
Andrew Goodman, president of the American Comedy Radio Network, who will give
a Monday luncheon keynote address entitled: "How To Create Effective Local Radio
Commercials," and Pat Pearson, sales motivational speaker and author of "You Deserve
The Sale: The Business of Success" who
will address the Tuesday morning breakfast.
Herb Cohen, author of the book, "You Can
Negotiate Anything," will conclude the
meeting that morning with a two- and -a-halfhour workshop on selling techniques.
Four companies will host hospitality
suites: Greenwood Performance Systems:
Birch Radio; Emmis Research, and Interep.
This year's theme is "Team Radio-It's A
Whole New Ball Game." According to Stakelin, MSC '88 will primarily focus on the
"rapid changes that are driving the advertising industry" Stakelin explains the message
behind the theme as follows: "We have
moved from a demand -driven to a supply driven economy. The [ratings] numbers are

Highlighted by a new headline service,
more hourly business reports, a weekend
news -feature magazine and a revamped
schedule for religious programing, the UPI
Radio Network is instituting "phase two" of
a series of format changes beginning today
(Jan. 18). The first round of UPI format
changes. which included an "all -in -one"

TODAY, YOU NEED THE

COMPANY THAT KNOWS
RESEARCH AND RADIO
Mark Kassof and his
associates have conducted

research and devised the
winning strategies for some
of the biggest "success
stories" in North
American radio.
Find out what we can
do for your station.
Call us at
ti
313- 662 -5700.
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COME WITH US NOW TO A PEACE

WHERE CIVILIZATION IS NO MORE THAN
A MYTH AND BOW TO THE GODS AND

SPIRITS

OF... "THE

SECRET WORLD"

Through the ages, mankind has been both
mystified and horrified by things he cannot
comprehend, by forces over which he can
exert no control.
The trepidation is understandable, yet the
lure is irresistible.

Who among us has never wondered whether
ghosts and spirits might really exist? Each
week, host Christopher Lee takes viewers on
an exhilarating excursion into a world never
before seen on television. A world ofkiller cats
and man-eating wolves, ofblackmagic and
white sharks, of devilish demons and
mystical mountains.
"The SecretWorld "... enlightening, enthralling and always entertaining. Its 24 half-hour
episodes offer an invitation to a world never
before exposed so deeply and dramatically
on television.

TURNER PROGRAM SERVICES
Offices in Atlanta, New York, Los Angeles and Chicago.

Phone (404) 827-2085 in Atlanta.
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feature package feed, went into effect last
Oct. 5 (BROADCASTING, Aug. 24, 1987).
According to Mike Freedman, managing
editor and director of broadcast operations
for the UPI Radio Network, a one -minute
headline service is replacing the network's
"contemporary" updates on the half-hour. It
will air each weekday from 6:30 a.m.
through 9:30 p.m. (All feed times are
eastern.)
"We have had a number of inquiries from
our affiliates about a headline service," said
Freedman, adding that there is "greater
clearance potential" for such a service.

Freedman

"Most broadcasters today are looking for
both comprehensive and compact news coverage," Freedman said. "This service will
transcend all format types."
The UPI Radio executive also noted that
the network is expanding the number of its
hourly weekday business reports by three.
Those reports will be fed at 5:40, 6:40 and
7:40 p.m.
"UPI Radio will, for the first time, provide afternoon drive-time business reports
for West Coast stations," said Freedman.
"There seems to be a consensus [among
radio executives] that business news is a real
area of growth on radio," he said.
Also new to UPI's lineup is a 30- minute
news magazine series, American Montage.
"This will not be a 'week-in- review' show,"
said Freedman. The program, which is slated to debut over the Jan. 23 -24 weekend,
will feature stories ranging from topical
news to "people- oriented" pieces and from
sports to entertainment.
It will be fed on Friday evenings at 11:10
p.m. and repeated on Saturday mornings at
7:25 a.m. The show will be hosted by UPI
correspondent Ken Herrera.
The network's religious programing
schedule has also been revised. Freedman
said that instead of transmitting two, fourminute newscasts each weekday at 7:54
a.m. and 12:25 p.m., the network is now
airing one, five- minute report at 4:32 p.m.
The religion-oriented newsfeed, said
Freedman, is also being expanded in length
(which will vary) and will switch from
10:15 a.m. to 1:15 a.m., Monday through
Sunday.
With 1988 an election year, UPI Radio
has also brought back its Campaign Notebook series. The 60- second program, which
is being fed each weekday starting today
(Jan. 18) at 6:10 a.m., is hosted by UPI

political correspondent, Pye Chamberlayne.

Ridi:

gmCal

Classical split
Classical -formatted WoxR -AM -FM New York,
is, for the first time in 15 years, separating
its AM programing from FM for a part of the
weekday-10 a.m. -1 p.m. (Classical
stations had a waiver from the FCC to
simulcast all their programing under the
commission's old simulcast rules.)
"Through our research, we found that the
station has two different kinds of classical
listeners: the younger audience that
prefers more music on FM and a more
'mature' audience that prefers some 'talk based' music programing on AM," said
Warren Bodow, WOXR president and
general manager. The stations will offer
music programing throughout the day on
FM while adding two "talk- based" music
broadcasts to the AM schedule. WOXR
commissioned FMR Associates, Tucson,
Ariz., to conduct market research on
classical radio listeners in New York last
spring and summer.
Beginning Jan. 11, WOXR(AM) began
airing the daily, one -hour Adventures in
Good Music, which is hosted by Karl Haas
and syndicated by Was Productions,
Cleveland, at 10 -11 a.m. And from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m., the station is broadcasting The
Listening Room, hosted by Robert
Sherman, WOXR's executive producer.
WOXR(AM) then picks up the last hour of the
10 a.m. -2 p.m. Steve Sullivan Show, the
first three hours of which air only over
WOXR(FM). "We are aiming for a healthier 25plus demographic, with the younger
portion of that age group being new
listeners to the FM side," Bodow said.
A new personality has been added to the
WOXR-AM-FM lineup: Bob Jones, who hosts
the afternoon drive -time slot of 2 -6 p.m.
Jones was formerly a personality with
WNEW(AM) New York.
Other full -time additions to the on -air staff
include Michael Carter, formerly with WFLNFM Philadelphia, as the morning news
anchor, and Ed Stanton, part-time
announcer at WOXR, as news director.
Gregg Whitside continues as host of WOXRAM-FM'S morning drive show at 5:30 -10 a.m.
WOXR is owned and operated by The New
York Times Co.

Birch gets CBS

O &0's

Birch Radio, one of the radio industry's two
principal local ratings services, said it has
signed a five -year agreement with CBS to
provide a "wide range of services" to 12
CBS -owned radio stations, 10 of which are
FM outlets, as well as to CBS Radio
Representatives. (All of the CBS FM
properties except forwces -FM New York are
subscribing to Birch). The CBS station
package includes Birch quarterly
summary/qualitative reports, monthly trend
reports, airline market reports and the
BirchPlus microcomputer programing and
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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sales support system.
"Birch Radio is a ratings service whose
time has come," said George Sosson, vice
president/operations for the CBS FM
Group. "Increases in advertiser and
agency acceptance have made Birch
Radio a truly worthwhile investment for the
CBS FM Stations," Sosson said.
The CBS -owned radio stations also
subscribe to Arbitron, radio's leading
ratings company for local audience
measurement.

Signing on
Westwood One Radio Networks is readying
Timothy White's Rock Stars, a series of
monthly music /interview specials, for a
February debut. White is a former senior
editor of Rolling Stone magazine. The new
series, according to Westwood, will be of
varying length depending on the artist or
the event.
o
CBS' RadioRadio Network will again air a
three -hour special celebrating induction
ceremonies into the Rock'n'Roll Hall of
Fame on Wednesday, Jan. 20. The Rock 'N'
Roll Hall Of Fame Radio Special will air
live that night beginning at 9:00 p.m. (NYT).
It will be hosted by wces-FM New York
personalities Bob Shannon and Don K.
Reed. Musical profiles of this year's
inductees, the Beach Boys, the Beatles, the
Drifters, the Supremes and Bob Dylan, will
form the basis of the special. The program
is produced in conjunction with WCBS-FM.
o
NBC's Source Network launched two new
features on Jan. 11: Sex in the News,
anchored by Dara Welles, veteran Source
news correspondent and current NBC
Talknet host, and In London, based on
England's pop culture, anchored by Mal
Reding, Source music correspondent.
Each segment of the new features, which
are designed for weekday air play, is 60
seconds long.
o
National Black Network, through an
arrangement with Don King Productions,
will have the exclusive English- language
radio rights to the upcoming world
heavyweight championship bout between
current champion Mike Tyson and former
heavyweight champion Larry Holmes. The
fight will air live from the Convention Center
in Atlantic City on Jan. 22.
The United Stations Programing Network
will present the American Music Awards

Nominations Special, hosted by

entertainer Dick Clark, who is a co- founder
of the network, for air play the weekend of
Jan. 22 -24. The three -hour special will
feature several performers and groups
including Paul Simon, U2, George Michael,

Madonna, Bob Seger, Bon Jovi, Whitney
Houston, Michael Jackson, Peter Gabriel,
Luther Vandross and Whitesnake. The
United Stations' special precedes the 15th
annual telecast of the American Music
Awards on Monday, Jan. 25.
o
MJI Broadcasting said it has been
"officially sanctioned" by the National
Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences
(NARAS) to produce and distribute the 30th
annual Grammy Awards radio specials for
the third straight year. According to Josh
Feigenbaum, MJI president, the series of
specials will be composed of five, two -hour
shows in five different formats to air the
weekend prior to the awards presentation,
scheduled for Wednesday, March 2. The
five formats are contemporary hit, album rock, adult contemporary, country and
black. Additionally, MJI will satellite -deliver
a one -hour broadcast "live from
backstage" immediately following the
awards ceremony. The specials will be
produced by MJI, in cooperation with
Goodphone Communications and NARAS.

Another fix for political junkies
Sanford J. Ungar, dean of The American
University's School of Communication,
Washington, will host a new, one -hour
American Public Radio call -in show,
Feedback: America Talks Back to
Washington, debuting at 9 p.m. ET, March
6. Airing live the first Sunday of each month
and produced by waMU -FM Washington, the
program will offer listener participation
through toll -free telephone numbers.

Murrow material
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting
has begun accepting nominations for its
1988 Edward R. Murrow Award honoring an
individual whose work has fostered the
growth, quality and image of public radio

Nominations may be sent to the Edward
Murrow Award, Broadcast Services,
CPB, 1111 16th Street, N.W., Washington
20036 by Feb. 5. For further information,
contact Station Relations in Broadcast
Services at (202) 955 -5211 or 955 -5339.
R.

Challenge met in N.C.
Radio Advertising Bureau has awarded the
first of its new semiannual "Research
Challenge Grants" to two radio
associations in North Carolina: Piedmont
Triad, Radio Association (representing
Greensboro, Winston Salem and High
Point), and the Triangle Area Radio
Broadcasters Association in Raleigh,
Durham and Chapel Hill. The associations,
in concert with the Press Galvin ad agency,
developed a political campaign spoof for
"new" candidate, Jene Genkins, who was
"testing the North Carolina waters." RAB
said market studies conducted by Critical
Mass Media Research, Cincinnati, showed
a high awareness level of the "Genkins
campaign, " which ran from mid -July to mid August. Studies revealed that 57% of
persons 12 -plus in two metropolitan areas
were aware of Jene Genkins. According to
RAB, a 20% awareness level attained in
four -week campaigns is "quite high." RAB
said the grant will be used by the
associations to help defray half of their
research costs.
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In the race
The American Racing Network (ARN),
Cincinnati, which provides radio coverage
of auto racing events, is looking to expand
its program offerings in 1988 to a regularly
scheduled series. According to Garry
Poindexter, ARN president, a live, one -hour,
weekly program featuring reports on
various motor sports is in work. Called
Racing America Live, the series will air
Wednesday at 7 p.m. (NYT) beginning in
mid -February

WGRZTV
i3_í':1 0

KSAT-TV

WRGB -TV

WWBT-TV
WEAR -TV

WHO -TV
KVUE -TV

ír
KDLT-TV
Sioux Falls

Bringing back the hits. Radio personality Dick Bartley, long -time host of Solid Gold
Saturday Night, which has been distributed by the United Stations, has signed a long -term
contract with Vikstwood One to produce and host Dick Bartley's Rock & Roll Oldies Show,
weekly rock 'n' roll series, featuring hit music from the mid-1950's through
mid- 1970's. The five -hour program is slated to debut on Saturday, Feb. 6, at 7:00 p.m. NYT.
On hand for the Bartley deal at Westwood One's New York offices were (l -r): Steve Jenkins,
vice president/director of station relations, Westwood One Radio Networks; Andy Denemark,
director of programing, East Coast, Westwood (standing); Bartley, and Gary Landis, vice
presidenVdirector of programing, Westwood.
a live, five -hour
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Programers on the road to NATPE!
Syndicators, after INTV convention,
are busy preparing for next sales
marketplace as nation's television

The Wil Shriner Show at 9 -10 a.m., begin-

M NATIONS TELEVISION SI/OW

stations set their schedules
The business of syndicated television programing heated up last week as buyers and
sellers of programing headed into what is
predicted to be the most critical time of this
year's sales season, when stations decide
what will be on their schedules next fall. "A
lot will happen between now and NATPE"
in programing buys, said Dick Kurlander,
vice president of programing, Petry
Television.
So far, three winners have emerged in the
year's access sweepstakes: USA Today
(now cleared on 74 stations covering 54% of
the country) from GTG, Family Feud
(cleared on aprroximately 30 stations, including the NBC -owned stations) and A
Current Affair (now cleared in roughly 50%
of the country including the Fox stations)
from 20th Century Fox.
Last fall, as many as 12 announced shows
were aimed at syndication's most lucrative
time period, access. Since that time, two of
those shows have been withdrawn from the
market (TV Guide from Lorimar Syndication and Today's People from Buena Vista
Television). A number of other contenders
for the time period are either currently having difficulties in sales or have still not been
introduced to the marketplace. Those shows
include Crimewatch Tonight from Orion
Television Syndication, Getaway from
Group W Productions and Fast Copy from
Casablanca Four.
Part of the difficulty in getting a show
cleared during access this year is the continued success of King World's Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy, as well as the move to
access by Buena Vista Television's Win,
Lose or Draw.
Dick Gold, president and chief executive
officer of Casablanca Four, said it will be
"tough, if the truth be known," to get Fast
Copy on the air because of this year's
marketplace.
Without clearances in the top three markets (which cover 16.38% of the nation's
households, according to Arbitron), sales to
stations in those markets are essential to get
a program launched, according to syndicators. Programing designed for access is typically sold on a cash- plus -barter basis. For a
show's barter spots to sell at a desirable
price, the show has to appear in at least
60% -70% of the country, usually including
the top three markets.
What gives Family Feud its sure spot as
an addition to the ranks of access shows in
1988 is its clearance on NBC -owned stations as a replacement for their first -mn
sitcom checkerboard.
USA Today has been given a firm go with
or without major -market clearances in the

THE TELEVISION SHOW

Family Feud'

form of a deal with a group owner with
stations that include the top three markets.
USA Today's clearances do not yet include
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago and Philadelphia, but stations in those markets are
expected, according to Bob Jacobs, president of GTG Marketing.
In early fringe, Buena Vista Television
has cleared Live with Regis and Kathie Lee
on between 40 and 50 stations, mostly
affiliates.
Another one-hour talk show introduced
this fall and making news last week was
Geraldo!, distributed by Teletrib and Paramount, which moved from wwOR -TV to
WNBC -TV in New York (where it replaced
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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ning Jan. 25. The week before, that show
moved from KTLA -TV to KCBS -TV in Los
Angeles.
Other sales last week include the sale of
the half-hour Group One Medical by MGM
Telecommunications to five of the seven
NBC -owned stations. (The two that did not
take the show were wTvr-TV Miami and
KNBC(TV) Los Angeles.) And the CBS owned stations had expressed their interest
in a new version of The Gong Show from
Barris Industries in the form of a group offer
on that show.
What makes the time between INTV and
NATPE critical in deciding just how the
marketplace year will pan out is two-fold.
From the stations' point of view, access to
ratings information prior to the November
book, through ratings information in the
metered markets, can point out weak links
in their schedules that will require new programing. In addition, the competition
among stations to get the best programing
on their schedules before other stations grab
it can sometimes accelerate the demand for a
good show immediately following its
release.
From the syndicators' point of view, there
is the need to know whether enough stations
will have cleared a first -run show to make it
a firm go. Syndicators typically have deadlines in option clauses in their contracts with
a company producing their particular show.
Those options are only exercised when a
syndicator knows whether a show will have
sufficient market coverage to pay for itself.
(Those clauses are sometimes exercised
even though a show does not cover much of
the country, since the syndicator wants to
simply get the show on the air.)
The unofficial kick off of the syndicated
programing sales year was at the recent
INTV convention, which is often regarded
as a barometer of the rest of the year in
sales. That convention is not typically regarded as a major sales venue, but rather as
an opportunity for buyers and sellers to
gauge the market en masse.
Tony Brown, senior vice president of
New World lèlevision Syndication, said that
INTV is a "launch pad" for the sales season.
New World "got an awful lot of leads" at
INTV, he said, but sales will come from
follow-up calls to stations making appointments during the INTV convention.
From both stations and syndicators, what
seems to have emerged from INTV was a
recognition that independents are being very
careful in buying programing. The overpurchase of programing in the past that troubled
many stations financially was cited as a
leading reason for the tentativeness in
buying among those stations.
"I don't see any rush to buy things this
year," said David Simon, vice president of

programing for the Fox Television Stations.
Indeed, although some syndicators reported
that traffic in the programing suites at INTV
this year appeared better than in 1987, few
mentioned concluding deals at the convention. But one programing executive, who
asked not to identified, attributed the rise in
traffic to INTV's practice this year of waiving the convention fee for program directors
at member stations.
One of the only major deals to emerge
from this year's INTV was a number of
purchases by KTLA(TV) Los Angeles. From
MCATV that station purchased the first -run
weeklies The Monsters Today, Secret Identity (a first -run sitcom), and Out of this
World (formerly part of the NBC checkerboard on KNBCITVI Los Angeles). KTLA(TV)
also bought Highway to Heaven from New
World, and Hunter from Televentures.
Whether NAIPE, to be held Feb. 25 -29,
will follow INTV's lead and prove to be an
equally quiet convention remains to be seen,
but along with the aformentioned difficulty
for syndicators waiting until the beginning
of March to determine whether to go forward with a given show, there is a dearth of
open time periods on station schedules this
year, as was the case last year.
"We've pretty much bought up the programing we need at most of our stations,"
said Alan Shaklin, vice president of programing for the CBS -owned stations.
"The buying mood is down for a very
good reason," said Bob Jacquemin, senior
vice president, Buena Vista Television. "A
lot of programing is working."
Another critical factor confronting both
independents and affiliates this year is per sistant financial uncertainty. "People are being more cautious than normal" on the edge
of an election -Olympic year, said Petry's
Kurlander. Whether or not the country will
head into a recession is a large concern for
television stations, like all business, he said.
"The operative word here is gun -shy." he

Making pay pay
Cable's two largest services,
HBO and Showtime/TMC, unveil
largest marketing pushes in history
HBO and Showtime/The Movie Channel
both are kicking off record -breaking marketing plans this month, aimed at stemming the
usual post- Christmas downturn in pay services and continuing the overall improvement in subscriber growth of the past 12-18
months. Both services plan to spend more
money to reach more potential subscribers
in their 1988 efforts than in any other campaigns in their history. Last week, HBO
began the first of three month-long promotions it will undertake in 1988, while Show time launched on Jan.
its first -quarter
marketing campaign that incorporates many
of the successful elements of its 1987
efforts.
HBO's "Winter Heat Wave" consists of
heavy broadcast television advertising and a
flood of direct mail pieces. Alan Levy, director of corporate public relations at HBO,
said HBO will buy advertising in 150 broadcast markets, reaching 93% of the total TV
households in the U.S. The television buy
1

said, in reference to stations' program
purchases.
Said one syndicator, INTV represented
the first big opportunity "for a whole new
reality to take hold. Stations are only buying
what is absolutely needed."
NATPE executive director, Phil Corvo,
ballparked the number of new first -run
shows that will be brought to NAIPE this
year at between 70 and 80.
In 1986 Corvo said there were 150 new
first -run entries brought to NATPE, of
which 10% achieved the necessary clearances to make it on the air. In 1987 he said
there were 200 new first -run shows brought
to the convention, of which 6% made it on
the air this past fall he said.
The increasingly competitive nature of
the business has often caused syndicators to
question whether the cost of going to a
NATPE is worth it. One veteran of the
convention estimated that all- inclusive figures for a large firm's NAIPE expenses are
at least $1 million. For medium size firms
the source said the cost of a convention
comes to $400,000-500,000.
But with the later date of the NATPE
convention this year, several syndicators
said that its utility is coming under increasing scrutiny, especially given these less
prosperous times for the business. Corvo
said that rumors that large numbers of syndicators were defecting from the convention
this year were untrue.
Said GTG Entertainment President Grant
Tinker: "The traffic may slow down" at
NATPE this year given fewer time periods to
program for and few programs brought to
the convention. But, he added, "I don't
worry about that when I'm trying to sell
programs to networks or stations. You simply can't do business on a relative basis
always worrying about the other guys. You
have to do it absolutely in terms of your own
project. If you do that the rest will take care
of itself."
D

consists of two separate flights. The first
highlights the programing to be seen on
HBO and Cinemax in January and February.
The second half of the flight will consist of
"watch for the mail" commercials, said
Levy, in which viewers are informed of an
upcoming special mail offer. The commercial depicts a mailman delivering an envelope.
The pay service is recommending that
operators use either or both of two special
offers
reduced -charge installation fee (88
cents) or a reduced first- month-of- service
fee (also 88 cents). Following the commercial ad flight, HBO will send out 34.4 million direct mail pieces, the largest mailing in
its history, said Levy. That total reflects the
level of marketing support HBO is getting
from affiliates, said Levy.
In addition to the ad buy and direct mail
pieces, HBO will supplement the campaign
with inserts in TV Guide. One insert will run
in 106 markets. There will also be newspaper, radio and some basic cable advertising
and plans for a telemarketing effort. Levy
said HBO will make 700,000 phone calls to
potential subscribers as part of the telemarketing effort.
In 37 markets, HBO will undertake some

-a
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ing viewers who want the service to call a
toll -free 800 number or the local cable operator. HBO has produced eight versions of
that commercial, from which affiliates can
choose.
"We bring to bear a broad array of direct
marketing tactics," said Levy, who added
that HBO counts 10 different ways it will get
its marketing message out to potential subscribers in this campaign. Levy said HBO
expects the "Winter Heat Wave" campaign
to produce one million installations. He
would not quantify what HBO's churn rate is
in the campaigns, but said that those who
sign up as a direct result of them retain the
service as much as those who sign up on
their own. Levy said HBO's "Summer of
'88" campaign will run in July, with a third
campaign scheduled for November.
At Showtime/The Movie Channel, where
the marketing budget is up 50% over last
year, Showtime is building its first -quarter
marketing campaign around its exclusive
movies and "Starpower Weekends." Show time heavies up on comedy programing on
Friday night and exclusive movies on Saturday and Sunday. Some weekends the programing will center on a theme, to which
marketing efforts will be tied. Those weekends will be advertised in TV Guide, cable
guides. local media and on basic cable.
Showtime will continue its two -month
free trial program that is part of what it calls
its "transaction marketing" concept. Nora
Ryan, vice president, marketing operations,
said the two services generated 500,000
subscribers last year from two campaigns
that included the trial offer. A subscriber
adding or deleting a pay service is offered a
two -month free trial of Showtime or the
Movie Channel. For those taking the trial,
Showtime will provide welcome kits and
retention mailers as well as free bill stuffers
for nonsubscribers. The free trial effort has
been streamlined to give operators greater
flexibility in scheduling and providing discounts any time throughout 1988.
Showtime also will make available free
six-month subscriptions to the Premiere

Magazine for new subscribers. Ryan said
that has been particularly helpful in getting
operators representing some 20 million cable homes to participate in the first -quarter
campaign. "The enthusiasm level has exceeded our estimates," said Ryan, who added it will the most widespread marketing
support in Showtime history.
Showtime will also provide free direct
mail packages, free "last chance" postcards,
bill stuffers, advertising materials and a tele-

marketing program as part of the campaign.
The Movie Channel will build its first quarter campaign around the Academy
Awards celebration on April 11. Each night
in the month leading up to the awards, TMC
will air an Academy Award-winning performance. There will also be special best actor,
best actress and best picture weeks. The
programing will include a free weekend
preview on March 25 -27, in which "Color
of Money," "Children of a Lesser God,"
"Crocodile Dundee," "Star Trek IV" and
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off' will be shown.
(Showtime plans a free preview weekend on
March 11 -13.)
New TMC subscribers will also be eligible for the same two -month free trial and
Premiere Magazine offered in the Showtime
drive. The TMC drive will also be supported
with advertising in TV Guide, cable guides,
on basic cable and in local media. Affiliate
sweepstakes competitions are also planned
for both services.
In the second quarter, both services will
be marketed with a three- month, half-price
offer. Showtime's will be built around an
action -adventure theme, with exclusive
movies to include "Beverly Hills Cop II,"
"The Untouchables" and "Robocop." The
Movie Channel theme for the second quarter
will be "Movie Lover Mania" and is designed, like the first -quarter campaign, "to
get cable systems to reintroduce the Movie
Channel to their customers," said Ryan. The
half-price offers are "appealing on a lot of
fronts," said Ryan, because those who are
willing to pay some money for the trial "are
more likely to be an interested customer."
There are plans for another half-price offer
for the Movie Channel in the fourth -quarter
also.
Although much of the work on the campaigns was put in place before the regime at
Viacom, parent of Showtime/The Movie
Channel, changed, Ryan said the flexibility
and ongoing campaign approaches bear the
imprint of the new Showtime/The Movie
Channel Chairman Tony Cox and new Viacom President Frank Biondi.

Actress, MSO's `Think' programing
Group comprising Shelley Duvall, TCI,
UA Communications, United Cable and
Newhouse will develop shows for cable
A consortium led by Tele-Communications
Inc. has formed Think Entertainment, a
company headed by actress Shelley Duvall
that will develop, produce and distribute
first -run programing exclusively for cable.
The agreement in principle, announced in
Los Angeles last week, is expected to be the
first of many ventures designed to fill the
need for more original programing on basic
and pay cable services.
Details of the deal were not disclosed, but
John Sie, senior vice president of ICI, said
United Artists Communications Inc., United Cable Television Inc., Newhouse Broadcasting and TCI would have a "significant"
ownership interest in the new company. TCI
owns 64.8% of United Artists Communications and 21.3% of United Cable.

There is a possibility that a fifth cable
company will soon join the investment
group, according to Duvall, who will serve
as chairman and chief executive officer of
TE. Duvall said she will continue to run her
own production company, which produces
Faene Tale Theatre and Shelley Duvall's
Tall Tales & Legends for Showtime.
TE, according to Duvall and Sie, was
formed to assist basic cable networks that
are hungry for original product but must
contend with lean programing budgets. "I
think we have enough channels now," Sie
said. "The time has come to place an emphasis on accelerating the quality of productions airing on existing networks," he
added.
The company intends to enter co-production deals with other producers, basic and
pay networks for all forms of programing:
half-hour comedies, anthologies, documentaries, dramas, made - for-cable movies, chilBroadcasting Jan 18 1988
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dren's shows, live entertainment, sports and
music specials.
After the programs complete their initial
cable runs, Sie said, the partners will look to
recoup their investments in the syndication,
network, home video and pay -per-view
markets. "We don't have any baggage or a
set way of doing things," he said. "We don't
mind using other media as a subsequent
window."
Duvall, who has been active in cable
since her critically acclaimed Faerie Tale
Theatre debuted on Showtime in 1982, first
approached the MSO's with the idea for TE
during the Cable Television Administration
and Marketing Society conference last August. "Everyone there was talking about
doing original programing, but no one was
doing anything about it," she said.
Several cable networks have already
come to TE with proposals, and Duvall said
she wants to begin production as early as
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March or April.
The new enterprise, according to Duvall,
might decide to establish its own syndication arm, which would distribute its own
product and that belonging to foreign producers for cable and secondary markets. Or,
she said, TE may opt to go with an outside
syndicator. The Silverbach- Lazarus Group
now distributes Faerie Tale Threatre and
Tall Tales for Duvall's Platypus Productions

and Gaylord Productions.
Representatives for the companies particpating in the programing venture noted Duvall's ability to create quality programing
and attract top talent, yet still bring her
productions in under budget. Many of the
biggest stars in Hollywood work for scale on
the programs Duvall produces, and she said
she will continue to "keep costs down and
put the money on the screen" at TE.
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ABC takes the stand before press

WOTV-TV

Executives talk about mini -series
slated for next season, and about
this season's prime time performance

WAVY-TV

ABC programers continue to debate the
question of how to schedule War & Remembrance, the $104- million, 30 -hour mini -series earmarked for the 1988 -89 season. Network Entertainment President Brandon
Stoddard recently indicated that he would
probably opt to lump the production into
mini -series form rather than playing it out
over the season in weekly hours. The reason, he said, is that advertisers pay higher
rates for mini -series than they do for episodic hours. With ABC expected to lose money

on War, the network wants to mitigate its
losses.
Programers are waiting to see how the
program is edited, with its final length varying from 28 to 32 hours, before making a
decision on how to proceed with scheduling.
"We hope to have an idea by the end of
April," said Christy Welker, vice president
of ABC novels for television and limited
series, during the network's portion of the
Television Critics Association press tour in
Los Angeles.
ABC still believes in the mini -series concept, but Welker said it has become an
"expensive sweeps period staple" with "diminishing returns" for the network. The
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programing form often cannot sustain anything above a 33 share, according to Welker,
which makes it difficult to recoup the high
production costs. She said programers will
need to schedule mini -series in other periods
besides sweeps or risk further erosion.
"What [the three networks] are doing is
further fragmenting the audience and hurting ourselves," she said.
Other steps the networks need to take to

scheduling,
ABC Entertainment, Welker, and Gary Pudney, VP
senior executive in charge of specials and talent, ABC
Entertainment.
L to r: Ted Harbert, VP- motion pictures and

insure the survival of mini- series, according
to Welker, are to reduce license fee payments, put an end to lavish productions and
explore creative financing methods with foreign distributors.
Of more immediate concern to the entertainment division is its performance this
season. Stoddard confirmed he is considering moving Growing Pains to Friday to
shore up that night's weak lineup. As for the
move of Dolly from Sunday to Saturday
nights, Stoddard said that despite reports of
affiliate defections, clearances are running
in the high 90's.
In the spring, ABC intends to test six to
eight new short-order series, all candidates
for the fall schedule, after the winter Olympics end Feb. 27. The number of series the
network will try out nearly matches the
number introduced last fall, he said. The
new series include Supercarrier from Fries
Entertainment; Juarez, a police drama from
Columbia Pictures Television and at least
one project from Aaron Spelling.
To stem third- quarter audience erosion,
ABC has alloted for more original programing this summer. Admitting "it's not a big
budget," Stoddard said: "There's no question that it's difficult, when we have those
very low levels in the third quarter, to suddenly bounce up in the fourth quarter when
the new season comes along."

Christensen
pitches must
carry for PBS
At press tour in Los Angeles, PBS
head talks of fight to overturn
cable carriage decision; calls FCC
'stupid' for not lobbying for
exemption for public TV
PBS President Bruce Christensen, com-

menting on a federal appeals court ruling in
December to toss out the must -carry rules,
last week accused the FCC of making "a
stupid, dumb, asinine decision" by failing to
lobby for an exemption for PBS stations. "It
makes no sense to me at all for the FCC not
to push in the courts -and every place
else -for a must-carry rule for public broadcasting," Christensen told the nation's TV
press in Los Angeles.
Christensen said PBS will now join in the
appellate fight being waged by the Association of Independent Television Stations to
overturn the must-carry decision. If the attempt to reinstate the must -carry rules in the
courts fails, he said "we will continue to
seek it through legislation."
Since the U.S. Court of Appeals in Wash-

NBC takes week 16
Week 16 (ended Jan. 10) went to NBC's 18.5 rating and 29 share. CBS
closed out week 16 with a 14.1/22, and ABC did so with a 13.5/21. This
puts NBCS total number of prime time wins at 15 weeks, 11 of them
consecutively. (Last week, this column mistakenly listed NBC as
Net
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having won 15 consecutive weeks of the 1987 -88 prime time season.
The network lost week five to ABC, when that network took the week
[aided by the World Series] with a 19.4/31, over NBC's 15.9/26 and
CBS's 13.0/21.)
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ington struck down the rules as unconstitutional, the FCC has shown little inclination
to press for a reversal. It decided not to ask
for en banc review by the appeals court, but
officials have said the FCC will encourage
the solicitor general to support any appeal
brought by the industry.
At the the Association of Independent
Television Stations convention Jan. 6 -9,

FCC Chairman Dennis Patrick warned
broadcasters that their efforts to seek legislative and regulatory remedies to their business problems could lead to adversity. Calls
for Congressional action to reinstate must carry protection could spur new regulatory
restraints and force broadcasters to make
tradeoffs that, in the end, could prove dou-

bly damaging if the new rules fail to pass
constitutional muster with the courts, Patrick said.
Christensen, however, said PBS is in a
unique situation because of its dependence
on government funding and individual contributions. Commercial independents "are
able to take care of themselves," he said.
PBS officials estimate that since the mustcarry rules were voided, cable systems have
dropped more than 200 noncommercial stations. Each time an operator removes a PBS
station for a system, the cable industry argues, more than one PBS signal has been
available. But Christensen said most PBS
stations do not duplicate programing and
therefore deserve to stay on a system.

Wrapping up INTV's '88 convention
INTV survey finds agreement among
programers that prices of shows
held the line in 1987 and that
trend is toward weekly license fees
The majority of program distributors and
local independent stations agree that prices
for television shows were lower or the same
in 1987, compared to 1986, and that prices
will remain flat for all but the most popular
programs. That's according to a survey issued at the INTV convention two weeks
ago. Eighty -seven percent of the station
executives surveyed said prices declined or
remained the same. Almost 70% of the
distributors surveyed said prices for the
product would remain level or go down in
1988.
As to the structure of deals in the future, a
majority of distributors indicated they believe weekly license fees are the wave of
the future." Viacom set a precedent last year
by offering The Cosby Show for a weekly fee
instead of the traditional per-episode pricing, as a way of making the record -breaking
prices more acceptable to stations. Columbia Pictures Television followed by offering
Who's The Boss? on a weekly basis.
The survey found that independents overall spend about 43% of their budgets on
programing. The average rose to 50% for
larger markets and dropped to 26% for
smaller markets. The survey found that independents spend about 16% of their budgets on movies (a little more in larger markets, and somewhat less in smaller ones).
Most of the station executives reported that
movie prices have gone down or remained
the same in the past three years, although a
majority also said that prices for packages of

"major titles" have continued to escalate.
Both stations and distributors agreed that
event programing will assume a greater role
on the schedules of independents in future
years. With the declining audiences for children's programing, almost 40% of the stations surveyed said they planned to reduce
the children's programing on their schedules. And 95% of the station executives said
they thought distributors should do more
testing of children's audiences before going
into production with a show.
The survey also asked stations about future FCC regulation of children's programing. More than three -fourths of those polled
said they thought the commission would
initiate rules governing programs with a
"sponsored- controlled format," such as
shows based on characters of toys in the
markeplace. The majority of stations said
they didn't believe the commission would
regulate children's programing for "quality,
content," or "number of hours."
On the subject of news programing, more
than 70% of those stations not currently
programing news said they intended to do so
within five years. A majority of all the
stations polled said they felt "local station
news will replace the historic pattern of
network news dominance." Of the those
stations currently programing news, a slight
majority, 52 %, reported showing a profit
from it.
Stations also reported that the sports programing business is not the money maker it
used to be, because of higher rights fees and
inroads from cable. Almost 70% said it is
more difficult to sell sports today. Roughly
half of the stations said they believed cable
"will eventually control most major sports
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events." More than half said they believe a
major sports event such as the Super Bowl
or the World Series will eventually go to
pay -per-view.
Of the Fox Broadcasting Co. affiliates
polled in the survey, 54% said they believed
FBC would become "truly viable." About
43% said it was too early to tell. Of the nonFBC stations polled, roughly half said they
believed FBC had a "successful" first year.
Close to 40% of those stations said the
entrance of FBC made it more competitive
for them. Sixty -four percent of the stations
said viewers are becoming aware of FBC,
and about half said they would be interested
if another studio were to begin a "fifth

network."
Independents spent less
on programing in 1987
than they did in 1986
Independent stations reduced the share of
their budgets committed to programing
slightly from 1986 to 1987, according to a
survey of independents released at the INTV
convention.
But despite the relative savings in programing expenses, total operating expenses
for stations grew from an average of $8.239
million to $9.652 million between those two
years. From 1986 to 1987, average total
station revenue grew from $9.635 million to
$11.85 million.
That left stations with a rise in their net
profits, from an average of $1.396 million
in 1986 to an average of $2.2 million in
1987, for a gain of 58 %.
The biggest gains in all of the reporting
stations' budgets came in dollars committed
to local production, which from 1986 to
1987, were up from 4.5% of stations' budgets, to 6.8% ($368,186 in 1986 to
$658,770 in 1987).
Based on the completion of surveys by 69
of INTV's approximately 180 member stations, programing expenses for the stations
that responded went from $4.09 million, or
49.6% of stations' budgets in 1986, to
$4.538 million (47 %) of their budgets in
1987. The 1987 figures are projections
based on station estimates.
Another area in which independents
trimmed costs from 1986 to 1987 was in
payroll. Total salaries came to $1.74 million
(21.1% of stations' budgets) compared to
$1.86 million in 1987. Stations employed an
average of 57 full -time employes and five
part-time employes in 1986, and 55 full time employes and 4 part-time employes in
1987.

Among stations in the top 10 markets,
total station revenue went from an average
of $44.7 million in 1986, to $55.1 million in
1987, as expenses went from $33.3 million
in 1986 to $44.3 million in 1987. That left
top 10 stations with average net profits of
$11.4 million in 1986, compared to average
net profits of $10.8 million in 1987.
From 1986 to 1987, the percentage of
programing expenses among top 10 stations'
budgets went from 48.5% in 1986 ($16.13
million), to 42.% ($18.84 million) in 1987.
The INTV study breaks out stations in markets 11 -25 as union or nonunion. For the
union stations, total operating expenses

went from $11.98 million in 1986 to $12.98
million in 1987. Of those expenses, programing came to $6.46 million in 1986
(53.9% of their expenses), and $7.58 million in 1987 (58.4% of their expenses).
Average revenue for those stations went
from $16.69 million in 1986 to $17.18 million in 1987. That left stations with a net
operating profit of $4.71 million in 1986
and $4.2 million in 1987.
For nonunion stations in markets 11 -25,
expenses went from $9.1 million in 1986 to
$9.74 million in 1987. Of that, programing
came to $5.18 million in 1986 (57% of
expenses), and $5.66 million in 1987
(58.1% of expenses).
Revenue for those stations between those
years climbed from $7.45 million in 1986 to
$9.94 million in 1987, to leave those stations with an average net loss of $1.65
million in 1986 and a net profit of $200,000
in 1987.
For markets 26 -50, average station revenue went from $6.23 million in 1986 to
$6.71, as average expenses went from $5.07
million to $5.37 million. That left those
stations with an average net profit of $1.16
million in 1986 and $1.34 million in 1987.
Among those stations' expenses, the
average programing costs in 1986 were
$2.63 million (51.9% of their expenses),
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Urgency stressed in race
for high- definition TV
Broadcasters must act fast to support high -

definition television with their dollars and
political clout, or they could find themselves
losing ground to cable, home video, DBS
and fiber optics in two years. That was the
message conveyed to a standing -room -only
audience during the closing session of the
INTV convention by a panel of HDTV
specialists.
Because the broadcast medium faces a
unique array of technical problems in the
conversion to HDTV-including the ability
to upgrade transmission systems to compete
with improvements by fiber in coming
years-panelists said television station operators need to quickly throw their weight
behind the HDTV transmission systems under development.
"If we don't get our act together and win
support from Congress and the FCC," said
Ben Crutchfield, manager of technical information service for the National Association of Broadcasters, "I can see the networks going to DBS, cable and fiber optics
and bypassing TV stations."
The discussion took on added significance because earlier in the week the Advanced Television Systems Committee gave

William Glenn, N.Y. Institute of Technology; Masad Sugimoto, NHK (Japan); Steve Bonica,
operations and technical services, Richard Iredale, Del Ray Group.

rising to $2.73 million in 1987 (50.8% of
their expenses).
For markets 51 -100, revenue went from
$4.08 million in 1986 to $4.91 million as
expenses went from $4.29 million to $4.28
million. That left those stations with an
average net profit of $210,000 in 1986 and
$630,000 million in 1987.
Among those stations' expenses, programing costs on average went from $1.67
million in 1986 (39% of their expenses), to
$1.59 million in 1987 (37.2% of their
expenses).
For markets 101 and above, average revenue went from $1.7 million in 1986 to
$2.03 million as average expenses went
from $1.96 million to $2.22 million. That
left those stations with an average net loss of
$260,000 in 1986 and an average net profit
of $190,000 in 1987.
Among those stations' expenses, programing costs on average went from
$560,421 million in 1986 (28.6% of their
expenses), to $616,424 million in 1987
(27.8% of their expenses).
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its long -awaited approval to a 1,125 -line,
60 -hertz HDTV production standard based
on the system developed by Japan's NHK
(BROADCASTING, Jan. 11). With the vote out
of the way, it cleared the way for the ATSC's
technology group on HDTV to focus on

transmission issues.
As the industry gears up for the introdur:
tion of HDTV in 1990, session moderator
Harry Pappas, president of Pappas Telecasting, warned the broadcasters, "others might
throw the party and we won't come."
The INTV audience heard presentations
from four competing HDTV transmission
systems: that of NHK, with an HDTV system that is nearly complete after 10 years of
development work; NBC, the New York
Institute of Technology and the Del Ray
Group.
Representatives of the three American
companies discussed the compatability of
their systems with existing receivers and
sought financial support from the independents gathered there. With all the systems
expected to be operational within the next

two to three years, the panelists said, the
costs to finish the jobs will range between
$6 million and $10 million.
The winner of the HDTV derby stands to
make a fortune. Pappas said consumers are
likely to spend more than $500 billion during the HDTV conversion over the next
decade -and with the large lead the Japanese have on American firms in manufacturing the HDTV equipment, he noted that
most of the money could go overseas and
possibly double the U.S. trade deficit.
The expected strong consumer interest in
HDTV, according to Hal Protter, vice president and general manager of wvîv(rv) Milwaukee, stems from differences in movie
viewing habits between the U.S. and Japan.
He said there is reason to believe that HDTV
will take off faster here because the average
American consumer watches 12 times as
many movies per year as the average Japanese consumer, and 35 mm films come closest to approximating the clarity of the
HDTV video tape picture.

Hill to independents: slim chance
of must -carry rules without

fairness codification

Independent television operators hoping for
quick Hill action to resurrect some form of
FCC must -carry rules heard discouraging
news at the INTV convention. Key Hill
aides reaffirmed what some broadcasters anticipated-as long as codification of the
fairness doctrine remains unresolved, the
chances of moving a stand -alone must -carry
bill remain remote.
That prediction and others were made
during a public policy "power breakfast"
featuring key congressional and FCC staff
members and moderated by Thomas Her witz, vice president for corporate and legal
affairs for Fox Television Stations, and
Shaun Sheehan, Washington vice president,
Tribune Broadcasting.
Even if there's little action on must carry,
Congress is apt to be busy. "You might see
an effort on both sides [House and Senate]
for a new funding mechanism for public
broadcasting," said Mark MacCarthy,
House Energy and Commerce Committee
Chairman John Dingell's (D- Mich.) key
aide on communications issues.
Paul Smith, minority chief counsel and
staff director for the House Energy and
Commerce Committee, thought there would
be a "strong effort" to look at the cable -telco
crossownership prohibition. Regina Keeney,
minority counsel with the Senate Commerce
Committee, agreed that there could be
movement on that front. Nevertheless, she
said, it is a "tough issue" that will have to be
explored through hearings.

Keeney was asked whether broadcasters
would see another drive to impose a transfer
tax on the sale of broadcast properties. Such
an endeavor, she told the group, might prove
difficult during an election year. But since
many members-including her boss, Senator John Danforth (R -Mo.)-had opposed
the concept on procedural grounds and
"never had a chance to address the substance
of the issue," she said there could be renewed interest. "There were not a lot who
thought it was an awful idea."
As for the FCC, Mass Media Bureau
Chief Lex Felker told independents the cornmission's proposal to reinstate syndicated
exclusivity was "receiving very active consideration." John Haring, with the commission's Office of Plans and Policy, said the
FCC hoped to have a draft order ready for
review in early spring. He said the issue was
a "very important priority" for Chairman
Dennis Patrick.
David Donovan, an aide to FCC Commissioner James Quello, said as a result of the
court's action on must -carry rules, "we
should move forward as fast as we can. We
will do everything we can to get that done."
It was Felker who also advised broadcasters
to turn to Congress for help on must carry. If
the industry, he said, is looking for a full
permanent set of rules, "your time is better
spent on the Hill."
But it was clear from remarks made by
MacCarthy and Larry Irving, senior counsel
to the House Telecommunications Subcommittee, that Congress would not be particularly responsive.
"As long as we have this tension, there's
not likely to be any rapid action on must
carry," Irving told the INTV audience. Irving admitted there was a "deep reservoir of
support" for the rules, but codification of the
fairness doctrine was Subcommittee Chairman Ed Markey's (D- Mass.) chief priority.
MacCarthy felt it was unrealistic for
broadcasters to ask Congress to "put aside
fairness for must carry." When broadcasters
favor both retention of must carry and repeal
of fairness, he said such a policy lacked
"coherence."
Smith, on the other hand, thought fairness
might not impede other Hill action. He suggested broadcasters may start to see movement toward modifying the doctrine.
As for other Hill initiatives, Irving said
the subcommittee would convene a number
of hearings including one on the status of
minorities in the broadcast industry, one on
authorization legislation for the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting and a series of oversight hearings on cable. Of the last, he said
the hearings are "intended to serve as an
educational process for subcommittee memhers and the public."
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(Coble cost i qs
Ad hoc political coverage
A Kentucky cable operator, William Biggs
Tabler Ill, and political consultant, Terence
Holland, are developing plans for an ad
hoc political network that would carry halfhour programs about political candidates
on cable systems on primary or election
eves.
Holland, who has served as a political
consultant for several gubernatorial and
U.S. Senate races (the most recent being
Wallace Wilkinson's successful campaign
for Kentucky governor), hopes to have the
network in place for Super Tuesday. The
idea calls for candidates to produce half hour programs in whatever format they
desire (for example, a preproduced piece,
a live interview or Q&A session) that would
be distributed by satellite for cable
systems to pick up. Operators in the 20
states with primaries on Super Tuesday
would pick up the feeds and carry them on
their local access channels on the

evenings before primary day.

Holland and Tabler are discussing the
idea with the staffs of the presidential
candidates and the cable industry.
Although the initial focus is the presidential
race, the idea can easily be extended for
other federal, state and local races, said
Holland.
The idea for the ad hoc network is
reaction to the changing political and
media landscape, Holland said. Thirtysecond commercials tell too little about a
candidate and longer debates, although
useful, do not maintain an audience, he
said, adding that costs for broadcast time,
even at the lowest unit rate, dwarf cable
rates and add to the expense of a
campaign. The network would be
designed to take advantage of cable's
lower costs, targeted audience and flexible
scheduling for programing.
Cable matches "geopolitical
subdivisions with great precision," said
Holland, and eliminates "the waste that
broadcast television cannot avoid." An
added attribute for cable is the empty time

on many local access channels. Although

those channels are lightly viewed, Holland
and Tabler believe with the proper
promotion and the timing of the programs
on primary eves, voters would tune in.
There is the question whether the
Federal Election Commission would look at
the programs as in -kind contributions. But
Holland hopes that if a question arose the
agency would classify it as it does debate
time, which is free to the candidates. The
production costs, Holland envisions, would
be picked up by the candidate, while the
cable industry could pick up the satellite
transmission costs. Holland and Tabler also
hope to enlist the support of a corporate
sponsor or two.

Franchising violation
The U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois has sided with the city of
Chicago in a lawsuit filed by Chicago Cable
TV/Tele- Communications Inc. against

Baruch began Ks broadcasting career with the DuMont Television
Network and was later group president at CBS. He became president
and chief executive officer of Viacom International in 1971, and was
chairman from 1978 to 1987. Under his command, Viacom prospered
as a diversified media company, which included the creation of cable
programing services Showtime/The Movie Channel, MTV and
Nickelodeon.
The Discovery Channel is the first programing service to win the
award since the academy changed the structure of its top honors.
Previous Golden Ace winners were actress/producer Shelley Duvall
and Turner Broadcasting System Chairman Ted Turner.
The Golden Ace is now given to a company, program, project or
network for cable programing achievement. The academy has established a governor's award to honor individual achievement that enhances the development of cable programing. Both awards were
announced in advance of their presentation. They and other Ace
Awards for excellence in cable programing are scheduled for Jan. 24
ceremonies to be shown live on HBO.

Top two. The National Academy of Cable Programing announced last
week the winners of its two highest awards. It bestowed its Golden
Ace award on The Discovery Channel for its week-long presentation of
Soviet television entitled Russia: Live from the Inside (left), and
honored Ralph Baruch (r), chairman of the academy, with its newly created Governor's award.
"The Discovery Channel is very honored by this Golden Ace and
grateful to the academy for this prestigious award," said Discovery
Channel President John Hendricks. The service carried 66 hours of
Soviet television from Feb. 15 -22, 1987, with the help of Orbita
Technologies Corp., which is licensed to distribute Soviet television in
the U.S. The programing took on greater significance as thawed U.S. Soviet relations captured the nation's attention, culminating in the
summit in Washington in December.
Baruch, as chairman of the NACP, has been instrumental in raising
the visibility of cable programing. Among the academy's major efforts
are the presentation of the industrys Ace awards and coordination of
National Cable Month.
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city involving programing on local access
channels. The city ruled on Feb. 10, 1987,
that the company violated the franchising
agreement by carrying on the city's access
channels some programing that had been
produced on suburban systems. The city
fined TCI $2,250 per day retroactive to Jan.
16, 1987. TCI paid the fines (more than
$60,000, according to the city) on March 16
last year. At issue in the suit, said Bob
Thomson, vice president, government
affairs for ICI, "was the procedure used to
fix the misinterpretation" of the franchise
agreement and the retroactive fine, as
opposed to the programing on the local
access channels. Thomson said it was
doubtful the company would appeal.
Although the court ruled on the issue in late
December, it has yet to issue its opinion in
the case.

Out of Fashion
The Fashion Channel announced last week
the departure of its number-two -and -three
executives -Raymond Klauer, vice
chairman and chief operating officer, and
Wayne Smith, president. Charles Gee,
chairman and chief executive officer, in
making the announcement, said "Ray and
Wayne have done an exceptional job in
helping me turn the Fashion Channel
concept into an operating reality" Both
Klauer and Smith joined the service last
February, and both had counted top
positions at the The May Co. as part of their
retail experience. "Our goal now is to focus
on the company's future, which we feel is
very positive," said Gee, who will also take
on the title of president.
The company has also announced that

Hulk and the Giant
For the first time on network television in 33
years, NBC will present an hour of live

professional wrestling in prime time. The
Main Event will air Friday, Feb. 5, live from
Market Square Arena in Indianapolis, and
will feature three matches, including one
between defending World Wrestling
Federation champion Hulk Hogan and
Andre the Giant. The program is a coproduction from the same producers who
periodically present late -night wrestling
specials on NBC, Once-a -Month
Productions and TitanSports Inc. Dick
Ebersol and Vince McMahon are coexecutive producers. The prime -time
match is one of several specials NBC is
using to bridge the gap in the Friday 8 -to -9p.m. time period, after the cancellation of
Rags to Riches, which had it last broadcast
Jan. 15. Other specials include Candid
Kids and The Story Teller, both on Jan. 22,

Return of the Six Million Dollar Man and
Bionic Woman Jan. 29, and a Valentine
Day special Feb. 12. The replacement

Norman Silverman has been named vice
president, merchandise sales, and will be
responsible for planning and buying all
merchandise. His most recent position was
as regional merchandise manager for
Marshalls Inc.

FROM
TINKER

(Grant Tinker, President,
GTG Entertainment)

Dead update
Viewer's Choice said it achieved a 1.5%
buy rate for the New Year's Eve pay -perview Grateful Dead concert. Simulcast in
stereo by D.I.R. Broadcasting, the concert
was available in about 5.5 million
addressable homes. The buy rate, for the
first -ever PPV event on New Year's Eve,
translated into roughly 75,000 orders for
the $19.95 event.
Although the buy rate was substantially
lower than the 2.5% to 3% that Viewer's
Choice expected, officials were happy with
the results. Viewer's Choice President Scott
Kurnit said the concert did as well as a $5
movie that achieves a 6% buy rate over two
weeks, which is roughly the industry
average. "We would do it again with them,"
said Kurnit.
Viewer's Choice expected that with the
nature of the Dead's following, and the New
Year's Eve date, there would be grouping
within homes, which turned out to be more
than anticipated. The holiday timing of the
concert may have also reduced the
personnel cable systems had on hand to

process buy orders.
The event scored particularly well in the
Northeast, said Viewer's Choice, with a
number of systems in New York, New
Jersey and Philadelphia reporting buy
rates of 3% and above.

series, The Highwayman, is scheduled to
debut in the time period March 4.

First Lady feature
ABC Television plans to air a one -hour
"behind- the -scenes" special on First Lady
Nancy Reagan later this season. "The
program will give television audiences a
rare opportunity to become intimately
acquainted with Nancy Reagan," said Gary
Pudney, vice president and senior
executive in charge of specials and talent
for ABC Entertainment. The special is being
produced by Rastar Productions.

TO
FRIEDMAN
(Steve Friedman. President.
GTG East)

TO
THE
ACCESS

HIT
OF

19881
A franchise is born.
Over 70 stations
have already
committed for
USA TODAY!
Don't miss this
once -in -a- lifetime
opportunity
from Tinker
to Friedman
to you!
Contact:
GTG Marketing,
(212) 888-7830.
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Program picks
Among the programs and series selected
by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
for the first of three $6- million Open
Solicitation program funding rounds this
year are a nine -part series on the Great
Depression (from Eyes on the Prize
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producer, Boston-based Blackside Inc.), a
second season of the comedy anthology
series, Trying Times (from Phylis Geller
and Jon Denny, KCET-TV Los Angeles), and a
six -hour dramatic mini -series based on the
Sanskrit epic, "Mahabharata" (from
Michael Birkett, Brooklyn Academy of
Music and Channel Four Television,
London, in association with KCET-TV). Of the
14 projects selected, eight are
independent productions, six are
noncommercial station productions and
two are minority productions.

Communications collection
Philadelphia's Franklin Institute, a collection
of exhibits on the history and applications
of science dedicated to Benjamin Franklin's
spirit of inventiveness, has opened a
permanent, 4,200- square -foot exhibit
called "Communications." Sponsored by
the Knight Foundation, Philadelphia
Newspapers Inc. and the Scott Paper Co.,
the exhibit features hands -on devices
representing the past, present and future
of video production, television special
effects, electromagnetic waves,
multiplexing, bandwidth, frequency
modulation and radio transmission and
satellite, microwave and fiber optic
transmission technology. For further
information, call (215) 5643375.

David and Maddie in depth. ABC -TV and Coca -Cola has announced that a new 3 -D
process will be used in the season finale of Moonlighting, making it the first network
television series episode to be broadcast in 3-D, according to the network. Developed for
Coca-Cola by Nuoptix Associates, the system provides a normal picture when seen without
special 3-D glasses. The technology will be applied to eight minutes of the episode, and to a
60- second Coke Classic spot that will run during the show to kick off the soft drink's summer
promotion. Glasses will be distributed nationally to more than 250,000 grocery stores and
fast food outlets carrying Coke products.

Soviets stop jamming VOA, RFE, BBC
broadcasts into Poland
Cited reasons range from improved
relations to "lack of credibility"
attributed to Western broadcasts
The Soviet Union has introduced an element
of glasnost into its relations with the West. It
has stopped jamming the Polish- language
broadcasts of America's Voice of America
and Radio Free Europe, as well as those of
the British Broadcasting Corp. Those Westem voices are now being heard in Poland,
for the first time, in the case of RFE, since it
went on the air in 1950. VOA and BBC
programing has been jammed since the Polish government imposed martial law in
1981.
The cessation of the jamming was not
announced by Poland until Jan. 5, five days
after officials of the affected services said
their monitors had detected it. Polish government spokesman Jerzy Urban said the
jamming-the work of transmitters located
in the Soviet Union- had stopped because
the Western services had lost their credibility. Richard earlson, director of the VOA,
and Gene Pell, president of Radio Free Eu-

rope, which broadcasts to Eastern Europe,
and Radio Liberty, whose programing is
beamed to the Soviet Union, said they were
pleased by the development. Pell released
figures that gave a different impression of
the Poles' interest in Western broadcasting.
"Jamming is against international law,"
said Carlson. "It is a violation of basic
human rights and we are quite gratified it
has stopped." Pell said, "This is a significant
step toward allowing the people of Poland
free access to uncensored news and information. We can only hope the decision is a
permanent one." And Malcolm Forbes Jr.,
chairman of the Board for International
Broadcasting, which oversees RFE/RL,
welcomed the cessation of the jamming as
"a positive step in U.S. -Polish relations."
The New Year's day development was
another in a recent series of steps the Soviets
have taken to reduce barriers to Western
broadcasts. Last January, jamming of BBC's
Russian- language broadcasts stopped in
what the Soviets said was an effort to promote cultural and information exchanges.
And in May, the Soviets stopped jamming
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988
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most of the VOA services aimed at the
Soviet Union and most of the countries in
the Eastern Bloc.
But the West would like to see the removal of still more barriers. When it stopped
jamming the BBC's Russian -language service, the Soviet Union stepped up its jamming of Radio Liberty. And it continues to
jam two VOA language services aimed at
Afghanistan, as well as Radio Liberty. RFE
broadcasts aimed at Czechoslovakia and
Bulgaria are also jammed. Carlson and
Forbes expressed the hope that the jamming
would stop.
The VOA broadcasts six hours a day in
Polish and RFE, based in Munich, broadcasts 19 hours. The BBC broadcasts 261/2
hours each week on two frequencies.
Charles Z. Wick, director of U.S. Information Agency, VOA's parent organization,
urges an end to Soviet jamming whenever he
meets with Soviet officials, most recently at
the Washington summit, in December. Carlson, during a recent trip to the Soviet Union,
also called for an end to jamming. But what
may have been equally important in bring-

ing about the cessation of the jamming of
the Polish -language broadcasts was a series
the U.S. and Poland. Beth

of talks between

VOA public information officer,
said the talks, which had been going on for
Knisley,

a

some time, were held in the context

of

the

Helsinki Accords, which call for an end to
jamming.

Reuter news service reported on Jan. 5
that Urban said Poland's improving relations
with the outside world and its goodwill in
the field of freedom of information had been
partly responsible for the decision to end
jamming. But "an even more important factor," he was quoted a saying, "is that some
radio stations which are aggressive and try
to interfere in internal Polish affairs have
lost their credibility," with a sharp drop in
audience as a result. According to the statistics he quoted, only 22% of the Poles listened to Western radio services last year. He
said only 2% of the population listened to
RFE on a regular basis, 9% on an occasional
basis.
Pell, in his statement, offered a different
point of view. He indicated the Poles may
have felt they did not have much to lose in
permitting RFE's signal unfettered access.
He said that RFE research shows that, despite the interference, more than 50% of
Poland's radio listeners tune into RFE programs on a regular basis. He said RFE "has
long been the most popular station in Poland, despite problems of audibility." And in
the absence of renewed jamming, Pell said,
"we are confident that [the Polish audience
will expand."
D

Survey gives
schools low marks
on broadcast

curricula

S.E. (EDDIE)

Broadcasting, cable and related industry executives give U.S. colleges and universities
a grade of C in preparing students for entrylevel jobs in industry, according to a Roper
Organization survey released last week. But
those same executives agree that they also
"must be prepared to participate fully" in a
partnership with the schools that will require
them to invest time teaching or lecturing on
campuses and to offer more meaningful opportunities for students and teachers at their
businesses.
The study, commissioned jointly by the
International Radio and Television Society,
the Radio-Television News Directors Association and the National Association of Tele-

vision Program Executives, comprised 403
telephone interviews with equal numbers of
radio and television station general managers, news directors, program directors and
sales directors; III interviews were also
conducted with executives at cable systems,
cable programers, syndication companies,
other
vices. The ratio was based on "the assumption that most of the hiring of entry-level
employes occurs at the TV and radio station
level at present."
The executives identified sales (49 %),
news (32 %) and production (28 %) as areas
of best opportunity. "It is the hope and
expectation of the sponsoring organizations," said a summary of the report, "that
this study can help to form the basis for a
conversation...between the industry and
higher education, so that each can better
understand the needs, wants and expectations of the other [and] begin to work together to their mutual benefit and Ito benefit
the] students wishing to work in the

industry."
Hoffman

Consultant

Bowen

changes. Peter Hoffman. cofounder of McHugh & Hoffman, the Fairfax,
Va. -based
broadcast consulting company,
has announced that he will step down as
chairman and chief executive officer of the
company after more than 26 years to pursue
other interests. Hoffman will continue working
on special projects for the firm. John Bowen
Ill, president of McHugh & Hoffman since
1984, has been elected to succeed Hoffman.
Bowen named M &H vice president, Jacques de Suze, to succeed him as president.
Other appointments announced include Roy
Meyer, to executive vice president, and Annette Parness, to secretary/treasurer. Meyer
was previously a vice president and Parness
served as director of finance.
All appointments are effective as of Jan. 1.

HOLLADAY

Executives favor 'closer link'
between industry and
educators to give students
more realistic view of business

The study said also that, although it found
no evidence, executives think "that what
colleges and universities teach is taught
poorly." Poor writing skills are included in
the list of disappointments the executives
have experienced with applicants they have
hired. The majority of entry-level applicants, said executives, also lack realistic
career expectations, hands -on experience or
familiarity with communications technologies, and a practical knowledge of the
world and the industry-the last including
unrealistic expectations about salaries and
the pace of advancement, as well as knowledge about how stations actually operate.
Despite the presence of skills among students with experience in school media, executives said, those "experienced" applicants
exhibited
less
than
optimal
"understanding of the realities of the work
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"In today's radio world, a broker is a necessity in buying or

selling

a station. In MVP's
Randy Jeffery, I discovered a
broker that made my dealings
extremely profitable and a real
pleasure, a rare combination.
Randy tells it like it is, which
is what I want to hear from
a broker. He gets my best
recommendation."

Iv(
1Y:A
MEDIA VENTURE
PARTNERS
Integrity and Discretion
.

the difference!

RADIO and TELEVISION BROKERAGE
FINANCING APPRAISALS
CHARLES

GIDDENS BRIAN E. COBB
1255 23rd St., N.W., Suite 890
E.

Washington, D.C. 20037-1125
202- 785 -4333
RANDALL E. JEFFERY
7479 Conroy Rd., Suite C
Orlando, FL 32811 -3409

305-295-2572
RAYMOND J. SCHONBAK
6311 N. O'Connor Rd.

L.B. 97, Irving, TX 75039.3510
214 -869 -7643
ELLIOT B. EVERS
1700 Montgomery St., Suite 322
San Francisco, CA 94111-1024

415-391-4877

eration and communication skills. They feel
it their responsibility to teach new employes
about the station and to expand "generally
upon the basic knowledge."
The solution? Eighty -eight percent of the
respondents favored "a closer link" between
the industry and higher education, expressing "a hope that mechanisms can be developed which will provide students (and professors) with more exposure to people with
current (or recent) experience" in the industry. Colleges and universities must place
more emphasis on writing skills and hands on experience.
Students must seek more work experience
while still in school and, in job interviews,
communicate their real world experience
and their understanding of the workplace
realities. And those in the industry must
teach, lecture, open their stations to tours
and create more paying internships.

situation."
Two- thirds of those surveyed said a journalism or communications degree is "an
important consideration," and almost half
expressed similar sentiments about a liberal
arts background. A four-year undergraduate
degree was described as either essential or
important by 72% of the respondents.
Questioned about how past hires had
"measured up," executives' expectations
were "generally being met with respect to a
journalism- communications degree and to
other factors which executives consider to
be of more secondary importance: work on

the school newspapaer, radio station or TV
station; a graduate degree; the prestige of the
school attended; references and a well rounded background."
Other criteria higher on their lists include
individual presentation at interview time,
writing skills and style, previous work experience and amount and kinds of hands-on
experience in actual work situations -all
among the list of major criticisms leveled at
higher education.
New employes, said one general manager
at a Southern television station, are "full of
misguided theory given to them by a professor who hasn't been in a TV station in

Getting together in Tulsa. Broadcasters in Tulsa, Okla., already cooperating
through Tulsa Broadcast Managers
Inc., a decade -old lobbying organization of area general managers repre-

senting four TV stations and 19 radio
stations, have launched another organization, Broadcast Executives of Tulsa
Inc. (BET), according to John Garwood, president and general manager
of KTUL -TV Tulsa and president of the new
group. Aims of BET Inc. include exchanging ideas and encouraging higher
standards in advertising, performance,
public responsibility and business practices. Although BET will be open to personnel "from all areas of broadcasting,"
the bulk of its membership (expected to
be as high as 200 initially) is likely to be
sales people.

ds

Ia_

years."

"I will teach them the specifics of our
station and our business," said one Northeastern television station general manager,
summing up the concensus that the education, not the job training, must be responsible for preparing applicants with the minimum elements: writing skills, the basics of
broadcasting, knowledge of equipment op-

Sold by Mountain Communications to San Jose Broadcasting Corp. for $5,275,000. Seller is subof Parker Communications,
sidiary
Minneapolis -based group of two AM's and
KLZE(FM) Los Altos, Calif.

four FM's owned by John Parker and his
wife, Kathleen. Buyer is principally owned
by Brion Applegate, who also owns KEZY
AM -FM Anaheim, Calif. KLzE is on 97.7
mhz with 3 kw and antenna 328 feet above
Broker: Chapman
terrain.
average

Associates.
Sold by New
Santa Fe, N.M.
Mexico Media Ltd. Holding Co. to Coronado Communications Co. for $3 million.
Seller is owned by Edwin A. Bowen and has
no other broadcast interests. Buyer is owned
by James E. Rogers; his wife, Janet; Louis
Wiener Jr., and Rolland Cleaver. It also
owns KVBC -TV Las Vegas. KNMZ-TV is independent on channel 2 with 89.1 kw visual,
8.91 kw aural and antenna 2000 feet above
average terrain.
KNMZ -TV

OCEAN BROADCASTING, INC.
has

acquired

KOCM (FM)
Newport Beach, California
for

Lake,
WMKM(AM)-WJGS(FM) Houghton
Mich.
Sold by Shea Broadcasting Co. to

$3,210,000
from

DONREY MEDIA GROUP
We are pleased to have served
broker in this transaction.

as

Northlands Communications Inc. for $1.1
million. Seller is owned by Edmond T.
Shea, who has no other broadcast interests.
Buyer is owned by Harry Melling and John
Salov. Melling is Grand Rapids, Mich. based investor with no other broadcast interests. Salov has interest in WKHM(AM) Jackson, Mich. WMKM is on 1290 khz full time
with 5 kw. WIGS is on 98.5 mhz with 100
kw and antenna 480 feet above average
terrain. Broker: Cecil L. Richards Inc.
Sold by DirCommunications Inc. to Charles
McCreery for $800,000. Seller is owned by
Fred Miller, who has no other broadcast
interests. Buyer also owns WHFM(AM)WVLT(FM) Vineland, N.J. WDCS is on 106.3
mhz with 3 kw and antenna 300 feet above
Broker: Chapman
average terrain.
WDCS(FM) Scarborough, Me.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 ATLANTA, CA 30361
400 Colony Square
1100 Connecticut Ave., NW
(202) 331 -9270

(404) 892 -4655

CHICAGO, IL 60601
333 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 346 -6460

BEVERLY HILLS, CA 902t2
9465 Wilshire Blvd.
(213) 274 -8151
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Associates.
KUBC(AM) -KKXK -FM Montrose, Colo.

Sold by Woodland Broadcasting Co. to
Woodland Communications Corp. for
$725,000. Seller is owned by Lowell R.
Hale, president. It has no other broadcast
interests. Buyer is owned by J. Stephen
Glasmann and Jack E. McKain, who are
vice presidents of regional TV network,
Kansas State Network. KUBC is on 580 khz
with 5 kw day and I kw night. KKXK is on
94.1 mhz with 31.5 kw and antenna 1750
feet above average terrain.
WSTI(FM) Quitman, Ga.
Sold by Star FM
to WsTI Inc. for $695,000. Seller is owned
by R.C. Edmondson, who has no other
broadcast interests. Buyer is owned by John
M. Van Der Aa; Wedell Borrink and his
wife, Carolyn; and Robert A. Cook and his
wife, Coreen. It also owns WCVC(AM) Tallahassee, Fla. WSTI is on 105.3 mhz with 3
kw and antenna 300 feet above average
terrain.
WFQX -FM Strasburg-Front Royal, Va. Sold
by SRO /NOVA Inc. to Andromeda Harvest
Communications for $600,000. Seller is
owned by Charles Wolf II, who has no other
broadcast interests. Buyer is owned by Anthony P. Kern, vice president of Malarkey Taylor Inc., Washington -based broadcast
and cable consultant and appraisal service.
WFQx -FM is on 99.3 mhz with 3 kw and
antenna 500 feet above average terrain.

Broker: The Holt Corp.
KTDZ-TV Portland, Ore.

Sold by Greater
Portland Broadcasting Corp. to National
Minority TV Inc. for $520,000. Seller is
Los Angeles -based group of three TV's principally owned by Michael R. Forman. It is
also selling KTZO -TV Denver (see below).
Buyer is nonprofit, Santa Ana, Calif. -based
group of 15 TV's headed by Paul F. Crouch,
president. KTDZ -TV is indepedent on channel 24 with 5,000 kw visual, 500 kw aural
and antenna 1775 feet above average
terrain.
KTZO -TV Denver, Colo.
Sold by Alden
Communications Of Colorado Inc. to
Twenver Inc. for $500,000. Seller is also
selling KTDZ-TV Portland, Ore. (see above).
Buyer is owned by N. Richard Miller; Hugh
Rosenthal; Robert C. Fisk and his wife,
Linda, and Allen Boorstein. It owns cellular
telephone system in Lancaster, Pa., and recently sold seven cellular systems in Northeast. KTZO -TV is independent on channel 20
with 3,148 kw visual, 425 kw aural and
antenna 2.548 feet above average terrain.
WJSE(AM) Ceiba, and WJYT(AM) Ouebradillas, both Puerto Rico
Sold by Jose J.
Martinez & Associates to Radio Redentor
Inc. for $472,250. Seller is principally
owned by Jose J. Martinez, who has no
other broadcast interests. Buyer is nonprofit
corporation headed by Castolino Ramos,
president. It also owns WERR -FM Utuado,
P.R. WISE is daytimer on 890 khz with I kw.
WJYT is on 960 khz full time with 500 w.

joint venture of Rifkin &
Associates Inc., Denver-based cable MSO
with systems in 15 states headed by Monroe
M. Rifkin, and Narragansett Capital Inc.,
Providence, R.I. -based investment capital
firm headed by Gregory P. Barber and Jonathan M. Nelson, managing directors. Subs diary, Narragansett Broadcasting, owns one
AM, three FM's and one TV. System passes
91 ,794 homes with 27,000 subscribers and
240 miles of plant.
Jan. 11). Buyer is

Systems serving Charles County, Md.
Sold by Maryland Cable Limited Partnership to Jones Intercable Inc. for $32 million.
Seller is principally owned by Interstate
General Corp., publicly traded, St. Charles,
Md. -based developer headed by James J.
Wilson, chairman. Buyer is Englewood,
Colo. -based MSO with one million subscribers in 23 states. It is headed by Glenn
Jones, chairman. System passes 12,500
homes with 225 miles of plant.
System serving Okeechobee, Fla.
Sold by
Harte-Hanks Communications to Cablevision Industries Corp. for estimated $9 mil lion-$12 million. Seller is also selling Miami system (see above). Buyer is Liberty,
N.Y. -based MSO with systems in eight
states serving almost 500,000 subscribers. It
is owned by Alan Gerry. System passes
7,402 homes with 6,000 subscribers and
151 miles of plant.
System serving Pleasanton and Mound City,
both Kansas O Sold by Amron Cable TV
Inc. to W.K. Communications Inc. for estimated S1 -$2 million. Seller is owned by

Frank Coble and Edsel Noland, who have no
other cable interests. Buyer is owned by
Robert Knoke and Robert Weary. It also
owns sysem in Jefferson, Mo. Weary has
interest in systems in Kansas and Nebraska.
Systems pass 1,091 homes with 26 miles of
plant and ,091 subscribers. Broker: Hardesty, Puckett, Queen & Co.
1

For other proposed and approved sales see
"For the Record," page 103.

Convention symbol. A logo created
by KCBS -TV Los Angeles designer Gwen
Hitchcock has been selected as the
"central design element" for the upcoming Broadcast Designers' Association and Broadcast Promotion and
Marketing Executives meeting in Los
Angeles June 8.11. The two associations have also issued calls for entries
in their respective awards competitions. The deadline is Jan. 22 for BDA
and March 4 for BPME.

DUCHOSSOIS COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
has acquired

KEBR-FM
Sacramento, California

From FAMILY STATIONS, INC.

$7,400,000.00
The undersigned acted as broker in this transaction and
assisted in the negotiations

CABLE

System serving Miami
Sold by HarteHanks Communications to new Rifkin/Narragansett South Florida CATV L.P. for estimated $45-$55 million. Seller is in process
of divesting all cable jnterests ( "In Brief,"

Kalil & Co., Inc.
3438 North Country Club
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CBS adds `48 Hours' to `60 Minutes' and `West 57th'
New program, to be hosted by Rather,

program would feel compelled to pursue at
the last minute. Heyward said the show
and
wants to emphasize topicality

news division three hours
of programing in prime time
will give

Tomorrow (Tuesday, Jan. 19) at 8 p.m.
(NYT), CBS News will launch its third hour
of prime time programing with the debut of
48 Hours, to be hosted by Dan Rather. According to Howard Stringer, president of
CBS News, the introduction of the program
marks the first time any of the big three
network news divisions has programed three
hours in prime time. It is also, said Stringer,
the first time a network evening news anchor has, at the same time, also anchored a
regularly scheduled weekly news program.
At press time last week, the program's
executive producer, Andrew Heyward, had
not decided with which story the program
will lead. Last week three stories were almost ready for air-about the city of Miami's struggle to improve its image; Denver's Stapleton airport, and Dallas' Parkland
Memorial hospital. In addition to any of
those, Heyward said last week it was possible a major news story would break that the

flexibility.
The basic format has the 48 Hours news
team launching a full -court press on a story
over a two day period, editing the footage
over the next 76 hours or so, and putting it

and action tell the story." The intent, he
said, is to let the viewer see the story unfold
as close to the way the reporter saw it unfold
as possible.
Rather is anchoring each program and
helping to report stories as his schedule
allows. To what extent he will be able to
report remains unclear. Bernard Goldberg,

LIS HOURS
on the air. Heyward likens the style to a
"cinema vente" approach where the story
unfolds as it is reported, as opposed to being
pieced together after a lengthy period of
investigation. "We're relying more on the
naturally unfolding sequence than on the
narrative structure of the more traditional
documentary," he said. "The picture, sound

We Know the

Serious, Capable
Buyers
In over 47 radio station
sales in the last two years,
every one has closed.

AMERICOM

*

Radio Station Brokerage & Financing
Suite 500 / 1130 Connecticut Ave., N.W. / Washington, DC 20036 / (202) 737 -9000
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formerly with CBS's Miami bureau, is the
sole staff correspondent on the program.
Each week, a team of CBS News correspondents will assist Goldberg (and Rather, when
he is involved) in reporting stories.
The concept for the program was Stringer's, and inside the news division, credit is
given to CBS Chairman Laurence Tisch for
making room on the schedule for the program. The 8 p.m. time slot was selected
because that is where CBS is in most need of
help in prime time. (The traditional time
period for news in prime time is 10 p.m.)
Stringer produced earlier versions of the

program a decade ago as documentary producer for CBS. He recalled producing a
documentary on Gary Gilmore, the first man
executed after the Supreme Court ruled it
had no authority to ban capital punishment.
The network was shooting on the night of
the execution in Salt Lake City and editing
out of a motel there. Several days later it
was on the air.
A year ago, as news president, Stringer
asked for the air time to do 48 Hours on
Crack Street, the namesake of the new series. At the time, Stringer recalled, the program enabled hire to accomplish two goals.
Not only did it let the news division deal
with a "timely story in a timeless manner,"
as he puts it, it also kept 50 staff people very
busy for an intense two days and let them
celebrate after Crack Street was critically
praised and won its time period. That was a
boost to morale at a time when layoffs at the
news division were imminent, and many
were wondering if they would soon be out of
work.
The same approach was taken when CBS
received permission last spring to enter the
Soviet Union and test its policy of "glasnost" with a program called Seven Days in
May, which also won its time period. When
Tisch and Broadcast Group president, Gene
Jankowski, asked for ideas from Stringer for
new programs, he suggested a weekly version of 48 Hours and had no trouble rattling

Heyward

off "24 Istory] ideas off the top of my head."
Once on the schedule, the new program
will have to prove itself. "Nobody has given
me a rating or a date." said Stringer. "We'll
give it a fair chance to succeed." He points
to the patience the network has exercised
with West 57th, which has struggled on and
off the schedule for the past two years. The
20 share it has been receiving in recent
broadcasts is a sign of "pretty strong
growth," said Stringer. If the new broadcast
shows signs of growth. Fíe added, it too may
be around for years.
According to Tisch, the decision to put on
48 Hours was not very difficult. He is the
first to admit that CBS's prime time schedule is not exactly packed with rating hits that
could make it hard to find room for another
news program. "Unfortunately, we don't
have that problem," he said last week. "We
have enough time periods with just average
programing, that, when you have an outstanding news program -which I believe 48
Hours is -you must [make room for] it."
The program's future, he said, depends "not
so much on ratings...If the program is right,
it may become an institution."

Safety board
wants to curb
news aircraft
Concerned that news helicopters and airplanes dispatched to sites of man -made and
natural disasters hamper rescue efforts and
that the pilots of such aircraft endanger
themselves, the National Transportation
Safety Board has asked the Federal Aviation
Administration to adopt regulations keeping
nonrescue aircraft "a safe distance" from
disaster sites.
An FAA spokeswoman said the agency
had no comment on what it will do with the
NTSB recommendation, but will respond to
it by early March. The NTSB, a federal
independent agency charged with investigating aircraft and railroad accidents, has no
regulatory power.
In its four-page "safety recommendation"
letter to the FAA, the NTSB said its concerns are based on several cases its investigators turned up "in which aircraft operating
in the area of a fire or a hazardous material
spill added to the severity of the incident,

hampered rescue and clean -up efforts, or
resulted in the need for medical treatment
for the operator or the emergency response
personnel."
The NTSB initiative has raised concerns
among broadcasters who fear that any new
FAA regulations could prevent them from
covering stories from the air.
Bob Brunner, executive news editor,
WSAZ-TV Huntington -Charleston, W. Va.,
and chairman of the Radio- Television News
Directors Association, told BROADCASTING
last week that RTNDA is forming an Aviation Safety Committee to work with the
NTSB and FAA in developing regulations to
improve aircraft safety around disaster sites:
"We are all interested in that.
"I'm not saying there isn't a problem,"
Brunner said. "I'm saying that to indicate
that the fact that broadcasters want pictures
from disaster scenes is somehow threatening
the safety and lives of people needs to be a
little bit better supported.
"I don't know of a single news director
anywhere in the country who would order a
helicopter pilot to do anything that would
endanger the lives of anybody in any situation in order to get a picture. It's ludicrous to
even insinuate that that is the case."
The presence of news aircraft at disasters
is far more beneficial than detrimental,
Brunner said. "I think that any fair- minded
person can cite a number of instances where
broadcast helicopters have helped saved
lives, help direct emergency personnel to
victims and, generally, been of magnificent
public benefit."
Brunner said there were First Amendment

implications. When a government bureaucrat or agency is put in the position of
authorizing or denying access to an area, he
said, "there is a potential problem."
The seven cases of misconduct by news
aircraft cited in the NTSB letter go back to
1974. The NTSB describes the incidents,
but does not identify the stations that were
involved.
The most recent incident occurred July
28, 1987. According to the NTSB, the FAA,
at the request of the U.S. Forest Service,
issued a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) about
the crash of a Navy helicopter near Ojai,
Calif., that killed two and caused a fire. A
NOTAM prohibits nonrescue aircraft from
entering the specified area without
permission.
The FAA's NOTAM are inadequate to
address the problem, the NTSB said. The
issuance of NOTAM's "is a time -consuming
process, during which flights can be continued into potentially hazardous situations and
exacerbate the situation or interfere with the
emergency -response operations."
Specifically, the NSTB recommended
that the FAA amend its regulations "so that
flight of aircraft is prohibited within a specified safe distance from areas of disaster,
including but not limited to hazardous materials accidents and fires."
It also said the FAA should caution pilots
about the hazards of flying too close to
disaster sites and should notify emergencyresponse organizations of the FAA "services
available to them to restrict flights over
disasters and offer guidance or instruction
about obtaining flight restrictions."

October, 1987

SOLD
KFBK

and KAER-FM
in Sacramento, California
have been sold to

GROUP W RADIO, INC.
a subsidiary of 1Alestinghouse Broadcasting
The undersigned represented the seller in this transaction.
This notice appears as a matter of record only.
Lincoln Center
1133 20th Street, N.W.
5401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Suite 260
Tampa, FL 33609 813 /877 -8844 Washington, DC 20036202/778 -1400
851
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1/8
1/8
1/8
2 7/8
3
2 3/4
1/8
1
1/2
3/8

- 02.50

16
-14
162
18
16

12

1/8

-01.69

17
12

13

-09.26
-05.85

-12
16
-2

1

-

-07.95

00.00

6 1/8

-

10.00

- 05.54

-

13.33

1

-

8
7

11,070
956

40,445
3

14

4

759
314

00.00

-2
25

5,898

- 11.77

00.00
00.00
5/8
3/4
7/8
3/4
3 1/8
4 1/2
1/2

6
49

-05.47
-03.70

1/8

3

3
11

-

66

Standard 8 Poor's or as obtained by Broadcasting's own research.
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1
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PROGRAMING
O (SP) Aaron Spelling Prod
O (ALLT) All American TV
O (BRRS) Barris Indus

3/8

1

11

O (CVSI) Compact Video
N (CO) Comsat
N (FCB) Foote Cone & B.
O (GREY) Grey Advertising

519

15

00.00

1

-

203

191

-

-

1

40

3/4

1

3/8

14

26
27

1/4
1/4

21

50
1/8

Percent PIE
zation
Change Ratio 1000.000)

Net
Change

SERVICE

0 (BSIM) Burnup

BROADCASTING WITH OTHER MAJOR INTERESTS
N

Closing

PROGRAMING

BROADCASTING
N

Market
Capitali-

Market
Capitali-

Closing

1

13
81

-60

10

-05.26 -125

263
8,786
792

- 04.40

62

-03.46
-21.42

18
12

11.41

121
10

-

-08.29

- 03.22

60

17.15

-

4

526
7,110
381

05.71

Beta no longer Sony's one and only
Sony decides to begin selling VHS
VCR's in addition to its own format
Beta, long the only consumer half-inch videocassette tape format to bear the Sony
label, will soon share the store shelf with its
rival. The Japanese-based Sony Corp.,
which 12 years ago launched the home videotape recording market, will soon add VHS
recorders and related items to its product
list. Apparently bowing to market pressure,
the more popular VHS format will appear on
VCR's with the Sony name first in the European market and soon afterward in other
parts of the world, including the United
States.
Sony will enter into a contract with Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co. for the right
to sell VHS. According to Alec Shapiro,
spokesman for Sony Corp. of America, the
company does "not in the least" believe that
the move to sell VHS equipment signals an
eventual end to consumer marketing of
Beta, and Sony continues to stand by its
belief that Beta is technically superior.
Sony was the first to offer home VCR's
when the Betamax LV- 1901 was introduced
in the U.S. in November 1975. The original
retail price of $2,295 bought a single unit
that included a 19 -inch color TV set and the

player/recorder. Soon afterward, Sony began selling the VCR unit separately for
$1,300. The first consumer half-inch Beta
blank tapes were sold in a 60- minute length,
priced at $15.95, and 30 minutes for
$11.95.
Since then, the market for consumer
VCR's has expanded rapidly with 170 million now operating worldwide with 50%
penetration in Japan and nearly 50% in the
U.S. and Europe, according to Sony. The
Electronics Industries Association reported
that 11,535,412 VCR's were sold to American retail stores in 1987 through November,
an increase of 2.5% over the previous year's
total.
But the Beta portion of the VCR market
began to erode when VHS was introduced in
1977. The rival half-inch tape format, sold
in a slightly larger videocassette not compatible with Beta recorders, was developed
by JVC (Japan Victor Co.), a subsidiary of
Matsushita, Japan's largest electronics manufacturer. It was preceded by an earlier Matsushita home recording model, the VX2000 introduced in June 1976, which was
the first product to record up to two hours.
Sony did not counter with a three -hour tape
for Betamax until the spring of 1978. The
first VHS machines in the United States

pats[l

0

were sold through Matsushita's Quasar line
for about $1,000.
By the Christmas season in 1977 VHS
recorders were sold in America under the
brand names RCA, Sylvania, Magnavox,
Curtis Mathes, Panasonic, JVC and Sharp.
At the same time, Beta was sold by Zenith.
Sears, Sanyo, Toshiba and Pioneer, as well
as Sony. The signing of RCA as a marketer
of VHS in America proved especially benficial for the new format, when RCA immediately launched a $4- million advertising
campaign through television, newspapers
and direct mail, and placed VHS machines
in 5,000 retail stores, competitive with the
6,000 American stores then selling Beta.
Within a few years VHS closed the gap Beta
had created by being first and surpassed it in
sales.
Part of the home video recording future
seems to lie with the Sony -developed 8 mm
standard used in many consumer camcorders. According to EIA, more than 1.5
million camcorders were sold last year to
retailers, an increase of about 35% over
1986. Meanwhile, an era of higher- resolution VCR's began last year with the introduction of Super VHS by JVC. Sony had
not decided last week whether it will sell S-

VHS equipment.

Ns® Foo4pp6 naa

Foreign interest. Viewers in Western Europe, England, Ireland and
Japan will watch Super Bowl XXII Jan. 31 compliments of the National
Football League, ABC, Trans World International, Brightstar Communications, Washington International Teleport, Wbld Communications,
American Uplinks and Unitel Mobile. Trans World represents sports
event rights holders, such as the NFL and the United States Golf
Association, and events such as the Professional Golfers Association
Championship, grand slam tennis events (except the French Open)
and the Kentucky Derby, selling those rights to broadcasters overseas. TWI will also coordinate production and transmissions out of
San Diego, having contracted Unitel for television production facilities -nine of 50 foreign customers will be at the game providing their
own audio and some others will pick and choose from ABC's "host
feed," inserting commentary at the receive end during commercial
breaks at ABC. American Uplinks will provide the C -band uplink. Wald
will beam the game from its Santa Paula international gateway to JISO,
the Japanese consortium of broadcasters, and Brightstar, from WIT,
will send two signals across the Atlantic -one for TWI's pan- European
customers and another to London's Channel 4. Interest in the NFL,
said TWI's director of technical services, Mary Schuler, is spreading as
far as Thailand and Malaysia, where broadcasters have signed to
receive the playoff games and Super Bowl packages via videotape.
Even war-torn Lebanon, she said, is a potential customer.
o

Foreign problem. Pan American Satellite Corp.'s difficulty in obtaining landing rights in several European countries is receiving cabinet
level attention. The Economic Policy Council, composed of cabinet
members, is considering how the government could aid PAS-and
other U.S. separate satellite systems that would compete with Intel-

sat -obtain landing rights. The issue is part of an overall "space
commercialization" package that is on EPC's agenda. Meanwhile, an
official of Commerce Department's International Trade Administration
said its government is proceeding "full speed ahead" in efforts to help
PAS in Great Britain, West Germany and at least one other European
country. Two weeks ago PAS Chairman Rene Anselmo wrote to President Reagan to seek his help in obtaining landing rights in Great
Britain (BROADCASTING, Jan. 11).
o

Not just talk. Stepping beyond its established identity as a Kuband satellite news cooperative, Conus Communications has produced its first teleconference, in addition to handling satellite
transmission of the event. Minneapolis -St. Paul -based Conus went
to the World Theater in Minneapolis (origination site for Minnesota
Public Radio's Prairie Home Companion and that show's replacement, Good Evening) and used three studio cameras, one handheld camera and three wireless microphones to produce and direct
the eight-hour business education conference before a live audience. "Nb wanted to take it beyond the production level of the
typical 'talking head' of most business teleconferences, and Conus
helped us do just that," said John Helgerson, general manager of
the Corporate Learning Center, sponsor of the event. Conus provided transmission to 25 locations nationwide; a toll -free telephone
number was used to allow satellite viewers to participate in workshop sessions.
o
Space wave. United Video's Space Communications System (SCS)
radio network service has added Satellite Radio Network (SRN) and
Satellite Music Network's (SMN) newest format,
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The Wave," to its

list of users. SRN delivers 24 hours of religious programing to 238
affiliates nationwide via a subcarrier of Hughes Communications'
Galaxy I, and now also via SCS. Said SRN President Mike Glinter in
a prepared statement: "Delivery by SCS will enable some of the
current program producers to reach the growing number of radio
stations carrying SCS -delivered services," which include another
religious broadcaster, Moody Broadcasting Network. SRN's program mix includes syndicated talk programs, live call -in talk shows
and news. "The Wave," SMN's eighth music format transmitted by
SRN, was launched last September and currently serves eight
affiliates.
o

Prepare the testimony. The office of House Copyright Subcommittee Chairman Robert Kastenmeier announced last week a tentative
date for a final hearing on the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act

(H.R. 2848) before markup-Jan. 27. The legislation would create a
compulsory copyright license for distribution of broadcast signals via
satellite to owners of backyard earth stations. Whether broadcast
signals can now be distributed to dish owners is the question at the
center of several lawsuits. The measure enjoys the support of the
motion picture and cable industries and a large segment of the home
satellite industry, but broadcasters tend to oppose it, seeing it as a
further loss of control over distribution of their product.
The witness list is not yet settled, but the subcommittee expects the
final version to include representatives of the Copyright Office, the
Department of Commerce, the television networks and their affiliates,
independent television stations, the home satellite industry and the
national rural electric cooperatives. Kastenmeier aide Mary Dixon said
the list may be available by the end of this week, but cautioned that
changes could be made up to the day of hearing.

Sy
Audio aid
A nine -market test will begin today (Jan.
18) of a service designed to provide
television to thé blind. It is hoped that
Descriptive Video Service (DVS),

developed by noncommercial wGBH -Tv
Boston, will allow blind people to follow
television dramas by providing spoken
descriptions of the action during pauses in
dialogue.
Consumers with stereo television
receivers or multichannel sound converters
will hear an announcer over the second
audio program (SAP) channel give brief
descriptions of settings and costumes and
other key visual elements needed to follow
a story's action. If the sideband switch is
turned off during a DVS broadcast, regular
audio will be heard. Today "99 out of 100
[stereo TV receivers and stereo simulators]
have an SAP channel," said Margaret
Pfanstiehl, president of Washington Ear, a
Washington -based reading service for the
blind. The DVS signal. does not interfere
with regular stereo, monaural or closed caption reception, according to WGBH-TV
The system was developed by Pfanstiehl
and her husband, Cody, retired publicity
chairman of the Washington Metropolitan
Transit Authority, who started his career as

promotion director at WTOP- AM -FM -TV when
those stations were owned by Post Newsweek. Washington Ear is providing
volunteers to help produce the DVS
service. Margaret Pfanstiehl, who is blind,
called DVS "an important breakthrough for
the blind. It expands our universe of
experiences as it increases our
independence."
Episodes of PBS's American Playhouse
(produced by WGBH-TV) will be broadcast
with DVS during the test period. Along with
WGBH-TNN noncommercial stations in New
York; Washington; Cleveland; Dallas;
Milwaukee; Rochester, N.Y.; Bowling
Green, Ohio, and Augusta, Me., will take
part in the test. Expansion to other cities will
depend upon increased funding.
The station's goal is to produce three to
five hours of DVS programing a week by the
end of 1988. It is hoped that production
costs can be lowered to less than $1,000
per hour. That compares to about $2,700 in
added cost to provide closed captioning
for the deaf.
Total stereo sets in use in the U.S.,
according to the Electronics Industries
Association, now stand at 9.2 million and
should reach 14.5 million by the end of
1988. Adapters for TV's without stereo can
be purchased for $100 -$200.

VIDEO EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Radiation roundtable
The theme for the fourth annual conference
on radio frequency radiation sponsored by
Electromagnetic Energy Policy Alliance
(EEPA) will be "Full Spectrum of
Electrophobia-D.C. to Daylight." The
conference will be held April 20 -22 at the
Radison Mark Plaza, Alexandria, Va. Fees
for the conference, which is open to all
interested parties, will be determined
during an EEPA meeting this month.
Dick Ekfelt, EEPA executive director, said
the conference will be divided into four
panel sessions: "Powerlines and Cancer ? ";
"Search for Evidence," featuring RF
radiation researchers; "Regulatory Impact,"
with representatives of the FCC and the
Environmental Protection Agency
expected to attend, and " Electrophobia on
Trial," with a panel of lawyers speaking on
past litigation.

TV via PC
A new system has been developed to send
NTSC color television pictures through the
use of personal computers and telephone
lines. StarSignal Inc., San Jose, Calif.,
claims that its PC Image Phone System will
send broadcast-quality still images to any
point in the world in five to 15 seconds. A
40- megabit hard disk unit included with the
system will store 2.000 color video frames.

1/2" Off -line, 3/4" On -line editing equipment
CamerasLightsControl Room equipment
Help youth tell their stofy: Documentaries on MiddleEast Conflict,

urban and environmental issues

Legacy International is a non -profit educational
organization dedicated to intercultural understanding.
CONTACT: Marlene Ginsberg/Legacy International
Route 4, Box 265Bedford, VA 24523s(7031297 -5982

DONATIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE
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Other equipment included in the full
$12,995- system: computer and keyboard;
red -blue -green NTSC monitor; a Starlite
video compression board: color video
camera: 9,600 baud modem; software, and
mouse. The video compression board can
be bought separately for $1,995.
StarSignal says that the system can be
used for law enforcement, medical, real
estate and several other applications.
Clark Viehweg, president of StarSignal,
claims that the PC Image Phone system is
more practical than earlier systems since it
costs less and transmits with higher
resolution and greater speed. Viehweg also

As compiled by BROADCASTING Jan. 6
through Jan. 13 and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.
Abbreviations:
AFC-- Antenna For Communications.
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claimed the system is easy to operate,
taking only minutes to learn.
Landis Mahaffey marketing director, said
that StarSignal has not yet hit the
broadcasters," but that the broadcasting
market would be explored. "I would
certainly think there is a need to store and
possibly transmit several video images," he
said.

Cubicomp gets Vertigo
Cubicomp Corp., the Hayward, Calif.,
manufacturer of PictureMaker, low -tomiddle- priced graphics and animation
equipment, has completed a merger with

-

lion. 'FL-transmitter location. trans. -transmitter. TPOtransnriner power output. U or unl- unlimited hours. vis.
visual. w -watts. -- noncommercial. Six groups of numhen at end of facilities changes items refer to map coordinates.

I

meter-3.28 feet.

Ownership Changes
Applications
KTZO -TV Denver. CO Ich. 20: ERP vis. 3148 kw, aur.
425 kw: HAAT: 2548 ft.l -Seeks assignment of license
from Alden Communications of Colorado Inc. to Twenver.
Inc. for S500.000. Seller is Los Angeles -based group of
three TV's principally owned by Michael R. Forman. It is
also selling KTDZ -TV Worland. OR. sec hclnwl. Buyer is

high -end graphics manufacturer Vertigo
Systems International. The Vancouver,
B.C. -based Vertigo makes the V2000
system, priced at $150,000. Cubicomp is
now marketing all Vertigo products, having
acquired the Canadian company's assets
and patents for an undisclosed price.
Vertigo products will now be manufactured
in California, while the engineering group,
which develops Vertigo software, will
remain in Canada. Some 10% -200 of the
newly merged company's sales will now be
to broadcasters, with most broadcast
customers buying PictureMaker, according
to Cubicomp spokeswoman Carol Byram.

owned by N. Richard Miller. Hugh Rosenthal. Robert C.
Fisk and his wife. Linda. and Allen Boorstein. It owns
cellular telephone s\stent in Lancaster. PA. and recently
sold seven cellular sxstems in Northeast. Filed Dec. 18.
1987.

KUBC(AM)-KKXK -FM
Montrose.
CO
(AM:
BAL871228ED: 580 KHZ: 5 kw-D. I kw -N: FM: BAL1(871 t28EE: 94. I mhz: 313 kw: HAAT: 1750 f1.1 -Seeks
assignment of license from Woodland Broadcasting Co. to
Woodland Communications Corp. for $725.000. Seller is
owned by Lowell R. Hale. president. Buyer is owned by J.
Stephen Glasmann and Jack E. McKain. who are vice
presidents with regional TV network. Kansas State Network. Filed Dec. 28. 1987.
KPAG(AM)- KRQS -FM Pagosa Springs. CO (AM: BAL871229EB: 1400 khz: I kw -D: FM: BALH871229EC: CP
on 106.3 mhz) -Seeks assignment of license front Rod -Mar

This announcement appears as

a

matter of record only.
January

6, 1988

$71,000,000
Arlington Cable Partners
an affiliate of

Hauser Communications, Inc.
$56,000,000 Senior Secured
$15,000,000 Senior Subordinated

Notes
Notes

This private placement has been arranged with Institutional Investors.

Salomon Brothers Inc

Daniels & Associates

nz

Inc. to Morphew Broadcasting Inc. for $250.000. Seller is
principally owned by Bob Roddy and Wayne Marcy, who
have no other broadcast interests. Buyer is owned by Roger
Morphew. who has no other broadcast interests. Filed Dec.

Summary of broadcasting
as of Sept. 30, 1987

19. 1987.

by R.C. Edmondson. who has no other broadcast interests.
Buyer is owned by John M. Van Der Aa. Wedell Borrink.
and his wife. Carolyn. and Roben A. Cook and his wife.
Coreen. It also owns WCVC(AM) Tallahassee, FL. Filed
Dec. 29. 1987.

4.893

170

Commercial FM

3.999

418

Educational FM
Total Radio

1,283

173

1,456

10.175

761

10.936

1,115

766

1,881

543

23

566

Commercial UHF TV
Educational VHF 1V
Educational UHF TV

463

222

685

115

3

118

Santa Fe. NM (ch. 2: ERP vis. 89.1 kw,
kw: HAAT: 2000 h. )-Seeks assignment of license
from New Mexico Media Ltd. Holding Co. to Coronado
Communications Co. for $3 million. Seller is owned by
Edwin A. Bowen. who has no other broadcast interests.
Buyer is owned by James E. Rogers. his wife, Janet, Louis
Wiener Jr.. and Rolland Cleaver. It also owns KVBC-TV
Las Vegas. Filed Dec. 24. 1987.
KMXQ(FM) Socorro, NM (BALH871223HH: 92.7
mhz; 3 kw: HAAT: minus 234 ft.) -Seeks assignment of
license from Haynes Communications Corp. to H &HSB
Corp. for $50.000. Seller is owned by Carl Haynes. who has
no other broadcast interests. Buyer is owned by Arthur Holt,
his wife. Phyllis. Carl Haynes and Christine Borger. Holts
own Bethlehem. PA -based group of four AM's and five
FM's. Filed Dec. 23. 1987.

KNMZ(TV)

WISE(AM) Ceiba. PR and WJYT(AM) Quebradillas.
PR (WISE: BAP871123EC: 890 khz: I kw -D: WJYT:
BAL871123ED: 960 khz: 500 w-U)--Seeks assignment of
license from Jose J. Martinez & Assoc. to Radio Redentor
Inc. for $472.250. Seller is principally owned by Jose J.
Martinez. who has no other broadcast interests. Buyer is
nonprofit corporation headed by Castolino Ramos. president. It also owns WERR-FM Utuado. PR. Filed Dec. 23.
1987.

Actions
KAVR -AM -FM Apple Valley. CA (AM: BAL871026EA: 960 khz: 5 kw -D: FM: BALH871026EB:
102.3 mhz: 1.3 kw: HAAT: 53 ft.) -Granted assignment of
license from BHA Enterprises to Crown Broadcasting for
SI.7 million. Seller is principally owned by Dick Schofield.
who has no other broadcast interests. Buyer is principally
owned

by

Ron

Smother.

who

recently

purchased

KLOV(Fht) Loveland. CO ("Changing Hands.' Oct. 26.

KWIZ -AM -FM Santa Ana. CA (AM: BAL8711I2EA:
1480 KHZ: 5 kw-U: FM: BALH8711 I2EB: 96.7 mhz: 3 kw:
Granted assignment of license from
HAAT: 115
KWIZ. Ltd. to Liberman Broadcasting Inc. for $6.25 million. Seller is owned by Phillip C. Davis. principal in Davis Weaver Broadcasting. San Jose. CA -based group of two
AM's and two FM's. Buyer is owned by Jose Liberman.

ft.)-

former owner of KNTQ(AM) -KLVE(FM) Los Angeles.
Granted Dec. 22. 1987.

KRZNIAM)- KMII(FM) Denver: KSMJ(AM)- KSFM(FM)
Sacramento. CA: KONO(AM) -KITY(FM) San Antonio and

KBTS -FM Killeen. both Texas (KRZN: 1150 khz: 5 kw -D:
I kw -N: KMJI: 100.3 mhz: HAAT: 100 kw: HAAT: 1.302 ft.
KSMJ: 1380 khz: 5 kw -U. KSFM: 102.5 mhz: 50 kw:
kw-N: KITY:
HAAT: 500 ft. KONO: 860 khz: 5 kw -D:
92.9 mhz: 100 kw: HAAT: 500 ft. KBTS -FM: 93.3 mhz:
1

228
1,597

247

74

321

162

136

298

409

210

619

VHF translators

2,981

145

3,126

UHF translators

1.998

293

2.291

ITFS

250

114

364

Low -power auxiliary

824

0

824

Total LPTV

Bartlett. TN (BPH871228MM)- Greater Memphis
Broadcast Partnership seeks 92.9 mhz: 3 kw H &V: 100 m.
Address: 6957 Winding Lane. Memphis 38134. Principal is
owned by Steven M. Nobkes, who has no other broadcast
interests. Filed Dec. 28. 1987.
Manchester, TN (BPH871228ML )-Phase One Communications Inc. seeks 10L5 mhz; 3 kw H &V; 100 m.
Address: P.O. 189. Manchester. TN 37355. Principal is
owned by Roger H. Dotson and James B. Gilmore. who
have no other broadcast interests. Filed Dec. 28. 1987.

N
Burlington. VT (BPCT871224) -WCVQ Inc. seeks ch.
44; ERP vis. 1718 kw: 379 m. Address: P.O. Box 2110,
Starksboro. VT 05487. Principal is owned by Christopher
McClure. It has no other broadcast interests. Filed Dec. 24.
1987.

Facilities Changes

7.430

205

7,635

UHF translator/boosters

6

0

6

FM's

Experimental TV
Remote pickup
Aural STL & intercity relay

3

5

8

12,338

53

12,391

2.836

166

3,002

Carrollton. AL. WAQT. 94.1 mhz -8771211 -Mod of
CP (BPH850712JA) to change ERP: 99 kw (H): change
HAAT: 307 m. H &V.

TV auxiliaries

Merced. CA, KBCY, 106.3 mhz-871209 -Mod of CP
to change TL: 7.5 mi. (12.07 krn.) N (N 15 degree E) of
Merced. CA; 37 25 04N 120 26 30W.

Includes off-air licenses.

kw: HAAT: 1.948 ft.) -- Granted assignment of license
from Duffy Broadcasting to Genesis Broadcasting for $74
million. Seller is Dallas -based group of four AM's and seven
FM's principally owned by Roben Duffy. Buyer is principally owned by Booth American Co.. four AM's and six FM's,
principally owned by Ralph C. Booth. New company is
headed by Marty Grcenburg. former president and CEO of
Duffy. Action Dec. 31. 1987.
WHOI(TV) Peoria. IL: KOSA -TV Odessa. TX; WTRFTV Wheeling. WV. and WMTV(TV) Madison and WSAWTV Wausau. both Wisconsin. (WHO!: ch. 19; 2.240 kw -V,
224 kw -A: HAAT: 636 ft.: KOSA -TV: ch. 7 with 316 kw -V.
39.8 kw-A: HAAT: 740 ft.: WTRF-TV: ch. 7 with 316 kwV. 30.9 kw-A; HAAT: 960 ft.; WMTV: ch. 15 with 794 kwV. 79.4 kw -A: HAAT: 1,160 ft.: WSAW-TV: ch. 7 with 316
kw -V. 63.2 kw -A: HAAT: 1.210 ft.) -Grunted assignment
of license from Forward Communications Corp. to Adams
Communications Corp. for $126.5 million. Action Dec. 23.
100

1987.

WDAO(AM) Dayton. OH (BAL871009EC: 1210khz:
kw -D)-- Granted assignment of license from Stoner Broadcasting System of Ohio Inc. to Johnson Communications
Inc. for $725.000. Seller is Annapolis. MD -based group of
six AM's and nine FM's principallly owned by Tom Stoner.
It had earlier announced sale of all its stations to ML Media
Partners ("Changing Hands." Aug. 10), but that deal fell
through. Buyer is owned by James W. Johnson Jr.. station
manager. Attorney for buyer and seller: Latham & Watkins.
Action Dec. IS, 1987.
1

Roseville. CA. KRXQ, 93.5 mhz -871210 -Application
for CP to change FREQ: 93.7 MHZ (Per Docket #86-473):
change TL: 3500 Old Auburn Rd. 0.6 mi. W of Sierra
College Blvd. Placer County, CA: change ERP: 25 kw
H &V: change HAAT: 98.83 m. H &V; change to Class BI.
38 43 12N 121 14 09W.

Naples, FL, WRGI, 93.5 mhz -871214 -Application for
CP to make changes ERP: 2.2 kw H &V: change HAAT: 116
m. H &V.

Wrightsville, GA. WIML. 106.3 mhz- 871214-Application for CP to change antenna supporting structure height.
Rupert. ID, KNAQ -FM. 92.1 mhz -871224 -Mod of
CP to change FREQ: 92.5 MHZ (Chan. 223): change class
of station: change TL: Conner Ridge. Cassia County. 8.7 km
from Albion. ID on a bearing of N 15 E degrees: change
ERP: 53.15 kw H &V; HAAT: 752.4 m. H &V and make
changes in ant sys. 42 20 06N 113 36 16W.
Beaverton, MI, WMRX -FM. 97.7 mhz-871211 -Mod
of CP to relocate main studio outside community of license
to co-locate with WMPX(A m.). Midland. MI.
Midland. MI. WKQZ. 93.5 mhz -871208 -Mod of CP
(BPH8603261F) to change FREQ: 93.3 mhz (Per Docket
#86-517): change TL: 0.4 mi. W of Garfield Rd & 0.45 mi.
N of Newman Rd. Mt. Forest. Bay Co. MI: change ERP:
39.2 kw H &V; change HAAT: 169 m. H &V: change to Class
C2. 43 50 46N 84 05 32W.
Lincoln, NE. KHAT-FM. 106.3 mhz- 871110-Applicalion for CP to change TL: 4949 Yankee Hill Rd. 11.1 km SE
of Lincoln. NE: change ERP: 2.375 kw H&V: change
9 6 3 9 04 W.
3 m. H &V 40 4 3 3
H A AT
:

New Stations
AM
Camas.

1987). Action Dec. 18. 1987.

25
273

UHF LPTV

aur. 114

Broadcasting Corp. to Nos Inc. for $226.000. Seller is
headed by Israel Roldan Gonzalez. It has no other broadcast
interests. Buyer is principally owned by David Ortiz Anglem. who has no other broadcast interests. Filed Dec. 29,
1987.

203
1.324

VHF LPTV

aur. 8.91

WUNA( AM) Aguadilla. PR (BAL871228EC: 1340
khz: 250 w -Ul -Seeks assignment of license from Noroeste

5.063
4.417

Commercial VHF TV

Total TV

Washington. MO (BPED880104MA)- Missouri River
Christian Broadcasting. Inc. seeks 89.9 mhz: I kw H &V; m.
Address: P.O. Box 87. Washington. Mo. 63090. Principal is
nonprofit corporation headed by Janes C. Goggan. It has no
other broadcast interests. Filed Jan. 4.

CP's Total

Commercial AM

FM translators

KTOZ(FM) Marshfield. MO (BALH871228HJ: 104.9
mhz: 2.4 kw: HAAT: 360 0.) -Seeks assignment of license
from Ladco Communications Inc. to H. Allan Thompson
for $165.000. Seller is owned by Larry D. Campbell. Buyer
also has interest in KGBX(AM) Springfield. MO. Filed
Dec. 28. 1987.

KTDZ -TV Ponland.OR (ch. 24: ERP vis. 5000 kw. aur.
500 kw: HAAT: 1775 ft.) -Seeks assignment of license
from Greater Portland Broadcasting Corp. to National Minority TV Inc. for $520.000. Seller is Los Angeles -based
group of three TV's principally owned by Michael R.
Forman. Buyer is nonprofit. Santa Ana. CA -based group of
15 TV's headed by Paul E Crouch. president. Filed Dec. 18.
1987.

On Air

Service

WSTI(FM) Quitman. GA (BALH871229HF: 105.3
mhz: 3 kw: HAAT: 300 ft.) -Seeks assignment of license
from Star FM to WSTI Inc. for $695,000. Seller is owned

New TV Jacksonville. NC (ch. 35: ERP vis. 1140 kw,
kw: HAAT: 87011.1-Seeks assignment of license
from Jacksonville Broadcasting Co. to William Munden for
$37.500. Seller is owned by Sidney Popkin. and has no
other broadcast interests. Buyer has no other broadcast
interests. Filed Dec. 19. 1987.

casting Corp. seeks 104.1 mhz: 1.35 kw H &V; 142 m.
Address: 114 Church St.. Reidsville. GA 30453. Principal is
owned by Robert E. Ritchie. who also owns WTNL(AM)
Reidsville, GA. Filed Dec. 23, 1987.

WA

(BP871230AD)- Family Stations Inc.

1

1

1

Healdton. OK, KTYX. 105.5 mhz-871214 -Application for CP to change FREQ: 105.7 MHZ (Per Docket #8744): change TL: Section Line Rd. 1.45 km N of Oswalt. 26
km SE of Healdton. Oswalt. OK: change ERP: 33 kw H &V;
change HAAT: 182.9 m. H &V: change to class C2. 34 02
27N 97 20 00W.

I kw -N. Address: 290 Hegenberger Rd.. Oakland, CA 94621. Principal nonprofit station
group headed by Harold Camping. Filed Dec. 30, 1987.

Media. PA. WKSZ. 100.3 mhz -871224- Application
for CP to change ERP: 9.2 kw H&V: change HAAT: 349 m.

FM's

height.

Darien. GA (BPH871228M1) -Resort Communications
seeks 107.7 mhz: 50 kw H &V: 149 m. Address: 12 Abbott
Andrews Terrace. Brunswick. GA 31520. Principal is
owned by Sandra L. Ulmer. who has no other broadcast
interests. Filed Dec. 28. 1987.
Darien. GA (BPH87I228MK) -MMC Partnership
seeks 107.7 mhz: 50 kw H &V: 150 m. Address: 233 Georgia
St. St. Simons Island. GA 31522. Principal is owned by
Mary M. Cames. William L. Taylor and W. Keith Weekly.
who have no other broadcast interests. Filed Dec. 28. 1987.

Parris Island. SC. WBHH. 92.1 mhz-- 871127- Application for CP to change TL: On St. Helena Island. 320 M SE
of intersection of Land's End Rd and Hwy 195. Beaufort
Co. SC: change ERP: 3 kw H &V: change HAAT: 100 m.
H &V. 32 21 26N 80 35 27W.
Lamesa. TX. KUFO. 104.7 mhz -871214- Application
for CP to change FREQ: 100.3 mkt.
Montpelier. VT, WNCS. 96.7 mhz- 871224 -Applicalion for CP to change FREQ: to 104.7 MHZ (Chan. 284):
change TL: Ricker Mtn.. Chiuenden County, 7 mi. NW of
Waterbury. VT: change ERP: 1.9 kw H &V: HAAT: 638 m.

seeks 700 khz: 25 kw -D.

Reidsville. GA (BPH871223MN)-Reidsville BroadBroadcasting Jan 18 1988
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H &V and make changes in antenna supporting -structure

H &V and make changes in ant sys. 44 25 14N 72 49 42W.

Richland. WA. KOTY -FM. 106.5 mhz- 871229 -Mod
of CP (BPH8703021S) to change coordinates: 46 05 47N
119 05.

TV's
Naples. FL. WNPL-TV. ch. 46- 871209-Mod of CP
(BPCT850315KF) to change the antenna location: On Oil
Pipe Line Rd. 2 km N of SR 858.

Bellevue. WA. KBGE. ch.

33- 8712223 -Mod of

CP
( BPCT8404I3LF) to change ERP vis.: 5000
kw: HAAT: 588
m.: ANT: Andrew ATW- 30- 13- HSC- 33(DA): TL: Atop
Gold Mountain. 36KM. 263 degrees T from Bellevue. WA
47 32 53N 122 48 22W.

Actions

115)(DA): TL: 4.8 km NE of town on Palehua Rd at Palehua
Communications Site. Nanakuli. HI 2124 03N 15806 IOW.
*Amended Aug. 12. 1987 to change ANT: ADC T5C 6.S
SH2OS. *Amended Sept. 18. 1987 to change ERP: VIS 51.9
KW.

Linville. NC. WUNE -TV. ch. 17- 871229- Application
(BPET870828KE) granted for CP to change ERP: 918KWVIS: HAAT: 1558 ft.
Christiansted. VI. WTFM -TV. ch. 27- 871229- Application (BMPCT87033OKR) granted for Mod of CI' to
change ERP vis.: 10.33 kw: HAAT: 304.6 m.: ANT: Scala
SL -8: TL: Blue Mountain. near Christiansted. VI 17 45 25N
64 48 00W.

Charleston. WV. WVAH -TV. ch. 11- 871229 -Applicalion (BMPCI87O917KF) granted for Mod of CP to change
ERP vis.: 51 kw: HAAT: 525 METERS: ANT: Dielectric
TCP- SP09- 3- -R11I ): TL: S side of Poplar Fork Rd. 2.2 km
S of Scott Depon. Putnam Co. WV.
1

AM's
Madera. CA. KQMD. 1250 khz- 8811105- Application
(BP87033IAY) returned for ('P to increase power to I
kw /1.5 kw: install DA -2.
Perry. GA. WPGA. 980 khz -880105-Application
(BP870709AC1 returned for Cl' to increase power to 5 kw.
Hope Valley. RI. WJJF. 1180 khz -880105- Application
(BP870330AQ) returned for CP for experimental synchronous AM station at Wakefield. RI to operate simultaneously
with primary WJJF facility at Hope Valley. RI. on same
frequency 1180 khz. but with I kw -D.

FM's
Allentown. PA. WFMZ. 100.7 mhz- 101230- Applicalion ( BPH8703311L) granted for CP to make changes ERP:
11.5 kw H &V: change HAAT: 319.3 m. H &V Petition for
Reconsideration filed July 23. 1987.

Actions
FCC Actions
FCC reverses prior decision and states it may decide obscenity issues in lirst instance -MM Dockets 83- 575-76. (Report DC-1077. Action in Docket Case.) Reversed its prior
decision and stated it may decide obscenity issues in lirst
instance. Reversal came in comparative proceeding involving renewal application of Video 44. licensee of WSNS-TV.
Chicago. and mutually exclusive application of Monroe
Communications Corp. for construction permit. Action by
commission Jan. 12 by MO &O (FCC 88-4).

Dallas.
KRSM. 88.5
mhz-1180105 -Application
IBPED861119MD) granted for CP to change FREQ: 93.3
mhz: (Chan. 227D).

Allocations

TV's

5-

Honolulu.
KFVE.
ch.
871124- Application
(BMPCT870331L9)
granted
for
Mod
of
CP
(BPCT830223KK) to change ERP: 95.5 kw (VIS). 9.55 kw
IAUR): HAAT: 2063 ft. (629 m.): ANT: DCATCP-SPO6 -6-

-At

TN
request of Kea Radio Inc.. proposed substituting
channel 251 C2 (98.1 MHz) for channel 252A (98.3 mhz) at
Scottsboro and modifying license of WKEA( FM) to operate
on C2 channel: at request of RA -AD of Trenton Inc..
proposed allocating channel 251A to Trenton: at request of
SonCom Inc.. proposed allocating channel 251A to Signal
Mountain. Comments F<h. 29. replies March 15. (MM
Docket 87 -591 by NPRM IDA 87 -19181 adopted Dec. 14.
1987 by chief. Allocations Branch.)

-At

Lake Lorraine. FL
request of Michael J. Pollack.
proposed allocating FM channel 227A (93.3 mhz) to Lake
Lorraine. Comments Feb. 29. replies March 15. NM
Docket 86 -470 by further NPRM IDA 87-18931 adopted
Dec. 8. 1987 by chief. Allocations Branch. Mass Media
Bureau.)

-At

Hutchinson. KS
request of KWHK Broadcasting
Co. Inc.. proposed allocating FM channel 246A (97.1 mhz)
to Hutchinson as its third FM service. Comments Feb. 29.
replies March 15. IMM Docket 87 -586 by NPRM (DA 8719231 adopted Dec. 8. 1987 by chief. Allocations Branch.
Mass Media Bureau.)
Junction City. KS-At request of Chronicle Broadcasting of Omaha Inc.. extended until Jan. II. time to lile
comments in proceeding involving substitution of UHF TV
channel 31 for VHF channel 6 at Junction City. ( MM Docket
87-414 by order IDA 87 -19461 adopted Dec. 29. 1987
chief. Policy and Rules Division. Mass Media Bureau.)
Iron River and Kingsford. MI- At request of Northland
Advertising Inc.. proposed substituting FM channel 256C2
199.1 mhz) for channel 257A (99.3 mhz) at Iron River and
modifying license of WIKB -FM to operate on C2 channel:
proposed also deleting channel 255A (98.9 mhz) at Kingslord and replacing ii with channel 25 I A 1911. I mhz): ordered
Edward and Alice Slater. permitee for channel 255A to
show cause why their permit should not be modified to
specify operation on channel 251 A. Comments Feb. 29.
replies March 15. IMM Docket 87 -592 by NPRM and order
to show cause IDA 87 -19191 adopted Dec. 14. 1987 by
chief. Allocations Branch.)

-At

Applications
Scottsboro. AL, Trenton. GA. and Signal Mountain.

THE UNIVERSITY
OF CHICAGO

ANNOUNCES THE
illiam

enton
ellowships in

roadcast
ournalism
1988 -89

To receive a brochure and application
form, mail this coupon to: Director,
William Benton Fellowships,
The University of Chicago,
5737 University Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60637.

Endwell. NY
request of Harold Kozlowski. proposed allocating channel 298A (107.5 mhz) to Endwell as
its first FM service. Comments Feb. 29. replies March 15.
IMM Docket 87590 by NPRM IDA 87 -19171 adopted Dec.

The William Benton Fellowship Program at The University of Chicago, now entering its sixth year, provides a unique opportunity for
professionals -television and radio reporters, news executives,
producers, writers -to expand their expertise on essential issues, free
from deadline pressure. The Program is sponsored by the William Benton Foundation.
Each Fellow works with a faculty adviser to develop an individualized academic program of course work in such fields as law, economics, religion, and public policy. The Fellows participate in a weekly
seminar dealing with such fundamentals as First Amendment issues.
They also meet and exchange ideas with national and international leaders in media, government, business, education, and other fields of public
policy.
Stipends are normally equivalent to full-time salary for the six-month
period of the Fellowship. The Foundation covers tuition and travel costs
University personnel assist with local arrangements for Fellows and their
families.
The application deadline is March 7. Fellows will be notified by
June 1. The 1988 -89 Program begins September 19, 1988.
PLEASE PRINT

NAME

TOTAL YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

TITLE

STATION /NETWORK

ADDRESS

Broadcast r g Jar 18 1988
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TELEPHONE

14. 1987 by

chief. Allocations Branch.)

-At

request of Don Carmichael. proposed
Byng. OK
allocating channel 261C2 (100.1 mhz) to Byng as its first
FM service. Comments Feb. 29. replies March 15. (MM
Docket 87 -587 by NPRM [DA 87 -1922] adopted Dec. 14.
1987 by chief. Allocations Branch.)

-At

request of Visionary Radio EuphonCreswell. OR
of Oregon Inc.. proposed substituting channel 237C2
(95.3 mhz) for channel 237A at Creswell and modifying
license of KZAM( FMI to operate on C2 channel. Comments
Feb. 29. replies March 15. IMM Docket 87 -589 by NPRM
[DA 87 -19201 adopted Dec. 14. 1987 by chief. Allocations
Branch.)

ics

-Al

request of State College ComUniversity Park. PA
munications Corp.. proposed substituting channel 246A
(97.1 mhz) for channel 244A (96.7 mhz) at University Park
and modifying license of WQWK(FM) to operate on channel 246A. Comments Feb. 29. replies March 15. (MM
Docket 87 -588 by NPRM [DA 87 -19211 adopted Dec. 14.
1987 by chief. Allocations Branch.)

Actions
Apple Valley.

CA- Dismissed

several proposals for

allocation of noncommercial educational FM channel 20IA
(88.1 mhz) to Apple Valley. Palomar Mountain. Long
Beach. Riverside. and Thousand Oaks. (MM Docket 85230 by R&O [DA 87 -1896] adopted Dec. 4. 1987 by chief.
Policy and Rules Division. Mass Media Bureau.)
Santa Rosa, CA-Effective Feb. 22. substituted FM
channel 26981 (101.7 mhz) for channel 269A at Santa Rosa
and modified license of Visionary Radio Euphonics Inc. for
KVRE -FM to operate on B I channel. (MM Docket 87 -303
by R &O [DA 87 -1889] adopted Dec. 21. 1987 by chief.
Allocations Branch. Mass Media Bureau.)

Lake Lorraine and Niceville. FL. and Evergreen. ALEffective Feb. 22. amended FM Table to allot channel 262A
(100.3 mhz) to Niceville as its first FM allotment: filing
window Feb. 22 to March 24. (MM Docket 86 -470. by First
R&O [DA 87 -1895] adopted Dec. 8. 1987 by chief. Allocations Branch.)
Baldwinsville, NY-Effective Feb. 22, substituted FM
channel 221BI (92.1 mhz) for channel 22IA at Baldwinsville and modified license of Buckley Broadcasting Corp. of
New York for WSEN(FM) to operate on BI channel. (MM
Docket 87 -198 by R &O [DA 87 -1894] adopted Dec. 17.
1987 by chief. Allocations Branch.)

Burnet and Mason.

TX- Effective

Feb. 22. allocated

FM channel 223A (92.5 mhz) to Burnet and FM channel
250C2 (97.9 mhz) to Mason. (MM Docket 86-324 by R &O
[DA 87 -1892] adopted Dec. 21. 1987 by chief. Allocations
Branch.)

TX-

Effective Feb. 22. substituted FM chanPalestine.
nel 252C2 (98.3 mhz) for channel 244A (96.7 mhz) at
Palestine and modified license of Hawthorne Broadcasting
Co. Inc. for KNET-FM to operate on C2 channel. (MM
Docket 87 -234 by R&O [DA 87 -1891] adopted Dec. 14.
1987 by chief. Allocations Branch.

Call Letters
Applications
Call

Sought by

New FM
KOAU

RLS Radio Inc.. Honolulu. HI

New TV
WKOP -TV

East Tenn. Public Communications.
Knoxville, TN

Existing FM

Services

WMJW

WSJC -FM CSB Communications Inc..
Magee. MS

Existing TV
P=.7C

ON -LINE DATABASE

datawonld

,
o..

WACH

,a,na.en

WCCT-TV FCV Communications Inc..
Columbia, SC

oCd

S1,lD,e$
1TFS
AM
FM TV
LPTV
4827 Rugoy Ave Surte 200
Bethesda MD 20814
A

301-731-5677

eawu.
r..ula

.301,652-8822

1-800

368-5754

systems Ltd.
11..,e 44,
..,n..uc.r.nae ]Q)
IS

r

Grants
Ca!'

.a

KWRP

BROADCAST DATA SERVICES
Computerized Broadcast Service
Including
Data Base Allocation Studies
Terrain Profiles
.4 Div. of Muff--. tunnn 6 !Dimon. Inc
703 824 -5666

RAMTRONUI, INC.

Connector Supplier
to the Broadcast Industry

WLPT

Kings

New TV

67 Jefryn Blvd. E.
Deer Park, N.Y. 11729
(516) 242-4700

WRAH -TV

UNUSED

tVrTa1ittar.hinC.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS AND ENGINEERS

CALL

-5754

1- 800

WOAM
KRAM

-dO
NNEra

W

.

234pD Men Ave
Dea,bo,n 11k 48124

rOENN

:'1562 fi0'3

WZZZ
WLNL
WLKK

MAILING LABELS
AM, FM & TV
CALL

datawonld.
-368
1- 800

-5754

Sonora S. Wray. Sturgeon Bay, WI

WCBF Infinity Broadcasting Corp. of
Tampa, Seffner, FL
WSRG B & E Broadcasting of Kentucky
Inc., Elkton. KY
KFMS Broadcast Associates Inc., Las

tkgas

..

'

,o

Georgia Radio Fellowship, Jesup, GA

Existing
AM's

CALL LETTERS

-0we, _.
Fau:y Dea pi-

Raquel Mendoza, Cibolo, TX

New FM

WQYK

datawonld
-368

Sought by

New AM

COMN-UN.CAT:ONS

iNC

Radio and Television System Design
Transmitter and Studio Installation
Microwave and Satewte
Engineering and Installation
12 North Willow St.
201 -746-9307
Montclair. NJ 07642

KPHD
KMMX

WOSC Crystal Radio Inc., Fulton, NY
WIOT Lighthouse Broadcasting Co. of
New York Inc.. Horseheads. NY
WBLQ Greater Erie Economic Development Corp., Erie, PA
KMUV Sweeney Broadcasting Co.,
Conroe. TX
KCHLVision Communications Inc., San
Antonio, TX

Existing
FM's

VOICE OVER INC.

The right voice for TV 8 radio:
NEWS (Promotions)
Entertainment (PromoA..
COMMERCIAL SPOTS

I.D. $

SAVE S, TIME, CONTACT US FIRST!
1901) 272-3468

Telex 62601560

Sony, Ampex, Ike
Panasonic, NEC, GVG
ON SITE MAINTENANCE
HOURLY AND DAILY RATES

Advanced Video Systems
614 -898 -9120

-

24 Hrs.

KENA -FM

SOFTWARE
FM CHANNEL SEARCH
FM Database, modem updates by B.D.S.

MSDOS

-

EGA -Graphics - Color
VDoug Vernier
Consultant
Brood
IW O Pç,orepue On..

fed., .an.. loo 30613
319 266 -7435

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1705 DeSales St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
for availabillties
Phone: (202) 659 -2340

KWCK
KESZ

KMBY-FM
KBUZ
WKNN
KAMI -FM
WSFM

KMMX -FM

Existing TV's
KVTN

Broaccasrg .,ar
106

18 1988

KUOL Ouachita Communications Inc.,
Mena, AR
KSER KWCK Inc.. Searcy AR
KLZI Duffy Broadcasitng Corp. of
Phoenix. Phoenix
KMBY KMBY Radio Inc., Seaside, CA
KSPG -FM Gary Violet. El Dorado, KS
WPMO -FM Southern Starr of Mississippi Inc.. Pascagoula, MS
KOOC Vectoradio Inc.. Cozad. NE
WJYW N. Eric Jorgensen. Southport,
NC
KMMX Vision Communications Inc.,
Terrell Hills, TX
KZRQ Agape Church Inc., Pine Blufl,
AR

Professional Cards
du Trail, Lundin & Rack ley, Inc.
ASeia
,ADnmPC
10,9

StrM.

191n

Third Floor

ENGINEERS
CONSULTING
7901 YARNM1000 COVRT
VA.
22153
SPRINGFIELD

Wasndglon, D. C. 20036
Telephone. 202/223 -6700
Facsimile 202/460-2042

.

(103)5097704
MEMBER AFCCE

Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN AND SILLIMAN
8121 Georgia Ave #700
Silver Spring, MD 20910
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN. P.E.

(3011 589.8288
THOMAS B. SILLIMAN. P.E.

8539754
.Member Al CC t.

18121

9233 Ward Parkway. Suite 285
816 -444 -7010
Kansas City, MISSODrI 641 4
..-h.. arccr
1

E.

&

Harold Munn, Jr.,
Associates, Inc.

gireenrg Consolants
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan 49036
Phone: 517-278 -7339

Broadcast

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications Engineers

Two Skyline Place, Suite 800
5203 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church, VA 22041
703 824 -5660

Member AFCCE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

I

LOHNES & CULVER

CorDOr

srrfP,> ScR. horioc I.wworfowern

N. W.

JULES COHEN
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Suite 400
1730 M St. N.W.
Washington DC 20036
(202) 659.3707
Member AFCCE

ROSNER TELEVISION

SYSTEMS
CONSULTING & ENGINEERING

250 West 57 Street
New York, N.Y. 10107
1212) 246.2850

Consulting Radio-TV Engineers
1156 15th. St. , N.W. , Suite 606
Washington , D.C. 20005
(202) 298 -2722

elne

n

rJ((Qkee

351 SCOTT DRIVE

SILVER SPRING. MD 20904
301

3845374

Me.b.. AIME

P.C.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
ibis 1 Slh St.. M.W., Sulle 703
(202)783 -0111
Washington, D.C. 20005
Mrmher AFCCE

AFCCE

ANDRUS AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
ALVIN H. ANDRUS, P.E.

AA

COHEN and DIPPELL,

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco, California, 94128
(415) 342-5200
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AM -FM -TV Enginee'Iog ConsJ,tar :s
Complete Tower and A gging Services
"Serving the Broadcast Industry

for lifer .In Fears"
Box 2727
Bath, Ohio 44210
(216) 659-4440

Mullaney Engineering, Inc.
Consulting Telecommuniotions Engineers

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
301.921 -0115
Member AFCCE

VIR JAMES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
ADplicalons and Field Engineering

Cnmputented Frequency Surveys
W. Kentucky Ave. -60219

3137

(303)937 -1900

DENVER, COLORADO
.Member AFCCE & NAB

HATFIELD & DAWSON
Consulting Engineers
Broadcast and Communications
4226 6th Ave., N.W.,
Seattle, Washington, 98107

(206) 783 -9151
Member AFCCE

ENTERPRISE ENGINEERING P.C.

(bns7dnng Engineers
FW HANNEL. PE

PO Box 9001 Peoria. IL 61614

(309) 6914155
Member

arca

New Tall Towers, Existing Towers
Studies. Analysis. Design Modifications.
Inspections. Election. Etc.
6567 Elm St.. McLean. VA 22101(70..11 456.9765

Member AFCCE

D.C. WILLIAMS
& ASSOCIATES, INC.
an,n..., y......
Ay .0 v lnv C005 O,nCr
C

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY. INC.

MATTHEW J. VLISSIDES. PE.
PRESIDENT
TOWERS, ANTENNAS. STRUCTURES

E

SC

FOLSOM, CALIFORNIA

(916) 933-5000

95630

R.L. HOOVER
Consulting Telecommunications Engineer

11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac, Maryland 20854
301

9830054

Member AFCCE

LAWRENCE

L.

or

In

S

/RnUR AM

LAO .CRAP CAIIFprNIA 02630

LAWRENCE L. MORTON, P.E.
AM

FM

APPLICATIONS

TV

FIELD ENGINEERING

(714) 859 -6015

COURTRIGHT
ENGTRECqRINND INC.
ROADCAST

4

PO. BOX 2201 GLENDALE.
ARIZONA 85311.2201
MORRIS 'COURT" COURTRIGHT
PhD PE President
Member AFCCE.
(602) 937-5213
.

.

ASSOCIATES

Consulting Engineers

JOHN F.X. BROWNE
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
525 Woodward Ave.

P.O. Box 18312
Dallas, Texas 75218

Bloomfield Hills, MI 48013
(313) 642 -6226
Washington Office
(202) 293 -2020
Member AFCCE

(214) 669 -0294
Member AFCCE

ADVANCED BROADCAST
CONSULTANTS

CLARENCE M BEVERAGE

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. INC.

APPLICATIONS,
CONSULTING &

BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

FIELD SERVICES

PO BOX 1130

204B CROSS KEYS RD.
BERUN, NEW JERSEY
(609) 767-7070
08009

MARLTON. NJ 00063
MOM

90.0077

MORTON

I ASSOCIATES

1

C. P. CROSSNO &

SELIMEYER ENGINEERING

Consulting Engineers
P.O. Box 205
McKinney, Texas 75069
(214) 542 -2056
Member AFCCE

George Jacobs
& Associates, Inc.
Consulting Broadcast Engineers
Domestic & International
Member AFCCE

Salte 410

(301) 587.8800

8701 Georgia Ave.
SiNer Spring, MD
20910

PAUL DEAN FORD. P.E.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANT

R.R. 12, Box 351
WEST TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

47885

812. 535-3831
Member AFCCE

D.B. COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Broadcast/ RCCiceuular, satenite
Telecommunications Consultants
4401 East Nest Highway Suite 308

Bethesda, Maryland 20814
(Located in Washington. D C. Area)
(301) 654 -0777
contact Darrell E. Bauguess

WILLOUGHBY & VOSS
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

SURE 100-A
15102JONESMALTSBERGER
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78232

(512)525-11110R 4902778
APPLICATIONS
RELO9ERMCES
Demmer NM

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1705 DeSales St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
for availabilities
Phone: (202) 659-2340

Classified Advertising
RADIO
HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT
Rare opportunity for sales manager: Sales people with
successful radio group. Good people are hard to find, as
are good companies! Join the best with sales - not excuses Resume, salary history, references to Harry Dyer.
KCII AM /. Box 524. Washington. IA 52353. EOE.

General manager wanted: Attention sales managers. We
trained young man as general manager at our small market

AM station; today he's GM of a major market station. If you
can make decisions. take overall responsibility, are promotional minded. and can supervise stations monthly throwa-way newspaper. we'll teach you the rest, particularly
financial management. This is not a sit down job, as it
requires you to spend most of your time on the street,
selling. This profitable, heavily -promotional north Alabama
station (WXXR. Cullman) is in unique market -- wonderful
place to live and raise children. Send - resume detailing
your sales experience to Helen Millar, 2011 South 25th
Street, Suite 101, Ft. Pierce. FL 34947. EOE.

G.S.M. with career path to G.M. $13M top 100 market.
Class C. high rated CHR. See at RAB /Send resume to: K./E
Stephens. KTUX, Shreveport. LA 71109.
- 12x, 18-34, 24-54 Extremely active country
station in highly competitive top 40 market has need for a
bright. energetic, experienced promotion /marketing manager to assume a key position on our management team.
Wipe responsible for creating and executing station and
sales promotions. designing materials, buying media. administering budget. EOE. Reply Box C -31.

We're #1

General sales manager: AM/FM capitol city of southern
stale. Group broadcaster seeks eager individual with an
eye on advancement. Previous experience as a LSM preferred. Send resumes to Box C -45. EEO employer.
Top billing station in 34th metro wants professional AE
with proven track record. Joe Cole, LSM, WTVN, 42 East
Gay Street. Columbus. OH 43215. EOE.

Sales manager for growing Connecticut AM. Candidate
could be a high performance salesperson seeking a management shot or successful sales manager seeking to
move up in market size. WJBX is turned around and
positioned to cross the goal line. Candidates must be
aggressive marketers. believe in AM's potential and committed to sales training. Send resume to Greg Scirrotto,
WJBX. 1862 State Street Extension. Bridgeport, CT 06605.
Texas Gulf coast country combo. KRPS AM /FM Corpus
Christi is looking for people who can sell retail. A great
opportunity exists for someone to make a lot of money You
must be creative, motivated, organized, and know how to
sell! We can give you the tools .support. and training plus a
good pay plan and benefits. If you're good. we want to talk.
Contact Scott lbwinkle at 512-289 -0111.

Expanding public radio station seeks bright. resourceful
development associate to be responsible for solicitation of
underwriting grants. Commercial broadcasting experience

east "country" FM station with major growth potential. Excellent opportunity for bright. aggressive person. Work
towards profit participation. Send resume and salary history Box C -63.
Mid Atlantic major market coastal FM seeking GM with
previous management and sales experience. Write to Box
C -61. Format AC.
General manager: Northern California class B FM wants
dynamic leader with proven ability in sales and management of people. Resume. references, salary history. Box C60.

General manager: WSIR. Winter Haven, Florida. Sales
oriented community minded professional with understand-

ing of total station operations. Turnaround situation. Submit
resume. salary history and references to: Steve Ralf. 2900
Genesee Street. Buffalo, NY 14225. All responses kept
confidential. EOE.

HELP WANTED SALES

Potential sales managers and goal oriented individuals.
Exce lent hnancia. and professional opportunity Forget
about snow chains for your car or boots for your feet. Come

join us in Charlotte. North Carolina. Newest station in this
growth oriented major market group. If you have stopped
growing where you are at now, call me today Patrick Foy
704 -335 -1029. Confidential. EOE.

Califomla...KFIG AM/FM is currently seeking a professional, highly motivated Salesperson with experience in direct
and agency sales. Outstanding list available. Draw against

commission. Outstanding benefits. Contact Russ Beckmann, P.O. Box 4265, Fresno. CA 93744. 209- 268 -8801.
EOE MIE

NPR affiliate looking for experienced talent to host weekday program. Must be able to cover diverse topics and
issues -- local. state, national, politics, social concerns, arts.
sports. etc. Looking for experience, four year degree.
creativity smooth sound. Send tape and resume to WXXI
Personnel Office. PO Box 21. Rochester, NY 14601. EOE.

Family Life Broadcasting: Seeks announcer with experience with non -commercial Christian broadcasting with
minimum 2 years news and PA experience to direct news
department at station opening in Detroit market April,

Sarasota, Florida! Excellent opportunity good account
list. exciting changes. Resumes to: P.O. Box 3618, Sarasota, FL 34230, or contact Jim Day at 813- 954-4653.

News announcers, reporters, street reporter needed for
WSIR. Winter Haven, Florida. Submit resume to Dave Prescott, WECK. 2900 Genesee Street. Buffalo. NY 14225.

EOE.

EOE.

HELP WANTED PROGRAMING
PRODUCTION & OTHERS

HELP WANTED ANNOUNCERS
Top ten market classical music station seeks announcers
for future openings. Substantial previous experience in
classical music radio essential. Applicants must have indepth knowledge of music and recordings. as well as
facility with foreign pronunciations and a personable. conversational style. Send resumes to Box C -17. An EOE
employer.
Afternoon announcers: Love of big band /MOR preferred.
Send tape/resume to WGNY, Box 3591, Newburgh, NY
12550.

Classy FM

-

eastern seacoast resort: Needs AM drive

personality Resume to Box C -35.

Sportscasters needed for national radio network. Sports
talk necessary. Minimum 3 years experience. Personalities
preferred. Contact Judy Sherlock, 617-477 -5888.

98009. EEO /MF

General manager needed to run medium market North-

News director for award winning department. Large staff,
state of art equipment, one of Ohio's top news stations.
Tape and resume to GM, WHBC. Canton, OH 44711. EOE.
Experienced news anchor with strong delivery wanted for
top news station in New York's Hudson Valley. Excellent pay
and benefits. Mail tape, resume and salary requirements to
Hank Silverberg, News Director. WGHO/WBPM, PO Box
1880, Kingston, NY 12401. EOE.

may be helpful. Send resume to: Kathleen Taylor, W:AMC.
P.O. Box 13000, Albany NY 12212.

6324, Fort Smith, AR 72906. EEO /AAE.

General sales manager for Pacific Northwest medium
market combo. Excellent facilities, good market, and solid
revenue history. Applicant must be an aggressive self starter capable of training and motivating sales staff and
implementing ideas and systems. Must have prior local
sales management experience plus a proven industry
track record and positive references. Solid producer could
become next G.M. Attractive compensation package and
benefits. If you are ready for an exciting and challenging
career move. send resume and income history in confidence to Sales Manager, PO. Box 3205. Bellevue. Wa,

HELP WANTED NEWS
NYC suburb. Active local news station seeks evening
editor /reporter/anchor. Writing samples. T &R: WRKL, Pomona. NY 10970. EOE. M/F.

1988. Excellent benefits. Qualified persons with desire to
be part of ministry oriented radio station should send
resume to Steve Wright, Family Life Radio. PO. Box 35300,
Tucson, AZ 85740. Respond before January 22. 1988.
EOE.

Sales manager needed, new FM near Yellowstone Park.
Starting May 1988. Winter ski resort town. Resume to Box
Media Monitors, Inc., the leading publisher of radio and
newspaper advertising activity, seeks an experienced and
proven sales leader for its new eastern sales manager
position. Must have the ability to deal with GM's and GSM's.
travel. Knowledge
how
of top ten markets and personnel preferred. Contact Bob
Gould 317- 547 -1362.

See last page of Classified Section for rates.
closing dates. box numbers and Other details

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL
Chief engineer wanted for AM/FM combo in Newark.
Ohio. Should be experienced in all aspects of broadcast
engineering with strong maintenance background. Send
resume to WCLT Radio Inc
43055, Attn: Doug Pricer.

Box 880. Newark, Ohio,

Chief engineer wanted for radio stations in Oklahoma City
Candidate should have FM and AM experience. Xmtr. and
current audio processing experience imperative.
$30.000 +. Box C -30.
Chief engineer. Rare opportunity for experienced person
with extensive audio and FM/AM transmitter background to
take charge of the technical operations of our Louisville,
Kentucky, CHR giant. Must have DA experience. Good
salary and benefits. Send resume, references. and salary
history to: Great Trails Broadcasting. Corporate Director of
Engineering, 717 East David Read, Dayton, OH 45429

Music director. KRPS. Pittsburg State University's new
public radio station. is accepting applications for music
director. Here's your chance to build a new music library
from the ground up and help put a new public radio station
on the air. Duties include selection, purchasing. cataloguing, programming. care and replacement of the KRPS
music library: supervision of KRPS program operations.
schedule and air shifts: training staff in classical pronunci-

ations: working with regional arts, music and cultural organizations: and a daily board shift. The music director will be
in charge of overall station activities in the absence of the
general manager. Required qualifications include a bachelor's degree. preferrably in music. broadcasting or communications; knowledge of classical music: two years' experience on -air at a fine -arts radio station; and experience in
programming classical music for broadcast. Additional
qualifications desired include knowledge of the arts and
other forms of music, concert recording and program
production, and experience in dealing with students and
volunteers. Salary from a base of $19.000. excellent benefits. Applications close January 29, 1988. Send cover letter,
resume, audition tape, and names, addresses and phone
numbers of three references to: Frank Baker, KRPS, Wlkinson Alumni Center. Pittsburg State University. Pittsburg, KS
66762. Pittsburg State University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply
SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGEMENT

know what It takes to be #1 at the bank, #1 in the
community and even with the staff. Meet me (a MSC '88.
I

Call 516 -331 -6383

The general manager no one wants to loose. Team
builder /rrlotivator. My success speaks for itself. Consistent
sale increases while costs remain steady Be quick. I won't
be available for long! Box C -28.

EOE.

Just finishing start-up set -up for new station. Several

Assistant chief engineer for Tampa Bay 10 kW AM and
class C FM. Requires trouble- shooting to component level,
knowledge of FCC rules, and ability to handle remote
broadcasts. Prefer at least two years studio and transmitter
experience. SBE certification, and FCC license. Send resume. references, and salary history to: DTO, PO Box
42195. St. Petersburg, FL 33742. EOE/MF.

Major market sales manager seeks GSM position. Over 7
years experience in ,ocai, national and building retail.
Strong trainer, motivator, outstanding references. Prefer

Sunny Arizona. 98KUPD FM /KUKQ AM1060. Phoenix,
Arizona. now accepting resumes for chief engineer position. One of Arizona's top radio stations. 100K Collins FM
with STL and translators in Tucson and Flagstaff. 5KW
Collins AM (500w directional night). New facility '86. Written
applications to: Em Gladden VP Programming.
98KUPD/Q- Country. 1900 W Carmen, Tempe, AZ 85283.
EOE.
Broadcasting Jan 18 1988

1M

years ownership /management experience have taught the
sales/expense /profit formula. Sales oriented medium market station preferred. Turnarounds welcome. Call Mike
Hassan, 505-296-8112.

top 50 market. Box C -48.
20 years experience: including general manager in Montgomery, Columbus, Macon, Savannah, Little Rock. Hi -power FM construction - upgrades. Programing in Atlanta.
Currently G.M. with major group successfully turning
around southern small market combo. Prefer southern
rated market as your next general manager or group VP
programing -operations. Need new challenge. Box C-47.

One man radio station does it all! lkteran warhorse

GM SM immedatey available small market Southeast
One price gels you management. sales, result producing
copy ideas and the golden throat,
885 -4850.
1

-703-

SITUATIONS WANTED ANNOUNCERS

Spanish announcer: .:. & te':evrsion IDs. commercials.
(tocunxn lidnes ' 1's-h; .ueos Demo tape avai.ab,e. P
Espinoza 619 -945-8589.

Over two years experience in radio announcing. writing,
and production. Ten hour days are too short Willing to work
any market any shift T & R Toby 503-- 726 -1663
SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

PBP:sportscaster. Avaabie Apri Strong professiona academic backgrounds. 10 years radio -TV M S communications Solid on off an Shou d Inc odo major co ege PBP
and or pro baseba. Box C -57
12 year radio news veteran, with post graduate degree,
seeks position as news director or assistant in a major
market. Currently ancnor reporter at all -news major market

HELP WANTED SALES
The Gillett

Groups

seeKi.ng aggressive o,gn

mor caleo,
experienced account executives with exceptional track
records Also seeking trainee for challenging career opportunity Send resume to: Judy Somers. 2242 North Great
Neck Rd.. Virginia Beach. 1A 23451.
y

Vendor support consultant. The Gillett Group is seeking a
highly motivated individual for a map market affiliate. Must
have at least three years experience conducting vendor
programs with strong presentation skills. Send resume to.
Judy Somers. 2242 North Great Neck Road. Virginia
Beach. V4 23451.

Duplication, satellite sales representative for estab!shed house Experienced only. Excellent package for

Maintenance technician sought with minimum 5 years
ence in the installation and maintenance of broadcast audio. video. microwave, two -way communications
satellite and support equipment. Experience with maintenance of RF transmitters helpful. Must be willing to work
flexible hours and travel as necessary Submit resumes to:
Ralph Lee. Chief Engineer. KSTP-TV 3415 University Ave..
St. Paul. MN 55114. Equal opportunity employer. M'F

Broadcasting maintenance engineer wanted for fast
growing ABC affiliate in South Florida. Must be capable of

maintaining studio equipment. Two years maintenance experience required Send resume and salary requirements
to. Personnel Manager. WPEC TV -12. PO Box 24612. Palm
Beach FL 33416 -4612. Equal opportunity employer. M'F

right person Send resume to Box C -21. EOE.

Cable exec. STN. fast growing Shop Television Network.
seeks executive director of affiliate sales. Strong cable
experience required. Excellent salary and benefits Send

HELP WANTED NEWS

etter and resume to STN. Suite 52. 8033 Sunset Blvd_ Los
Angeles. CA 90046.

News director. We are looking for an achiever..who will
lead a news department to achieve. Contact Don Locke:
GM: KGBT-TV Harlingen. Texas. 512 -423 -3910.

SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMING
PRODUCTION & OTHERS

Regional sales rep. Southeast top 30 network affiliate.
Must have previous experience in TV sales and must be
willing to travel Send resume to Box C -50. EOE.

Assignment editor. Southwest CBS affiliate. immediate
opening. Aggressive motivated individual to lead staff of
20. Resume, salary needs to News Director. KFDA, Box

Available now: Station reorganizing staff and highly recommending very )wanted personaity with program direc-

General sales manager wanted for small market affiliate.
Nato,
:.
''S experience required. EOE. M F

tor experience. Background includes jazz urban contemporary AC. plus cable TV Wide experience Now seeks
settling in good market. Al': areas considered, preferably

Box C -46

station

Box C.54

South Minority status. 914-.762-9266

Perfection Is my forte: announcing. production. TV, MCO.
programming Medium market ace Ready Bi 812 - -8533664

.

General sales manager: Mid -south network affiliate.
Should have three years competitive marketing experience
in local sales'sales management knowledge of nat'I sales
at the station or rep level. Thorough knowledge of rating
books Be familiar with computer sales /traffic system. Must
be aggressive. goal- oriented, with strong people and organizational Skills. Must also have the ability to motivate &
train our excellent local sales staff. EOE. Please forward all
replies to: Box C -70.

General sales manager, local sales manager and national
sacs manager the Gdett Group seeks aggressive. innovative leaders to become part of our team. If you have
exceptional people skills. a superior track record and are
motivated by challenge. send resume to Judy Somers.
2242 North Great Neck Rd Virginia Beach, W1 23451.
General sales manager: IVDRB -TV Louisville. KY has
.. ependent station GSM. Strong
.0auersnip dua :,ties !o ovect an aggressive local and
national sales effort required. If you feel you quality, contact
Elmer Jaspan. General Manager. WDRB -TV Independence Square. Louisville. KY 40203. Equal opportunity
employer
,

.

:

General manager to direct staff of major east coast pro duction. satellite and videotape facility Must have know! edge of industry with proven track record Send resume
with full details to Box C -20. EOE.

Promotion manager: WCBD -TV is seeking an individual
with

a strong background in TV production. writing and
media buying Prefer degree in marketing advertising or
television Management experience desirable Send resume to GM. POB 879. Charleston. SC 29402. EOE. M/F.

Development director: Responsible for managing a staff
of six engaged in fund- raising, marketing and public relations activities at Iwo university -licensed public television stations. and one public radio station. Qualifications
include a college degree. along with strong fund-raising.
community relations. and managerial Skills Southern Illinois University located at the edge of the Shawnee National Forest only two hours from St. Louis. offers a 530.000+
salary along with an excellent array of fringe benefits. The
area is characterized by mild winters in a semi -rural setting
which provides a wide range of outdoor recreation opportunities Send letter of application. resume & three professional references to Lee D. O'Brien. Executive Director.
Broadcasting Service. Southern Illinois University. Carbondale. IL 62901. EOE;AA employer

Station manager/WSIU -TV: Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale invites applications for the position of station

manager for its public television station -channel 8 in Carbondale. The station manager is responsible for programing. and managing the day -to-day operations of the television station. Qualifications include a college degree. five
years experience in broadcasting. management and programing experience in public television. and a good working knowledge of the national public television system. The
successful candidate must also be able to demonstrate
strong leadership and management capabilities. Send
letter of application, resume. and three professional references to. Lee D. O'Brien. Executive Director. Broadcast
Service, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. 1048
Communications Bldg Carbondale. IL 62901. EOE.'AA
employer
.

1400. Amarillo, TX 79189. EOE.

Weather anchor: We still haven't found a weather anchor
to do our noon and 5 p.m. weather. Must be good with live
field reporting. Send tape and resume to: Jon Janes. News
Director, WHO -TV 1801 Grand Avenue. Des Moines. IA
50308. Previous applicants need not apply

Hard -charging, #2 -rated NBC affiliate looking for ag-

gressive news leader. Market and station ripe for new
ideas Be part of our success story. Send resume to James
DeSchepper. VP/GM, WSLS -TV PO. Box 2161. Roanoke.
W 24009. M -F EOE.
Top 50 Midwest network affiliate needs experienced.
excellent management
s- _
_ _
_ _
_requirements to Box C -29.
EOE

TELEVISION
HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT
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HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

Maintenance engineer. +VJKS-TV has an immediate opening for an e:
studio maintenance engineer. At
are equipped wit Sony Betacart and BVU, Panasonic MII.
Grass Valley switchers. Utah Scientific routing. RCA and
Ikegami studio cameras and Hitachi 1" VTRS. Our graphics
are done with Chyron 4100. IRIS -C. NEC System 10.
Aurora and Artstar. II ENG is your specialty we need your
maintenance Skills on Ikegami HL -79E. HL -95 and Sony
BVP -300 cameras. BVU and MII field recorders. 2 microwave trucks. a helicopter and a Hubcom uplink truck. Send
your resume to. Personnel WJKS -TV PO. Box 17000.
Jacksonville. FL 32216 EOE, M.F.

Transmitter maintenance engineer. WJKS -TV is seeking
a qualified transmitter engineer with experience on the
Harris BT-110U and General Electric TT-59A. Wk have a
well maintained facility and an excellent staff to help you.
Some night hours are required. Send resume to: Personnel, WJKS -TV PO. Box 17000. Jacksonville. FL 32216.
EOE. M/F

Maintenance person with BVU experience. Work will include general studio and RF maintenance with emphasis
on ENG & EFP Send resume to: Al Scheer. WLEX -TV PO
Box 1457 Lexington KY 4059' or ca. 606- 255 -4404
EOE

Television broadcast maintenance engineer. Top 20 VHF
network affiliate is seeking a studio'ENG maintenance engineer. Applicant must have had at least five years experience in TV studio equipment maintenance. Qualified appli
cants should send complete resume to: Jimmy Gamble.
Asst. Engineering Manager. WTSP -TV PO Box 10.000. St.
Petersburg. FL 33733. EOE.

Master control operator: KRIV -TV Fox Television is seeking a qualified master control operator. Requirements include a minimum of 3 years television experience. FCC
license or SBE 5 year certification required. Knowledge of
GV1600 beta cart machines. and Ampex 2A & B
inch
machines. Qualified applicants send resume to KRIV-TV
P0. Box 22810. Houston, TX 77227. Attn: Engineering
Dept. No phone calls. E.O.E.

News director: WRBL Columbus. GA. is seeking a qualified news director. Applicants with three years of newsroom leadership and strong people skills send resume and
salary history to WRBL. PO Box 270. Columbus. GA
31994 EOE
NBC affiliate in southwest Florida seeking skilled director for six and eleven news Two years experience directing
fast -paced news required. Contact Lisa Fees, Production
Manager. WBBH -TV20. 3719 Central Ave.. Ft. Myers. FL
33901 813- 939 -2020 EOE

Reporter. We are joking for the best. If you are a strong
writer.
aggressive.
independently
motivated and
streetwise. you should apply for this reporter position. Only
experienced need to apply Send tape and resume to Billye
Gavitt. KWTV P.O. Box 14159. Oklahoma City. OK 73113.
EOE. M/E

News asignments manager: Top 50 mkt. news leader.
Must know why news is important as we!I as what to cover.
One year news management experience plus two years
commercial TV news. Resume and news philosophy to.
William Cummings, WSAZ -TV 645 Fifth Ave Huntington,
.

WV 25701. EOE. M/F

Shine in the Tampa Bay sun! Seeking news:weather/
sports talent. production personnel. and promotion specialists. Our exciting market offers career challenge. professional growth, and financial fulfillment. Send resume/
references /salary history/non-returnable demo tape. PO.
Box 22607. Tampa Bay FL 33622 -2607.
Award winning news team in 100 market needs strong
anchor who is an outstanding writer and producer with a
proven track record Our standards are as high as our
ratings. No beginners Send resume to Box C -53 EOE.

HELP WANTED PROGRAMING
PRODUCTION & OTHERS

1

WDTN -TV, a VHFABC affiliate in Dayton. Ohio. is seeking a
chief engineer. Candidate must currently be chief with
excellent interpersonal skills and current state -of -the -art
knowledge. Send resume to: WDTN -TV P.O. Box 741,
Dayton. OH 45401. Attention Personnel Dept. WDTN -TV is
a Hearst Broadcasting EOE.
ENG Bete technician: Minimum 3 years experience in the
installation and maintenance of ENG Beta cameras. videotape equipment and related systems. Electronic school
training and FCC general calls radiotelephone license
required. Heavy background in broadcast desired Must
be willing to work flexible hours and holidays. Submit
resumes to: Ralph Lee, Chief Engineer. KSTP -TV 3415
University Ave.. St. Paul MN 55114. Equal opportunity
employer. M'F

Broadcasting Jar 18 1988

Ina

The Gillett Group is seeking production directors. editors
and innovative copywriters to staff expanding sales service
departments. Must have two years minimum experience.
Send demo tape 12" with resume to: Judy Somers. 2242
North Great Neck Rd Virginia Beach. V 23451.
.

Creative services director. ABC affiliate serving newly
expanded coverage area needs a hands -on creative ser-

vices director to oversee production- promotion and sales
service. Production experience a must. Send resume. references and salary requirements to: Jerry Heilman. Gen eral Manager. KTVO -TV Box 949. Kirksville. MO 63501.

Director. Station in number one market seeks television
director, to direct live news show and special events.
Minimum of five years experience and working knowledge
on Spanish. Position available immediately Experience
necessary, no beginners. please We are an EOE. Box C24

Photographer /editor. Creative eye with instincts. Editing

Program and promotion manager: Top 50 CBS affiliate

touch that finds new ways to tell stories. Desire to develop
producing Skills. The local programing department at the
South's premier television station needs that person to
work on documentaries and entertainment specials. Experience required: long -form preferred. Tape /resume to: Mark
S. Engel, WSB -TV 1601 W Peachtree Street, Atlanta. GA
30309 Equal opportunity employer.

seeks individual with proven promotion experience and
strong management skills to provide creative leadership
for program and promotion departments. Must have experience in marketing and positioning in a competitive environment. Send resume and tape to: David Comisar.
WWMT 590 West Maple St.. Kalamazoo. MI 49008.

Pacific Northwest CBS affiliate station seeks talented
and experienced promotional writer /producer. Conceives

Controller /business manager .vith over

SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGEMENT

and writes creative entertainment and news promos for onair and radio. Writes copy for all print advertising. Supervises post production of all promos and oversees daily
scheduling of promotional inventory 1 -2 years experience
as a television writer/producer. Knowledge of television
production techniques. College degree preferred. EEO/
AA, M /F /H. KREM -TV PO. Box 8037. Spokane. WA 99203.

Promotion manager: New Mexico's number one indepen
dent station is seeking a knowledgeable professional promotion manager Will be responsible for all areas of station
promotion - writing. producing and strategy Programing
experience helpful as position will include program involvement. VVe are an aggressive independent station ready to
put your ideas to work. Send resume and tape or portfolio
to Erick Steffens. General Manager. KGSWTV PO. Box
25200. Albuquerque. NM 87125. EOE.

Producer/director: Create. produce and direct local and
national programs for top notch PBS affiliate. Strong production skills a must with the ability to creatively package
segments 8 programs. Minimum two years professional
experience required. Competitive salary and excellent
benefit package. Resume to: WXXI Personnel Dept., P.O.
Box 21, Rochester, NY 14601. EOE.

Promotion- advertising director. Creativity and knowl-

edge in all aspects of on -air N /radio, print, billboards,
media placement sales promotion required at this Gilmore -owned CBS affiliate. If you're aggressive, idea- oriented and can execute. the job's yours at top-50 market salary.
Send printed, writing and taped samples to Ernest Madden. EVP/General Manager. WEHT-TV P.O. Box 25. Evansville. IN 47701. EOE, M/F.

Research director. No. TV station in 45th market seeks
person with research background for newly created position. Knowledge of N ratings, computer skills, and minimum of two years research experience required. This
1

position will involve news research. sales promotion, ratings, local research. and cable systems. Please send
resume and salary requirements by February 1, 1988, to
Marijane Landis, Personnel Director, WGAL -TV (Pulitzer
'Broadcasting Company), P.O. Box 7127. Lancaster. PA
'17604.

you have experience in television
traffic, are familiar with the Columbine system. can take
charge with a minimum of supervision. and want to live in
New England's most pleasing environment, you could be
our next traffic manager. Box C-59.
TV

traffic manager:

If

Producer/director. Highly motivated director needed for

local 6:00 and 10:00 newscasts. The successful candidate
will contribute to pre and post production. blocking and
visualizing on the graphic look of the news product. Three
years experience with fast paced newscasts. commercial
and promotional production is required. Send resume to:
Mike Smith, Production Manager. WHO -TV 1801 Grand
Ave., Des Moines, IA 50308.
Top 50 Midwest NBC affiliate seeking aggressive self- starter with 3 -5 years experience and
ready to move up. Copywriting, innovative production and
media planning skills essential. Send resume to Box C -62.

Promotion manager.

EOE.
TV producer: Major university broadcast production center seeks energetic. talented producer. Responsible for
producing and assisting in production of TV specials. a
major football coaches show and non -broadcast academic productions. Excellent opportunity to expand your
abilities, while pursuing an advanced degree. BA/BS de
gree and three years production related experience re-

quired. $16.000 plus liberal benefits. Deadline: February
Resume. tape, references to: Tom Rieland, The University
of Mississippi. Communication and Resource Center, 20'
Bishop. University. MS 38677 AA'EOE
1

ATTENTION

BLIND BOX RESPONDENTS
Advertisers using Blind Box Numbers cannot request tapes or transcripts to be forwarded to BROADCASTING Blind Box Numbers.
Such materials are not forwardable
and are returned to the sender.

15 years experience in TV and radio. Wish to be part of your team. Box C51.

SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

Award winning sportscaster Show host. with 15 years
experience. Great PBP 8 intyerviewer. Sports director or
weekends. The personality for your newscast. 4158780716.
Reporter: Former ND and 70's weather anchor wants to
report news. Award- winning writer Talented and articulate.
Hard to beat as weekend anchor/weekday reporter. Al
Peterson

206-824 -6918.

You want met Experienced female reporter looking for a
move to a higher market, seeking 100's or higher. More
than willing to take a newsroom position. BS in communications. Internship in #1 market. Hardworking and very dedicated to the business. Please call 201- 543 -6030.
5 years experience. seeking
challenge in a larger market. Award winner. Box C -49.

Meteorologist, AMS seal,

Sports pro seeking new opportunity 1/2 yrs. experience
in top 40 market. Accomplished play -by-play producing.
reporting. photography skills. \Mil relocate. Looking for the
1

best. then call me. Guaranteed resolutions. Jeff 205 -6552822.

major market pro. Experienced in both radio and
TV sports. Interested in a similar position. All markets
considered. Call Steve Shane at 305-431 -0880.
7 year

SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMING
PRODUCTION & OTHERS

Production/operations manager. Exemplary organiza-

tional skills, plenty of experience in video and a proven
track record in start-up operations. Looking to stay in
Dallas area. Jim 214- 231 -0736.
TV production ace seeks a creative position with a dynamic company Experienced in directing. editing. lighting, set
design, and equipment operations. Energetic and enthusiastic about using my talents in a Spanish or English market. P.O. Box 161103. San Diego, CA 92116.

Got the "Kid Vid" blues? A talented, humorous and
interesting host can boost your children's programing to
more profitable heights. Currently on- camera 16 hours
each week. hosting a live. national cable program. Professional magician. college- educated musician and a natural
teacher. I love and respect kids and have excellent references. Call Steve at 609 -784 -1678.
MISCELLANEOUS

Broadcast journalism assistant professor tenure -track

appointment, fall semester 1988. Teach and research
broadcast news and public affairs, including siting, editing. production: plus other radio -Nand mass communication based on abilities and interests. Candidates should
have earned doctorate (ABD. or MA with extensive experience will be considered): professional experience desirable. Send letter of application, resume. academic /professional references: Dr James Brown, Broadcast 8 Film
Communication Dept.. The University of Alabama. Box D,
Tuscaloosa. AL 35487. Affirmative action/equal opportunity
employer.

Position available: Instructovassistant professor speech
communication: Radio and Television beginning September 7. 1988. One year. salary range $19.432 -- $28.648.
Teaching courses in radio production and performance
and public speaking with possibility of courses in television
and writing: advise and supervise student involvement in
radio program productions. Master's degree in Radio/Television or closely related field. Teaching experience preferred: bachelor's degree with teaching experience will be
considered. Professional radio experience desired. Send
letter of application. resume. transcript and names, addresses and phone numbers of three references by March
31, 1988 to Director of Personnel Services. Southwest
State University. Marshall. MN 56258. Southwest State
University is an equal opportunity educator and employer

Mass communications: Kentucky if sleyan College invites applications for a tenure track position in public
relations and video production at the instructor or assistant
professor level. The successful candidate will teach a wide
range of introductory and upper level courses in public
relations. basic communications and video production.
Ph.D. and professional experience preferred. masters degree required. Salary is competitive. Preference Will be
given to applications received by February 22.1988.
Please submit a resume. graduate school transcripts and
three letters of reference to: Bill Kolok. Chair, Department of
Communications and Fine Arts. Kentucky lA sleyan College. Ownesboro KY 42302 -1039. EOE.
TV production faculty- TV production specialist. Teach
courses in video production and work with students in
producing video projects for outside clients. Tenure track
position. beginning August 1988: assistant or associate
professor rank. Ph.D. and professional experience preferred. Masters required. Salary competitive. Send letter of
application. vita and three references to: Chairman.
Search Committee. Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications. 104 Kedzie Hall. Kansas State University. Manhattan. KS 66506. Equal opportunity employer.
Deadline for applications: February 15. 1988 or until suitable pool of candidates has been formed.
HELP WANTED PROGRAMING
PRODUCTION & OTHERS

Director of distribution for a NYC based production
company specializing in syndicated features and fashion
news stories. Newsroom experience required. Job entails
heavy phone contact with TV news producers nationwide.
Send resumes to Box C-26.

Attention sportscasters! Forthcoming availabilities na-

tionwide. Anchor /reporter /talk/play -by-play Media Marketing. PO. Box 1476 --PD, Palm Harbor, FL 34682 -1476.
813- 786-3603.

Primo People: Hosts, interviewers, entertainment critics

and reporters we need you. Send a tape and resume to
Steve Porricelli, Box 116, Old Greenwich, CT 06870-0116.
203 -637 -3653,

Career videos. Make an impact on employers with your
personalized video resume tape prepared by our major
market broadcast team. 312-272 -2917.
TV reporters who want to improve. Award- winning major
market reporter will help your writing. style. presence.
voice. Send 7 stories. $35 to Feedback. 2766 NE 15 St_ Ft.
Lauderdale. FL 33304.

ALLIED FIELDS
HELP WANTED INSTRUCTION

Broadcast engineer: instructor position. Teach some
broadcast classes. repair and maintain broadcast equip-

ment. Salary: competitive nationally, twelve month appointment. Qualifications: Master's degree and professional
experience. Knowledge of the theory, techniques and
methods associated with the operation and maintenance
of modern audio and video television broadcast and nonbroadcast equipment. must know FCC rules and regula
lions, must have 1st class radiotelephone operator's license or SBE broadcast technologist's certificate or SBE
engineering certificate or NARTE certification. Employment
date: July 1. 1988. For initial screening send letter. vita.
three letters of recommendation and official transcript to
Dr. E. Joseph Broussard, Head, Department of Communication. University of Southwestern Louisiana, PO. Box
43650 USL. Lafayette. LA 70504. EEO. Affirmative action
employer
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SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMING
PRODUCTION 8 OTHERS
tor entry eve posdion in an
Video production.
souse. Have been independent
age
cc eye. Video experience includes proproduce c,,'
ducing director- oudgeting and live formats. Will relocated.
Contact Mark Verduin, 616-429 -5358 1574 Oak Terrace.
St. Joseph. MI 49085.

Award -winning Investigative team. Two producers with
crew and writing ski'Is and over 15 years investigative
experience available for freelance assignments. Credits.
references and sampe ree' upon request. Cali: 718-8759722
PROGRAMING

Radio & TV Bingo. Oldest promotion in the industry.
Copyright 1962. Nbrld Wide Bingo. RO. Box 2311. Little-

303- 795 -3288.

ton. CO 80122.

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
On -air training: For N reporters (beginners, veterans.
cross -overs from print). Polish your delivery, appearance.
writing. Practice with teleprompter. Learn from former ABC
Network News correspondent and New York local reporter.
Make demo tape. Call 212 -921 -0774. Eckhert Special
Productions. Inc. (ESP).

WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Wanting 250, 500, 1,000 and 5.000 watt AM -FM transmitters. Guarantee Radio Supply Corp., 1314 Iturbide Street.
Laredo. TX 78040. Manuel Flores

512- 723 -3331.

Instant cash-highest prices. Nk buy

TV transmitters and
studio equipment. $1.000 reward for information leading to
Quality Media.
transmitter.
purchase
a
good
UHF
our
of

303-665-3767.

videotape. Looking for large quantities. 30 minutes or

1"

onger

pay shipping. Call 301 -845 -8888

FM antenne(s): Will buy used FM broadcast antennas(s) anv make - any model - call 806 -372 -4518.

RADIO
Help Wanted Management

FOR SALE EQUIPMENT

FM transmitters "Harris FM 25K (1983). AEL 25K'1
(1977)" Harris FM -20H3 (1976) RCA BTF20E1S (19FHarns FM10HK (1974). RCA BTF1OD9 (1968)- Cc
830E (1965)" SintronicsSF35 (1986) CCA 30000DS
(1968) Transcom Corp 215- 884.0888. Telex 910 -2403856.

AM transmitters "Continental 315F (1975). Collins 820E
(1978)- Gales BC -50C (1966) "Harris MW1A (1983).
Harns BC- 1H1,CSI TI A. Gates BC -1T. Gates BC -IJ"
Transcom Corp. 215 -884 -0888. Telex 910- 240 -3856

50KW AM "Gates BC -50C (1966) on air wrmany spares. in
STEREO' Transcom Corp. 215 884-0888 Telex 910240-3856
New TV startups. Quality Media can save you money Top
quality equipment at lowest prices. Business Plans. financing available. Quality Media 303 -665 -3767.
1000' Kline tower Good condition. Standing in central
U S. Call Bill Kitchen 303- -465 -4141.

Silverline UHF transmitters new best once. latest technology. 30kw. 60kw. 120kw. 240kw Bill Kitchen or Dirk
Freeman Television Technology 303 -465 -4141.

FM antennas. CP antennas. excellent price quick delivery
from recognized leader in antenna design. Jampro Antennas. Inc 916 383 -1177

TV antennas. Custom design 60KW peak input power.
Quick delivery Excellent coverage Recognized in design
adn manufacturing Horizontat, elliptical and circular polarized Jampro Antennas. Inc 916 -383 -1177
39 AM trans. 65 FM trans in stock. World leader in
broadcast trans. Besco Internacional. 5946 Club Oaks Dr.
Dallas. TX 75248 214 -226- 8967.214 - 630.3600. Telex #
510 1011 -588

Used broadcast & video equipment. 'Ne buy. Sell. con sign. se
BCS- Broadcast
Store Std
-

Kline tower: overall height is 645 feel with two platforms.
Tower will be dismantled alter completion of new tower
RCATT25FL transmitter operating on channel 6 -very good

Condition WBRC -TV 205

-

Sales Manager
to take charge of

AM and FM transmitter, ,sea excei gent condition. Guaranteed Financing available Transcom 215 - -8840888. Telex
910 -- 240 -3856.

-

Help Wanted Sales

322.6666.

UNIQUE RADIO
OPPORTUNITIES
Sacramento, CA
Annapolis, MD
Duchossois Communications Is seeking
aggressive radio station Business Managers
for the Sacramento, CA and Annapolis, MD
markets. Responsibilities will include all
financial statement preparation, billing,
A/P, credit and collection, personnel and
general administrative duties.

7 person FM sales staff in
medium Midwest market. Need aggressive
leader. highly motivated with desire to go
into upper mangement. This rapidly growing group is looking for experienced fast
starter. Replies strictly confidential. Box C-

56.

you are tired of the snow and cold
mornings, and have a proven track
record in sales /marketing, we want
you to come join our sales team in
sunny, warm, major market Florida.
Resume and salary to Box C-42.
If

For our Sacramento start-up operation,
you must have at least 3 -5 years experience

Help Wanted Programing
Production and Others

in the business department of a radio or
TV station and a working knowledge of
computerized traffic and accounting systems.
preferably Marketron. Previous experience
in a start-up operation desired.

For our Annapolis station,

qualifications

include at least 2 -3 years business
department experience and exposure to
either CBSI, Marketron or Colombine
systems.
For both positions excellent communication

skills are required and a Bachelor's
degree in Accounting and LOTUS software
experience are preferred.
To be considered for either of these
challenging opportunities. submit a resume
and salary history to: Corporate Recruiter,
Duchossois Communications Company, 845
Larch Avenue, Elmhurst, IL 60126. Equal
opportunity employer m /f.

DUCHOSSOIS
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

Washington -based radio network is seeking an Editor for it's Performance Today
program. Responsibilities include the supervision of the preparation of air material,
editorial integrity and quality of air product, assisting in program and coverage
planning and monitoring programming
and providing critiques. Must have BA
degree. or equivalent with a minimum of
four years music and arts experience,
which includes national arts and administrative/editorial experience. Demonstrated writing ability and familiarity with national institutions and with individuals in
music and other performing arts required.
Broadcast experience extremely desirable Please send resume with salary expectations to

NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO
Personnel Department
2025 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Blank tape, halt price! Perfect for editing dubbing or
studio recording commercials. resumes student protects.
training. copying. etc Field mini KCS -20 minute cassettes
$6 49 Elcon evaluated 3'4 videocassettes guaranteed
broadcast quality To order call Carpel Video Inc 301845 -8888. or can toll free 800 -238 -4300.

Copper! #8

& #10 ground radials. 2,3.4.6.8" strap fly
screen ground screen 317 - 962-8596 Ask for copper

GENERAL MANAGER

Minorities are encouraged to apply.

WOAI
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
WFYR -FM
CHICAGO. IL

saves

Sony BVH- 1000s, BVH- 1100s. BVH- 1100As. Ampex VPR 1Cs, VPR -2. VPR -2Bs. and 3s RCA and Hitachi Max
cameras Sqeezoom. ADO-1000. and other DVEs. Sony 1"
VTRs as low as $11.00000 Come see us at the NRB
convention in booth #665 Call Media Concepts for a
complete list 919- 977 -3600 ext. 45.

Equipment financing: New or used 36 -60 months. no
down payment, no financials required under $25.000. Refinance existing equipment. David Hill 214 -578 -6456.

Just Telecine: RCA TP66's from $5.500: TP-7B from
$1.000. TP -15B $3.000. FR35B $17,500 TK -278 $3.500.

Eastman 285 16MM $4.900, PD -1 multiplexer $1.500. Nor elco FP16TV 16MM $6.950. FP2OTV 35MM $12.750. We
take trades. International Cinema, 6750 NE 4th Cl. Miami.
FL 33138. 305- 756 -0699 FAX 758.2036.
AM transmitters: 50. 10. 5. 2.5. 1. .5 and 25kw Continental Communications. Box 78219. St. Louis. MO 63178.
314 664 -4497
FM transmitters: 25. 20. 15. 5.
and .25kw Continental
Communications. Box 78219. St. Louis. MO 63178. 314
1

664.4497.

-

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Clear Channel Communications.
America's fastest growing radio
group (Duncan #29), seeks General
Manager for its San Antonio Flagship, WOAI. Tough shoes to fill, as
station has led market in sales and
profitability 10 straight years. Experienced professional with leadership
skills and business savvy required.
Overnight mail brief resume to
Lowry Mays, CEO, Clear Channel
Communications. 6222 NW IH 10,
San Antonio, Texas 78201. For questions and details, call John Barger,
512 -734 -7301. EEO/ME

Prior experience... :.. _
-edrum -large market contemporary MUSIC station. Demonstrated people management skills. Prior Chicago
or Midwest job experience helpful. Demonstrated success with music selection, promotion planning and implementation with proven track record in development of successful
contests. sates and on -air promotions.

Send resumes, taped examples of air product. promotions. written examples of promotion pieces to:

Dick Rakovan
WFYR-FM
130 E. Randolph
Suite 2303
Chicago, IL 60601
WFYR is an EOE'AA employer

Situations Wanted Management
THIS PUBLICATION AVAILABLE
IN MICROFORM
University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road,
Dept. PR.. Ann Arbor. MI 48106

One of the nation's larger radio group

operators seeks promotion- minded
sales and marketing manager with
proven track record to hire, train and
motivate local radio sales personnel
throughout the chain. Attractive pay
incentives. Send resume, including references, to: Box C-36. EOE.

EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONAL
Over Iwenly years exponence seeking 0000lr.rv..
ty back in radio. G M. or S M Strong saes background. fully qualified to educate. guide and motivate personnel in all phases. Have created
winning altitude and bottom line in all past positions. Mid market size preferred but will consider
all with real potential. Call Randy Opitz 308-532-

90.9

Situations Wanted Announcers

Production. Others Continued

PROVEN PERFORMER

ASSISTANT CORPORATE CONTROLLER

Veteran personalty. 15 years in various formats. versatile. creative. well-read. funny. ratings success in both drivetimes. Seeks fresh
challenge in full-service. news /talk. or sportsoriented radio. Majors preferred, but all mar-

kets considered

914- 949 -8596.

WRAPS PRODUCER
Our high energy PM team needs a

TELEVISION
Help Wanted Management

GENERAL MANAGER
MAJOR MARKET NORTHEAST
UHF Independent is looking for an experienced General Manager or Station Manager who is a sales -oriented people person Not a start-up but some of the same
challenges. Growing company Excellent
salary 8 benefits. Reply in confidence
Box C -39.

wraps producer. If you're creative,
aggressive and looking to produce
a first class program at a station
committed to PM, we want to talk
to you. Send tape, resume and salary
requirements to:
Pat Weaver, Producer
WTSPTV
P.O. Box
St.

10,000

Petersburg, Florida 33733
No telephone calls.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Expansion -oriented. publicly held media comoam, a..
broadcasting, publishing and outdoor advenrsmg operations seeks an aggressive. responsible individual with
entrepreneurial flair for Assistant Corporate Controller at
New York City headquarters.
Duties include: responsibility for all accounting functions.
monthly consolidations. preparation of internal and external
,ancial reports. and development of polices. Individual
-add be 'hands on with supervisory experience to over ee controllers at operations. Some travel.

..andidate should have related experience In accountingnancial reporting. (Preferably a combination of -Big Eight'
public accounting and private.) College degree in accounting required. CPA a plus. salary commensurate with exper'

ience. EEO. MÆ Send resume to. Personnel Director. PO.
Box 1632. Rockefeller Center Station. New York, New York

'0185.

MANAGER
CONSULTING AND
BROADCAST RESEARCH
Stellar career opportunity to manage arc
develop ongoing research and consulting group. Min. 5 yrs. experience. Send
resume and salary history to:

M.R. Lautman
ARBOR, INC.
3401 Market Street
Phila.. PA 19104

LAWYER:

Help Wanted News

PRODUCER/REPORTER
WANTED: Creative Producer /Reporter to
work on award -winning news magazine
Able to find unusual twist
program.
to a story a must.
Minimum three years experience as Producer
/Reporter. Strong writing skills essential.
If you're looking for a creative. challenging
work environment. send your resume and
tape to:

Marina Angleton
Dir. of Public Affairs, WTVJ
316 N. Miami Ave.
Miami, Florida 33128

NYC Cable Television Network has an immediate opening for a lawyer with 2 - 3
years of legal experience. Basic knowledge of cable television industry and affiliation
agreements preferred. Qualified, interested applicants
should forward a resume and
salary history to Box C -64.

Situations Wanted Sales

An Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F /H /V

MORE WEATHER!!!
Medium market Suncs ..::-..late needs an experienced weathercas:e- :o assume weekda -.
on -air duties for morning and noon newscasts
Weather is a priority in our aggressive news
market and we have the high -tech gear is,
prove itl Send resume and salary history
Brn C -25 FOF M F
-

1

Help Wanted Programing
Production and Others
New.

Help Wanted Management

Help Wanted Programing

CATHOLIC MAGAZINE
n:e',:: osa. Cano d lnagaz,ne program

needs story producers. tape editor, video grapher, PA's. Top professionals sought with
understanding of the the people and traditions
of the Church. Resumes only no calls or tapes
,e'
JOURNEY
P.O. Box 131. Mount Vernon, VA 22121.

BOSTON LOCATION
SYNDICATION
Relocated N.Y sales exec.
seeking opportunity to base
in New England. Wide background in TV sales, marketing
and programming. Impressive success and credentials
at midcareer mark. Box C -44.

Help Wanted Programing
Production and Others

Experienced Writer'Producer wanted for Pittsburgh, PA advertising
agency. Must have prior
agency or broadcast
writing and producing
background. Send resume and salary requirements to: Box C43.
Programing
Lum and Abner
Are Back
...piling up profits
for sponsors and stations.
15- minute programs from
the golden age of radio.
PROGRAM DISTRIBUTORS

ALLIED FIELDS

Jonesboro, Arkansas 72403

PO Drawer 1737
501/972 -5884

Employment Services
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
PRODUCTION HOUSE SEEKS
FREELANCERS
" "Experienced Wiceover Announcers for Nc..
marketing and Sales Tapes
**Computer Graphic Artists Specializing in the D.,:: ^er
System for Animations and Still Frames.
Please send resume and tapes (any format) to: Anita
Feches, DWJ Associates. One Robinson Lane. Ridgewood. NJ 07450.

BROADCAST JOBS!!!
Disc Jockeys -- Newscasters desperately needed. Weekly newsletter lists hundreds of openings. Only 55.25 per week or six weeks for
527.00. Mail check or money order to Broadcast
Job Services. 15200 A Shady Grove Rd.. Suite
532, Rockville, Maryland 20850. 301 -340 -1882.
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THE COMREX DIRECTORY
you have a program that s available on
COMREX, call us at 1-800-237 -1776.
We'll include you in a new directory of
radio programs that can be distributed
on dial lines with Comrex encoding.
It

Programing Continued

Consultants

SYNDICATORS

For Sale Stations Continued

QUESTION OF LAW?

SUPER - SUPER
OUR
HALF -HOUR FAMILY
SPORTS TV SHOW
NEEDS YOUR "HELP"

Contact

SN

BROADCAST MEDIA LEGAL SERVICES
a service of McCabe & Allen

AM -FM
Midwest Combo Powerhouses
only TWO owners in the long
history of these stations!
Medium Size
Multiple -State Market
AM- S2,000.000 10kw

FOR IMMEDIATE LEGAL ASSISTANCE CALL

Distribution

- Sells
415 -878 -0716

1- 800-433 -2636
(In Virginia, call 703 -361 -6907)

WE HAVE THE $ TO

QUALITY, FLAT FEE LEGAL SERVICES

PRODUCE
"HELP"

AMEX

MC

VISA

CHOICE

FM- S1,750,000 100kw

Strong Properties For
Group Owner
with management prepared
to continue if desired.
Reply Box B -36

For Sale Stations

ATTENTION TV
STATION
P.D.s & SALES MGR'S
"THE FASTEST HALF -HOUR
IN TV IS READY"

SUPER

-

tiable

NORTHEAST RADIO STATIONS
FOR SALE
Two combo radio stations (markets size
100 to 200) operating under protection of

SUPER

FAMILY SPORTS SHOW
AVAILABLE
BARTER
OR
CASH

Full C in strong mkt of over 400.000 Nego-

Chapter

&

MINUTES
CALL NOW 415-878 -0716

Public Notices
The Executive Committee of Public Broadcasting Service will meet at 9:00 a.m. on February 4,
1988 at the PBS offices, 1320 Braddock Place,
Alexandria, VA. Tentative agenda includes FY
1989 budget. National Program Funding Stan dards and Practices, satellite replacement, annual meeting arrangements, and various oper-

ational reports.

11 Bankruptcy are offered for
sale by the Trustee. Both FM's are full
Class B's. One AM is 5kw full -time directional: the other is a 1kw daytimer. Corn bined 1987 Broadcast cash flow is est.
$670.000 on $2.500.000 gross sales. Offers may be made on each combo station separately, however, any combined
offer must exceed $6 million. Partial assumption of dept available to qualified
buyer. (BROKERS NOT PROTECTED)
Offers must be received by February 1,
1988.

Harshman, Lewis &
Associates, P.C.
323 Union, 3rd Floor
Nashville, TN 37201

The Interconnection Committee will meet
on February 5, 1988 at 9:30 a.m. in the

The Board of Directors of National Public Radio will
meet in open session on Thursday. February 4,
1988, beginning at 9:30 a.m. in the Board Room of
National Public Radio, 2025 M Street. N.W., Washington, DC. The Committees will meet on February
3 at the same location. Subject to amendment, the
agenda includes: Chair's Report, President's Report, and committee reports.

$2Mil
Med. Mkt. Network TV

- S10Mil, solid mkt.
Profitable combo in beautiful La. mkt $1.2Mil- terms.

Ark. combo -170.000 pop. excellent terms.
Miss. combos -wear

...

John Mitchell or Joe Miot

MITCHELL

& ASSOCIATES
Box 1065, Shreveport, La. 71163
318 -868 -5409
318- 869 -1301

Call or write for information to:
Mr. Von A. Harshman
Trustee in Bankruptcy

615 -726 -3190

offices of the Public Broadcasting Service,
1320 Braddock Place, Alexandria, VA. Tentative agenda includes transponder utilization, satellite replacement, FY 1989 interconnection and Satellite Replacement
Office budgets.

Texas FM's and combos from $325K lo

FLORIDA
Perfect 'starter' station in boom
mkt. Fulltime AM w/ new equip.
& growing billings. $260,000.
GEORGE REED

cnâjr an
MID -ATLANTIC FM
FM in desirable market. New
equip. & real estate included.
Asking $4.7 million. Call:
GEORGE REED
904/353 -2522

904/353 -2522

I 11111

',,SCÌÁTES
'v,. 171111
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CALIFORNIA COMBO
51,000,000
Class B F';
Cash F

CLIFF HUNTER
800 -237 -3777

Miscellaneous
VENTURE CAPITAL
DEBT FINANCING
For broadcasters
Sanders & Co.

1900 Emery St.. Ste. 206
Atlanta, GA 30318
404 -355 -6800

FOR SALE
UPPER MIDWEST AM & FM
LESS THAN
TWO TIMES BILLING
S400.000 BOX C -58

113

FINANCING &
LEASING FOR
Towers & Equipment
Extol Incorporated
405 -878 -0077

For Sale Stations Continued

FLORIDA AM
great buyl Power AM in strong growth area. Profitable opera
Hon with increasing revenues. New state-of-the-art equipment
plus land and studio building. Priced at under five times cash
000 cash. firm.
flow at
Contact Keith Horton at our Elmira office.

A

KOZACKO

For Sale 1340 AM

'

50.000 wan oayhmer in E. TN city Must sacrifice\
Unusual circumstances. Exclusive listing.
FM CP in MS. Less than 30 miles from large university
$10.000.
Cable systems in KS. PA NC

Aroaticast Communications !ibision
BUSINESS BROKER ASSOCIATES
24 Hours
615- 756 -7635

-

man

Associates

HORTON COMPANY

Brokers/consultants to the communications industry
350 W. Church St.
P.O. Box 948
Elmira, New York 14902 (607) 733 -7138

Strong Class A FM.
Southeast major market.
Perfect minority property.
Box C -19.

Nationwide Weda Brokers

Beautiful profitable 24 hour
station in N.C. growing market. Must send financial qualifications. Box C -3.

FULLTIME AM
Southern city of 100,000. Black format
with good numbers, absentee owners.
owner/operator.
Needs
on -scene
$25,000 down to qualified buyer. Box C52.

MIDWEST COMBO
Profitable AM /FM in market of
40,000. Price reduced to less
than 2x gross: $850K. Terms.
BILL LYTLE

816/932-5314

Investment group seeking
dark or troubled AM's with
owner or bank financing or
FM's that meet the same criteria. Nationwide. Send information to Box C -55.

BROADCASTING'S CLASSIFIED RATES
All orders to place classified ads & all correspondence pertaining to this section should be sent to: BROADCASTING, Classified Department, 1705 DeSales St., N.W, Washington, DC
20036.
Payable in advance. Check, or money order only. Full & correct payment MUST accompany ALL orders. All orders must
be in writing.

Deadline is Monday at noon Eastern Time for the following
Monday's issue. Earlier deadlines apply for issues published
during a week containing a legal holiday, and a special notice
announcing the earlier deadline will be published above this

ratecard. Orders, changes, and/or cancellations must be submitted in writing. NO TELEPHONE ORDERS, CHANGES, AND/
OR CANCELLATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED.
When placing an ad, indicate the EXACT category desired:
Television, Radio or Allied Fields; Help Wanted or Situations
Wanted: Management, Sales News, etc. If this information is
omitted, we will determine the appropriate category according
to the copy. NO make goods will be run if all information is not
included. No personal ads.
Rates: Classified listings (non -display). Per issue: Help Wanted: $1.00 per word, $18.00 weekly minimum. Situations Wanted 600 per word, $9.00 weekly minimum. All other classifications: $1.10 per word, $18.00 weekly minimum.
:

Rates: Classified display (minimum 1 inch, upward in half inch
increments), per issue: Help Wanted: $80 per inch. Situations
Wanted: $50 per inch. All other classifications: $100 per inch.

For Sale Stations, Wanted To Buy Stations, Public Notice &

Business Opportunities advertising require display space.
Agency commission only on display space.
Blind Box Service: (In addition to basic advertising costs)
Situations Wanted: $4.00 per issue. All other classifications:
$7.00 per issue. The charge for the blind box service applies to
advertisers running listings and display ads. Each advertisement must have a separate box number. BROADCASTING will
not forward tapes, transcripts, writing samples, or other oversized materials; such materials are returned to sender.
Replies to ads with Blind Box numbers should be addressed
to: (Box number), c/o BROADCASTING, 1705 DeSales St.,
N.W.. Washington, DC 20036.

Word count: Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or
group of figures or letters as one word each. Symbols such as
35mm, COD, PD, etc. count as one word each. Phone number
with area code or zip code count as one word each.
The publisher is not responsible for errors in printing due to
illegible copy -all copy must be clearly typed or printed. Any
and all errors must be reported to the classified advertising
department within 7 days of publication date. No credits or
make goods will be made on errors which do not materially
affect the advertisment.
Publisher reserves the right to alter classified copy to conform
with the provisions of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended. Publisher reserves the right to abbreviate, alter, or
reject any copy.
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Harry Delaney, station manager. Gaylord
Broadcasting's KTVTITV) Fort Worth. Tex.,
joins Pegasus Broadcasting's KSCH -TV
Stockton. Calif., as president and general
manager. He succeeds Gary Anderson, who
was promoted to co-owned WAPA -TV San
Juan, P.R.,
manager.

as

president

and

general

Jerry Danziger, VP and general manager.
Albuquerque, N.M., named president of KOB -TV. KOBFITV) Farmington. and
KoBR(Tv) Roswell, all New Mexico.
KOB -TV

Jeff Rosser, VP and director of news.

órt

board and chief executive officer; Gary Landis, vice chairman of McCaffrey & McCall
and chairman, Rumrill -Hoyt, New York.
which has been formally merged into
McCaffrey & McCall, named president and
chief operating officer: David McCall, chairman of board and co- founder, named chairman of executive committee.

Simon Mellor, corporate development director, Saatchi & Saatchi Co., London, named
deputy chief executive officer of communi-

Robert Ferro, general sales manager, KoITAM-FM San Francisco, named VP of sales.

Appointments at WUSAITV) Washington:
Larry Herbster, director. business affairs, to
VP, business affairs; Sandra Butler-Jones,
director, broadcast operations. to VP. broadcast operations.

Leni Salz, director of local broadcast
buying, Lintas: New York, New York.
named VP.

Lee White, manager of marketing information, Maryland Cup Corp.. Owings Mills.
Md., joins Ehrlich Manes Associates, Bethesda. Md. -based advertising, marketing
and public relations agency. as VP of media.

sales

manager,

Calif., joins

WVVAITV)
Bluefield. W.Va., as general sales manager.

Lise Markham, national marketing manager. KMU'H(FV) Visalia,

Calif., named gen-

buyer.

Brad Leggett, sales manager, WJBO(AM)WFMFIFM) Baton Rouge. joins WQXY-AM -FM
Baton Rouge in same capacity.

Donna Evan, account executive, WILI -AMFM Willimantic, Conn.. named sales manager.

David Coy, account representative, WKBNTV Youngstown, Ohio, named assistant sales
manager.

Appointments at WTVD(TV) Durham, N.C.:
Gifford Fitts, account executive, WPVI -TV
Philadelphia, to local sales manager: Virginia Scott, media buyer, McKinney & Silver.
Raleigh, N.C. -based advertising agency. to
account executive.

Brady Law, VP. general manager.
KOAIIF) Denton, Tex., joins KKBQ -AM -FM
Al

Houston in same capacity.

Appointments at WMJI(FM) Cleveland: Connie Edelman, VP and general manager. retires. She is succeeded by Phil Levine, former general sales manager, who becomes
general manager: Rick Torcasso, program
director, to operations manager- program
director.

Keith Wright, music director and assistant
program director, WHIO -AM -FM Dayton,
Ohio,
named
assistant
director
of
operations.

national

Appointments at Mintz & Hoke Advertising
and Public Relations, Avon, Conn.: Brian
Decker, associate media director, to media
director; Mary Ann Gates, broadcast producer. to director of broadcast production:
Gwenn Rees, media assistant. to media

Joseph Perkins Jr., director of operations.
WTKR-TV Norfolk. Va.. named VP.

Jay Clark, program director. WOMCIFM) Detroit. named station manager.

Ellis,

KSBW(TV) Salinas,

Donald Mitchum, president, BBDO West.
Los Angeles. named president and chief
operating officer of BDA /BBDO, Atlanta.

Henry Yaggi III, director, sales, WUSA(TV)
Washington to VP, sales.

Mount Carmel Health, Columbus. Ohio based nonprofit hospital system, as director
of public affairs.

Rickie

eral marketing manager.

joins WVTM -TV Birming-

Larry Maisel, station manager and VP for
news. WBNS -TV Columbus. Ohio, joins

manager.

cations group.

ham. Ala.. as VP and general manager.

WNEV-TV Boston,

Appointments at KOLRITV) Springfield,
Mo.: Albert Riggs, local sales manager. to
general sales manager; Malcolm Hukriede,
account executive, to national sales

JoAnn

Spaziani,

account

executive,

KYUU(FM) San Francisco, joins KOIT-AM -FM
San Francisco as national sales manager.

White

Duffy

Patrick Duffy, sales manager, KABCIAM) Los
Angeles, named general sales manager.
Jim Bernardin, general sales manager,
WEREIAM)- WNCX(FM)
Cleveland,
joins
WRIFIFM) Detroit in same capacity.

Appointments at Burnham Broadcasting
Co., Chicago-based group owner of five
television stations: Tyler Sheffield, director
of finance, to chief financial officer: Darrel
Grove, financial analyst. to manager of
business affairs.

Appointments at MMT Sales, New York:
Ron Garfield, manager of San Francisco
marketing division, named manager of Los
Angeles marketing division; Jim Warner,
account executive, KESQ -TV Palm Springs,
Calif., named Los Angeles -based account
executive; Rick Landon, Los Angeles -based
salesman. TeleRep, New York, named ac

The Most Experienced
Executive Search Firm In Broadcasting.

Jack Hart, senior market analyst, New York
Daily News, New York, joins Fisher Broadcasting, Seattle -based group owner of one
AM and two TV stations, as marketing
research specialist.

Joe Sullivan & Associates, Inc.
Executive Search and Recruitment
340 W. 57th St., New York, NY 10019
(212) 765 -3330

Marketing
Appointments at McCaffrey & McCall,
New York: Robert Cherins, president and
chief executive officer. named chairman of

The person you describe is the person we'll deliver.
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count executive in Los Angeles.

tor. to art director.

Appointments at ESPN. Bristol, Conn. based cable sports network: William Mlmendinger, account executive. advertising
sales. to director, advertising sales -Western
region; Brad Fox, senior account executive,
Southeast region, to national accounts manager, Southeast region; Chris Petersen, senior account executive, Northeast region, to
national accounts manager, Northeast
region.
Appointments at BBDO Chicago: Lauren
Abbe, account supervisor, D'Arcy Masius
Benton & Bowles, Los Angeles, to same
capacity; Jim Roth, account executive, Ketchum Advertising. Pittsburgh, to same

Kristy Simpson, account executive,

capcity.

Elizabeth Ann (Betsey) Dalbeck, account
executive, HDM Dawson Johns & Black,
Chicago. named account supervisor.
Appointments at KFRC(AM) San Francisco:
Ashley Fox, account executive, KCBS(AM)
San Francisco, to retail sales manager; Ann lee McGurk, account executive, Katz Radio,
New York, to local sales representative.
executive,
account
Margaret Mollo,
Worldvision Enterprises, New York -based
program distributor, joins Turner Broadcasting Sales, division of Atlanta-based Turner
Broadcasting Systems, as New York-based
account executive.

Norman Wondero, director of affiliates,
Home Box Office. New York, joins Banner
Radio there as account executive.
Tom Byrne, media planner- account executive, Vitt Media International, New York.
joins Hillier, Newmark, Wechsler & Howard, New York, as account executive.
Appointments at Duncan, Nelson, Lambert.
Bloomington, Minn.: Rick Ewing, director
of business development, AMI Inc., technical equipment dealer, Edina, Minn., and
Jeff Piper, sales representative, The Connection, Minneapolis -based advertising and
information service, to account executives.
marketing and advertising group; Anne Anderson, intern, DNL, and 'Racy Nelson
Welper, promotional consultant, T. Owen
Enterprises. Minneapolis, to account executives; Dave Noonan, owner-operator, Dave
Noonan Designs. Minneapolis, to creative
director; Christopher Schmid, Minneapolis -based freelance art director and illustra-

KOFY-

Tv San Francisco, joins KGO-TV San Francisco in same capacity.

Ross Newsome, local sales manager, KSLATv Shreveport, La., joins TeleRep Inc., New
York. as Dallas -based account executive.
Melissa

Keane,

K011 AM) Phoenix,

account
executive.
joins KAET(TV) Phoenix

in same capacity.

Dixon, general sales manager,
KTPX(TV) Odessa, Tex., joins WOWT(TV)
Omaha. as account executive.
Diana

Brian Fenneman, local sales manager,
WKQQ(FM) Lexington, Ky., joins WEHT(TV)
Evansville, Ind., as account executive.
Charlotte,
N.C.: Jessica Smith, account executive,
WRAL(FM) Raleigh, N.C., to same capacity;
Brent Millar, national sales manager,
WBBF(AM) and WMJQ(FM) [now WBEE-FM]
Rochester, N.Y., to account executive.
at WSOC -AM -FM

Appointments

Scott Edwards, account executive,

succeeds Richard Coveney, who has not yet
announced his plans for future.

Chase Carey, executive VP, Columbia Pictures International, Los Angeles, joins 20th
Century Fox Film Corp., Los Angeles, as
senior VP.

Appointments at The Disney Channel, Burbank, Calif.: Frederick Kuperberg, VP,
business affairs, Group W Productions, Los
Angeles, to same capacity; Carrie Torme,
controller, Harvard Review, Boston. to
manager, business analysis; Lynn Cutter,
manager, sales strategy, to director, sales
strategy.

Kevin Lavan, assistant controller, Viacom
International Inc., New York, named controller. chief accounting officer.
Andy Denemark, director of programing,
NBC Source and NBC Radio Entertainment, New York. named director of programing, East Coast, Westwood One Radio
Networks, Culver City. Calif.

KSAF-

joins
Mo.,
Warsaw,
(AM)-KAYQ(FM)
KFMZ(FM) Columbia, Mo., in same capacity.
Michael Alhadeff, account executive, Executive Marketing Consultants, Seattle based advertising agency. joins KGMO(AM)
Seattle in same capacity.

Richard Scheffler, graduate, Stephen E
Austin University, Nacogdoches, Tex., joins
Eisaman, Johns & Laws- Southwest, Houston. as traffic- production coordinator.

Programing

Alan Bennett, president, marketing and

distribution, L.B.S.
Communications,
New York, joins Blair
Los
Entertainment,
proAngeles -based
gram production and
subsiddistribution
iary of John Blair

Bennett

Communications, as
president and chief
executive officer. He

SALES MANAGER
Magazine has an opening for an experienced advertising space salesperson to sell and service accounts in New York City and the Midwest. Headquartered in New York, the successful candidate will be
required to travel an average of one week a month.
Challenging opportunity for the right person. Send resume and salary requirements to David Whitcombe,
Broadcasting Magazine, 1705 DeSales St., NW, Washington, DC 20036.
BROADCASTING
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Denemark

Padratzik

Beverly Padratzik, VP and general manager, Radio Today Entertainment, New
York -based programing and distribution
company, named executive VP.
Danielle Korn, VP, director of business affairs, Saatchi & Saatchi DFS Compton,
New York, joins Elias Associates, New
York-based commercial music production
company, as senior VP.

Don Golden, Western sales manager, Fries
Distribution, Los Angeles -based syndicator,
named VP of Western sales.

Henry Price, director, programing and marketing, wusA(TV) Washington, to VP, programing and marketing.
Robert Benya, director of marketing, Paragon Cable Manhattan, New York. named
VP of marketing and programing.
David Paul Tressel, marketing director,
WTKR-TV Norfolk, Va., assumes direction of
programing unit due to elimination of director of operations position.

Appointments at CBS This Morning, New
York: Al Berman, broadcast producer, to
senior producer. He succeeds Missie Rennie, former senior coordinating producer,
who moves to national editor.
Appointments at KKHI -AM -FM San Francisco: Victor Ledin, music director, KQED -FM
San Francisco, to program director; James
Starkey, programing assistant. to music
director.

Phillip McCutcheon Armstrong,

writer-

producer in marketing department. WTKR -TV

Norfolk, Va., named production manager.
Clifford Pine, program director and general
manager, WDSI -TV Chattanooga,
joins
WLOS(TV) Asheville, N.C., as program
manager.

Jim

Appointments at WTVC(TV) Chattanooga:
Bill Race, chief weather anchor, WBBJ -TV St.
Louis, to weekend meteorologist; Mike
Dunne, anchor, producer and reporter,
KODE -TV Joplin, Mo., to general assignment

manager.

Donna Bryson, Kansas City -based newsperson, Associated Press, New York, named
Springfield, Mo. -based correspondent.

Marilyn Wilson, producer, dick clark productions, Burbank, Calif., named director

John Cwikla, coordinating sports producer,
WXYZ -TV Detroit, named executive produc-

game show development.

Kenneth Bliven, graphic artist, WILT-AM -FM
Willimantic. Conn.. named production
director.

Jonathan Knopf, executive producer, KTBSTV Shreveport, La., joins WVUE(TV) New
Orleans
projects.

as

Appointments at Centel Corp., Chicago: J.
Stephen Vanderwoude, president, Centel
Business Systems, named executive VP. He
is succeeded by George Kemple, former
president, Centel Communications Systems. Robert Reuss, former VP- marketing
development succeeds Kemple; Maxwell
Davis, VP, secretary and assistant general
counsel, named VP- market development;
Karl Berolzheimer, senior VP and general
counsel adds duties as secretary.

reporter.

Schmeichel,

production manager,
KTTO(TV) Rochester. Minn., joins KOLR(TV)
Springfield, Mo., as program operations

of

Technology

executive producer of special

Appointments at YOU TV. Hollywood. Calif. -based cable network: Paul Sergios, producer, Transamerica Corp., Los Angeles, to
producer, Nutri -You and Alter Work Workout; Carol Garsten, Los Angeles-based
freelance producer, to associate producer.
Rich Stevens, on -air personality, WTHZ(FM)
Tallahassee. Fla., joins WPU(FM) New York
as weekend air personality.

News and Public Affairs

Appointments at Movietimc, Los Angelesbased entertainment network: John Rieber,
news producer, KOMO -TV Seattle, to news
director; Merle Ginsberg, writer, People
Magazine. Los Angeles, to news executive
producer: Rob Sheiffele, talent coordinator,
to talent coordinator and news assignment
editor.

Appointments at Shadow Communications
Corp., parent company of Shadow Traffic
Network, Philadelphia: Domenick Floravanti, senior VP, Independent Media Services, New York, to executive VP, chief
operating officer, Shadow Traffic, New
York; Marc Goldstein, director of media
services. to VP of media services.
Mark Savage, news director, WNWO -TV Toledo, Ohio, joins Consumer Power Co.'s
Palisades nuclear plant, Jackson, Mich.. as
public affairs director.

er

of sports.

Paula Lin, freelance news reporter, WELI(AM) New Haven, Conn.,

Bridgeport, Conn.,

as

anchor and reporter.

joins WJBX(AM)

afternoon drive news

Appointments at Arriflex Corp., Los Angeles -based manufacturer of professional motion picture equipment: Manfred Klemme,
VP of sales, Nagra Magnetic Recorders, Los
Angeles, to Western division manager;
Howard Jones, manager of design engineering, technicare division, Johnson &
Johnson, Cleveland, to manager of medical
products division.

John Grosvenor, intern, KTIV(TV) Sioux
City, Iowa, named reporter.

Brian Patrick McDonough, family medicine practitioner, St. Francis Hospital, Wilmington, Del., and assistant clinical professor of medicine, Temple University,
Philadelphia, joins KYW(AM) Philadelphia as
medical reporter.

Michael Meltzer, VP, national marketing and
sales, Consumer Video Products Division,
Sony Corp., Park Ridge, N.J., joins General
Instrument, San Diego, as VP, sales and
marketing.

Catherine Herendeen Behrendt, anchorproducer, W nitiV)- WWUP-TV Cadillac,
Mich., joins WZZM -TV Grand Rapids,

Mich.,

as news

producer-reporter.

John Demshock, director of engineering,
joins WESH(TV) Daytona,
Fla., in same capacity.

Deana Reece, 6 p.m. news producer, WBBHTV Fort Meyers, Fla., joins WLBT(TV) Jackson, Miss., as 6 and 10 p.m. news producer.

Lynette Taylor,

KHOU -TV Houston,

Mary Gruszka, senior project engineer, CBS
Engineering and Development Department,
New York, to independent consultant and
owner of MCG Audio Consulting

p.m. news producer,
KSBW(TV) Salinas, Calif., joins WLKY-TV
Louisville. Ky., as producer.
I

I
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Appointments at KCRA -TV Sacramento, Calif.: Bill Bauman, news director, KSLA -TV
Shreveport, La., to assistant news director;
Bob Hogue, sports director, resigns. No
replacement has been named.
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Eliott Rodriguez, anchor and reporter, WPVIPhiladelphia. joins WPLG(TV) as weekend
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anchor and general assignment reporter.

Dave Sweeney, principal weathercaster,
WJLA -TV Washington, joins WTVC(TV) Miami
as I I p.m. weathercaster. Bob Weaver will
continue to report weather at 6 p.m.

mos. S35

The complete guide to radio, TV cable and satellite facts and figures-$105.
(if payment with order $90) Billable orders must be accompanied by company business card or company purchase order. Off press March 1987.
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Dave Pearce, director, news, wusAtTV)
Washington. to VP, news.

TV

6

(International subscribers add $20 per year)
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Edgewater, N.J.

Philip Ritti, director of marketing, Ampex
Corp., Redwood City, Calif., named general

Linda Cecere, New York-based freelance
writer, joins John Blair Communications,
New York, as editorial director.

manager, audio and videotape, magnetic
tape division; Greg Emery, product manager, instrumentation tape products, named
product marketing manager.

Salvatore Valletta, field production assistant, wvIT(IV) New Britain, Conn., named
promotion assistant.

Bob Burrell, national manager of technical
services, mechanical and optical (film service), Victor Duncan Inc., Irving, Tex.,

Allied Fields

named Dallas branch general manager.

Ivan Schwartz, sound engineer, Western
Washington University, Bellingham, Wash.,
joins Electro- Voice, Buchanan, Mich. based supplier of microphones, speakers
and electronics and subsidiary of Mark IV
Industries, based in Amherst, N.Y., as
broadcast -production marketing specialist.

Promotion and PR
Brian (Barney) Lennartson, on -air promotion director, KOAA -TV Pueblo, Colo., joins
KTIV(TV) Sioux City, Iowa, as promotion
director.
Lisa Brancato, research analyst, WDIV(TV)
Detroit, joins WMTG(AM) -WNIC -FM Dearborn, Mich., as promotion director.
Dan Reese, senior producer, WTAF-TV Philadelphia, joins WPHL -TV Philadelphia as onair promotion manager.

Joan Wilson, manager, affiliate marketing,
Northeast region, ESPN, Bristol, Conn. based cable sports network, to manager,
affiliate marketing promotions.
Appointments at WHIM -TV Harrisburg, Pa.:
Carol Crago, promotion producer, to promotion manager; Debra Haller, promotion
assistant, wTVQ -TV Lexington, Ky., to promotion writer- producer.

Susan Coleman, assistant promotion and
creative services director, KSLA-TV Shreveport, La., joins KMOV(IV) St. Louis as writer- producer in promotion department.
State activity. Two deputies to Ambassador Diana Lady Dougan, coordinator
and director of the State Department
Bureau for International Communications and Information Policy, will be
leaving those posts in next several
weeks. Tom Ramsey, who handles International Telecommunication Union activities, in February will join the Washington law firm of Squire, Sanders &
Dempsey. Rush Taylor, senior deputy
who deals with international organizations, including Intelsat, is expected to
be appointed ambassador to Togo. He
leaves the bureau this month to begin
French language training. Taylor is being replaced by Parker Borg, career
foreign service officer. Ramsey's successor has not yet been named. Ramsey and Taylor say their departures,
long planned, are not related to latest
crop of rumors regarding Dougan's departure ('Closed Circuit" Jan. 11).

Kevin Cobb, financial director, MTV Europe, London, to president, ESS Management, new corporation for sports and entertainment personalities, based in New York.

Roger Morcomb, VP, finance and planning,
Arbitron Ratings Co., New York, named
president, Radio TV Reports (RTV), New
York-based division of Arbitron which does
broadcast monitoring and supplies storyboards to advertising industry.

Appointments at Henry Ansbacher Inc.,
New York -based media mergers and acquisitions investment banking firm: William
McCluskey, VP, to managing director;
Gregory Daugherty, VP, Satellite Music
Network, Dallas, to same capacity.
Tom Dahl- Hansen, senior public relations

officer,

Norwegian

Telecommunications

Administration, named executive director
for The International Telecommunications
Union's (ITU) World Telecommunications
Exhibition and Forum (TELECOM), Geneva, Switzerland.
Ronald Guttman, associate general counsel,
head of litigation, CBS Inc., New York,
joins law firm of Cozen & O'Connor, Philadelphia, as partner in commercial and general litigation department.

Raymond Kowalski, chief, special services
division, FCC, Washington, joins law firm

of Blooston and Mordkofsky, Washington,
as attorney.

Lee Rockwell, senior administrator of educational telecommunications, University of
Nebraska- Lincoln Television and Nebraska
Educational Telecommunications Commission, adds duties as assistant general manager for educational telecommunications for
KUON -TV Lincoln and Nebraska ETV and
becomes director of Great Plains National
Instructional Television Library, service
agency of KuON -TV- Nebraska Educational
Television Network, University of Nebraska- Lincoln. Stephen Lenzen, acting director of Great Plains National, named associate director there.

Deaths

Brown

George Brown, 79,
technology trailblazer, died of hardening
of arteries Dec. 11, at
Medical Center, Princeton, N.J. Brown
began with RCA in
1933 as research engineer. During his early
years there he took
part in design of original transmitting antenna and developed
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new type of transmission filter (vestigial
sideband) whose basic design is still used
today. In 1949 -1950 Brown was technical
witness at FCC during color television hearings and he led conversion of NBC's Washington television station WNBW(TV) (now
WRC -TV) to color. He later participated in
National Television Systems Committee
(NTSC) production of current U.S. television system based largely on RCA developments. Brown retired from RCA in 1972 as
executive VP, patents and licensing and
member of board of directors. In 1982 his
autobiography And Part of Which I Was was
published. Brown was awarded National
Association of Broadcaster's Engineering
Achievement Award in 1986. Survivors include his wife, Elizabeth, and two sons.

Frank Pace Jr., 75, first chairman of Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB), died
of heart attack Jan. 8 at Greenwich hospital
in Connecticut. Pace was selected as chairman in 1968 after serving as secretary in
army from 1950 through 1953. He remained
at CPB until 1972. Pace also founded two
nonprofit consulting service organizations
(International Executive Service Corps. and
National Executive Service Corps.) where
he served as chairman of board and chief
executive officer. Pace is survived by his
wife, Margaret Morris Janney, and three
daughters.

Ralph Novik, 73, long -time broadcast engineer at CBS, New York, died of heart attack
Jan. 12 while walking down street in New
York. Novik began at CBS as volunteer
engineer during World War II. He was later
chosen by U.S. Department of Engineering
to participate in its advance radar study
group. After working secretly on development of radar, Brown remained at CBS. He
served on engineering staff first with radio
and then with TV until his retirement three
years ago after 40 years of service. Brown is
survived by his wife, Pauline, and two sons.

Joe diNatale, 76, long -time Nebraska radio
broadcaster, died after undergoing treatment
for diabetes Dec. 4 at North Platte hospital
in Nebraska. DiNatale served as sports director, sales manager, general manager and
part owner during his association with
KODY(AM) North Platte, Neb., from 1938
through 1973. He was also announcer at
Nebraska state track and field meets earning
Distinguished Service Award from Nebraska School Activities Association. DiNatale
served as president of Nebraska Broadcasters Association and was inducted into its
Hall of Fame in 1982. He is survived by his
wife, Ann, and two sons.

William (Bill) Burns, 45, VP and general
manager of KKBQ -AM -FM Houston, died of
coronary arrest Dec. 2 at his home in Houston. Burns began his broadcasting career in
Philadelphia where he was account executive at WFIL(AM)- WUSL(FM) from October
1967 through February 1979. He was subsequently promoted to general sales manager.
In August 1982 Burns moved to WIP(AM)
Philadelphia where he also held post of
general sales manager until October 1983.
Burns then served as VP and general manager at WWBA(FM) Tampa until joining
KKBQA in March 1987. He is survived by his
wife, Leslie, and two sons.
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Rich MacDonald: Following
Fifth Estate ups and downs
In the summer

of 1980, Rich MacDonald,

Olympic high hurdler and Yale economics
graduate turned taxi driver, left Canada for
New York to make his way on Wall Street.
His first job, research on the oil services
industry for the investment bank, First Boston Corp., lasted about a day.
Fortunately for the trainee. a First Boston
managing director, Jim Freeman, thought
there might be a better use for MacDonald's
talents and offered him a research assignment on the new technologies then emerging
in the media.
The 39- year-old MacDonald has become
one of the television industry's most highly
regarded securities analysts.
Colleagues and clients alike praise his
ability to spot and understand long -term
industry developments. buck consensus
views and get behind the personalities running the companies. A few also tag him as
overly aggressive and opinionated.
MacDonald has made his reputation during this decade by astutely analyzing the
performance of such established stocks as
CBS. Capital Cities/ABC and Time -Life,
and being among the first to pick newcomers including 'Rimer Broadcasting, Rupert
Murdoch's News Corp. and several European media stocks.
That success has also earned MacDonald
his place in the analyst industry winner's
circle; Institutional Investor magazine has
selected him for its all-American research
team for several years running.
Although MacDonald has had years of
training, much of it had nothing to do with
finance. His background, in fact, is more
notable for the athletic talent that sent him
into the high-hurdle semifinals for Canada
during the 1972 Munich Olympics.
And although he graduated from Yale in
economics and history, he abandoned the
financial world, spending the next two years
in art school, then driving a cab in Toronto
to put himself through teacher's college.
But MacDonald, who finally got a taste of
media issues doing theoretical research on
cable franchising while pursuing his doctoral studies at Montreal's McGill University,
still recalls the excitement of that first media
research report at First Boston.
"I really got gassed. I thought it was so
exciting what was happening," he says.
"Those years, especially 1982 to 1986, were
spectacular. There were very important dynamic shifts in the strategic balance in the
industry. By early 1986, it was clear everything predicted about cable would happen,
that the networks wouldn't be able to maintain their share and that in the last stages of
this shakeout we would have very large
purchases."
"When Capcities took over ABC," he
continued. the network, which had basical-

RICHARD JOSEPH MACDONALD- Director,

senior
broadcast analyst, The First Boston Corp.,
New York; b. May 21, 1949. Toronto; BA,
history and economics, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn., 1972; Ph.D. candidate, McGill
University, Montreal, 1976-79; retail broker,
Richardson -Greenshields Securities Inc.,
Montreal, 1979-80; associate research
analyst, First Boston, New York, 1980-85; VP,
First Boston, 1985-87; assistant adjunct
professor of finance, Columbia University
Graduate School of Business Administration,
1985; present position since January 1988;
m. Anna Della Valle, Aug. 29, 1981; child
Claire Elizabeth, 2.

-

ly been the pathfinder. was effectively
viewed as a necessary inconvenience when
it came to owning a station in a major
market...At CBS, there was the dismantling
of the greatest media enterprise in the country in less than nine months."
During that period, MacDonald, who frequently begins his work day at 7:30 a.m.
and contacts IO clients a day in addition to
examining companies, began amassing a
track record of research projecting company
fortunes and industry trends, often in contradiction to what other analysts were saying.
One such turning point came in the summer of 1982, when despite all the talk about
the growth of the cable industry at the expense of the broadcast networks. MacDonald, believing the cable -network shift was
taking longer than first predicted, recommended first ABC, then CBS.
MacDonald's expectations about the
growth of cable stocks leading into last
year's rate deregulation also "made a lot of
money for a lot of people," notes a First
Boston investment banking colleague. Jeff
Epstein.
But MacDonald stops short of omniscience. One of the first companies he covered was Metromedia, and he managed to
miss a doubling of that stock's value. A
report on Rogers Cable was never even
printed because an acquisition sent the stock
Broadcasting Jan
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into a tumble.
More recently, when CBS, at $130 per
share, began a move that would take the
stock to over $200, MacDonald recommended it, but then bailed out at $160. Even
News Corp. threw him when he recommended it at $19 per share, and, after climbing to $36, it crashed to $13.
Hits and misses aside, MacDonald's perspective on equity analysis is nothing if not
outspoken. "The most important thing an
analyst can do is think. There's a great
tendency to hide behind lists [breaking
down a company's financial performance].
Stock prices, especially of large companies,
move on the basis of large developments. If
you can think, then you'll be able to make
people money."
MacDonald's outspokenness does not endear him to all. "1 am the least hesitant
person when it comes to telling people what
to do with their business," he admits, and
twice he's had conflicts with major industry
business leaders. "It doesn't make any
friends when it happens," he notes.
But with "the truly big personalities, the
Murdochs, the [Ted] Turners, the [John]
Malones, the [Barry] Dillers, the [William]
Paleys, those guys may not do what you
want them to do, but you don't say anything
that throws them," he adds.
If MacDonald hasn't thrown them, it has
not been for lack of trying. His outlook on
broadcast networks includes significant erosion leading to the elimination of one of the
big three networks as a full-service, high priced programing source, accompanied by
the emergence of a wide variety of less cost intensive networks. Although the broader
entertainment industry is not strictly in his
sights, he also sees the worldwide strength
of the big Hollywood producers declining
unless they can find a way to cut costs by as
much as 70 %, producing far less expensive
TV programs for a wider variety of media
outlets. "All that may say," he explains, "is
that old ways of doing business have got to
change."
But in the wake of Black Monday, when
the stock market took its biggest price
plunge in history, MacDonald, who admits
to being bearish about the general economy,
especially coming into 1989, believes the
broadcasting industry will do "OK" in any
recession, and cable will be even better
positioned.
MacDonald may not have come to his
post by the usual route. And he will admit he
didn't know he wanted to do what he is
doing until he had been doing it for at least
two years. But by now he sees himself as.
doing more than analyzing the television
business; he feels he is a part of it.
"I like the business I cover more than the
business I'm in," MacDonald says. "In fact,
I consider myself to be in the broadcasting
business. It's incredibly exciting. I think it's
one of the most important businesses in the
whole damn country."
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of finishing in second place this season will depend on how well
winter Olympics and Super Bowl perform on ABC. LeMasters is
apparently less optimistic than David Poltrack, CBS VP, market-

Turner Broadcasting System said talks with NBC over equity /programing participation in company have been suspended, with no
further meetings scheduled. Source said NBC's bid to take minority interest in TBS has foundered on price of its equity participation. NBC, however, is continuing discussions with number of
other cable services, as well as with "leading" cable operators on
participation in development of cable programing and cable programing services and "expressed interest in exploring all opportu-

ing, who during separate appearance before reporters in Los
Angeles said his projections show CBS would "definitely" finish
second. However, LeMasters said CBS now has "plethora of
problems on the schedule." But he noted improvement with move
of Cagney & Lacey to 10 p.m. Tuesday, inclusion of Simon & Simon
in 9 p.m. Thursday slot, and recent Saturday night moves that
have boosted ratings. CBS will also face problem from summer
Olympics on NBC. LeMasters said CBS may start season early or
stunt with mini -series to attract audience. Addressing other
issues, LeMasters said: CBS will probably put Summer Playhouse
back on to get some return on investment in failed pilots and will
consider changes for its prime time soaps. He also contended that
NBC Productions deal with Stephen J. Cannell Productions to
cover deficit financing for Sonny Spoon "is probably pushing the
envelope on the financial interest rule." LeMasters said last
original hour episode of Magnum, P.I. will air Feb. 17, with two hour finale slated for May.

nities aimed at expanding its business base through entry into the
cable programing business," according to NBC VP Tom Rogers.
Rogers, point man in three -month Turner negotiations, said discussions with TBS "have not succeeded in finding a basic framework upon which an investment by NBC in Turner could be made.
The price ¡TBS] sought has not made it possible to find an
acceptable basis upon which a deal structure could be premised
at this time."

Turner Broadcasting System board, meeting in Atlanta last week,
received updates on status of refinancing corporate debt, ilrner
Network Television and NBC talks, which company said have been

suspended (see above). Board also discussed issues relating to
speculation in press about naming of president. TBS spokesman
said board has no intention of making any management changes.
More complete report on progress of TNT network is expected in
45 days, but no target date for launch has been set.

Four members of House Telecommunications Subcommittee asked
Subcommittee Chairman Edward Markey (D-Mass.) last week to
attempt to buNd " record" at upcoming cable Industry bearings that
would support reimposition of some form of must -carry rules. Congressmen-Dennis Eckert (D- Ohio), John Bryant (D-Tex.), Dan
Coats (R -Ind.) and Michael Oxley (R- Ohio)-said that appeals

court, in striking down FCC's must -carry rules last month, did not
find rules unconstitutional per se, but instead pointed to the
failure to provide a record adequate to support the proposed
regulations. The comprehensive cable hearings... have the potential to provide an appropriate record, a record on which the
Congress, the courts and the FCC can rely." They said it is time for
Congress to "directly examine the legal and market foundations
which might justify a must -carry obligation."

NBC became first TV network to reach $3 billion in annual sales last
year, up 4% from 1986 in three -network economy characterized

last week as less than robust by NBC Executive Vice President
Ray Timothy. NBC President Robert Wright, who was joined by
Timothy and other NBC top management in live, satellite-delivered video report to NBC employes from New York last Tuesday,
Jan. 12, said both NBC's TV network and its station division had
record -setting revenues in 1987, despite three-network audience
erosion and competition from other broadcasters and cable. NBC
News division also came in on budget last year, according to
News President Larry Grossman. Operation is expected to break
even beginning this year, even with news budget up 10% for
increased political coverage, he added.

Like members of House Telecommunications Subcommittee (see
above), FCC Commissioner Jim Quello suggested, in speech pre-

o
In his first appearance before nation's TV press as CBS Entertainment president, Kim LeMasters last week said network's chances

pared for delivery Jan. 16 at Alabama Broadcasters Associatior
convention, that Congress hold "comprehensive hearings" on must
carry rules to demonstrate "substantial governmental interest" sc
that rules have chance of passing muster in courts. "Congrese
would have a convincing record for the court," he said. "The court
has traditionally displayed more deference for a congressiona
record than a regulatory agency record." Quello also said FCC
deserves "primary responsibility" for federal appeals court last
month striking down lastest version of must carry as unconstitutional. Calling FCC rationale for rules "flawed or miscalculated,'
Quello said FCC "never provided sufficient justification to support" rules. Commissioner said FCC "should have justified out
Hiles on our established public interest and localism policies
enunciated...in the Communications Act." Quello called court
decision "disastrous for free television service to the public and foi
local broadcast service in the public interest."
Supreme Court has held that high school journalists do not have
same degree of First Amendment protection as do others whc
practice that profession. Court, in 5-3 decision involving higl
school in Hazlewood, Mo., said public school officials have broac
authority to censor school newspapers and other forms of studen'
expression. Decision upheld right of principal of high school tc
remove from school newspaper articles dealing with pregnancy o
three of school's students and effect of divorce on children
Justice Byron R. White, in writing majority opinion, said: "f
school need not tolerate student speech that is inconsistent wit!
its basic educational mission even though the government coulc

C -SFIN LIVE

Supreme Court Chamber
a

Getting there. Those who continue to hope that the Supreme
Court will one day admit live television cameras might have
been encouraged by last Monday's broadcast from that chamber by C -SPAN. It came during a special report on America and
the courts. Court had permitted earlier documentaries on taped
basis; this was first live entry.

not censor similar speech outside the school."

NAB last week announced election of 14 members to board 01
directors, eight to radio board (adding to four elected in firs'
balloting stage last November) and six to television board. Eight
een directors beginning their two -year terms next June include
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even new and five incumbent radio directors; one new and five
icumbent television directors. An asterisk indicates an incument. Radio: District 2 (N.Y., N.J.) Richard Novik, president, WKIP,M) Poughkeepsie, N.Y.; District 6 (N.C., S.C.) William L. McEIsen, president -general manager, WNOK-AM -FM Columbia, S.C.;
istrict 8 (La., Miss.) *Art Suberbielle, president-general manager,

from husband -wife team of Neal Marlins and Carol Black (cocreators of Growing Pains) in association with New World Television. Program, about 12 year old growing up in late 1960's, will
have initial six- episode flight after premiere, at day and time to be
announced. Network officials decided that if game runs long (it's
scheduled to start shortly after 6 p.m.), China Beach pilot could end
up going past midnight, losing much of its Super Bowl lead -in
audience in process. Last week, ABC said Beach, from Sacret Inc.,
with Warner Bros., and another pilot for one-hour drama, Supercarrier, about life on aircraft carrier, from Maynard/Tinsel Productions with Fries Entertainment, will air later this season.

New Iberia, La.; District 12 (Kan., Mo.) Robert C. Templestation manager, KAYS(AM) Hays, Kan.; District 16 (Colo., Neb.)
usty Shaffer, general manager, KBOL(AM) Boulder, Colo.; District
t (south Tex.) L. Lowry Mays, president and CEO,
Clear Chan ol Communications, San Antonio (opponent withdrew); District
(Ariz., Nev., Utah, N.M.) *Ronald Sack, managing partner,
JMO(FM) Santa Fe, N.M.; District 24 (southern Calif., Hawaii,
uam, Amer. Somoa) Pat Michaels, president KWRM(AM) Corona,
alif.- KOLN(AM) San Bernadino, Calif. Television: Michael J. Conly,
resident and general manager, KENS -TV San Antonio, Tex.; 'Wilrm Duhamel, president, Duhamel Broadcasting Enterprises,
apid City, S.D.; 'Thomas L. Goodgame, president, Westing )use Broadcasting Co., New York; *Benjamin McKeel, VP of
levision, Nationwide Communications, Columbus, Ohio; 'Hal
'otter, VP and general manager, wv'v(Tv) Milwaukee; 'Patricia
Smullin, president, California- Oregon Broadcasting, Medford,
re. (Elected to radio board last November were: District 10: 'Jef:y Smulyan, president and chairman, Emmis Broadcasting
irp., Indianapolis; District 4: William Eure, chairman, wxez-FM
nktown, Va.; District 14: William Sanders, president and owner,
:ID -AM -FM Spencer, Iowa; District 20: James Fox, president,
4NE(AM)

Judge Robert Bork last week announced his decision to resign from
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington in order to answer what he

said was "unanswered campaign of misinformation and political
slogans" that led Senate to reject his nomination to U.S. Supreme
Court. Bork, who had been on appeals court six years, will be

Pocatello, Idaho.
o
able system operators United Cable Wand United Artists are back
bargaining table, three months after initial $2- billion merger
:oposal collapsed in wake of stock market crash and apparent
.ssent by UCT stock holders over terms of deal. Companies have
it agreed to new terms, but said acceptable transaction, if it
ruld be structured, would differ from earlier deal calling for
(change of 1.05 shares of UCT stock (worth about $25 at time of
IK(AM)-KPKY-FM

:

fer) for one share of new company. One source said although
CT stock could be valued as high as $40 per share, new offer
ould probably not go higher than $28 -$30 per share.

comments on National Telecommunications and Information
iministration's petition asking FCC to assume regulation over Bell
erating companies (BOC's) and allow them to provide cable TV
d other information services (BROADCASTING, Dec. 7, 1987),
itional Cable Television Association called petition "an unabashed
:empt to circumvent the rulings of the U.S. District Court....
IA's petition is premised upon gross misinterpretations of
plicable case law regarding exclusive jurisdiction and implied
)eels of the antitrust laws," NCTA said. "Congress never intend...that the commission have the exclusive jurisdiction that
IA asks it to exercise over information services."
o
ree large cable multiple system

operators-Tele- Communica-

ns Inc., United Artists and United Cable-are working on
tablishing political advertising representation firm in Washington
woo political dollars. Discussions are in initial stages and
Ianizers are throwing open participation to other cable comnies. Washington presence, it is felt, will provide cable operas with closer contact with buying strategists of presidential
npaigns and other federal candidates running for office in 1988.

o
Icon Cable closed on

$106-million purchase of 12 Jones Intercasystems serving 60,000 subscribers in Los Angeles area.
mpany has secured $80- million loan from Bank of Boston to
ance purchase. Three systems will be folded into existing
Icon partnership. Other nine will form core of new company,
Icon Cable Media.
1

o

C has

charged program that will follow Super Bowl telecast on
I. 31. Originally it said it would go with two -hour pilot premiere
'hina Beach, about U.S. servicewomen in Vietnam. Now, word
kBC will air half -hour premiere of comedy, The Wonder Years,

remembered by broadcasting industry primarily as author of
decision in Telecommunications Research and Action Center v. FCC,
in 1986, which led to repeal of fairness doctrine. Bork panel held
that fairness doctrine had not been codified into law by Congress
and that FCC was free to repeal it.
o
Late last Friday, NATPE International announced that CBS's
Wafter Cronkite will be moderator for Feb. 28 debate between
Democratic party presidential candidates to be held during association's annual convention at Houston's George Brown Convention
Center.
o
As it said it would two weeks ago, Rupert Murdoch's News
America Corp. asked FCC last week for further waivers of FCC's
newspaper -broadcast crossownership rules that have allowed it to
own New York Post and WNYw -TV in New York and Boston Herald
and weir-TV in Boston since purchasing stations in 1986. Request
came despite prohibition against extention of any waivers to
rules, which was added to appropriations bill last month. News
America said measure "obviously violates a number of provisions
of the...Constitution and should accordingly be disregarded by
the commission." News America has said that if FCC denies
waiver request because of congressional measure, it will challenge it in court on constitutional grounds.
Ed Vane, president and chief executive

officer of Group W Productions, resigned from company last week for personal reasons. Vane
has been president of company since 1979. He will remain in that
post until successor is named. Vane did not attend INTV convention because of his wife's poor health. As head of Group W
Productions, Vane is reponsible for successful launch of such

syndicated programs as Hour Magazine and animated programs
He -Man, Masters of the Universe and She -Ra, Princess of Power.
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)MMITTED TO THE FIRST AMENDMENT
H

Things to ponder while awaiting

a

&

THE FIFTH ESTATE

idlto_nlalsm J
wave

The joint board of directors of the National Association of
Broadcasters has an important charge this week. Meeting in
Hawaii, in the flush of the greatest First Amendment victories yet
won by broadcasting, it will have opportunity after opportunity
to stand tall in asserting the Fifth Estate's historic-and so far
thwarted-claim to first -class citizenship. Or, it will have an
equal number of chances to sell out the long -term future for
short-term gain. We sense that the issue is in good hands.
Certainly that holds for NAB President Eddie Fritts, who has
rallied his staff and forces in remarkable fashion in recent
months, and whose victory over Senator Ernest Hollings's transfer tax proposal (linked to reimposition of the fairness doctrine)
has inspired admiration in the industry and on Capitol Hill. Fritts
has indicated the NAB will stand firm with the President (who
put his own political prestige on the line in opposing fairness)
and with the FCC (which declared fairness unconstitutional).
Given the choice between being liked and being respected, Fritts
has said he'll take the latter, an attitude others might emulate.
Although far more than popularity is at stake. Retribution is
what Congress has in mind, threatening to exact fairness doctrine
codification as the price for any favorable legislation the industry
might seek. Topping the list is must carry, which virtually every
television owner considers essential to his future.
There are, regrettably, a number of broadcasters who would
sacrifice what they consider a First Amendment nicety for the
political plum of the moment. That is the prevailing attitude
within the Association of Independent Television Stations, which
makes no bones about its willingness to forgo principle for
advantage. And within the NAB itself there are those who
profess to wonder what the fuss is about, given the heat from the
Hill.
The fuss, of course, is about the nature of the medium, as well
as its future. Is broadcasting to enjoy the same constitutional
protection as the printed press? Is it, indeed, to enjoy protections
accorded its principal rival, the cable industry? Is it to be the
pawn of every politician, as many in the Congress would so
transparently have it be?
All that and more rides on the ultimate acting out of this
drama. If, as now seems possible, the Supreme Court of the
United States upholds the FCC in its declaration that the fairness
doctrine is unconstitutional, a new day will dawn for every
broadcaster. The present proprietors of the medium must never
deal away the future. For the NAB, in Hawaii and beyond, this is
a time to take the heat and pay the price.

o
As noted above, it is the must-carry issue that comes repeatedly
to the fore in regard to the reimposition of fairness. Now that the
Court of Appeals has twice ruled negatively on broadcasters'
hopes for mandatory carriage, the prospect of reaching another
judicial result in the future is negligible. The way to go is via
voluntary agreement.
The cable industry made clear, in the wake of the Quincy
decision, that it was willing to accept a reasonable accord with
broadcasters. Even now, in the wake of Century, it continues to
adhere in general to the now -invalidated industry compromise.
As we read cable's state of mind, it has no desire to discontinue
carriage of popular broadcast signals, although it would like to
decide for itself how much of its channel capacity will be devoted
to cable-proprietary programing.
For the most part, thoughtful industry leaders on both sides of

the divide are of a mind to work something out. Others take the
view that the opponent must be brought to his knees before
negotiations can begin. In our view, both industries and their
common public will be best and longest served by a quiet
accommodation based on mutual respect.

o

On page 38 of this issue there is a "Monday Memo" by Bill
Clark, a respected member of the NAB's radio executive committee, celebrating the so- called "unification" that brought the
National Radio Broadcasters Association into the NAB fold. The
problem, as we see it, is one of leadership and identity. The
unified NAB has so far been unwilling to enlist a prominent
leader /spokesman to represent its aural medium (television, of
course, doesn't appear to need one, although that could change).
There's talk of using the radio board chairman, who changes
every year, in this role, but few think that will amount to much.
This page feels a special responsibility in this area. It has been
preaching the gospel of federation for decades, and supported the
NAB /NRBA merger as the first step in this direction. But we
always thought that each of the merged organizations would
retain its own identity, not simply that one would be silenced.
Within the NAB. radio merits a wider orbit and a louder voice.

Deeper and deeper
The FCC sent a letter to a television station in Kansas City, Mo.,
last week, warning that it had been accused of airing indecent
programing and giving it 30 days to respond-the first time a TV
station had been cited under the FCC's new get -tough policy.
Also last week, the FCC said it will now feel free to assert initial
jurisdiction in obscenity complaints, rather than referring them
first to the Justice Department, where the decision rightly belongs. Taken together, the portents are ominous -not only for the
industries being regulated, but for the FCC itself. It is on a
slippery slope of censorship, and accelerating downhill.
Readers of this page will not be surprised to find that our
concern for freedom of the media-and for the first -class citizenof greater volume than any offense we
ship of the Fifth Estate
might take at a fleeting picture of an undraped female form. By
all accounts, including our staff's opinion, the movie at issue
reasonwhich has been widely available via cable and VCR's
ably innocent by modern community standards. That it should
not be available on broadcast TV fór reasons short of inciting to
riot we find far more offensive than the film itself.
More to the point, our opinion doesn't matter any more than
should Dennis Patrick's, or Jim Quello's or Patricia Dennis's. It's
the broadcaster's right to make those calls, and to rise or fall
subsequently at the hands of his audience. The pity is that
"Private Lessons" may soon be used to teach poor public policy.
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Jack Schmidt

"Tell me I didn't just hear you announce that you won our
trip for two to the Superbowl. "
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Solid as

a Sony.
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Sony videotape has a
rock -solid reputation as the
toughest you can buy.
One word sums up everything we tried

to achieve with Vl-K videotape: durability.
From its cross -linked binder system
to its adhesive base film, it was
perfected for the real world
of constant jogging, still
BONY

frame editing, shuttling...
and deadlines.
And its ultrafine
Vivax'" magnetic particle
formulation was made to
deliver astonishing picture
quality, higher stability
and optimum S/N ratio
with the lowest headwear
rate of any major one -inch
videotape.

KSP-60

4, 1987 Sorry Corporation of America. Sony Vivax. Betacam. U-malc,

What we did for Vl -K benefitted BCT
Betacam,"' too, resulting in trouble -free still
frame editing, totally reliable repeated
playback and worry -free long-term storage.
And new Sony BRS and XBR U- matie
cassettes have all of the above plus the new
Sony Carbonmirror'" back coating, as well
as Sony's anti- static shell, which we introduced in BCT Betacam. They deliver
a new level of durability, runability
and especially fewer dropouts.
So, after all, Sony professional
videotape is just like any other
Sony: standard- setting video
and audio with a "solid as a
rock" reputation. That's why
it's the only videotape
you can treat like a Sony.

SONY
THE ONE AND ONLY

Carbonmrror and

Th..

.ni Only are trademarks of Sony
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sells Spot Television better
than Petry salespeople. Our specially designed
and intensive training program shapes and molds
sales professionals who set the standard
for the industry. Their desire to be at the top
of the field ...to finish first ... makes them
Spot TV's best sellers. After all,
selling Spot Television is our only business.
No one

PETRY
Petry, Inc., The Original Station Representative
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